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American Editor's Comment

In December 1964, Voye-nizdat, the publbihing hoase of the Ministry
of Defense of the USSR, announced that, beginning in 1965, a series of
17 books called the "Officer's Library" wdould be issued. A Dictionary of
Basic Military Terms was designated as the third book of the series.

This, dictionary was compiled by &,e faculty of the General Staff Acad-
emy and was the only book in the series for which the General Staff was
responsible. This academy is the higbest military educational institutionI in the Soviet Union, roughly corresponding to the National War College

- in the United States and the Imperial Defense College in Great Britain.
The Dict.onary of Basic Military Terms was typeset in April 1965 and

sent to the printers in Jl;iy ý;f the same year. 27,000 copies were pub-
lished.

Professor, General-Colonel A. I. Radziyevskiy, senior editor of the
dictionary, was the deputy commandant of the General Staff Academy at
the time the book was published. Subsequently Radziyevskiy became com-
mandant of the Frunze Military Academy, the second most prestigious

j military educational institution in the Soviet Unioi.
Authors of the Dictionary of Basic Military Terms acknowledge the

use of two earlier dictionaries, the Naval Operational-Tactical Dictionary,
published in 1957, and the Concise Dictionary of Operationd-Tactical
and General Military Terms, published in 1958. These two earlier works

I 'became somewhat outdated in January 1960, when Nikita Khrushchev
announced the establishment of the Strategic Missile Forces and the adop-
tion of a new milittry doctrine. This new doctrine, which the terms in

- the present dictionary help to explain, has continued without significant
crhange into the mid-1970s.

SThe Dictionary of Basic Military Terms is no ordinary dictionary,
rather, in many respects, it is the equivalent of a small military encyclo-
peda. Its predecessor, the Concise Dictionary of Opeeational-Tactical and
General Military Terms, was %mitten by the fdculty of the Frunze Military
Academy. This earlier work was considered as "the first handbook written
for officers of the Soviet Aimed Forces and cadets of military schools

-V to define operational-tactical and general military terms found in Soviet
military newspapers and journals, and in tactical and mil*itary-technical
literature." The Dictionary of Basic Military Terms accomplishes much
the same purpose, but at a higher level. it was written "for officers, gen-
erals, and admirals of all services of the Armed Forces," and explains
not only tactical and operational terms, as found in the earlier work, but
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it also inclukes terms found in writings on strategy-the highest category
of Soviet military art.

This book was 8 years in preparation. Its 1,600 entries wll be most
useful to the readers of the USAF "Soviet Military Thought" series. Many
of the most important Soviet military terms, such as doctrine, strategy,
and operational art, have m.anings that are much different from those
generally accepted in the West. Explanations given in this dictionary
should help prevent misunderstandings in the critical study of Soviet
military affairs.
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I
American Editor's Note on
Soviet Nomenclature and Terms

A number of Soviet terms have no exact English equivalent. The
terms listed below are those used frequently in this dictionary.
Vid Voorazhennykh S//-Service of the Armed Forces. Tie Soviet

Armed Forces we comprised of five Services: Strategic Missile Forces.
"Ground Forces, Natic-tal Air Defense Forces (PVO), Air Force, u',d
Nav,. "Service," capitalized, denotes one of these five Services. The
Stralegic Missile Forces (SMF) have also been called "Strategic Rocket
Forces" (SRF). It is believed that "3trategic Missile Forces" is a more
ac-urate desigr.ation.

Roda Voysk (Roda Si/)-Branches (or Arms) of the different Services.
[See entry under: Branches, Service]

Front--Higbest level of an ob"yedineiye. A front may be formed from
major field forces (strategic formations, sovedneniya, and units from
the various Services of the armed forces). "Front" m"y also be used
as an adjective when refeing to units organic to a front.

Ob"yedkxwe--Major Field Forces or St-mtegic Formation. Aa -?era-
tional and erganizational entity in the different Services of the armed
forces, an ob"yedineye is formed from various service bran'hes (or
arms) lor the purpose of cowducting military operations.

Soyeduwneye-Formation. 1The highest level of military organization:
Corps% Division, or Brigade level equivalent. It may be formed from a
single branch cf various branches and Services, including naval squad-
rons.

Ch/e'-Unit. 4ny administrative, line, or housekeeping unit of regi-
mental size or smaller that is administratively self-contained and has
its own designation, number, and banner. It is the basic tactical (com-
bat) and independent organizational unit up to, and including the
regiment. Each consists of subunits.

Podrazde/eniye-Subunit. It has a permanent orgaizatio and is usu-
ally homogeneous in make-up. It dous not '-ave its own (subunit)

Snumber. Batallions, batteries, companitz, platoons and squadrons may
Sall be subunit.

RsA6oidm v-(l) Direction, if pertaining to the CPSU, e.g. "the dirh-
fion of the armed forces by the Communist Party of the Sowt Union."
(2) Command, if pertaining to strictly military coctimad, e.g. "ome-
tialization of conmwnd of the armed forces."



Voennwye flukOvjvodic-C-rDoflad control.

Opt.kiy*Comn upavndyeoutr~tofLalcnrIf11aeI ~Upravleniye voyskam-CoutIroI of troops/ralitary amanemeflt.

YeiO..h(eUt fcmadoem ~get



ForewordI •' This ditionary of basic military terms is a reference manual contain-
ing tactical, operatio1ial and strategic vocabulary. It is intended for

Tofficers of Pll ranks of the Armed Forces, both permanent and reserve.
bThe aim bf-taislterms, in e.udictionaldy-is to gve a brief definition of
basic military terms, including t ombined-arms terminology and special
"military terms, thus helping to eliminate the marked lack of coordination
in terminology now observed in the militauy literature. Besides the basic
military terms, the dctinary contains the minimum of political, technca,
historical and foreign military turms necessmi for a proper understand-
iMany extremely sdo ! t a ilitary terms have been omitted the

Many exgeof sions pert no t to haeemilitarykarte from the
dictionary in order not to make it cumbersome.

'When tUsi dictionary was being compiled, the Naval Operational-
i Tac "- D-ctionary* (Voyenizdat, 1957) and the Concise Dictionary

of Operadtidal-Tacfical and Combined-Arms Terms** (VoyenizWat,
195.3) were used as reference works.

The dictionny was zompiled by the faculty of the General Staff Acad-
emy of the. Anmed Forcs of tho USSR.

General of the Army V. V. Kurasov participated actively in the dis-
Scussion and editing of the dictionary.

Gcneral-Liekutenants S. N. Krasil'nikov and A. Ye. Yakovlev were
responsilNol for the preparation of the dictionary for publication.

Discus:on end editing of the dictionary was done by a committee of
the following membership: General-Major Engineering- -Technical Ser-
vice L 1. Anureyev, General-Major A. D. Bagreyev, General-Major of
Artillery G. G. Gusamv. General-Major V. N. Yemelin, General-Major
V. A. Ignatenko, Colonel Ye. 1. Kalugin, Colonel V. I. Korogod, Gen-
eral-Lieutenznt S. N. Krasil'nikov, Colonel A. A. Oleynik, Colonel A. V.
Orlov, General-Major of Signal Troops A. Ya. Ostrenko, Vice Admiral
V. I. Suralekov, General-Lieutenant A. V. Sukhomlia, General-Major
of Aviatiom B. KL Tokarev, General-Major . L Fesin, General-Colonel
of Artillery N. S. Fomin, Colonel L A. Khozin, Colonel Engineer 0. B.
Tsapenko, Colonel A. M. Tsaritsyr, and General-Lieutenant A. Ye.
Yakovlev.

All comments and desiderata pertainin. to the dictionary should be
addressed to the Military Academy of the General Staff.

Colonel A. A. Oleynik prepared the dictionary for publication.

Professor General-Colonel A. I. Radziyevskiy

-Voyenno-Mormkoy Operntivno-T&kicbeskiy Slovae.
'Krtkysontr" Opmfivao-Tadchakm i Obskvoyeh S.o-.
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1 AVANGARD (advanced guard)-A detachment proceeding at a fired
distance ahead of the main body of a marching formation (unit) in order
to protect the troops making the march, to safeguard them from surprise
atteck by hosti!i, ground forces, and to ensure suitable conditions for the
main body to deploy and enter the battle.

2 AVARIYNO-SPASATELNAYA SLUZHBA (Emergency and Res-
cue Service)-A special technicd service coordinating the manpower and
facilities designated to render aid to warships, merchant vessels, aircraft
or combat vehicles which have sustained damage beyond the crew's
repair capability. When necessary, the Emergency and Rescue Service
organizes rescue of personnel from damaged warships, merchant vessels,
aircrat, or tanks .n distress.

3 AVARIYA (collision, crash, wreck)-An accident involving consider-
able damage to contbat materiel, resulting in it becoming unserviceable.

4 AVIANOSETS (aircraft carrier)-A surface warship which is a mo-
bile airdrome aud a naval aviation base. The main striking power of an
aircraft carrier is its deck aviation. Some very large carriers may have
rocket-launching installations. An aircraft carrier is intended to deal
blows by auclear or conventional weapons against coastal targets and
objectives in the interior of enemy territory and within the range of its
deck aircraft or rocket weapons, and against enemy warships and trans-
port vessels at sea or in port. An aircraft carrier may also render assis-
tanc to ground forces. According to their displacement, aircraft
inventory, and the mission they are performing, aircraft carriers may be
subdivided into strike and anti-submarine categories.
5 AVIANOSNAYA AVIATSIYA (carrier-borne aviation)-Aviation

bc-,ed on aircraft carriers. The role envisaged for carrier-borne aviation
is to strike coastal targets, w-arships, transports and landing ships at sea
or in port, and also to cooperate with the fleet.

6 AVIANOSNAYA PROTIVOLODOCINAYA POISKOVO-
UDARNAYA GRUDPA (APPUG) (Carrier Anti-submarine Search-
and-Strike Group) -In foreign navies a group of surface warships, having
an anti-submarine aircraft carrier as its nucli.u. The role of such a group
it to seek out and destroy enemy submarines.

7 AVIANOSNAYA UDARNAYA GRUPPA (AUG) (Carrier Strike
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Group)-In foreign navies, a group of surface warships consisting of one
(less frequently two) aircraft carrier, a cruiser, and six to eight escort
vessels. A Carrier Strike Group is usually included organizationally in a
Carrier Strike Force.
S AVIANCSNOYE SOYEDINENIYE (carrier force)- In foreigu

navies, a force of surface warships having *craft carriers as its nucleus.

9 AVIANOSNOYB UDAPRNOYE SOYEDRNENIYE (AUS) (Carrier
Strike Force)-In foreign navies, a force of surface warships consisting
of two or three Carrier Strike Groups. The role of such a force is to usc
nuclear or conventional weapons agast targets on the enemy's territory
and azainist his warships and transports at sea. TIe total strength of a
Carrer Strike Force is 2-3 Etrike aircraft carriers, 2-3 cruisers, and 16-
20 escort vessels. At the present time, Carrier Strike Forces and missile
submarines are the principal striking forces of the US Navy.

1O skVIANOSNYYE SI,.Y FLOTA (naval carrier air arm)--One of the
arms possessed by the navies of the USA, Britain and France.

1I AVIAISIONNAYA BAZ4a (air base)--(1) Repair-and-nupply base
(military unit) servicing aviation units and formations. (2) A large cap-
itally equipped airfield with one or more surfac•d runways, permitting
all forms of activity appropriate to the aviation based upon it, materiel
maintenance, and quartering of personael. Such an air base is used only
in the armed forces of foreign armies [sic].

12 AVIATSIONNAYA BALLIS1ICHESKAYA RAKETA (air-to-
surfce ballistic missile)-An "air-to-surface" ballistic missile fired from
a ,issile-carrying aircraft or from any airborne platform, and intended
to hit targets on land or water.

13 AVIA¶ISIONNAYA GRUPPA (air group)-A group consisting of
-everal aviation subunim units or formations (from one or more aviation
brar~hes), temporarily combined under a joint command to carry out
specific combat missions. In some foreiga armies. an organic aviation.
unit Iformation) is called an air group.

14 AVIATSIONNAYA GRUPPIROVKA (air grouping)--The totality
of scieral aviation subunits, units, formations, and in some cases major
formations, of various branches (or one branch) of aviation, intended to
carry out a specific combat mission (missions).

15 AViATSIONNAYA KONTRPODGOTOVKA (aernal counterprep-
aration)--One of the forms of air combat zctivity, consisting in dealing
a series of blows against an ernemy who has prepared himself to attack.
Aciul counterpreparation is done in conjunction with strikes by rocket.
forces and artillery counterp:eparation, in order to disrupt an attack or
to weaken the enemy's initial thrust.
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16 AVIATSIONNAYA MINA (aerial miw)--A mine of special design,
which may be laid from an aircrait or helicopter.

17 AVIATSIONNAYA PODDERZHKA (air support)-Air force com-
bat operations conducted for the purpose of helping ground forces to
achieve success in battle (in an operation). Air support is provided by
the centralized forces and facilities of fighter-bomber, bombers, and
.vinged missiles with a view to annihilating the enemy's nuclear-attack

facilities, his neaest reserves and command posts dete.:ed by reconnais-
sance, as well as important objectives on the field of battle which for
some reason cannot be destroyed by unit weapons on the ground. In an
attack, air support begins when our own troops go over to the attack,
and in defense, when the enemy troops bein their attack, and it con-
tinues throughout the etn period of combat operations.

18 AVIATSIONNAYA POISKOVO-UDARNAYA GRUPPA (APUG)
(Air-Search-and-Strike Group (ASSG) )-The role of such a group is to
seek out and destroy the enemy's submarines. An ASSG may include
anti-submaarine aircraft (helicopters) in both the search variant and the
strike variant. An ASSG is capable of performing assigned missions
either independently or in cooperation with naval search-and-strike

groups.

19 AVIATSIONNAYA TORPEDA (aerial torpedo)- A torpedo of
special design, which may be launched from an aircrafL

20 AVIATSIONNAYA ESKADRUILYA (air squadron)--The basic
tactical aviation subunit. An aviation squadron may be a separate unit.

21 AVIATSIONNAYA YADERNAYA BOMBA (aerial nuclear bomb)
-Ok- of the forms of nuc!ear munitions. An aerial nuclear bomb may
be used against underground or underwater tarrets as vell as against
objectives located at, or above, ground level or sea level. The aerial nu-
clear bomb yield may vary from a few kilotons to .,everal megatons.

22 AVIATSIONNOYE VOORUZHENIYE (air armament)-Weapons
mounted on combat aircraft and other airborne platforms. Aircraft ar-
mament is subdivided into missile, gun, bombardment and special cate-
gories. Missile armament includes unguided and guided missiles, and
aso devices on the aircraft for their suspensioL, firing and guidance. Air
gun armament consists of cannon, machine guns, ammunition for them,
mountings and si,,hts. in the bombardment categoiy are the various
types of aerial brmbs, torpedoes and mines, as well as devices for their
suspension and release from the aircraft (bomb racks, bomb release
mechanisms). Special. armamer., includes electronic and pyrotechnic
equipment, training and monitoring instrumentation.
23.AVIATSIONNOYE ZVENO (flight-air unit)-A tactical aviation
subunit. A flight may perform a combat mission either independcntly, or
as part of a sqtu dron.
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:•4AVIATSIONNOYE KOMANDOVANIYE (foreign) (air command)
-A major grouping of air forces, both in the system of a nation's avia-
tion and in a theater of war. Acoxding to its designation and the mission
to be verfombd, an airw- cmand may be tactical or strategic. Typical
appellations are: Bomber Command, F-ighter C'mmand, Transport Com-
mand, Air DefenseCommad,. Air Mahitnac Command.

25 AVIATSIONNOYE OB"YEDINENIY (major air formatioL'--A
large aviation grouping-consisting-of different formations and units, Nmi-
ous arms and brawhes of aviation, cruise missiles, rear service units, and
speci -units.. An air formation may. be integrated organically with op-
eiationaldfwo formations; or it may be independent.

26 AVIATSIONNO-KOSMICHESKAYA MFDITSINA (aerospace
medici•e)-A special branch of medicirw including the totality of re-
msarch and measus pertaining to the medical support of air and space
flight safety, safeguarding the health of air crews and astronauts, and
maintaining their capacity for work under all conditions encountered,
especlaUy'in modem high-speed, bigh-altitude, aircra4 spac sps, and
other airbbrn platforms.

27 AVIATSIONNO-TEKHNCHESKAYA BAZA (air-technical base)
-A unit which supports air units with all types of supplies on one or
several airfields.

28 AVIATSIONNO-TEKHNI•CHSKAYA DIVIZIYA (air-technic'd
division)-A unit that provides airfield technical services, materiel and
medical support, for air formations and units. In individual cases, an air
technical division may be tasked with siting, building and reconstructing
airfields, and related research.

29 AVIATSIONNYE SREDSTVA PORAZHENWYA (air weapons)--
Weapons used by combat aircraft, e.g., missiles, shells, bombs, torpedoes,
and mines.

30 AVIATSIONNYY XORPUS (air corps)-An operational-tactical air
force formation consisting of several air divisions and individual units.

31 AVIATSIONNYY POLK (air regiment)-A military unit. The basic
tactical and administrative unit of the air force. It may be an individiad
unit, or it may form part of an aviation formation. In the air forces of
some countries, there are no air regiments.

'32 AVIATSIONNYY PREDSTAVITEL' V SUKHOPUTNYKH VOY-
SKAKH (air liaison officer with ground forces)-A senior air force
officer (chief of an operational group of an air army) sent from the air
army or air formation staff to a combined-arns or tank army to organize
and maintain coordination with the troops.

33 AVIASIYWA VOYENNO-MORSKOGO FLOTA (naval aviation)
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-One of th basic naval arms, intended for combat operations at sea,
either indepi ndently or in cooperation with submarines. Naval aviation
may be also called upon to attack coastal targets or to coopemate with
ground forces in maritime sectors.

34 AVIATSIYA VOYSK PVO STRANY (Nadons! Air Defensc Avia-
tion)-One of the main branches of the Nationai Air Defense Forces. It
consists of fighter-aviation units, which form part of air defense groupings
and frmations. National Air Defense Aviation also includes subunits and
units of auxiliary aviation and special-purpose aviation (transport, liaison,
reconnaissance).

35 AVIATSIYA SVYAZI (iaison aviation)-Auxiliary aviation to pro-
vide liaison between superior, subordinate and coordinating levels of
commands and staffs. Liaison aviation consists of individut.l aviation sub-
units and units, and organizationally forms part of air force and
combined-arms formations and groupings.

36 AVTOMATIZATSIYA UPRAVLENiYA OYEVYMO SREDST-
VAMI (ORUZHIYEM) (automation of fire control)--The use of elec-
tronic computers and other technical aids for fire-control purposes (im
the performance of certain combat tasks).

3S AVTOMAT1ZTROVANNAYA RADIOTEKHNCHBSKAYA SIS-
TEMA (automated radio system)-A complex of radio equipment in
which the basic working processes ate performed automatically, without
human intervention, but under human control.

38 AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA NAVIGATSII (auto-
matic navigational system)-A system consisting of ground and on-board
apparatus which automatically determines the position of an aircraft or
warship, with provisions for either automatic or manual piloting (steer-
ing) of the aircraft (ship).

39 AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA UPRAVLENIYA VOY-
SKAMI (automated troop command and control system)-A system of
control in which the processes of collecting, processing, storing and
outputing information, and the performance of sperational-tactical cal-
culations, are accomplished with !he aid of various types of technical
equipment (electronic computers, etc.). An automated troop command
and control system improves the effectiveness of the work done by com-
mands and staffs.

40 AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA UPRAVLENIYA VOY-
SKAMI PVO (automated s3ystem for the control of air defense troops)- -
A complex of technical equipment used for the control of air defense
troops in the course of their combat activities, with the aid of modern
electronic means.

41 AVTOMIATIZIROVANNYYE KANALY VOYENNOY SVYAZI
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(•uaatd miitaryomuniction channels)-Special COmmunication
Schannels, through which connection between users is ensured by means

I of the compr-Jituive use of equipment, mechanisms and dvices. Thus,
contemporary multichannel radio-relay links are equipped with remote-
Indication systczns permitting signals to be sent to the main stwions from
each inrmediate statio In addition, a remote-peration system permits
a smies of commands to be sent to an unmanned station. With the aid of
tbis system, it is possiblc to change over communication from one set of
equipment to another, to switch the equipment of one or mom high-
frequency circuits on or off, to switch on masthead warnig lights, to
effect a changVover in power-supply units as required, and to perform a
number of other operations. Automation of radio-relay links raises the
quality of communication considerably. For automation purposes, radio-
relay links xre usually 6ivided into a nuxaber of sections, each spanning
a distance of 200-500 kilometers. At the ends of a section there are
main or terminal stations, which monitor all internediate stations of
the section and control them. Intermediate stations function without
operating personnel.

42 AVTOMATICHESKAYA S.TSIYMA RADIOPOMEKW (auto-
matic radio jamming station)-A .iming station which automatically
tunes its transmitter to the wavelength of the raeo facility being sup-
pressed, so that jamming is effected without intervention by the operator.

43 AVTOMATICIMAYA TELEGRAFNAYA VOYENNAYA
SVYAZ' (automatic militay telegraph comrmunications)-Telegraphic
communication by means of start-stop teleprinters, with automatic trans-
mission and reception of telegrams. In the process of automatic re-
?ransmisioa, telegram in transit pass through all telegraph stations and
centers without the participation of telegraphists. Automatic transmis-
sion is done from tapes, on which the text of telegrams to be sent is
printed (forated) in advance.

44 AVTOMk.TICHBSKIY P1MOSTAT (automatic aerostat)-A
lighter-than-air apparatus having automatic devices for controlling flight
altitude, releasing cargo in a given region, terminating flight, and recover-
ing the apparatus. An automatic aerost is used in air streams which
have a constant direction at high altitudes. For military purposes, auto-
matie aerostats may be used for reconnaissance, jamming radio or signal
communications, and for transporting munitions.

45 AVTOMAIICESKY RADIOKOMPAS (ARK) (automatic radio
compass)--le on-board component of a short-range radio-navigation
system. It is used to guide an aircraft to the locality of a radio station,
fix the aircraft's position when in flight, facilitate landing, and perform
otb-r air navigational tasks.

46 AVTOMATICHSKOYE OPREDELNLYB PARAMETROV
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YADERNOGZ) •'N7RYVA (automatic det,"minftion of nuclear burst
p -rs)--•i .'tio , -th the aid of sp.-cial automatic appara-
tus, of the oordiz,1, iiltude and yield of a nuch;-,r explosion. Used
as data for sLh deten•wm.ia are the length of time tzit the therr-A
pulse exisis, and tt. height &ad O.imeter of the cloud, or the --loud s rate
of auent.

47 AVTOMOBIL'NAYA DOROGA Fk,3NTA (ARME) (front [army]
motor road)---A surfaced or Nrt road irtexed for troop movements,
transport of materiel, and evacuation. Front (arny) motor road& are sub-
divided into the main and auxiliary W.tcgories. They are serviced by road
repair and traffic control troops.

48 AVTOMOBILNYYE VOYSKA (motor transport troops)-Special
troops intended to transport troops and miscellaneous materiel by motor
vtuicle. Motor transport troops are organized in units and subunits.

49 AVTONOMNOYE UPRAVLENIYE SREDSTVAMI PVO (auton-
omous control of Air Defense facilities)-Independent (decentralized)
control of the various Air Defense forces and facilities from command
Post.

50 AVTONOMNOST PODVODNOY LODKI (NADVODNOGO
KORABLYA) (endurance of submarine (surface ship))-The time (in
days) that a submarine (surace ship) can remain at sea continuously,
under way and on combat missions, without replenishment of fuel or
stores.

51 AVTONOMNYYE SREDSTVA RADIONAVIGATSI[ (autonomous
radio-navigation equipmet)---Radio aids for air and sea navigation,
not requiring the use of on-shore radio facilities.

52 AVTOPILOT (automatic pilot)-A device for controlling the flight
of an airborne platform and automatically maintaining tha course and al-
fit&d required for given flight conditions, without the direct participation
of the pilot.

53 AVTOTRAKTORNAYA TEKHNIKA (motor vehicle and tractor
equipnment)-Motor vehicle and tractor materiel used for military pumr-
poses, which is part of the suandard equipment of m:litary subunits,
units and formations. Motor vehicle and tractor equipment includes
automobiles, trucks, special motor vehicles (passenger cars, trucks,
spociD) wheeled and tracked prime movers, carriers, tractors and
trailers.

54 AVTOTRAKTORNOYE IMUSHCFESTVO (motor vehicle and
tractor smppwrt materiel)-Assembl~es, spare pats, materials, electrical
equipment, tires and rubber components, accessories, adaptors, tools and
wccesories for the operation and repair of vehicles and visual training

7



55 AGENTURNYYE SVMENIYA (DANNYYE) (Information ob-
tained from agents)---Sret material c.-xcrning the organization., arma-
ment, strategy and tactics of potent;A oz actual enemies, such material
pertaiting to theaters of military operations, and also information of a
mflitarjy-polific2l or military-economic nature, obtained by intelligence
agents.

56 AGRESSIYA (aggression)--intiation and conduct of unjust, preda-
tory, imperialistic wars. Aggression is the principal element in the foreign
policy of imperialist states and is directed first cf all against world social-
sm In internatiorial law, aggression is defined as an armed attack by one

or several states on another state for the purpose of seizing its territory,
&priving it of independence, and enslaving its people.
57 AKVATORIYA (water area)--Te water area within the limits of i
port or harbor (bay); an expanse of sea water used for a specific purpose,
e.g., for warships in a c-mmercial port; for merchant vessels in a naval
harbor, or set aside for the use of seaplanms.

58 AKTIVNOST' OBORONY (aggressiveness in defense)-The ability
to detect and promptly liquidate the enemy's weapons of mass destruction,
to strike him with all types of firepower, to make extensive use of maneu-
vers involving personnel, firepower, and engineer obstacles, and to use
counterpreparation, counterattacks and counterblows. Timely and success-
ful counterpreparation not only enhances aggrcssiveness in defense, but
may even lead to a break-up of the enemy's attack.

59 AKITVNYYE MINNYYE ZAGRAZHDENMYA (active mine fields)
-Active mine barriers laid at various depths in water3 belonging to the
enumy or used by him at the approaches to, and exits from, naval bases
and ports, at junctions at sea routes, in straits, etc. The purpose of active
mint fields is to inflict shipping losses upon the enemy, to restrict the free-
dom of movement of enemy warships and transports, to raise tension gen-
erally and, in particular, to increase the load on the enemy's mine-sweeping
forces.

60 AKTIVNYYE RADIOPOMEKHI (active radio jamming)-Jamming
of the enemy's radar facilities, produced by jamming transmitters (sta-
tions). Active radio jamming, affecting the enemy's radio receivers, dis-
rupts completely or partially the reception and iidication of useful
signals. Active radio jamming illuminates large areas of the screen on
plan-position indicators of radar stations, hindering target detection, and
disrupting target tracking by radars that have an automatic target-tracking
capability.

61 ALGORITM MATEMATICHESKIY (mathematical algorithm)--A
system of mathematical operations and tested logical conditions executed
in sequence according to strictly defined rules. Such a system, after a num-
ber o! moves, leads unfailingly to the solution of the assigned problem.
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The algorithm determines a series of solutions for any one class of prob-
ems.

62 ALGORnTM OPERATIVNYY (operational algorithm)-A system of
logical reasoning and operational calculations done in the process of
sequential analysis of a situation with the aim of reaching a decision. An
operational algorithm serves as a basis for the formulation of a mathemat-
ical algorithm.
63 ALTFA-CHASTITSY (alpha particles)-A form of radioacthiv radia-
tion. Alpha particles occur as a result of nuclear explosions, and they
constitute the nucleus of helium atoms. They have a harmful effect on the
human organism, especially if they penet-ate it.

64 ANEMOMETRICHESKAYA OTSENKA ESTNOSTI (anemomet-
ric evaluation of a locality)-Study and estimation of the effect of a local-
ity on the propagation of a cloud contaminated with toxic airborne
substances. This is done on a topographical map or by direct measure-
ment of wind direction and specd in the actual locality.

65 ANTIBIOTIKI (antibiotics)-Substances of microbial, animal or
vegetable origin, which depress the viability of micro-organisms. They are
used in the practice of medicine.

66 ANTIDOTY (antidotes)-Substances used to render first aid to per-
sois affected by toxic substances.

67 ANTIRADIATSIONNYYE PREPARATY (antiradiation prepara-
tions)-Medical or chemical preparations which diminish the harmful
effect of radioactive radiation on the human organism.

68 ANTIRAKETA (anti-missile missile)-A guided missile intended to
destroy ballistic missiles.

69 APPARATURA ZAPUSKA RAKETY I UPRAVLENIYA YEYU
(apparatus for launching and guiding a missile)--ARl ground equipment for
adjusting and checking the on-board guidance instruments prior to
launching, for checking correctness and accuracy of operation, for switch-
ing on the instruments and automatic engine controls, and for launching a
missile.

70 APPARATURA TONAL'NOGO TELEGRAFIROVANIYA (audio-
frequency telegraplic apparatus)-A complex system permitting multi-
chanmel telegraphy by high-frequency telephone channels for military
communication purposes.

71 APPARATURA UPLOTNENIYA (multiplexing apparatus)-Tech-
vical equipment permitting creation of several telephone and telegraph
communication cOannels that operate simultaneously.

72 ARMEYSKAYA ARIMLLERISKAYA GRUPPA (army artillery
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g:oup)-An artillery group dirzctly subordinate to an army commander,
and intended to perform fire missions in the interest of th. army operatioa
as a whole.

73 ARMEYSKAYA ARTILLERIA (army artillery)--Organc army ar-
tillery. directly subordinate to the army commander.

74 ARIMEYSKAYA GRTJPPA (hisorical) (army group)-A temporary
ccmbined-arms army field force, intended fz5r the execution of particular
operational missions.

75 ARMEYSKAYA OPERATSIYA (army operation)-The totality ofnuclear stikes, sU•e by other weapons, and combat operztions of army
trooAs united by a single concept and conducted in accordance with a
unified plan for the attainment of an assigned operational objective. Ac. a
rule, an army operation is part of !an army] front operation, and is con-
ducted in cooperation with neighboring armies (army), front artillery and
aviation, and---in a maritime sectoic--with naval forces. In certain cases,
mainly in operations in isolated sectors, and under special condition.% an
army may conduct an operation independently.

76 ARMEYSKAYA POLOSA OBOROGNY (historical) (army defense
zone)-A local zone prepared by army troops for a defensive battle, and
prepared in the engineering sense.

77 ARIMBYSKIYE (FRONTOVYYE) ZENITYYE UPRAVLYAY.T-
MYYE RAKETY (army [front] anti-aircraft guided missiles)--Missiles
constituting part of the arinamaut of air-defense missile units subordinate
to an army (front).
78 ARMESKIYE REZERVY (army -eserves)-Part of the forces and
weapons in tha tactical order, of battle of an army intended: to execute
short-notice or emergency missions either in preparation for, or during, an
operation; to replace active troops which have lost their fighting capability,
and to execute counter-thrsts. Army reserves may be in the combined-
arms, anti-tanks, and special-troop categories.

79 ARMEYSKIY KORPUS (AK) (Army Corps)-A combined-arms,
operational-tactical unit. An Army Corps may consist of sevzral divisions,
missile and artillery formations (units), and special-troop units. An Army
Corps is intended to carry out operational-tactical missions in a particular
sector, primarily in special theaters of war.

80 ARMEYSKIY TYL (army rear services)--A component part of the
operational rear, including army rear services units and materel-supply
establishments which are located in an army rear area and intended for
providing rear services support troops to army formations and individual
army units.

81 ARMIYA (a.,my)--(l) An operational grouping of one or another
Service of the armed forces, consisting of several formations of various
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branches anl special troops, and intended for the conduct of operations
(combat activities); (2) ground troops (forces); (3) sometimes the word
army is used to designate the armed forces of a State, e.g., the Red Army
or the Soviet Army.

82 ARMIYA VTORZHENIYA (invasion artay)-Portion of an agres-
so.'s armed forces especially trained to invade the territory of another
country during the initial phase of a war, or in the course of a war.

83 ARMIYA NARODNAYA (people'3 army)-An army expressing and
protecting the interests of h•,e toiling mse., in, the revolutionary struggle
for transformatdon of the swial order, and in armed defense of popular
power. socialism and communism.

84 ARWi A PRIKRYTIYA (historical) (covering army)-Portion of a
country's armed forces intended to protact its borders against surprise
enemy invasion by land, saa or air, and to permit military mobilization to
be carried out, and the country's main forces to be concentrated and de-
ployed. This term was used by us prior to World War IL

85 ARMIYA EKSPEDITSIONNAYA (historical) (expeditiorary army)
-A part of the armed forces, consisting o0 several divisior; of ground
troops and naval and air forces, belonging to one country or a coalition of
States, and transferred to the territory of other countries for the purpose of
conducting large-scale operations. An expeditionary army is n", st often
used by imperialists to conduct operations in colonial wars and to accom-
plish military intervention.

86 ARTILLERIYSKAYA GRUPPA (artillery group)--A temporary
grouping consisting of several artillery units or subunits under one com-
mand for the purpose of executing missions in combat. The composition
of an artillery group is determined in each case by the situation.

87 ARTILLERISKAYA DIVIZIYA RVGK (Reserve Artillery Divi-
sion of the Supreme High Command)-A reserve artillery formation at
the disposal of the Supreme High Command. It may include several artil-
lery units. This division is intended for use in the most important sectors.

88 AR.M1LIdYSKAYA LNSi1RUMENTALNAYA RAZVEDKA
(AIR.) (Artillery instrument reconnaissance)-A component part of
ground artillery recoanaissaance. It is done with the aid of special recon-
naissance instruments (apparatls). According to the technology used
artillery instrument reconnaissance is subdivided into optical, acoustic,
S radio, and ground-photography categories. Artillery instrument reconnris-
sance is used to determine the target coordinates, to support missile and
artillery fire, and also to tie in firing positions and observation pos:s

89 ARTILLERIYSKAYA KONTRPODGOTOVKA (artillery counter-
preparation)-Artillery fire by a defender against an enemy who is pre-
paring or deploying for an attacr Artillery counterpreparation is done in
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conjunction with nucleu strikces and in combination with air couner-
preparation, for the purpow of breaking-up an attack or weakeviAg the
cnemy's initial thrust.

" ARTHIE SKAYA OPORNAYA SET" (artillery control net)-
The aggregate of control points and sectors tied into the terrain, the
coo:dinates and directional angles of which am determined in a unified
system with sufficient accuracy for artillery purposes.

91 ARTAILLERIYSKOYE VOORUZHENIYE (artillery armament; ord-
nance--AU artillery materiel, including guns and mortars, ammunition,
artillery instruments, and various types of arxiliary equipment.

92 ARTXLRIYSKOYE NABLYUDEMIqY (artillery observation)--
Method of reconnaissa which consists in observing the enemy from
ground artillry observation posts.

93 ARTLLERIYA (artillety)--() One of the service branches possess-
ing great fire power;, (2) a type of weapon, or the aggregate of armament
items, including the entire complet of a firearm and all the equipment
needed for its effecdive utilization in combat; (3) the science dealiug with
the fundamentals of a fire weapon's structure, its properties, and the
methods of using it in combat.

94 ARTILLERIYA REZERVA VERKHOVNOGO GLAVNOGO KM-
MANDOVANIYA (artillery of the Supreme High Command's reserve)-
Artillery not included in combined-arms formations or strategic forma-
tions. It consists of artillery formations and units intended for quant•.iative
and qualitative reinforcement of organic artillery.

95 AR'YERGARD (rear guard)-March protection element, intended to
safeguazd troops moving from the front to the rear. The strength, composi-
tion, missions and distance of a rear guard (from the main body) will
depend on the size of the main body column being guarded and on the
situation.

96 ASTROINERW IAL'NAYA SISTEMA NAVIGATSH (astro-inertial
system of nav;gatio.0--A system for determining the position of missiles,
spacecraft, aircraft or ships, and for controlling their movements. Such a
system uses astronomical devices together with mechanical ineria do..
vices. Underlying the system is calculation of coordinates on the basis of
measured accelerations, and their correction by astronomical methods. An
astro-inertial system of navigation is used primarily in long-range cruise-
type missile&

97 ASTRONAVIGATSIONNAYA SiST.MA NAVEDENIYA (astro-
navigational guidance system)-A system for determining a gutiIcd ob-
ject's true position in space by reference to heavenly bodies with the aid
of astronomical instruments (astro-sextants, special ttlescops).
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I 98 ASTRONAVIOATSIYA (ASMRONOMWCHESKAYA NAVIGAT-
SlYA) (astrmonavigation [astronomic&. navigation!)-Navigation of air-
craft, ship:, spacecraft or rockets using heavenly bodies for orientation. In
me at the present time are astronavigational Instrumms with automti
tracking of two heavenly bodies, or of one, if the course is pro-
prorammed.
99 ATAKA (attack)-The most important element in the tactca activi-

ties of ai?, naval and ground forces, constituting a combination of swift
maneuver and fire (strike) aimed at enemy peasonnel ard weapons for the
purpose of their annihiilatio. Im. attack by ground fort-s is czrried out

Simn-ediately following nuclear and conventional weapons strikes, and is
cullmin.ated by the utter defeat of the enemy and by capture of his Men-
sive amis mn structures. An air attack is a rapid action by aircraft agaist
the enemy for ttn purpose of firing or striking at close range. Aunihil'kdon
of hostile airc.-aft in the air during an air attack is accomplished by fighter
aviati-n. A torpedo (missi'e) attack is the maneuvering of a warsip tr-
craft) for the purpose of essuming a favorable positici md firing torpedx-s
(missiles) at the t et.

100 ATOMNAYA ARTILL.ERYA (atomic artillery)-Artillery in-
tended to fire projectiles having nuclear charges.

101 ATOMNAYA SILOVAYA (ENERGEHCHESKAYA) KORA-
BEL'NAYA (SUDOVAYA) USTANOVKA (atomic power plant for ship
propulsion)-A special plant converting intranuclear energy into mechani-
cal energy to propel a naval or merchant vessel. Regardless of its design
or type, a contemporary atomic power plant for ship propulsion consists
of an atomic "boiler," or reactor, a turbine (steam or gas), and electro-
mechanical machinery. The application of the atomic power plant to sub-
marines has solved the problem of making them true underwater warships
that hardly ever (with rare exceptions) have to surface.

102 ATOMNY (YAD .0YY) BAR'YER (foreign) (atomic [nuclear]
barrier)-Obs.acles in the form of radioactive contamination of thL ter-
rain, destruction of built-up areas, bridges, junctions, roads, mountain
passes and defiles, cavsed by nuclear weapons to prohibit enemy troop

S'nuneuvers, and materjel and technical support.

I 103 ATASHE (attach6)-Post in a diplomatic delegation (embassy, mis-
sion). Special attach6s, Le., military, naval, air, press, etc., obtain infor-
mation by lawful means, are advisors to the ambassador in their specialty
and represrnt their own army, navy, air force, press, etc., in the foreign
country.

S104 AERODINAMIKA (aerodynamics)-The science of the motion of
air and its effect on the oies around which it flows. Aircraft aerodynam-

S ics is the science of the motion of an aircraft in air under the influence of
the forces that so occur.
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105 AERODINAMICHESKIY NAGREV (aerodynamic beating)-
Heating of the stuct ef an airborne vehicle (aircraft, missile) due to
retardation of the air stream. Air particles coming into direct contact with
the ai-bore vehicle are slowed down by it. As a result, the kinetic energy
of thes particles is transformed into thermal energy.

106 AERODROM (airfield)-An area of land, prepared from the engi-
neering viewpoint, permitting takeoff, landing, servicing and accommoda-

tion Of aircraft. An airfield is intended to serve as a base for an aviation
unit or subunit According to the.-x degree of development, airfields are
subdivided into permanent and field categories, and are designated as
wsuperclass," first class, second class or third class. According to their pur-
po c, airfields are subdivided into home, maneuver, alternates reg"iar, op-
erational, advance, staging, rear and dummy categories.

107 AERODROM BAZIROVANIYA (home airfield)-An airfield on
which, at a given time, an aviation unit is based. Home airfields may be
permanent, or in the field category.

108 AERODROM VTOROGO KLASSA (second class cirfield)-An
airfield intended to serve as a base for a unit or subunit of frontal aviation
or national air defense fighter aviation. A second class airfield, whether in
the permanent or field category, has a paved runway 2000 meter, long
and 50 meters wide. The total length of the main runway of a permanent
eCond class airfield, including the terminal overruns, is 2800 meters. A

second class airfield in the field category may be au unpaved airfield with
a main runway with a total length of 2200-2400 meters. Such an airfield
may also have an equipped, paved runway 1800-2000 meters long.

109 AERODROM ZASADY (historical) (ambush airfield)-An airfield
used by frontal and by national air defense fighter aviation, and intended
to ensure interception of the. air enemy at remote frontiers. An ambush
airfield is located 10-15 ii,',meters from the State border or from the
front line, or on probable flight routes of enemy aircraft. In most cases,
ambush airfields are unpaved second-clats airfields.

110 AERODROM MANEVRA (maneu.wer airfield)-An airfield on
which units of frontal aviation, long-range aviation and national air de-
fense fighter aviation may be based briefly, and from which they may
engage in combat operations. From :he engineerizg viewpoint, a maneuver
airfield is developed to the same extent as a home airfield. At a maneuver
airfield there are radio facilities and an air technical subunit or unit. A
maneuver airficld is in constant readiness to receive an aviation unit or
subunit that is petforming an airfield maneuver, and to support its uninter-
rupted conduct of combat activities. Maneuver airfields may be cspially
prepared as such, or they may be reserve airfields or those formerly used
as home airfield, for aviation units and subunits.

11U AERODROM MAT"'3AL'NOGO OBESPECHENIYA (supply
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and support airfield)--An airfield used for consignment of goods by air
transport. As a rule, there are warehouses (speciaiized groups of ware-
houses) and medical establishment- near a supply and support airfield.

112 AERODROM PERVOGO KLASSA (first class airfield)-An air-
field on which long-range aviation units may be based. A permanent first
clas airfield has a paved runway and other airfield installations. The
dimensions of a paved runway on a first class airfield, whether in the per-
manent or field category, are 2500 x 80 me-ters. The total length of the
runway must be not L-ss than 3300 meters.

113 AERODROM PODSKOKA (staging airfield)-An airfield situated
nea-er to the enemy than major home airfields, used by the air fcrce to
increase the depth to which enemy territory may be penetrated for the
purpose of reaching objectives. Home and maneuver airfields of other
aviation foraations, and specially-prapared airfields may be used as stag-
ing airfields.

114 AERODROM TRET'YEGO KLASSA (third class airfield)-An air-
field intended as a base for military transport aviation units and units
having shork take-off and landing aircraft. A permanent third class airfield
has a main runway of 1300-1600 meters total length, and as a rule has a
paved runway 1200 meters long. A third class airfield in the field category
will more often than not be an unpaved airfield with a main runway of
1200-1300 meters total length. Such an airfield may have a paved runway
1000 meters long.

115 AERODROMNAYA SET' (airfield net)-The aggregate of airfields
on which air force, combined-arms or national air defense aviation units
are basoud, or from which they may maneuver or engage in combat opera-
tions. An airfield net includes airfields in the home, maneuver, alternate,
advance, rear and dummy categories. Airfields which are components of
an airfield net may be united into airfield regions or airfield areas, an
which aviation formations may be based. An airfield net may be confined
"" ) one country or it may include the airfields of a group of States.

116 AERODROMNAYA SLUZHBA (airfield service)--An air force ser-
vice engaged in the siting, construction, reconstruction, repair and opera-
tion of airfields. The airfield service is entrusted with providing engineering
and airfield support foe combat operations conducted by frontal aviation,
long-range aviation, missile-armed naval aviation, and national air defense
fighter aviation.

117 AERODROMNO-TEKHNICHESKOYE OBESPECHENIYE (air-
field technical support)-Measures taken to keep an aWrfield in good work-
ing order, thus ensuring support for air operations.
US AERODROMNYY MANEVR AVIATSH (airfield maneuver oi
aviation)-Complete or partial regrouping of aviation units, formations
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and strategic formations asso-iated with a change in home airfield. An
airield maneuver of aviation may be executed to create a new grouping
of air forces or to shift its effect from one sector to nother, to rebast,
aviation units closer to the front line in preparation for, or during, an
operation, to withdraw aviation units clear of a nuclear a.ttack and from a

zone of radioactve contamination, and also to conceal the actual areas
where aviation is based.
119 AERODROMNYY RAYON (airfield zegion)--A set of airfields on
which it is intended to base a large air force formation. The; number of

home airfields constituting an airfield region is governed by the composi-
.ion of the aviation formation (strategic formation) and by the density at
which the units are based. An airfield region may contain froin two to
four airfield areas.

120 AERODROMNYY UZEL (airfield area)-A group of airfields on
which it is intended to base an air force formation or unit. The number of
home cirfields constituting an airfield area is governed by the compofition
of the formation (unit) and by the density at which units are based.

121 AEROMETEOROLOGIYA (AVIATSIONNAYA METEORO-
LOGIYA (aerometeorology [aviation meteorologyDi--The branch )f gen-
eral meteorology dealing with atmospheric processes and phenomena
(meteorological conditions) affecting the flight of aircrait, missiles and
aerostats.

122 AERONAVIGATSIYA (VOZDUSHNAYA NAVIGATSIYA)
(aeronavigation [air navigation] )-The science of guiding an airborne
vciticle through the air from one point on the Earth's surface to another,
or from the place of take-off to the assigned target (object), and then to
the landing site. In practical application, aeronavigatioa is the totality of
actions performed on the ground and in the air for the purpose of ensur-
ing that an airborne vehicle follows the prescribed course at the assigned
altitude and reaches the ce-signated target at the proper time.

123 AEROFOTORAZVEDKA (aerial photo-reconnaissance)-One of
the methods of conducting aerial reconnaissance, accomplished by photo-
graphing a locality or objectives from an aircraft or other airborne plat-
form.

-B-
124 BAZA BEREGOVAYA (coastal base)-A militar-y unit used for
providing rear services for submarines, missile boats, torpedo boats, etc.,
and cultural amenities for their crews. Coastal bases are located in ports,
harbors and bays. A coastal base has jetty frontage, workshops, ware-
houses and materiel-handling equipment, and is able to supply vessels with
stores, electricity, and steam. A coastal base also has living quarters and
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office space, special-purpose rooms and laboratories, hospitals, clubs, and
all xypes of domestic facilities (steam baths, laundries, etc.). A coastal
base used by submarines may have pens for their protection.

125 BAZA VYSADKI (landing base)-A facility of the mar services
area intended to create favorable conditions for a landing by the main
forces, and to supply the troops which have disembarked.

126 BAZA RADIOTEKHNICHESKOY (RADIONAVIGATSION-
NOY RADIOPELENGATORNOY) SSTEMY (base of a radio-technical
[radio-navigational, radio direction-finding] system)-The distance be-
tween the system's two stations, which are fixed geographically. The
two stations give a user of the system his position or a positlon line.
Where there are more than two stations in the system, the base of a radio-
technical system is defined as the distance between any two stations of
the system.

127 BAZA SNABZHENIYA (supply base)-A supply facility, includ-
ing a group of warehouses with the necessary inventories and handling
equipment, intended to provide the troops with materiel support.

128 BAZIROVANIYE AVIATSH (the basing of aviation)-The use,
by avlation units, formations and strategic formations of akfields, airfield
areas, airfield regions or airfield nets, on whose territory are deployed
rear services units and establishments whose role is to support air combat
activity. The basing of aviation may be dispersed and mobile..

129 BAZIROVANIYE FLOTA (basing of the fleet)-The distribution
of naval forces in a given maritime theater of naval operations.

130 BAZISNAYA VOLNA (base surge)-A swirling annular cloud of
water spray formed in the course of an underwater nuclear explosion
at the base of the water column as the latter falls. The farther the base
surge spreads from ground zero, the more it rises into the air and, having
merged with the mushroom-like cloud, acquires the appearance of a
stratocumulus cloud. The base surge contains a large amount of radio-
active material, which leads to radioactive contamination in the vicinity
oi the explosion and along the track of the radioactive cloud.

131 BAZOVYYE PLAVUCHIYE SREDSTVA (harbor craft)-Self-
propelled and towed vessels intended to service warshim, aircraft, and
miscellaneous vessels of the navy and other forces in port, in roadsteads,
and in harbor (tugs, floating docks, barges, cutters, torpedo-retrieval
ve,,sels, gunnery targets, firefighting vessels, degaussing stations, battery-
charging stations, floating barracks, bakeries, etc.).

132 BAKTERIALNAYA RETSEPTURA (bacterial culture)-A group
of substances including pathogenic microbes or toxins and various sub-
stances which increase the viability of microbes or the stability of toxins
in storage and use.
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133 BAKTERIALNYYE AEROZOLI (bacterial aerosols)-Small par-
ticles of a bacterial culture suspended in a gaseous medium (air).

134 I3AKTERIAL'NYYE SREDSTVA (bacterial agents)-Substances
causing diseases in man, animals, and plants, and manufactured bacterial
poisons, called toxins. Bacterial agents form the basis for the casualty-
producing effect of bacteriological weapons.

135 BAKTERIOLOGICHESKAYA VOYNA (bacteriological warfare)
-Warfare with the use of bacterial agents. Bacteriological warfare is
forbidden by international iaw and is condemned by all progressive man-
kind.

136 BAKTERIOLOGICHESKIYE RAKETY (bacteriological missiles)
-Missiles filled with bacterial agents.I 137 BAKTERIOLOGICHEKOYE (BIOLOGICHESKOYE) ORUZ-

HIYE (bacteriological [biological] weapons)--Ammunition and devices
filled with bacterial agents, intended to infect people, domestic animals,
and crops.

138 BALLISTIKA (ballistics)-The science of the laws of motion of
missiles, artillery projecti'cs, mortar rounds, bullets, etc., when fired.
Ballistics is divided into two parts, internal and external. Internal ballistics
studies the laws of motion of a shell, mortar round or bullet in the barrel
and the processes accompanying the firing ol a shot from a fire weapon.
External ballistics studies the laws of flight of a rocket, artillery projectile,
mortar round, bullet, etc., in the air, from the moment when the action
of the powder gasses on it ceases, until the moment when it reaches the
target.

139 BALLISTICHESKAYA RAKETA (ballistic missile)-The most
Simportant weapon in nuclear warfare. The trajectory of a ballistic missile

consists of an active phase and a passive phase. During the active phase,
the missile is propelled by its motor's thrust, and is guided by a self-
contained [autonomous] or combined guidance system. During the passive
phase, the missile flies along a so-called ballistic curve.

140 BALLISTICHESKJY VETER (ballistic wind)-The theoretical
(nominal) wind, used for a particular altitude, which will produce the
same deviation cf a projectile from the tabulated trajectory as the actual
wind, which varies with altitude.

141 BESOPASNAYA VYSOTA VYSOTNOGO YADERNOGO VZR-
YVA (safe altitude of a high-altitude nuclear explosion)-The minimum
permissible altitude ensuring the safety of ground-level objects from the
damaging factors of a nuclear explosion.

142 BEZOPASNAYA DOZA RADIATSII (safe radiation dose)--The
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radiation dose, receipt of which will not lead to the onset of radiation
sickness ia an individual

143 BEZOPASNOST POLEFA (flight safety)--Conditions ensuring
preservation of the crew and materiel during the orgratation and ac-
comp"ishment of a Right.

144 BEZOPASNYY VREMENNOY INTERVAL (safe time interval)-
The time interval between individual aircradt (units) during take-off
and in traM : which ensures safe take-off and piloting of each aircraft
When bombing with nuclear weapons, the safe time interval between
the bomber and the escort aircraft depends on the nuclear bomb yield
and on the bombing altitude.

145 BEZOPASNYY REZHIM POLETA (safe flight system)-(1) Flight
within the limits of the maximum and minimum speeds laid down for a
given type of aircraft; (2) the system established for group flying and for
flying in clouds.

146 BEREGOVAYA ARTILLERIYA (coastal artillery)-A type of
naval artillery placed on the sea coast Coastal artillery is intencied to be
used in the defensive system of naval bases, important coastal regions, and
islands against enemy attack by sea or by land. Coastal artillery is sub-
divided into fixed and mobile (moved by rail or mechanical traction).

147 BEREGOVAYA OBORONA (hstorical) (ccasal defense)--The
aggregate of naval combat forces and facilities concentrated on the coast
and organized into a special defensive system to provide cover for im-
portant operational sectors and to provide protection for particular ob-
jectives on the given coastline, islands or skerries (including adjacent
waters), against sea, air and land attack.

148 BEREGOVOYE NABLYUDENIYE ZA MOREM (coastal surveil-
lancc)-A special system of observation, organized on the sea coast by
every navy for the purpose of detecting submarine, surface and airborne
objects belonging to the enemy, and other changes in the situation within
the range and capabilities of instrumental and visual means of observa-
tion.

149 BEREGOVYYE RAKETNYYE CHASTI (coastal missile units)-
Naval units and subunits armed with mobile or fixed missile launchers,
primarily intended for use in a system for the deiense of naval bases and
the most important coastal regions and islands against enemy attack by
sea; but also intended for use in cooperation with ground forces and
with naval forces operating at sea.

150 BESPILOTNAYA AVIATSIYA (drone aircraft)-Aircraft and heli-
copters which are flown from take-off to landing without a pilot, using
instead self-contained, remote, or combined control systems.
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1I1 BESPILOTNYYE SREDSTVA VOZDUSHNOGO NAPADENIYA
(unmanned air attack weapons)-Airborne vehicles guided (flown) by
self-contained contrnl sysems, homing systems, or remote conrol, so
that they need not be manned. Unmanned air attack weapons include
ballistic and cruise missiles.

152 BESPRICHAL'NOYE BAZIROVANIYE (offshore berthing)--
Berthing a naval unit at an anchorage or at any place where there is no
jetty frontage. Offshore berthing is supported by the use of mobile en-
gineering facilities and small-displacement floating craft.

153 BESPRICHAL'NOYE SNABZHENIYE KORABLEY (offshore
resupply of warships)-Method of resupplying a warship with various
types of stores, without the -hip coming to a jetty or to moorings in a
harbor (bay). Offshore resupply of warships may be accomplished either
when under way or when at anchor. Under way at sea, resupply is done
with special equipment, and at anchor in a ioadstead, by means of flexi-
ble hoses or by tankers or waterboats. Offshore resupply of warships
wkli other types of i-ies is accomplished by using rear services harbor-
craf L

154 BETA-CHASITSY (beta particles)-A form of radioactive radia-
tion occurring as a result of a nuclear explosion, consisting of clectrom
of nuclear origixL They have a harmful effect on the human organism.

15S BIOLOGICHESKIY EKVI9, ALENT RENTGENA (BER) (rcent-
gen equivalent man [rem])-The quantity of any form of penet-ating
radiation which is equivalent in biological effect to Ir of gamma radia-
tion. In view of the fact that the radiation dose corresponding to 1 rem
varies considerably according to the nature of the irradiation (single,
multiple), the rem concept is rarely used as a unit of measurement for
radiation dose.

156 BITVA (historical) (battle)-A decisive encounter of the main
forces of the belligerent parties, the results of which not infrequently
determine the outcome of a campaign or a stage of a war. "Battle" is an
ancient Russian term equivalent to the more recent term "general engage-
ment". A battle is the aggregate of a number of simultaneous and succes-
sive decisive engagements of the main strategic groupings of the belligerent
parties in the most important strategic sectors or theaters of military op-
eýetions. Thcse engagements are united by singleness of purpose and
concept, and distinguished by great intensity-, they lead to the destruction
of the enemy's main forces in a given strategic sector or theater of war
and to !he mastery of the most important strategic objectives. A battle
on such -a scale changes the correlation of forces and creates a turning
point in t* war. A battle is fought by several coordinated major field
forces, sui',xcrsc by a concentrated airpower, considerable artillery re-
serves, and armored and other troops. World War II saw battles that
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we unprecedented in military history: the Battle of Moscow in 1941,
Volgograd in 1942, Kursk in 1943, etc.

157 BLANKOVAYA KARTA (blank map)-A topographical map or,
sea chart printed in one or several pale colors. A blank map is used by
staffs to prepare graphic documents.

158 BLIZWAYSHAYA ZADACkA (immediate objective)-That part
of the overall combat mission of troops in an offensive operation which
must be accomplished first. Depending on the situation, an initial objec-
tive may be to awiiate tir enewy's rmeans of nuclear attack, break up
his basic group'n or to take possession of regions, lines, or positions,

bhe capture of which will ensure successful execution of a future (the
next) mission.

L BLOKADA VOYENNAYA (military blockade)-One of the meth-
ods of conducting an armed conflict, namely, by isolating the enemy State
(part of it, or a group of States), particular groupings of the enemy's
armed forcs and seaports or important political centers for the purpose
of completely preventing the arrival of reinforcements, materiel, supplies
and raw materials, thus creating conditions under which the enemy may
be utterly defeated or forced to capitulate. A military blockade is im-
posed by the personnel and weapons of all the armed Services. Depending
on the nature of the means used and the geographical location of the block-
aded objective, a blockade may be imposed by land, by sea, by air, or by
certain combinations of these, i.e., by land and air, by sea and air, or
by land, sea and air. Depending on the nature of the tasks to be per-
formed, a military blockade may be strategic, operational or tactical.
A military blockade is often preceded by political, economic and diplo-
matic blockade.

160 BLOKADA MORSKAYA (naval blockade)-Isolation of all or
part of enemy territory from the sea, using naval and air forces; isolation
of all or part of the enemy's naval forces, umailment of enemy merchant
shipping.

161 BLOKADNYYE SILY (blockading forces)--Forces effecting a
blockade. Their composition depends on the nature and conditions of the
blockade. Blockading forcts may include submarines, naval aviation,
surface ships, navai coastal missile units. and ! naval coastal
artillery units.

162 BLOKIROVANIYE (blockading)--() The aggregift of combat ac-
tivities performI by various services of the ground, naval and air forces
for the purpose of imposing a naval blockade. (2) Isolation (encirclement)
of a strong point (objective) or a grouping of enemy troops offering con-
tinued resistance. Blockading is carried out by limited forces from the
first echelon. Annihilation of the blockaded enemy may be effected by
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part of the first echelon, by the second echelon, or by reserve& Nuclear
weapons may also be used for this purpose. (3) Prohibition of take-off
from enemy airfields for a certain period of time. Such blockading is
achieved by air attacks on enemy aircraft which are parked, standing by
for take-off, or attempting to take off, and also by mining or oth-erwise
damaging runways. Airfields may be blockaded in support of the comcat
operations by one's own air and ground forces.

163 BOYEVAYA VOZMOZHNOST' (combat capability)-The aggre-
gate of indicators characterizing the combat qualities and technical capa-
bilities of formations (units, subunits), service branches ard special troops
during execution of their combat mission. Combat capability is dotermined
by the extent to which the unit is up to strength, by its level of training,
and by the degree to which it is equipped with armament, combat ma-
teriel and quality and quantity of transport facilities.

164 BOYEVAYA GOTOVNOST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL (VOYSK)
(combat readiness of the armed forces [of troops])--The state dctermin-
ing the degree of readiness of each Service of the armed forces (troops) to
fulfill the combat missions assigned to it. The basic index of the armed
forces' readiness for combat is their ability to undertake combat missions,
within the prescribed time limits, having regard to the aim, plan, and
situation.
165 BOYEVAYA ZHIVUICHEST' (damage control)--The ability of
persnnel servicing armament and combat materiel, of ships' crews and
air crews, to maintain g efficiency and to restore combat effective-
ness rapidly in the event of casualties and appreciable damage to arma-
ment and combat materiel.

166 BOYEVAYA ZADACHA (combat mission)--A mission assigned
to troops (major field forces, formations, units) in order to achieve a
definite goal in a battle (operation) by a specific time. In an attack, for
example, a combat mission could consist in annihilation (rout) of a
principal enemy grouping in a certain zone, to a prescribed depth, or in
seizure of particular territory. In a defense, on the other hand, a combat
mission could consist in annihilating the advancing enemy, denying him
a breakthrough into the defended area, or in holding particular occupied
terrain. In an offensive, a combat mission for a major field force is
usually subdivided into an initial mission and a subsequent mission. A
combat mission for a formation could, in one case, be subdivided into an
immediate mission, a subsequent mission, and a mission-of-the-day, or
in another case, into ai immediate mission, an axis for further advance,
and a mission-of-the-day. The content and depth of a combat mission
may vary, depending on a number of factors.

167 BOYEVAYA ZASHCHITA KORABLYA (defensive features of a
warship)-Special structures to improve a warship's ability to stay afloat,
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and to protect personnel, armament and machinery from the various
weapons of an enemy.

168 BOYEVAYA MASHINA (combat vhi,.le)--An armored tracked
(wheeled) vehicle with armament mounted on it, used for combat. Com-
bat vehicles include tanks, self-propelled artillery mounts, armored per-
sonnel carriers, armored cars, etc. A rocket launcher mounted or an
automobile is also called a combat vehicle.

169 BOYEVAYA OBSTANOVKA (combat situation)-The aggregate
of the various factors and conditions pertaining to a particular period
d&t4r which combat or an operation is to be prepared for and con-
ducted The combat situation includes: the state of the enemy, friendly
troops and adjacent unis degree of radioactive and chemical contamina-
tion of the terrain and of the air t ure of the terrain and the state of

. . --the--read-n•twrk,.econonic-condition-ef the region, political outlook
and morale of :be population, weather, time of day and time of year.

170 BOYEVAYA PODGOTOVKA (combat training)-Training pro-
vided to various categories of servicemen, subunits, units and staffs for
te conduct of military operations, and to the rear services for their sup-

port function.

171 BOYEVAYA SKOROSTRE'NOSTI (effective rate of fire)--lhe
greatest number of shots which can be fired in a unit of time from a given
weapon without damaging it, taking into account the time needed for
reloadin& changing aim, etc.

172 BOYEVAYA SPOSOBNOST' (BOYESPOSOBNOST') (combat ef-
fectiveness)-The ability of subumits, units, formations and strategic for-
mations to perform combat operations and accomplish the missions as-
siged to thew

173 BOYEVAYA TEKHNIKA (combat materiel)-The totality of all
military and technical equipment used in combat and to support troops
in combat and operations.

174 BOYEVAYA TREVOGA (combat alert)-A procedure for bring-
ing troops to a state of full combat read~ness to complete a combat
miulm. A combat alert is given by the senior commander, either as a com-
mand, or by a prearranged signal transmitted through communication
channels, or otherwise.

175 BOYEVAYA USTOYCHIVOST' (combat stability)-The ability
of units and formations c the Services to preserve their combat effective-
nes under the strs of enemy action.

176 BOYEVAYA CHAST' (na korable) (stations [on a warshipD-
Subdivision of a warship intended for the lr~forma= of particular func-
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r0ow. Included are battle stations, weapons, instruments, machines,
steering gear, communications, lookout posts, and other stations.

177 BOYEVAYA CHAST RAKEIY (missile warhead)-The com-
partment or nose cone of a missile where the charge and fuze system
are located. The charge may be nuclear or chemical, or it may consist
of conventional explosives.

178 BOYEVAYA EKONOMICHESKAYA SKOROST' KORABLYA
(combat maximurn range speed of a warship)---The spee ataiable with
the least expenditure of fuel per mn'le run, at normal displacement and

with all ordnance and other auxiliary machinery operatir. in a system
ensuring full readiness for combat. A warship must maintain a maximum
range speed during the entire time required for execution c, a combat
mission.

179 BOYEVOYE DEHZU•.-SlVO SREISTV PVO (combat alert duty
at air defense facilities)-Subuuits (units) stationed at control centers for
air defe=se forces and fighter aviation being at a certain state oi readiness
to conduct combat operations. The procedure for carrying out an opera-
tional 24-hour tour of [combat alert] duty at air defense facilities is laid
down in the senior commandr's instructions.
180 BOYEVOYE DOP ESENWE (combat report)-A written (graphic)
document or verbal report by a subordinate to his superior concerning
the progress of a combat mission.

181 BOYEVOYE NAPRYAZHENIYE AVIATSH (combat intensity of
aviation)-The number of sorties which an aircrew of a subunit, unit,
formation or major formation is capable of flying in a 24-hour period or
other specified time. Mean norms of intensity (in sorties per aircrew)
are laid down for the various branches of aviation.

182 BOYEVOYE OBESPECM UYE AVIATSH (combat support of
aviation)-A system of measures aimed at providing direct support for the
successful completion of combat missions by formations, units, subunits
and individual aircraft. Such measures include: target reconnaissance or
preliminary target reconnaissancr, overcoming enemy fighter opposition
in the air, suppressing ground air deimnse facilities on the flight route and
in the vicinity of the target, effecting radio countermeasures, and defend-
ing the airfield against nuclear weapons, artillery fire, and air attack.

183 BOYEVOYE OKHRAN-ENYE (combat security)--One of the
types of combat support of troops (navy). Combat security is organized
to prevent sudden attack or the penetration of enemy reconnaissance into
an area where the protected troops (warships) are deployed, and to provide
friendly Loops (warships) with sufficient time and advantageous condi-
tions for deployment and for entry into combat in the event of their
coming into contact with the enemy.
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184 BOYEVOYE PrTANIYE (combat materiel supply)-A system for
supplying troops with everything needed for combat (weapons, ammuni-
tion, etc.).

185 BOYEVOYE RASPORYAZHENIYE (operational instructions)--
A combat document (or a verbal presentation of its content) transmitted
to the troops in a combat situation for the purpose of assigning them mis-
sions for a forthcoming operation. Operational instructions include brief
information concerning the enemy, the positions and missions of adjacent
units, and the combat mission of the troops to whose commanding officersSj the combat instruction is issued.I 186 BOYEOY VYLET (sortie)--Hght by an aircraft or helicopter
(group of aircraft or helicopters) in connection with the fulfilment of a
combat mission.

187 BOYEVOY JNFORMATSIONNYY POST NA KORABLE (op-
ersions control center on a warship)-A room (place) on a warship,I• r4p=ially equipped to collect and process information (reports) concern-
ing the surface, air and underwater situation, obtained by the ship's ownequipment or received from other sources.

188 BOYEVOY KOMPLEKT (unit of fire)--The supply-and-account-
ing unit adopted for operational and tactical planning with regard to
materiel and technical support required by troops (aviation) in order that
a particular combat missiov may be accomplished
189 BOYEVOY KURS (attack course)--The course on which a war-
ship or aircraft uses its weapons. The choice of attack course depends on
the properties of the weapons used, mission to be completed, and pre-
vailing situation.

190 BOYEVOY PORY.ADK (order of battle; combat formation)-
A grouping of forces and weapons deployed for battle. A combat forma-
tion is drawn up in accordance with the type, nature and concept of a
forthcoming battle,

191 BOYEVOY PRWKAZ (combat order)-An order issued by a com-
mander (general officer commanding) in a combat stuation (verbally or
in writing) to subordinate troops to carry out a plan made by him. Indi-
cated in a combat order are: an evaluation of enemy grouping and ac-
tions;, missions and procedures for the use of atomic weapons by the
superior commander in the zone of operations by a major field force or
formation (unit); missions of adjacent units and the dividing lines shared
with them; missions aad operational concept of the entire major field
force or formation (unit); combat missions assigned to subordinates and
the time troops are to be ready, location of command pasts, time of their
deployment, and the sector in which they are to be relocated; deputies.

192 BOYEVOY RASCHET (combat duty assignm.nt)-Assignment of
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particular duties to the servicemen of a subunit according to the nature of
the combat mission (observer, messenger, member of a patrol, ammuni-
tion carrier, etc.). Combat duty assignment is done prior to a combat
mission. It may also be done prior to tacui-al training.

193 BOYEVOY SOSTAV (effective combat strength)--The effective
sIrength of a unit, formation %•r major field force intended for direct con-
duct V' an operation or betlt. Effective combat strength units are: for
tactical purposes-missile launcher, tank, gun, aircraft, battalion, battery,
squadron, field-engineer company, warship, for operational and strategic
purposes--the division (in all Services of the armed forces) or its cor-
responding unit, but in this case effective combat strength is calculated
primarily in terms of missile launchers and nuclear ammunition; for in-
fantry purposes--the total numerical strength of ground forces, the num-
ber of machine guns, cannon, tanks; for air force purposses-the number
of aircraft; and for naval purposes--the mmber and types of warships.

194 BOYEVYYE GRAFICHESKIYE DOKUMENTY (graphic com-
bat documents)-Orders, instructions, reports, etc., prepared on a map
or blank map, or in the form of a diagram, graph or table.

195 BOYEVYYE DEYSTVIYA (combat operations)-Operations of
troops (air force, naval fleet) directed at destroying enemy personnel and
combat materiel, seizing his territory, repelling his attacks, warding off
his strikes, and retaining one's own territory. Also, operations associated
with local movements and disposition of troops while uuaer threat of
enenmy attack.

196 BOYEVYYE.DEYSTVIYA SIL FLOTA PO OBORONE SVOIKH
MORSKIKH KOMMUNIKATSIY (naval combat operations conducted
to defend sea communications)-Operations conduct.d by naval forces
independently or in cooperation with front troops and maritime national
&ir defense units in order to protect merchant shipping and government-
sponsored shipments for military or national-economic purposes from
enemy action.

197 BOYEVYYE DOKUMENTY (combat documents)--Staff docu-
ments pertaining to preparations for organizing and conducting combat
operaz;ons, as well as to local movements and disposition of troops. Com-
bat documents include, for example, combat ord•_. and instructions, com-
bat teport,, terkin-a and position maps, various calculations, diagrams,
etc.

198 BOYEVYYE POTERI (combat losses)-Losses of ptronnel and
materiel sustained as a result of enemy action.

199 BOYEVYYE PRIPASY (BOYEPRIPASY) (ammunition)-M-s-
sues of various types, artillery shells, mortar rounds, aerial bombs, naval
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torpedoes and depth charges, hand grenades, and cartridges for small

:!rms.

200 BOYEVYYE SVOYSI VA SAMOLETOV (combat characteristics
of aircraft)-The aggepate of the flying and tactical characteristics of an
aircraft (speed, rate of climb, ceilin& tactical radius of action, etc.), its
armament, radio and radar fit, i.e., qualities which determine the prob-
ability of successful execution of combai missions.

201 BOYEVYYE STREL1BY (field firing)-Artillery firing or firing
from tanks and small arms, carried out using live or practice shells and
cartridges. Field firing may be done both in speciaizre artillery training
exercises and in training exercises with other service branches. Field firin3
r-ay be for training, record, demonstration, or experimental purposes.

202 BOYEVYYE TRADITSII (combat traditions)-The accumulated
rules and customs which inspire armed forces personnel to fulfill their
sacred military duty to die Motherland selfless-ly and whoieheartedly. The,
combat traditions of the Soviet Army and Soviet Navy are traditions of
a new type. They are founded on the revolutionary traditions of the work-
ing class and the Communist Party, and on !be herclic traditions of the
Russian people. These combat traditions, gradually developing and be-
coming enriched with new content, have become an integral part of th•
everyday routine and life of the Soviet Array and Navy, and have become
the standard of con-duct for our military personnel These combat tradi-
tions embody the hWghest qualities of Soviet servicemen, true sons of our
people, nameiy: unbounded devotion to the Motherland, the Communist
Party, and th& Soviet government; courage and valor;, the readiness and
ability to overcome any difficulty; and confidence in their strength and
certainty of victory over the enemy.

203 BOY (combat)-An organized clash of combatant units with the
enemy, using strikes and fire of all types, for the purpose of achieving
victory. Only by combat can destruction of the enemy's manpower and
weapons, and suppression of his capacity for resistance, be attained.
Combat is a decisive test of the moral and physical strength of personnel,
and of the effectiveness of combat materieL

204 BOY ZA VYSADKU MORSKOGO DESANTA (combat for an
amphibious assault landing,-An offensive battle in a coastal region,
involving penetration of the enemy's anti-landing defense, both on the
water and on shore, seizure of a beachhead (port), and landing thereon
(therein) all the troops pending assignment of onshore missions to them;
combat activities of ground forces or a naval infantry assault force, in
coordination witii other types of Services (Air Force, Navy, Air Defense),
"when landed in the enemy's rear from the sea or from the air.

205 BOY PRI OTRAZHENTI VYSADKI MORSKOGO DESANTA
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(combat to repel an amphibious assault landing)--A defensive action in a
coastal region to prevent an enemy landing or, in the event of his doing
so, to annihilate his landing force.

206 BOL'SHAYA STRATEGIYA (grand strategy)--A term widespread
in foreign literature. It embraces the military policy of the western im-
perialist states, and their overall practices in conducting war.

207 BOMBARDIROVOCHNAYA AVIATSIONNAYA DIVIZIYA
(bombardment aviation division)-A tactical formation of bombardment
aviation. A bombardmerl aviation division usually consists of several
bombardment aviation regiments, headquarters, and servicing subunits.

208 BOMBARDIROVOCHNAYA AVIATSIYA (bombardment avia-
tion)-A branch of aviation intended to destroy enemy targets at
operational-tacbcal distances in enemy territory by using various weapons
in cooperation with missile units and combined-arms major field forces
(formations).

209 BOMBARDIROVOCHNYY AVIATSIONNYY KORPUS (bom-
bardment aviation corps)-An oiWrational-tactical aviation formation
consisting of several bombardment aviation divisions, equipped with
bombcer

210 BOMBARDIROVOCHNYY UDAR (bombing attack)--Simul-
taneous (during a brief time) destruction of -.-my targets (target) with
aerial bombs of various types

211 BOMBARDIROVSHCHIK (bomber)-An aircraft having an arma-
ment consisting primarily of bombs, and intended to destroy ground and
sea objectives, either in a region of combat operations or in the enemy's
deep rear. According to their design and tactical role, bombers are sub-
divided into frontal and long-farwg (stratgic) categories.

212 BOMBOVAYA NAGRUZKA (bomb load)-The total weight of
bombs with which an aircraft can be armed. A distinction is made be-
tween normal bomb load and maximum (overload) bomb load.

213 BOMBOVAYA PLOTNOST' (bomb density)--The density of tar-
gpt destruction by aerial bombs, characterized by the ratio of the weight
of aerial bombs (in tons) required to destroy the targets, or which have
actually fallen on them, to the area of these targets (in square kilometers).

214 BOMBOVOY ZALP (cluster bombing)-Simultaneous dropping of
bombs onto a target from a single aircraft or from a group of aircraft.

215 BOMBOMET REAKTIVNYY PROTIVOLODOCHNYY (rocket-
assisted depth-charge thrower and launcher)-An apparatus mounted on
the deck of a warship for the purpose of throwing anti-submarine depth
charges. Sth dckof wrsip orth pupoe f troin ani-ub2rie 11



216 BOMBOMETANTYE (bombing)--Te aimed release of er-a
bombs of various kinds from an aircraft or other airborne platform in
ordor to destroy ground or sea targets. Bombing may be done from a
horizontal flight, from a pitch up, or from a dive.

217 BON (harbor boom)-A floating structure (a wooden or metallic
raft) placed at right angles to the shore, and equipped to berth warships
and merchant vessels of moderate displacement (PT boats, trawlers, sub-
marines, etc.).

218 BONY (boom defenses)-Combat obstructions, namely: floating
structures consisting of floats, logs, nets, weights, etc., obstructing theI passage of submarines and surface ships into a harbor or anch',rage, also
preventing enemy torpedoes from reaching their targets.

219 BORBA ZA ZHIVUCHEST KORABLYA (ship damage control
[navy])-The aggregate of measures implemented by a ship's crew to
deal with ingress of water and outbreaks of fire, to prevent the explosion
of ammunition in magazines, to restore damaged services, and armament,
thus maintaining the ship's combat capability.

220 BORTBA S AVIATSIY PROTIVNIKA (combating enemy avia-
tion)-One of the most important tasks of all the Services of the armed
forces and arms, accomplished for the purpose of destroying or weaken-
ing enemy aviation, creating favorable conditions for the conduct of op-
erations, and safeguarding troops and rear services installations from
enemy air attack.

submarine warfare)-One of the basic tasks df modern navies, the
essence of which consists in destroying enemy submarines, primarily
those armed with nuclear missiles. both at sea and at the points where they
are based and built. Missile troops and long-range aviation may be as-
signed to the task of combating enemy submarines.

222 BOR'BA S RADIOELEKTRONNYMI SREDSTVAMI PROTIV-
NIKA (combating enemy radio-electronic equipment)--The measures
adopted to hinder the enemy's use ot his radio-electronic equipment (jam-
ming, destruction, etc.), and ensuring reliable operation of our own radio-
electronic equipment while the enemy is trying to suppress it.

223 BRIGADA (brigade)-A formation of troops from different service
branches and special troops from the various Services, consisting of sev-
eral battalions (artillery battalions) and special subunits. There are motor
rifle buigades, motor transport brigades, rairoad brigades, etc.

224 BRIGADA KORABLEY OKHRANY VODNOGO RAYONA
(brigade of ships for the close protection of a sea area)-A tactical task
force assigrad to guard a particular sea area, and made up of various
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.1,M kinds of naval i.ssels (mine sweepers, anti-submarine vessels, patrol ves-

sels, power boats of varicus types, ctc,).

225 BRIGADA MORSKIKH (RECHNYKH) KORABLEY (brigade of
seagoing [river] warships)-A tactical force of warships of one "class!",
consisting of individual vessels of Categories I or 2 (submarines, destroy-
ers, monitors, etc.), or of divisions of vessels of Categories 3 or 4 (mine-
sweepers, torpedo boats, armored cutters, etc.) [*See: # 707 & 709].

226 BRIGADA MORSKOY PEKHOTY (marine brigade)-A separate
administrative-tactical unit of the Marinz Corps in the naval forccs of the
USA, and of certain other capitalist countries. In the naval forces of
Great Britain, the marine brigade is the basic tactical formation.

227 BRIGADA TRUBOPROVODNAYA (pipeline brigade)-A rear
services formation which includes several subunits of main field pipeline
troops.

228 BRONEVAYA BASHNYA (armored turret)-Armored cover for
guns, machine guns, observation and control mechanisms, shaped in the
form of a segment of a sphere, a cylinder, or a truncated cone. According
to their design, armored turrets are subdivided into rotating. non-rotating,
and self-concealing categories. Armored turrets are mounted on armored
vehicles (tanks, armored cars, armored trains), warships, and on per-
manent fortifications.

229 BRONEKATER (armored cutter--A warship of moderate displace-
ment (up to 100 tons), intended for operation in coastal and skerry re-
gions (the seagoing armored cutter) or on rivers (the river armored cut-
ter). It has one or two guns (57-85 millimeters caliber) and light armor
plating.

230 BRONETANKOVAYA DIVIZIYA (foreign) (armored division)-
Combined-arms tactical formation in foreign armies, consisting of tanks,
motorized infantry brigades (regiments, battalions), divisional artillery,
missile subunits and units, (subunits) of other arms and special tr ops.

231 BRONETANKOVAYA TEKHNIKA (armored vehicles)-Armored
combat and auxiliary vehicles in the armament of ground troops. Armored
vehicles include tanks, self-propelled artillery mounts, armored personnel
carriers, armored cars, armored recovery vehicles, and combat recon-
naissance patrol vehicles.

232 BRONETANKOVOYE IMUSHCHESTVO (armored vehicle sup-
port materiel)-Materiel necessary to support the operation, servicing,
storage, maintenance and evacuation of armored vehicles. Armored ve-
hicle support materiel includes mechanical equipment, electrical equip-
ment, spare parts, tools, and various materials and accessories.

233 BRONLETRANSPORTER (armored personnel carrier)-An ar-
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mored vehicle intended for transporting infantry and for combat. It may
be used for liaison, reconnaissance, and other special tasks. There are
wheeled and tracked armored carriers.

234 BUY RADIOGIDROAKUSTICHESKIY (radiohydroacoustic buoy)
-A small floating device containing a hydroacoustic station and a radio
transmitter. When a submarine is detected, a radiohydroacoustic buoy
automatically transmits prearranged signals.

235 BUKSIRUYEMAYA GIDROAKUSTICHESKAYA STANTSIYA
(towed hydroacoustic station)--A hydroacoustic station especially de-
signed for towing by a warship or. aircraft (helicopter), and intended for
submarine detection.

236 BUCHIL'NAYA USTANOVKA (clothes-decontamination unit)-
Apparatus used to decontaminate and disinfect cotton uniforms, garments
worn to protect the skin, anl tarpaulins. A clothes-decontamination unit
may also be used for disinfecting kitchenware.

237 BYSTRODEYSTVUYUSHC14AYA TELEGRAFNAYA FVYAZ'
(high-speed telegraph communication)-Transmission of information by
means of trains of binary signals of 1 second to 1 minute duration, at
the rate of 150-300 bauds (15-30 bits per second).

2IM BYSTRODEYSTVUYUSHCHIYE OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE
VESHCHESVA (quick-acting chemical warfare agents)-Poisonous
substances whose action on the human organism becomes apparent nm-
mediatcly after they are inhal-d or ingested or otherwise gain entry into
the body (e.g., hydrocyanic (prussic) acid, or SARIN).

239 BYSTROTA SVYAZI (rapidity of communications)-The ability
of communications to ensure the transmission (receipt) of orders, instruc-
tions, reports and signals within the time limits dictated by the require-
ments of command. Rapidity is one of the basic demands made on com-
munications.

240 BYSTROKHODNAYA TRANSHEYNAYA MASHINA (BTW)
(high-speed trench-digging machine)-Engineering machinery for digging
combat trenches ard communication trenches. The working mechanism,
which is of the rctor type, is mounted on a heay artillery tractor chassis.
A high-speed trench-digging machine can dig trenches to a depth of 1.5
meters. The machine's productivity depends on soil category ald excava-
tion depth, but may reach 500 linear meters of trench per hour.

-V-

241 VAKTSINATSIYA (vaccination)-Method of creating an active

immunity to contagious e --es in man by iWroducing a vaccine into
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the, human organism. Armed forces personnel are vaccinated at regular
in'tervals or according to the epidemiological situation.

242 WOD V BOY (commitment to combat)-An organized movement
forward, deployment and engagement of units of the second echelon and
combined-arms reserve in order to increase the effort along a given axis,
to develop the success achieved by the first echelon, to replace the troops
of the first echelon when the latter has lost its combat effectiveness as a
result of enemy nuclear attack, and also to fulfill new combat missions.

243 VVOD V SRAZHENIYE (commitment to battle)-An organized
advance of a formation of tte second echelon (combined-arms reserve)
of a front (army) into the first echelon, and their deployment in the course
of the operatien to increase the effort along the ax.is of the main attack,
to develop the success achieved by the first echelon, to take possession of
important areas, or to carry out other missions.

244 VVODNAYA (tactical problem)--A situation created in o'der to
work out certain training problems, while conducting exercises both on
maps and in the field.

245 VEDENIYE BOYA (conduct of a battle)-The process (course) of
a unit's combat activities in the execution of assigned combat missions.

246 VEDENIYE OPERATSII (conduct of an operation)-The process
whereby the troops of an operational grouping (several major field forces
of one or various Services of the armed forces) execute missions to en-
sure enemy defeat in battles and engagements that are differentiated
frontally, in depth and in time, staged on the ground, in the air or at
sea, as a result of which an assigned operational or strategic objective
is achieved.

247 VEROYATNOSV VYKHODA NA TSEI (probability of reach-
ing a target)-The ratio of the number of approaches by aircraft to a
target to the total number of sorties flown in the execution of a given
aerial bombing mission. Expressed as a percentage.

248 VEROYA'INOST' POPADANIYA (PORAZHENBYA) (probabil-
ity of a hit)-Numerical characterization of the probabi-'ty of hitting a
target under given firing conditions.

249 VERTIIAL'NAYA ZAVESA MIN (vertical mine screen)--A
form of mine obstacle intended to prevent the passage of submarines
which are proce-eding submerged. The mines in a vertical mine screen
are placed at various depths, i.e., in tiers, so as to cover the water mass
to the sea bottom or to the submarine's maximum diving depth.

250 VERTIKAL'NAYA SKOROST' (rate of climb or descent)-The
gain or loss of altitude by an airborne vehicle per unit time.
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251 VERTOLET (helicopter)--A heavier-than-air flying machine which
flies with the aid of one or more lift rotors. A helicopter possesses the
capability of taking off and landing without a run, and of hovering at a
fixed altitude above a given point on the ground or water surfcce. Hell-
copters are used for canying airborne units in landing operations, for
submarine rearch-and-strlke purposes, for reconnaissance, for artillery
spotting purposes, for liaison, for evacuating wounded, etc.

252 VERTOLETONOSM (foreign) (helicopter carrier)-A surfmf'c
warship used to base aad support helicopters designatod for transport
and landing operations, and to accommodate marine detachments par-
ticipating in such operaticns. In the US Navy, helicopter carriers are in the
landing-ship category.
253 VERKHOVNOYE GLAVNOYE KOMANDOVANIYE (supreme
high command)-The organ of strategic direction over armed combat
and over all armed forces of a country in wartime.

254 VES MAKSlMALNY (PEREGRUZOCHNYY) SAMOLETA
(VERTOLETA) (maximum [overload] weight of an aicraft qielicopterD
-The greatest weight of an aircraft (helicopter). At such a weight, take-
off (unassisted or with the aid of boosters) and safe flight arn possible.

25. VES POLEZNOGO ORUZA (payload)-The net. weight of cargo,
not including the weight of fastenings and other devices used during
transportation.

S~256 VITRM V PRLZMANOM SLOYE VOZDUKCHA (surface wind)--

"Surface wind," Le., the movement of air masses observed at ground levelS~up to a height of 12 meters fromn the Earth's surface (L~e., thae height at

#• which weather vanss [wind socks] are mount.ed).

S~257 VZARMNOYE OPOZNAVANIYE (mutual idenfification)--Mutual
determination of the affiliation of troops, aircraft and warships in order to
preclude the possibility of harm to frieadly troops, warships or aircraft.

258 VZAIMODEYSTVIM VOYSK (troop coordination)--oordina-
tion between the various Services of the armed forces and service branches
participating in an cperction (btImle), with respect to missions, sectors,
boundacy lines, and times of actitzi. Under present-day conditions, troop
coordination must be persistent and continuous throughout the course of
"fth entire operation (battle), and m•lt ensure, first of 9l1, coordination
of combat operations involving Licl.ar weapons with respect to target,
place and time. Troop coordination is orgasized between the Services,
between major field forces and formations consisting of one or several
Services, between service branches and arms and between units and sub-
units, as well as between individual groupings of operational concentra-
tions (order of battle). According to the purpose of the actions anu the
scale of the coordinated groupings, troop coordination may be strategic,
operational or tactical.
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259 VZLEINO-POSADOCHNAYA POLOSA (VPP) (runway)-A
specially prepared and equipped area of an airfield, permitting take-off
and landirig of aircraft. A runway may be unpaved or it may have an
artificial surface (concrete, reinforced concrete, bituminous c€ncrete,
metal, etc.). The dimensions of a runway and the thickness and strength
of its surface depend on the take-off and landing characteristics of the
aircraft for which the given runway is intended.

260 VZRYV (explosion)-Rapid (instantaneous) liberation of energy
associated with a sudden change in the state of a substance, accompanied,
as a rule, by the formation of a sLock wave and its propagation through
the surrounding medium. Possible initial forms of an explosion's energy
are chemical, nuclear, electric, thermal, and kinetic.

261 VZRYVATEL' AKUSTICHESKIY NEKONTAKTNYY (acoustic
proximity fuze)-Mechanism causing explosion of the primer in the
charge of a mine or torpedo under the action of a sound wave propagated
in the water. The source of the sound wave which triggers the mechanism
is usually the sound of a ship's propellers or main engines.

262 VZRYVCHATYYE VESHCHESTVA (VV) (explosives)-Chem-
ical compounds or mechanical mixtures of substances capable of instan-
taneous decomposition (explosion) with the liberation of gases, a
considerable amount of beat, and the development of high pressures at
the shock front (trotyl [trinitro-toluene, TNTJ, melinite [lyddite], tetryl
[tetranitromethylaniline], hexogen [trimethylene trinitramine], mercury
fulminate, gunpowder, etc.). Nuclear explosives are substances capable
of liberating a huge amount of energy instantaneously as a result of a
nuclear (thermonclear) reaction of an explosive nature. Two types of
nuclear explosive are differentiated: fissile materials (for example: ura-
nium-235, plutonium-239) and substances used for thermonuclear rr;-
actions (for example: lithium deuteride).

263 VIDEOTELEFONNAYA SZYAZ' (videotelephone communica-
t.'o.-)--A form of communication based on the use of television technol-
ogy, permitting documents and the subscriber to be seen during conver-
sations.

264 VIDY AVIATSII (elements of aviation)-The component parts of
the Air Force: frontal aviation, long-range aviation, and military trans-
port aviation.

265 VIDY BOYA (types of combat)-The combat activities of subunits,
units, and formations, distinguished by their purposes and the troops'
methods of operadio. The basic type of combat is offensive combat.

266 VIDY VOORUZIENNYKH SIL (Services of the armed forces)-
The component parts of the country's armed forces, each intended to
conduct combat activities in its own sphere of operation (on land, at sea,
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and in the air or spree): The Services of the Armed Forces of the Soviet
Union are: Strategic Missile Forces, National Air Defense Forces, Ground
Forces, the Air Force, and the Navy. Each Service has its own peculiar
combat materiel, homogeneous in essence but diversified in its charac-
teristics and potentialities. Each Service has its own organization, ro-
cruitmen, training, conditions of service, and supply, and also has
charactrtc meahods of -using its armament and military materiel on a
tactical, operational and strategic scale.
M VIDY YADERNYKH V2RYVOV (typu of reuclear explosio)--

Ground, air, high-altitude, surfac, underwater, and underground. The

choice of one or another form of nuckar explosion is governed by the
destructive effec peculiar to it, by the nature of the target by the desired
degme of its destruction, by the permissible scale of the attack, and by
the desired degree of radioactive contamination of the area.

268 VIZUAL'NOYE NABLYUDENIYE (visual observation)-One of
the methods of reconnaissance, done with the naked eye or with the aidof optic instruments.

269 VNEZAPNOS' (surprise)-One of the princip.es of military art,
ensuring success in battle and in operzaions. Surpru-. makes it possible
to inflict heavy losses upon the enemy in short periods of time, to paralyze
his will, and to deprive him of the possibility of offering organized re-
sistance. Surprise is achieved in the following ways by using various
types and methods of combat; by misleading the enemy as to one's own
intentions; by safeguarding the security of operational plans; by decisive

( action and skilful maneuver;, by unexpected use of nuclear weapons;
and by using means and methods with which the enemy is unfamiliar.
Surprise may be tactical, operational, or strategic.

270 VNESHNEYE OBLUCHENIYE (external irradiation)-Irradia-
tion by a radioactiv. source located outsi& the organism. It may be pro-
duced by all forms of radioactive radiation, but only gamma radiation,
beta radiation and neutrons are of military siguificance. The effectiveness
of external irradiation depends on the dose, tte form of radiation, the
radiation energy, the time distribution of the dose of ionizing radiation,
"and on the nature of the irradiation (the entire organism or regions of in-
dividual organs).

271 VNUTRENNEYE OBLUCHENIYB (internal irradiation)-Irra-
diation originating from radioactive substances which have penetrated
the organism. It continues without interruption until such time as the
i-ad.oactive substance decays or is removed from the organism.

272 VNUTRENN.YE VODNYYE PUTI (inland waterways)-Natural
(rivers, lakes) and artificial (canals, reservoirs, lock,:d rivers) watercourses
used for mercantile and naval vessels. Inland waterways are an inegral
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part of a state's unified transportation network, and aay be used to
maneuver naval forces between various maritime (ocean) theaters of mili-
tary operations.

"273 VNUTRENNYAYA SLUZHBA (witernal service)-A type of ser-
a vice organized in military units and subuns to miaintain internal order,
to provide normal training, workng and living conditions for servicemen,
to ensure strict fulfillment by each serviceman of his general military and
personal service responsiibilities, to organize and keep order and do

guard duty within the area where te military unit is located (or aboard
ship). Interim: service encompasses the entire Hie of a military unit, de-
termining the basic principles 8overnipg its arragement, billetig Wup
ply, servicing and daily routine, the responsdiits of duty personnel
and the duties of those in the daily deta'dl of a military unit, the cmo
sition of the daily detail, and also the basic measures in sanitation and
hygiene nxessary to preserve the health of personnel. Internal service

Sis regulated by the Usta' wntrmnney duhb (Reglations on Internal

Service) and by the Ustav Korbernoy sluzhby voyenno-morhikh si
(Regulations for Shipboard Service in the Navy).

274 VNXTRIESKADRENNAYA SVYAZ' (intrasquadron communica-
tion)---Communication between warships under way, accomplished by
visual or hydroacoustic signalling, and by low-power radio, predom-
inantly in the ultra-short wave band.

275 VODNAYA PREGRADA (water barrier)-A natural or artificial
water obstacle (a river, lake, strait, canal, estuary, bay, etc.) substantially
affecting the conduct of ground force operations. The principal elements
of a water barrier are: width, depth, speed of current, wave state, the
nature of the banks, bottom, and approaches to the rfore, and the
presence of underwater obstacles (rocks, shoals).

276 VODNYYE ZAGRAZHDENIYA (water obstacles--Artificial wa-
ter barriers in the form of flooded or swamped terrain cirated in an
operational sector by demolishing dams and dikes on natural and ar-
tificial bodies of water, by releasing water from reservoirs, or by damming
up rivers- to cause them to overflow their bank.

277 VODOIZMESHCHENIYE (displacement)-The weight of water
displaced by a floating ship, measured in tons. In the case of warships,
a distinction is made between empty, standard, full, normal and maxi-
mum displacement, according to the presence on board of the following.
fuels and lubricants, drinking water, munitions, provisions, ship's stores,
and personnel. In the case of merchant ships and naval auxiliary vessels,
a distinction is made between empty displacement and full-cargo dis-
placement.

278 VOYENNAYA ADMINISTRATSIYA (military administration)-
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(1) The branch of military science dealing with the organization, main-
tenance, manning and mobilization of the armed forces, and also with
internal wt'v. (2) Military control of territory acquired in the course
of combat operations, or occupied as a result of war.

279 VOYENNAYA GEOGRAFIYA (military geography)-The branch
of military science dealing with contemporary political, economic, natural
and military conditions in various countries, theaters of military opera-
filos and particular areas, from the viewpoint of their effect on the
preparation for, and conduct o, military operations. Military geography
should include naval geography as an independent discipline.

280 VOYENNAYA DOKTRINA (military doctrine)-A nation's of-
Wcially accepted system of scientifically founded views on the nature of
modem wars and the use of armed forces in them, and also on the require-
ments arising from these views regarding the country and its armed
forces being made ready for war.

Military doctrine has two aspects: political and militay-technical. The
basic tenets of a military doctrine are determined by a nation's political
and military leadership, according to the socio-political order, tIe coum-
try's level of economic, scientific and technological development, and the
armed forces' combat materiel, with due regard to thc conclusions •.
military science and the views of the probable enemy.

281 VOYENNAYA IGRA (war game)-One of the methods of training
officers, generals, admirals and staffs, consisting in having the participants
in the game solve various tactical, operational and strategic problems on
topographic maps or on the terrain. In a war game, each participant
fulfils the functional responsibilities corresponding to the position oc-
cupied. The theme and scale of a war game are determined by the object
of the exercise. In scale, war games are subdivided into tactical, opera-
tional and strategic. In form, war games are designated as command,
command-stA or special, whereas organizationally they may be single-
stage or two-stage (less frequently three-stage). According to the number
of sides playing, a war game may be one-sided or two-sided.

282 VOYENNAYA ISTORIYA (military history)-A branch of his-
torical science, and at the same time a branch of military science, because
a research topic in military history is a generalization of the military
experience of the past, serving as one of the sources of development for
modem military science. In studying the objective laws that govern war,
Soviet military history uses the basic tenets of Marxist-Leninist philos-
ophy. The main scientific disciplines of military history include the
history of wars, history of military art, and the history of the Services.

283 VOYENNAYA KIBERNETIKA (military cybernetics)-A military-
technical science which is a branch of cybernetics. Military cybernetics
deals with the structure and laws of operation of systems for the control
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of troops and weapons, and also defines the tactico-technical require-
ments which the technological equipment of such systems must meet.

284 VOYENNAYA MOSHCH" (military power)-The capability of a

nation to defend itself and to conduct successful military operations
against a powerful enemy. The basis of military power is a nation's
political structure, its industrial potential, its level of development of
science and technology, and the qualitative structure of its population
(with respect to education, political upbringing, and technical training).
A nation's military power is vested directly in its armed forces.

285 VOYENNAYA NAUKA (military science)-A system of knowledge
concerning the nature, essence and content of armed conflict, and con-
cerning the manpower, facilities and methods for conducting combat
operations by means of armed forces and their comprehensive support.

Military science investigates the objective laws governing armed con-
flict, and elabcrates questions pertaining to the theory of military art,
which is the basic component of military science, as well as questions
pertaining to the organization, training and supply of armed forces, and
also deals with military historical experience.

Soviet military science is based on Marxist-Leninist teachings and is
guided by the method of materialistic dialectics and historical materialism,
taking into account and using the achievements of those other sciences
which tend to prcmote continual development and progress in the military
sphere.
286 VOYENNAYA PEDAGOGIKA (military pedagogy)-The branch
of pedagogical and military science studying and evolving the most ra-
tional methods of Communist education, military education and training
for cadre personnel of the armed forces in accordance with the tasks
confronting the country's armed forces as a whole, and each Service in
particular. Military pedagogy also includes teaching methodologies
for individual military disciplines.

287 VOYENNAYA PROPAGANDA (military propaganda)-Ideologi-
cal indoctrination of the toiling masses in capitalist countries with a view
to convincing them of the inevitability and necessity of wars, especially
against socialist countries and against colonial people who are striving for
liberation.

288 VOYENNAYA PSIKHOLOGIYA (military psychology)-The
branch of psychology dealing with the objective laws governing the mental
processes of man under conditions of military service, and also the laws
governing the formation of a serviceman's personality characteristics. Mil-
itary psychology studies the consciousness and the emotions of armed
forces personnel. Military ps.'chology is used to inculcate the resolute
qualities which the fighting man needs.

289 VOYENNAYA RAZVEDKA (military intelligence)-The aggregate
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of measures taken to obtain and study information concerning the armed
forces, theater of military operations (terrain), state of the economy, and
the political motivation and morale in enemy or potentially enemy states.
Military intelligence is conducted either by military resources, in which
case it is called operational intelligence, or by special organs, in which case
it is called clandestine intelligence. According to the scale of the operations
in support of which it is organized and conducted, military intelligence is
subdivided into strategic, operational and tactical. These types of intelli-
gencm are closely interrelated, and supplement one another.

290 VOY ENNAYA TOPOGRAFIYA (military topography)-The mili-
tary discipline which develops and establishes methods and means of
representing a locality in such a way as to facilitate combat operations by
troops. Military topography includes: studying the terrain from the
operational-tactical viewpoint; studying methods of orientation in the ter-
rain under various conditions of combat activity; the taking of measure-SmewM by troops in the terrain for the purpose of obtaining the data
necessary for the fulfMment of small-arms, artillery, and engineering tasks,
and studying questions pertaining to the topographic support of combat
operations.

791 VOYENNAYA FILOSOFIYA (milita'-, philorophy)-A concept
encountered in bourgeois literature. Idealism and metaphysics comprise
the methodological-philosoohical basis of the views of bourgeois military
theorists. From the viewpoiLt of Marxism-Leninism, there is no special
military philosophy.

292 VOYENNO-AVTOMOBIL'NAYA DOROGA (military highway)-
A road serviced by x.- ad repair and traffic control troops and intended for
moving troops and supplies, and evacuations of all types. According to
their purpose and standard of servicing, military highways are subdivided
into main and secondary.

293 VOYENNO-VOZI)USHNYYE SILY (VVS) (Air Force)-A Ser-
vice of the Armed Forces of the Soviet Union, including lorg-range a, i,-
tion, frontal aviation and military transport aviation. The Air Force is
intended for combined operations with the other Z.C"ices of the armed
forces and for air operations.

294 VOYENNOYE ISKUSSTVO (military art)-The theory and prac-
tice of engaging in combat, operations, and armed conflict as a whole,
with the use of all the resources of the service branches and Services of the
armed forces, and also support of combat activities in every regard. Mili-
tary art, as a scientific theory, is the main field of military science, and
includes tactics, operational art, and strategy, which consti:ute an organic
unity and are interdependent.

295 VOYENNOYE POLOZHENIYE (martial law)--An e~rraordinary
situation in a country or in individual regions thereo', iuually imple-
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mented by decision of the supreme organ of governmental authority in
exceptional circumstances (war, disaster, etc.).

296 VOYENNOYE PROIZVODSTVO (war production)-Production
of all types of armament, war materiel, and other armed forces surply
items needed to conduct an armed conflict (ammunition, fuel, spare parts,
means of protection from weapons of mass destruction, means of com-
munication, control instruments, etc.). In peacetime, the production of
armament and war materiel is accomplished only by special factories of
the military industry to satisfy current requirements of the armed forces,
to release experimental prototypes of armament and war materiel, and to
create and replenish stocks. In wartime, a considerable proportion of a
nation's industry is diverted to war production.

297 VOYENNO-DNHNERNOYE ISSKUSTVO (military-.engineering
art)-The branch of military art embracing: engineering preparation of
theaters of military operations, the theory and practice of engineering sup-
port for combat operations of troops, the fundamentals of the organization
aue combat employment of engineering troops and their cooraination with
formations and units of service branches and the Services of the armed
forces, the design of military-engineering structures, and development of
engineering equipment and methods of using them in combat and other
operations.

298 VOYENNO-INFORMATSIONNYYE ZADACHI (military infor-
mation missions)-Tasks associated with the systematic collection, pro-
cessing, storage and output of information with the aid of e.ectronic
computer technology.

299 VOYENNO-MORSKAYA BAZA (VMB) (naval base)-The fun-
damental element of the system for the basing of naval forces. A =aval
base is an equipped and defended coastal region which has several basing
points and which permits dispersed basing and extensive maneuvering of
naval forces.

300 VOYENNO-MORSKAYA GEOGRAFIYA (naval geography)-An
independent discipline of military geography. In the interest of the mili-
tary and naval arts, naval geography investigates geographic, -.-onomic,
demographic, military and morale factors and natural con-:.dons :n mari-
time theaters and countries, and also determines to what extent these fac-
tors and conditions maý affect operations and combat activities within
the limits of the investigated maritime theaters.

301 VOYENNO-MORSKAYA NAUKA (naval science)-A component
part of military science, dealing with questions pertaining to the role of
the navy in armed coafficts, its organization, and training.

302 VOYENNO-MIORSKAYA RAZVEDKA (naval reconnaissance)-
The aggregate of measures taken by naval commands and tanits to obt.in
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such information about the enemy in theaters of naval operations as is
needed to suport the day-to-day combat and operational activities of naval

_ forces. According to the affiliation of the personnel ervgaged in it, naval
reconnaissance is subdivided into the air, ship, coastal, raioe-technicat,
clandestine, and special (mine, ice, etc.) categories.

303 VOYENNO-MORSKAYA FLOTILIYA (naval otilla)--An op-
erational grouping of naval forces intended to corwct operations and
combat actions in a separate sector ol a thea"'r of n- -1 operations. Ac-
cording to the missions assigned to it, a naval flotilla includes submarine,
naval aviation, surface ship, and coastal misst and a-M.llry forces.

S Organized to supp•:; t combat operations of the compnet of a naval
flotilla are naval bases, special services, rear service units and establish-

ments, and communication, observation, armament, ship r pair, and other
elements.

304 VOYENNO-MORSKOYE ISKUSSTVO (naval art)-A branch of
military art and a fild of naval science, namely, the theory and practice
of organizing and waging arm- I conflict at sea. Naval art investigates,
Itudies and determines methods of armed conflict at sea, ways of achiev-

ing victory in such conflict, and the organization and condua of naval
operations and combat actions. Naval art includes the strategic use of the
navy in awrfare, naval operational art, the tactics of branches of naval
forces, and also questions concerning training the ra'y for war. Naval art
is governed by the general laws of military art, but armed conflict at sea
is also governed by the specific laws arising from the unique features of
the navy as a Service of the armed forces, the uniqaeness of its missions,
and the special features of theaters of naval operations.

305 VOYENNO-MORSKOY FLOT (V F (Soviet Navy)-A Service
of the Armed Forces of the Soviet Union. intended to wage war in water
areas. Organizationally, the Soviet Navy consists of operational forces,
fleets and flotillas, carrying out combat activity in maritime or ocean the-
aters of war (or parts of them), on lakes and rivers, independently or in
coordi-ation with other Services of the armed forces.

30% VOYENNO-NAUCHNOYE O2SHCHESMWO (Military Scientific
Society)-A public organization founded on a volunteer basis in direc-
torates, military educational institutions and establishments, staffs, and
army and navy officers' clubs for the purpose of encouraging officeis,
generals and admirals to participate in military scientific work and in the
propagation of military scientific knowledge.

307 VOYENNOOBYAZANNYY (draft-age prson)-An individual
who is recognized by the Univrsal Military Service Law as fit for military
service, and who is listed as a member of the reserve.

308 VOYENNO-POLITICHESKAYA TSEL' (politico-military goal)-
A component part of the overall political goal of the war, which is set by
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the political leadership of a nation for the initial and subsequent periods
of a war. A politico-military goal is achieved by resolving several strategic
missions simultaneously or sequentially. The overall goal of the war is at-
tained as a result of achieving politico-military goals.

309 VOYENNO-TOPOGRAFICHESKAYA SLUZHBA (VTS) (Mili-
tary Topographic Service)-A special service, having its elements on
staffs of formations and operational formations [major field forces]; and
also special units and establishments, namely: topographic, aerial photo-
topographic, and geodesic detachments; cartographic plants and units;
map depots; etc.

In peacetime, the Military Topographic Service is engaged chiefly in
the preparation of topographic maps and geodesic data on the territory of
probable theates of military op'tions, in the topographic training of
troops, and in scientific research work in the fields of cartography, geod-
esy, and aerial photography. In wartime, the most important task of the
Military Topographic Service is to provide topographic support for the
combat operations of troops.

310 VOYENNO-TRANSPORTNAYA AVIATSIYA (military transport
aviation)--The element of aviation intended for airborne assault landing
operations; for transporting troops and combat materiel; for delivering
armament and materiel to troops and bases; and for cvacuating sick and
wounded personnel

311 VOYENNO-EKONOMICHESKAYA RAZVEDKA (military-
economic intelligence)-(1) Intelligence, concerning the state of the enemy
economy insofar as it affects his ability to wage war, gathered for the pur-
pose of acting against enemy economic potential, primarily by force of
arms. (2) Intelligence, concerning enemy objectives of economic signifi-
cance, gathered wih a view to the use of such objectives by friendly forces
operating in that theater of war.

312 VOYENNO-EKONOMWCHBSKIY POTENTSIAL STRANY
(military-economic potential of a country)-The real capacity of a coun-
try to meet the demand for materiel and to satisfy the needs of modem
warfare at the front and in the rear. Such capacity stems from the produc-
tive forces and politico-economic structure of the warring country. When
assessing the military-economic potential of a country, the nature of the
war, the scale of its demands, and the degree of coordination of the rear
must also be considered.

313 VOYENNYYE DEYSTVIYA (military operations)-Operations
of the armed forces in vartime, directed at destroying the enemy on land,
at sea, and in the air.

314 VOYENNYYE SOOBSHCHENIYA (military transport [networkD
-(I) Land, water and air routes used for military purposes. (2) Authori-
ties engaged in the planning and organization of troop movements, and
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Salso, in the use of all forms of transport routes and means of ftraporta-
k tioI.

315 VOYENNYY BLOK (military bloc)-An agreement between cap-

italist natiens (groups of nations) with a view to concerted action for the
attrinment of common politico-milittry goals. The activities of such na-
tions are pursued not only in wartime, but also prior to the outbreak of
war, in the resolution of economic, political and military problems. Under
prevailing conditions, the m2itary blocs of capitalist nations have aggres-
sive goals. At the present time, the following principal aggressive blocs of
capitalist nations, headed by the USA, exist: NATO-15 rnations (from
1949); CENTO-4 nations (from 1959); SEATO-9 nations (from
1954); ANZUS-3 nations (from 1957); Treaty of Bio de Janeiro-21
nations, 20 of which are Latin American (from 194"). Even in peacetime,
some of these military blocs have unified armed forces and a single su-
preme command and staff.

316 VOYENNYY KOMENDANT (military commandant)-(1) In a
populated point or in a military camp, the person responsible for ensur-
ing that military personnel conduct garrison and guard duty, observe
discipline, maintain order, and carry out the orders of the chief of the gar-
rison. (2) On railroads and water transport, the person responsible for
military transportation of personnel or materiel.

317 VOYENNYY KOMISSARIAT (military commissariat)-The local
nmplitary administration office in towns, rayons, oblasts and autonomous
republics, that maintains a register of persons subject to compulsory mili-
tary seivice, appoints them as draftees to the Army or Navy initially,
assembles them periodically for training or muster, and calls them up in
the event of mobilization.

318 VOYENNYY OKRUG (military district)-The highest military-
administrative level of military units, training institutions, military
establishments of the various Services, and local military registration-
mobilization offices (military commissariats), disposed in a particular area.
A military district is headed by the officer commanding the troops of the
district; he takes maesures in consultation with the military council, staff
of the district, district directorates, and local authorities.

319 VOYENNYY POTENTSIAL GOSUDARSTVA (military potential
of a state)-The actual capability of a state to wage war. The magnitude of
this capability at any given time depends on the quantity and quality of its
weapons, primarily nuclear weapons, and its means of delivering them to
the target, the quality ard quantity of combat materiel at the disposal of
the armed forces, the production potential of the war industry, the num-
bers and quality of personnel in the permanent forces and reserve, the
level of their military knowledge and organizing ability, and the ability of
command personnel for buildLag up, training and using armed forcces
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strategically, operationally and tactically. The term "military potential of a
state" is often understood in a broader context, including the econozmic
and moral potential of the country, which is equivalent to the concept of
the military strength of the state as a whole.

320 VOYENNYY SOVET (military councf)--A collective body, exist-
ing in the Services of the Armed Forces of the Soviet Union, and in
rmilitary districts% fleets, groups of forces, armies, and flotillas. A military
council directs combat and political training, and education of troops,
administrative matters and mobilizational activity, working in close con-
tact with local Party and government authorities.

321 VOYENNYY TRIBUNAL (military tribunal)-One of the special
courts of the USSR that tries military offenses, as well as other offenses
assigned by law to its jurisdiction.

322 VOZHDENIYE VOYSK (troop leadership)-An art, in which
mainly military commanders are versed, constituting the most expedient
method of leading troops in operations, engagements and battles for the
purpose of destroying the enemy and achieving victory rapidly. Troop
leadership envisages their creative, organizational and political work. Of
these, the main one is creative work, which consists in developing the
concepts of operations and battles, and in making decisions to secure their
implementation. In their troop leadership activity, military commanders
constantly rely on staffs and political authorities, and the latter unre-
servedly support r-:ch activity.

323 VOZDUSHNAYA ARMIYA (air army)-A major formation of
aviation, consisting of aviation formations and units, and also of support
and servicing units and establishments. An air army is intended for joint
combat operations with various Services of the armed forces.

324 VOZDUSHNAYA BLOKADA (air blockade)-Isolating a portion
of enemy territory or a town or fortified region from the air by means of
aviation. The aim of an air blockade is complete stoppage of air communi-
cation with the rest of the territory and with the enemy's main armed
forces, and the creation of favorable conditions for his subsequent destruc-
tion or capture. As a rule, an air blockade supplements a blockade of the
enemy by land and sea.

325 VOZDUSHNAYA OBSTANOVKA (air situation)--One of the most
important elements of a situation, characterizing the composition, group-
ing, and nature of combat operations of friendly and hostile aviation, the
use of unmanned equipment, and of air delense facilities. The air situation
is a•ssessed when making decisions, and when planning, organizing and
conductipg operations (combat actions).

326 VOZDUSHNAYA OPERATSIYA (air operation)--The aggregate
of combat activities engaged in by major formations and formations of
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long-range (strategic) aviation, in coordination with other branches of
aviation and with other Services of the armed forces. An air operation is
performed in accordance with a single concept and in conformity with a
plan of the Supreme High Command for the attainment of major opera-
tional or strategic goals in continental or ocean theaters of military opera-
tions.

327 VOZDUSHNAYA RADIATSIONNAYA RA.VMDKA MESTNO-
STI (ATMOS YERY) (aerial radiation reconnaissance of the terrain
(anmosphereD)-Reconnaissance to determine the degree of radioactive
contamination of the terrain (or atmosphere) with the aid of dosimetric
instruments installed in helicopters (or fixed-wing aircraft).
328 VOZDUSHNAYA RADIO- I RADIOLIKATSIONNAYI. RAZ-
VEDKA (aerial radio and radar intelligence collection)-Intelligence col-
lection of data on ground, water and air targets carried out with the aid
of airborne radar equipment

329 VOZDUSHNAYA RADIOTEKHNICMLESKAYA RAZVEDKA_
(airborne electronic intelligence collection)-Intercept of enemy radio
transmissions and detection of his radio-communication and other radio-
technical equipment with the aid of airborne equipment.

S.3O VOZDUSHNAYA RAZVEDKA (air reconnaissancc)-One of
the main types of reconnaissancce, which obtains information concerning
enemy objects on the ground, in the air, or at sea. Air reconnaissance is
done by reconnaissance aviation units, by reconnaLssance subunits of avia-
tion units and formations, and also by all crews carrying out combat
missions. Air reconnaissance is accomplished both by piloted aircraft
and by unmanned means in support of the combat operations of major
formations and formations of all the Services of the armed forces. The
principal methods of air reconnaissance are visual observation, aerial
photography, use of radio-technical facilities, etc. Depending on the char-
acter and scale of the missions to be carried out, air reconnaissance is
divided into strategic, operational, and tactical. Air reconnaissance
carried out in support of aviation and misssle forces, according to the plan,
the assigned mission and the time of its execution, is subdivided into
preliminary, direct. ("final") and surveillance categories.
331 VOZDUSHNAYA TREVOGA (air raid warning)-A warning by
established signals that there is danger of enemy air attack.

332 VOZDUSHNO-DESANTNAYA DIVIZIYA (airborne divisiron)-
The basic combined-arms operational-tactical formation of aiyborne
troops. It consists of several regiments, (artillery) battalions [Divizionnyye
C:lasti], subunits of the various Services, and special troops. An aLborne
division is intended to carry out missions in the enemy's deep rear, in co-
ordination with ground troop and missile forces formations, and also with
the air force and navy.
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333 VOZDUSHNO DESANTNAYA OPERATISYA (airborne op-
eration)-Actions coordinated and interrelated by a. single concept and
plan, involving airbmre troops, the air force, missile forces, air defense
forces, and, in a maritime sector, the navy, in connectioa with the trans-
fer, landing (dropping) and suopor: of large airborne assault forces in the
enemy rear, to attain operational and strategic objectives.

334 VOZDUSHNO-DESANINYYE VOYSKA (VDV) (airborne
troops)-A branch of the ground forces especially trained to be landed
from ihe air into the enemy rear to conduct combat actions here in coor-
dination with missile units, troops advancing from the front, air force
formations, and naval forces.

335 VOZDUSHNOYE OPERATSIONNOYE NAPRAVLBNIYE (air
operational sector)-An air sector affording the shortest air route to
objectives of operational or strategic importance, and permitting large
aviation units to be based and used.

336 VOZDUSHNOYE SRAZHENWE (air engagement)-The aggre-
gate of air battles fought by aviation units ind formations of operational
air formations for th. purpose of destroying opposing enemy aviation
grouping and seizing the initiative in the air in preparation for, or conduct
of, operations by the Services of the armed forces.

337 VOZDUSHNOYE SfRATEGICHESKOYE NAPRAVLENIYE
(strategic air sector)--An air sector of operations in one or several
theaters of military operations, affording the shortest air route to impor-
tant military-industrial and administrative-political centers, also permit-
ting large air force units to be based and used.

338 VOZDUSHNOYE FOTOGRAFIROVANIYE (aerial photography)
-A method of aerial reconnaissance which consists in photographing the
earth's -urface or objects on it from aircraft or other airborne platforms,
with subsequent processing and interpretation of the photographs. Aerial
photography permits the acquisition of reliable and objective data con-
cerning enemy targets and the nature of the terrain.

339 VOZDUSHNO-KOSMICHESKIYE OPERATSII (foreign) (aero-
space operations)--Offensive operations effz'-ted by means of missiles and
aviation (manned and unmanned aircraft) for the purpose of destruying
(neutralizing) objectives on land, on wa:er, and in the air. Aerospace op-
erations may be conducted from various altitudes and with various
weapons.

340 VOZDUSHNO-KOSMICHESKIYE SILY (foreign) (aerospace
forces)-A major formation consisting of units and formations arme'i
with the means of aerospace attack. They constitute the basis of the air
forces of the USA and NATO, and are the principal strategic weapons.
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341 VOZDUSHNO-KOSMICHESKPI SAMOLET (aeros;pace vehicle)•" -A vehicle capable of flight in the ea'th's atmosphere and in space.

342 VOZDUS-IO-KOSMICH.SKOYE NAPADENIYE (aerospace at-
tack)-An attack from the air and from space, made with missiles and
aviation (piloted and pilotless aircraft) for the purpose of destroying

(neutralizing) objectives on land, on water, or in the air. An aerospice
attack may be made from any altitude, and with the use of various
weapons.

343 VOZDUSHNYY BOY (air combat)-Combat activities by single
aircraft or groups of aircraft combining fire and maneuver for the purpose
of destroying enemy aircraft, their crews, and unmanned weapons in the
Air.
344 VOZDUSHNYY DESANT (airborne assault)-Troops airlifted to
the enemy rear to conduct combat activities there. According to its scale,
an airbone assault may be tactical, operational, or strategic. Tae assault
may be effected either by parachute or from landed aircraft, or by a com-
bination of both.

345 VOZDUSHNYY KORIDOR (air corridor)-A znmn, of air space
through which aircraft (helicopters) may fly in regions hav. oecial flying
conditions.

346 VOZDUSHNYY REZHIM (air traffic control)-An established or-
der of flights 'or aircraft, helicopters and unmanned airborne vehicles in
certain regions and on air routes for the purpore of ensuring flight safety
and safeguarding stute sovereignty.

347 VOZDUSI-AYY YADERNYY VZRYV (nuclear air burst)-A
nuclear explosion in air at an altitude such that the fireball does not touch
the surface of the earth (water). It is customary to subdivide nuclear air
bursts into low and high yield categories.

M VOZIMYE (PODVIMZNYYE) ZAPASY (unit reserves)-Reserves
of materiel (ammunition, fjels and lubricants, provisions, technical and
other movable stores), authorized in relevant norms and tables, and con-
stantly held by military units and formations in organic transport and in
proximity to combat materiel. Unit reserves are used for the timely and
uninterrupted suppor, of combat activities by the units maintaining them.

349 VOINSKAYA CHAST' (military unit)-An administrative, line, and
housekeeping unit of troops, having a number and a banner, for example:
a regiment, an individual battalion, an individual artillery battalion, and
unit organizations corresponding to them.

350 VOINSKOYE VOSPITANIYE (military indoctrination)-Instilling
in servicemen the high political and moral principles and fighting qualities
which they need in order to fulfill their military duty, both in peacetime
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and under combat conditions. M tary indoctrination is inseparable from
political education and together they constitute a unified whole, which de-
fines the essence of the Communist education of Soviet servicemen. Mli-
tary and political education of pei-sonnel is accomplished during combat
training and in the course of &e entire life and activity of the army and
navy.

351 VOYNA (war)--A socio-historical phený,enon, characteristic of
the antagonistic class society. In its soc al essence, war is a continuation
of the policy of given self-interested poviers and the ruling classes within
them using forcible means. War is an armed conflict between states (coali-
tions of states) or between striving aniagonistic clasms within a stz!e
(civi' war) to gain their economic aiO political ends. In the contemporary
epoch, war in, a complex social phenomenon, affecting all aspects of the
fife and natiou.. of the people, putting all their moral, political,
economic, miita,. ad organizational powers to the test. In war, both
sides use ideological, economic, diplomatic and other forms and means of
stniz. According to the politics of the classes concerned, wars may be
subdivided into -njust (predatory) wars and lust wars. Just wars are
waged to protect the interests of the working class and the toiling masses,
to liquidate scA*ial and national oppression, and to protect national sov-
ereignty against imperialist aggression. The most just wars are those waged
in dr.'se of the socialist fatherland.

352 VOYNA NA MORE (naval warfare)-A term which has become
widespread in the military literature of capitalist countries. The term
"zw-- I warfare" is a farfetched, collective concept embracing the aggregate

Sof military operations conducted during wars in naval theaters of opera-
tions. The concept of naval warfare is used by bourgeois historians and
military theorists in the USA and Britain for the purpose of exaggerating
their sea power, and when describing World War U, creating the false im-
pression that the military operations of the US and British fleets were of
decisive significance in that war.

353 VOYSKA VNOS (historical) (aircraft-warning service)-Special
troops intended for air observation, warning, and communications, affli-
ated with the national air defense forces and ground force air defense
troops. After World War H, the troops of the aircraft warning service be-
came the radio-technical troops.

35&O '." i'SKA PVO STPANY (nationa) air defense forces [PVO forcesD

-A S&rvice of the armed forces intended f-'r ani-aircraft, anti-missile and
anti-spacecraft defense of the country. The main mission of national air
defense forces, in cooperation with air defene forces and facilities of the
other Services of the armed forces, is tc -4pel enemy attack from the air
and from outer space, and to prevent enemy means of air attack from
penetrating the country's air space, thus ensuring the vital activity of the
ration, the operation of industry and transport, and the ability of the
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armed forces to wage war. National Air Defense Forces perform their task
by destroying the enemy in the air (space) and by jamming his radio-
electronic equipment.

355 VOYSKA PVO SUKHOPUTNYKH VOYSK (air defense troops of
the ground forces)-A branch of troops intended to protect ground forces
and their rear from enemy air attack. This branch consists of anti-aircraft
missile, anti-aircraft gun, and radio units and subunits.

356 VOYSKA SVYAZI (communication troops)-Special troops in-
tended to establish and maintain reliable communications, thus ensuring
control of troops in all phases of their combat activity.

3S7 VOYSKOVAYA AVIATSIYA (organic aviation)-Aviation sub-
units Ead units forming part of army major field fo.ces or combined-arms
formations organizationally, and intended for direct support of thtir com-
bat activities. Usually, organic aviation is equipped with aircraft (hilicop-
:ers) for air reconnaissance, artillery spliing, liaison, and transport of
wounded, sick, cargo, etc. Sometimes organic aviation is called army avia-
tion.

358 VOYSKOVAYA ART1LLER-YA (organic artillery)-Artillery
which forms an oganizational part of units. Organic artillery is subdivided
into battalion, regimental, division, corps, and army artillery.

359 VOYSKOVAYA MASKIROVKA (military camouflage)-A type of
combat support performed by troop subunits, units and formations in all
forms of combat operations for the purpose of concealing their positions
and activities from the enemy, and confusing him as to their composition
and intentions. Military camouflage is accomplished by the troops' use of
natural cover, conditions of poor visibility (night time, fog, rain, etc.), and
authorized or improvised concealment materials; by constructing dummy
military objectives; by using mock-ups of combat materiel; by the use of
other camouflage methods; and by observance of camouflage discipline on
the march and in troop depiyment areas, etc.

360 VOYSKOVAYA RAZVEDKA (operational reconnaissance)-A
most important type of support for the combat operations of troops, being
"the aggregate of measures adopted by commanding officers (commanders)
and staffs of units, formations and major field forces of all Services ef the
armed forces, branches, and special services for the purpose of obtaining
intelligence concerning the enemy, the terrain, and the radiation and
chemical situations in the region of the forthcoming actions. Operational
reconnaissance is conducted by reconnaissance subunits (units) an-i by
troops directly engaged in combat operations.

361 VOYSKOVAYA SISTEMA PVO (ground force air defense sys-
tem)-The aggregate of air defense measures to be taken by major field
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crations and in combat.

362 VOYSKOVAYA CHAST' (No.) (military unit [No.])-A code desig-

nator for any military unit, and a corresponding number with which it is
uniquely associated. The code designator conceals the real name of the
unit or establishment.

363 VOYSKOVOY POSREDNIK (troop umpire)-A person who, dur-
ing a two-sided or command-and-staff exercise, is appointed to direct the
play of combat operations, and to assess the performance of subunit (unit,
formation) commanders and staff officers participating in the exercise.
Those appointed aq umpires are well-prepared generals and officers from
units not participating in the particular exercise. Their rank must be not
lower than that of the commanding officers of the subunits (units, forma-
tions) to which they are assigned.

364 VOYSKOVOY TRANSPORT (organic transport)-Transport au-
thorized in accordance with the Table of Organization and Equipment,
and available for retention by a division, regiment, battalion, or separate
unit.

365 VOYSKOVOY TYL (troop rear units)-Rear services units and sub-
units with reserves of materiel, forming part of troop formations (units,
subunits) and providing them with rear services support.

366 VOORUZHENIYE (armament)-(l) A weapon mounted on a com-
bat vehicle, aircraft, warship, etc.; (2) a weapon in the possession of a
given military subunit, unit, formation, major field force or service branch;
(3) the process of equipping a military subunit, unit, formation or major
field force with weapons and military-technical materiel.

367 VOORUZHENNYYE SILY (armed forces)-The aggregate of the
various Services of the armed forces. Each Service of the armed forces
consists of branches (arms), and also of special troops and ;ervices. In
capitalist states, armed forces are the weapon of class domination, the
means of enslaving small states and colonial peoples, and the principal
support for conducting an aggressive foreign policy. The armed forces of
the Soviet Union and the people's democracies are the bulwark of peace,
and are intended to defend their own people and their national indepen-
dence against the aggression of imperialist states.

368 VREMENNYYE OGNEVYYE POZITSII (temporary firing posi-
tiorts)-Firing positions occupied temporarily by weapons for specific fire
missions. By using temporary firing positions, the location of the main fir-
ing positions is not compromised. Temporary firing positions are usually
prepared in the same manner as main firing positions as regards combat
engineering.

369 VREMENNYY REZHIM POLETOV (temporary flight procedure)
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-A procedur, temporarily in force, for flights by airborne platforms over
certain regions.

370 VSPOMOGATEL'NAYA AVIATSIYA (auxiliary aviation)-Avia-
tion intended to facilitate troop command and control and for transport-
ingfick and wouuded personnel Auxiliary aviation includes liaison
aviation, transport aviation and medical aviation.

371 VSPOMOGATEL'NYYB KORABLI I SUDA (auxiliary ships and
vessels)--Floating submarine bases, torpedo boats, training ships, hydro-
graphic vessels, rescue vessels, hospital ships, armed transports, tankers,
waterboats, tugs, icebreakers, floating workships, etc. They are intended
for fleet support and servicing, and they are most important when naval
basing dis persed.

372 VSPOMOGATEL'NYY UZEL SVYAZI (VUS) (auxiliary com-
munications center--One of the elements of the communications system
of an army or a front. An auxiliary communications center is organized in
order to enhance the stability and flexibility of communications, to create

alternative directions for radio, radio-relay and wire communication in
order to increase the effective use of multichannel microwave and line
links, and also to provide communication with commandr (staff) of

formations and units located at a considerable distance from the com-
mand post or those that are on the move.

373 VSMECHNOYB SRAZHENIYE (BOY) (encounter battle)-A
clash between opposing sides when they are simultaneously striving to
fulfill assigned missions by means of offensive actions. An encounter
battle may occur during a march (maneuver) or in the course of an attack
mounted to repel enemy counterattacks or counterblows, and also when
reserves or second echelons move up to counterattack or to inffi.-t counter-
blows when in defense. An enco,'nter battle is characterized by obscurity
of the situation and by abrupt changes in it, by the rapid movement to
contact of the two sides and by the decisiveness and dynamic nature of
their encounter, by rapid changes in march, approach-march and combat
formations, by the swift build-up of effort from depth, by an inteme
struggle to gain time and to seize and hold the initiative, and by the
"presence of open flanks, and free maneuver. Present-day sea and air
battles are predominantly in the encounter battle category.

374 VTORZhENIYE (invasion)--Aggressive military operations con-
ducted for the purpose of penetrating deeply into the territory of a country
under attack by land, sea and tir.

375 VTOROY FRONT (historical) (second front)-A strategic front
opened during World War II, in the summer of 1944, in Western Europe
by American-British forces agcinst Fascist Germany. The principal, deci-
sive front of World War II was the Soviet-German front Until the sum-
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mer of 1944, American and British ruling circles deliberately delayed
opening the second front, counting on complete mi "ual exhaustion of the
Soviet Union and Hitler Germany in the war.

376 VTOROY ESHELON (second echelon)-The part of an operational
formation or combat formation of troops which is not directly participat-
ing in an engagement (battle) at a given moment, but which is intended to
be used to build up the force of a strike during an offensive, to increase
the stability and aggressiveness of defense, and to replace troops of the
first echelon in the event that the latter sustains heavy losses. The existence
of a second echelon creates favorable conditions for building up strength,
carrying out a maneuver, or rapidly transferring effort from one sector to
another during an operation (battle). In contrast to a combined-arms
reserve, combat missions for a second echelon are assigned at the same
time as those for the first echelon.

377 VTOROSTEPENNYY TEATR VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY
(secondary theater of military operations)-A theater of military opera-
tions in which the latter are conducted by Hwited forces and on a limited
scale due to a developing international situation, the small number of im-
portant economic, political and military objectives in the theater, and its
particular geographic location. Armed conflict in a secondary theater of
military operations is subordinate to that in the main theater. However, due
to various factors of an economic, political or military nature, a secondary
theater of military operations may become of primary importance as the
war progresses.

378 VKHODNAYA INFORMATSIYA (input data)-Numerical data,
passing through communication channels from the information sources to
a computer for subsequent generalization, conversion, storage and output.

379 VKHODNOY 1#ARVATER (entry channel)-A safe route leading
into a port or naval base, or to a fairway in a mine field. An entry channel
is specially protected by navigation equipment which is screened from
enemy observation.

380 VKHODNYYE (VYKHODNYYE) VOROTA DLYA AVLATSH
(approach (departure) "gate" for aviation)-A space established for flying
through the front line, for observance of air traffic control in a frontier
zone or a prohibited zone, and for maintenance of flight safety in the
vicinity of airfields.

381 VYGRUZOCHNAYA PPISTAN' (PORi) (off-loading wharf [portD
-A waterway counterpart of an off-loading station.

382 VYGRUZOCHNAYA STANTSIYA (off-loading station)-A rail-
way station prepared and used for unloading materiel being shipped by rail
to missile-technical units, front and army !,ases, naval bases, depots, and
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also for army front formations, air maintenance formations (units), and
national air defense forces.

383 VYZHIDATEL'NAYA POZITSIYA (assembly position)-A sector
of terrain prepare as regards engineering, and intended as covered ac-
commodation for combat materiel and personnel of missile subunits and

rocicet-launching artillery prior to their moving into a launch or firing
position.

384 VYZHIDATEL'NYY RAYON (assembly area)-An area of terrain
occupied by troops before going over to the offensive. All measures as-
sociated with preparation for the offensive are taken in the assembly area.
An assembly area must provide good conditions for concealment against
ground, air and radar observation by the enemy, and must afford the
troops protection against weapons of mass de-struc-ion.

385 VYLET AVIATSH (sortie)-Take-off of an aviation unit (combat
formation of aircraft) for the purpose of carrying out a combat mission.

386 VYSADKA (VYBROSVA) VOZDUSHNOGO DESANTA (air-
borne assault force landing [dropping])--Method of landing (dropping) an
airbrme assailt force in the enemy rear. The landing variant consists in
transporting assault force personnel, combat eqnipment and other materiel
in aircrift and helicopters, and landing them on airfields or landing strips
in the enemy rear. In the drop variant, the transported assault force must
descend from the aircraft and helicopters by parachute.

387 VYSADKA MORSKOGO DESANTA (amphibious assault force
landing)-A method of taking possession of a region of enemy coastal
territory in order to create a grouping of friendly forces on it. During a
landing of an am':;bious assault force, troops to be landed and the as-
sault materiel ar,4 tra,,ported by sea to the enemy coast in assault craft,
opposing naval and air forces are destroyed, enemy anti-landing defense is
neutralized, troop% are debarked and engage in combat actions on shore,
combat rnateriel is unloaded from ships onto the beach, and the operations
of the assault landing force are supported.

388 VYSOKIY VOZDUSHNYY YADERNYY VZRYV (high altitude
nuclear burst)-An explosion at a height for which radioactive contami-
nation of the locality in the vicinity of ground zero is negligible. Con-
tamination in the wake of the cloud may Le disregarded. It is expedient to
use a high altitude nuclear burst to destroy troopl without cover and to
demolish objectives having limited st--uctural strength. Such an explosion
may also be used against troops located in very simple cover.

389 VYSOKOCHAL-TOTNOYE TELEFONIROVANIYE (carrier tele-
phony)-Telephony with the aid of high frequency currents, permitting
simultaneous transmission of several telephone conversations on one tele-
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phone circuit. In order to do this, the speech currents of low, acoustic
frequency emerging from the transmitting telephone apparatus are trans-

formed into high frequency currents. At the receiving station, the high
frequency currents ar reconverted, with the aid of suitable filters, to low
frequency currents which cause sound vibrations that can be perceived
by the ear in a conventional telephone. Modern carrier-telephony systems
operate in the frequency range from 3030 Hz to several million hertz
which, in the indicated range, permit several hundred telephone conversa-
tions to be conducted on one circuit.

390 VYSOTA YADEENOGO VZRYVA (altitude of a nuclear burst)-.
The distance from the surface of the earth (water) to the center of the
nuclear explosion.

391 VYSOTNOYE TORPEDOMETANIYE (historical) (high level tor-
pedo bombing)-A method used by naval aviation to launch torpedoes.

SThis was done from an altitude of 750 meters or more against warships at
sea, in port, or at anchor. In torpedo bombing, the torpedo was aimed and
then dropped by parachute. When the torpedo entered the water, the para-
chute became disengaged automatically, the torpedo's motor started, and
the torpedo was directed toward the target by special guidance instru-

ments.

39A VYSOTNYY YADERNYY VZRYV (high altitude nuclear burst)-
A nuclear explosion detonated high enough to be harmless at ground
level, for the purpose of destroying the means of air attack (aircraft, mis-
siles).

393 VYSSHEYE TAKTICHESKOYE SOYEDh-NENIYE (higher tacti-
cal formation)-Several formations and units consisting of various se-vice
branches (naval forces) and special troops, united into a permanent organi-
zation (e.g., a corps) and containing the manpower and weapons needed
to conduct independent combat operations.

394 VYKHOD ZENITNOY UPRAVLYAYEMOY RAKET NA
TRAYEKTORIYU (departure point of an anti-aircraft guided missile on
its trajectory)-The position of an anti-aircraft missile in space after
launching, when it is put into a kinematic eight trajectory by the guidance
system of the air defense iiisi:le complex.

395 VYKHOD IZ BOYA (disengagement)-Withdrawal of troops from
the line of close contact with the enemy to a distance which provides them
with freedom for subsequent maneuvering. Disengagement is carried
out in an unfavorable situation on the decision of the superior commander
to withdraw or for the purpose of regrouping forces and weapons for op-
eration in a new, more favorablo, sector.

396 VYKHOD IZ OKRUZHENIYA (breaking out of encirclement)-A
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special form of combat operation consisting in breaching the combat for-
mation of an mcircling enemy front and withdrawing all the surrounded
troops and their combat w4texiel through it. Troops may break -ot of
encirclement independently or with the help of troops operating outside the
region of enwirclement, raid aviation.

397 VYKHOD NA SEL' (target approach)-The final segment of the
flight course of an ircraft (group of aircraft) to the target prior to the
moment of its dete,-tion, reconnaissance or destruction.

398 VYKHODNAYA INFORMATSIYA (IZ VYCHISITEEL'NYKH
MASHIN) (output data [from computers])-Tne totality of information
generated by a comaputer as a result of processing inpu. data. Output data
from a compiler may be displayed with visual aids (oscilloscope screens,
charactrons, displays) or in the form of text, tables or graphs.

399 VY HSLITELNY1Y SENIR (computer center)-A facility en-
gaged in the investigation of various economic and military problems by

Suse of electronic computers, and in the processing, storage and output of
"information.

400 VYAZKAYA FETSEFURA (viscous agent)-A poisonous sub-
stance mixed with a thickening agent. It is used to cause protracted con-
tamination of an area.

401 GAMMA-LUCIiJ (gamma rays)-Short-wavc: electromagnetic radia-
tion observed during aiuclear explosions. Powerful emissions of gamma
rays exert a harmful biological effect on living o'anisms.

402 GARNIZON (garrison)-The aggregat. of troop units, military es-
tablishments and institutions situated permanently or temporarily in an
inhabited locality, or in a separate defensive structure. As a rule, the garri-
son commander is the commander [i.e. staff, officer-in-charge, department/
section head, etc.] who is senior by appointment. Where two or more
have equivalent appointment position, then the commander who is senior
by military rank becomes garrison commander. However, in some in-
stances, the commander who is senior by military rank may be appointed
garrison commander notwithstanding the seniority of other commanders.

403 GARNIZONNAYA SLUZHBA (garrison service)-A system of
measures organized and implemented in a garrison, and being of mutual
importance for all troops, military establishments and training institutions
situated in it. Garrison !service consists in maintaining military discipline
in the garrison, in providing the necessary conditions for billeting, every-
day life, and training of troops, and in conducting a number of activities in-
volving troop participation (parades, firefighting, emergency measures,
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participating in demonstrations and meetings, guards of honor, and ren-
dering military honors at funerals).

404 GENERAL'NOYE SRAZHENIYE (historical) (general engagement)
-An armed encounter of the main bodies of belligerent parties, exerting a
decisive influence on the outcome of a campaign, and sometimes even
creating a turning point in the course of an entire war.

405 GENERAL'NYY KURS (general course)-(l) The course leading
from the starting point (point of departure) of a warship or transport to its
destination (point of arrival); (2) the course, relative to which a ship does
a zigzag to avoid a submarine attack or artillery fire.

406 GENERALW"YY SHTAB (general staff)-The central authority
controlling the armed forces of a stute. The primary missi-n of the Gen-
cral Staff of the Armed Forces of the USSR is to work out problems rela-
tive to the defense of the USSR against armed attack by imperialist states.

407 GEODEZICHESKAYA SET' (geodetic net)-A system of geodetic
cortrol points covering tho territory of theaters of military operations. A
geodetic net serves as a basis for making topographic maps and creating
special-purpose geodetic nets and artillery control nets needed to tie in the
elements of combat formations of missile forces and artillery.

408 GEODEZICHESKIY PUNKT (geodetic point)-A point on the
earth's surface whose position is determined by geodetic operations in a
particular system of coordinates.

409 GERBITSIDY (herbicides)--Chemical substances which, even in
very small quantities, are fatal to plants. The USA has used herbicides for
military purposes in Southeast Asia.

410 GIDROAKUSTIYA (hydroacoustics)-The branch of acoustics
which studies physical phenomena associated with the emission, propaga-
tion and reception of sound waves in water, and which deals with the
development of technical devices for underwater detection and co-mmuni-
cation.

411 GIDROAKUSTICHESKAYA ATAKA (hydroacoustic attack)-A
submarine attack carried out on the basis of sonar data, without using the
periscope.

412 GIDROAKUSTICHESKAYA ZAVESA (hydroacoustic screen)-A
zone monitored by ship or aircraft sonar, or shore-based sonar (or both),
established for the purpose of detecting enemy submarines in the ap-
proaches to a defended objective, in transit by sea, or approaching a
coastal area.

413 GIDROAKUSTICHESKAYA NAVIGATSIONNAYA SISTEMA
(hydroacoustic navigation system)-The aggregate of sonar stations, fa-
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cilities and installations constituting a system for ensuring the safety of
underwater and surface navigation.

414 GIDROAKUST1CHESKAYA RAZVEDKA (hydroacoustic .econ-
naissance; acoustical intelligence)-The activities of reconnaissance forces
directed toward obtaining information about enemy underwater objects, as
well bs data characterizing the efficiency of the emission, propagation and
reception of sound waves at various depths in a given region of a maritime
or ocean theater of war. This information is needed primarily to support
combat operations of the submarine and anti-submarine forces of a fleet.

415 GIDROAKUSTICHESKAYA STANTSIYA (hydroacoustic station)
-The complex of instruments and mechanisms based on utilization of the
properties of acoustic vibrations in water and intended for search and
detection of surface and underwater objects at sea. Depending on their
character and mode of operation, hydroacoustic stations are subdivided
into sonar, hydrophone, navigational, communication, and recognition
categories.

416 GIDROAKUSTICHESKOYE NABLYUDENIYE (hydroacoustic
observation; acoustical surve'llance)-One of the forms of technological
observation, accomplished with the aid of shipboard, airborne and coastal
hydroacoustic facilities (hydrophont and sonar stations).

417 GIDROAERODROM (seaplane base)-A water basin (area of
water) and the adjacent coastal region with the appropriate buildings and
equipment, affording seaplanes room to land and take-off, and serving as
a base for them.

418 GIDROGRAFICHESKAYA RAZVEDKA hydrographic recon-
naissance)-The operations of reconnaissance forces directed toward ob-
taining information concerning navigational-hydrographic conditions in a
given region to provide hydrographic support for naval operations and
combat actions.

419 GIDROGRAFICHESKOYE SUDNO (hydrographic vessel)-A ves-
sel especially built or conwirted for hydrographic work at sea (on rivers,
lakes), i.e.: soundings; surveys of shores, islands, shoals and coastal land-
marks; tidal studies; etc.

420 GIDROGRAFICHESKOYE TRALEN-IYE (hydrographic sweeping)
-The most reliable method of obtaining assurance that there are no navi-
gational hazrds (underwater obstacles) in channels or elsewhere, in the re-
gion and range of depths investigated. The method involves the use of
special sweeps.

421 GIDROGRAFIYA (hydrography)-The science that studies the
earth's water surface (oceans, seas, lakes, rivers) for navigational purposes.

422 GIDROLOGICHESKAYA OBSTANOVKA (hydrological situation)
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-The aggregate of the elements of the physical state of water as fonctions
of depth (temperature, density, salinity, transparency, etc.), knowledge of
which is nicessary for the operation of submarines and anti-submarine
ships.
423 GIDROLOGIYA (hydrology)-The science of the waters on the sur-
face of the l,,nd. Hydrology investigates individual bodies of water (sea.,
lakes, rivers, etc.), and studies the complex physical processes which take
place in them.

424 GIDROLOKATSIYA (sonar)-Detection of undewater objects and
determination of their position by sending underwater assoustic signals and
receiving those signals as reflected from the objects.

425 GIDROMETEOROLOGICHESKAYA OBSTANOVKA (hydro-
meteorological situation)--The aggregate of weather components and the
state of the sea (wind direction and force, air and water temperature,
visibility, cloud cover. wave formation, cr-rent, etc.) in a given region,
affecting the employment of naval forces.

426 GiDROMETEOROLOCICHESKAYA RAZVEDKA (hydrometeo-
rologicdl reconnaissance)-The activities of reconnaissance forces directed
toward obtaining information about weather components and sea state
(wind direction and force, air and water temperature, visibility, cloudinens,
wave formation, current, etc.) in a given region.

427 GIDROMETEOROLOG1CHESKAYA SLUZHBA (hydrometeoro-
logical service)-A state organization wnose role is to provide the national
economy, pcpulation and armed forces with data on the country's climate
and waters, with information concerning the current weather and the state
of riv.rs, lakes and seas, and with forecasts of future weatt-er and hydro-
logical condition.

428 GIDROMEMEOROLOGIYA (hydrometeorology)---e science
dealing with the atmospheric water cycle.

429 GIPERZVUKOVAYA SKOROST' ( ypersonic speed)-The speed
of a flying apparatus exceeding the velocity of sound by a factor of five
(Mach 5) or more.

430 GIROKOMPAS (giroskopicbeskiy kompas) (gyrocompass)--An
electromtchanical navigational instrument based on the property of a gyro-
scope, whereby it sets itself in the plane of the true meridian under the
action of external force=. The gyrocompass is used in ships, aircraft, mis-
siles and other airborne platforms to determine the true course.

431 GLAVNAYA VOYENNO-MORSAYA BAZA (main naval base)
-A system of strong pohits supporting the combat and operational activ-
ity of main naval forces.

432 GLAVNAYA TSEL' VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY (the main goal
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of hostilities)--The basic conceivable result for the attainment of which
4., militay operations are conducted or plarned. In modem warfare, the

main goal of hostilities consists in destroying enemy nuclear-missile facili-
tic, putting his armed forces to rout, annihilating the economic base df
the hostile nation's war effort, and disrupting its state system.

El 433 GLAVNYYE SILY (main elements)-A large proportion of the
forces and facilities of a formation or major field force of the Services
designated to fulfil the primary (main) mission in z bdttle or operation.
11e composition of the main elements is deiermined by the assigned mis-
sion and by the specific conditions of the situation.

434 GLAVNYY BEREGOVOY INFORFMATSIONNYY PUNKT (main
coastal information post)-A place where all data on the situation, ob-
tained by the navy or received from other sources, are collected and pro-

, cessed.

435 GLAVNYY TEATR VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY (main theater
I of military operations)-The theater in which the main strategic groupings

of belligerent poweis are deployed and operating, both as a result of an
emerging international arrangement o! forces and by virtue of prevailing

economic, mlitary, political, and geographical conditions. The maini military-political and strategic goals in the armed conflict are attained in
the main theater of military operations, as a result of which there is usu-
ally a rapid change in the course of the war.

436 GLAVNYY UDAR (main strike)-The aggregate of nuclear
strikes and coordinated strike., dealt by main elements or naval forces in
the sector or region of decisive importance for putting the enemy to rout
and completing the combat mission. The mein strike is dehvered in accor-
dance with the purpose of the operaVon or battle and the specific condi-
tions of the situation.

437 GLOBALUNNYA VOYNA (foreign) (global war) -TotWl war, en-
veloping the entire worlC. i. is believed that a future world war, in contrast
to previous wars, will be waged not only on land, at sea, and in the air, but
also in space, which will characterize its universal, global nature even
morm.

433 CLOBALNAYA RAKETA (global missile)-A ballistic missile ca-
pable of traveling a distance exceeding half the circumference of bhe
earth, and of hitting a target at any point on earth. A global missile pos-
sesses high hitting acciracy, and may deliver an ultra-powerful nuclear
charge to the target.

439 GLUBINA DEYSTVIY AVIATSH (depth of air operatiomn---The
maximum depth of operations conducted by military aviation against ea-
emy fargets which are r.-moie from the front line. The depth of air oetra-
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tions is determined by the tactical radius of a single aircraft (or of an
aviation subunit c-. 'iit), taking into account the distance of home airfields
from the front line.

440 GLUBINA NASTUPATELNOY OPERATSII (depth of an offen-
sive, operation)-The d& itce from the forward edge of the enemy's posi-
ti.n to a given area, with whose seizure the operation is completed.

441 GLUBINA OPERATIVNOGO POSTROENIYA (BOYEVOGO
PORYADKA) (depth of a strategic concentration [combat formation])-
The distance from the foremost units (subunits) to the rear boundary of
the disposition of reserves, missile forces, secord echelons, and organic
(front) aviation, inclrsive.

44, GLUBINA POGRUZHENIYA PODVODNOY LODKI (submarine
submersion depth)-The vertical distance from the surface of the sea to
the submarine's waterline, when the latter is under water. The depth of
submersion of a submarine is measured with a depth gauge. A submarine

has a working depth, extreme depth, design depth, periscope depth, and a
depth at which it is safe from ramming.

443 GLUBINA RASPROS ANBNIYA ZARAZHENNOGO VOZ-
DUKHA (area of contaminated air)-The distance from the leeward edge
of a contaminated region to the line reached by vapors of toxic agents
capable of affecting personnel.
444 GLUB3LNAYA BOMBA (PROTIVOLODOCHNAYA) (depth

charge ranti-submarine])--A bomb intended to damage or destroy sub-
merged submarines. Depth charges are subdivided into the shipbome and
airborne categories (the latter may have a nuclear charge). A depth
charge is fitted with a special device ensuring that it will explode under
the pressure of the water at a preset depth.

445 GLUBOKAYA OPERATSIYA (historical) (deep operation)-An
operation which achieves simultaneous effect and involves the advance of
offensive troops through the entire operational depth of the enemy's de-
fense, with a build-up of forces and facilities in the course of the opera-
tion due to "success-developing echelons."

446 GLUBOKIY TYL (deep rear)-That part of the territory of a
state (or states) beyond the range of enemy operational and tactical means
of attack. Under conditions of nuclear-missile warfare, the basic elements
of the enemy deep rear may include: the economic base of the war, the
governmental and supreme command systems; and the strategic nuclear
weapons of an armed conflict.

447 GORYACHIY REZERV RAD],OTEKHNICHESKIKH SREDSTV
(standby rserve of radio-techn-7al facilities)-Reserve of radio-technical
facilities which is mounted and in position. The apparatus of these facili-
ties is warmed u,' and rea .y to be switched on and used at short notice. A
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standby reserve of radio-technical facilities is used in a front-line zone (or
frontier zone), and also in the depth of friendly territory when there is a
possibility of the enemy appearing.

448 GOSPITAL' (military hospital--A military therapeutic facility in-
tended for qualified in-patient treatment of military personnel, as well as
certain categories of civilians (members of the families of generals and
other officers). In peacetime, military hospitals exist as unit sick quarters
and as garrison and district hospitals. In wartime, field ambulances and
evacuation hospitals ,"xe formed to render aid to the wounded and sick.Such hospitals are differentiated according to organization, staff, purpose,

and activity.

449 GOSPITALNAYA BAZA FRONTA (front hospital base)-A
group of hospitals having various purposes, unified under the direction of
a Front Hospital Base. Each Front Hospital Base may form branches,
which deploy sequentially or simultaneously in several regions.

450 GOSPODSTVO V VOZDUKHE (foreign & historical) (air suprem-
acy)-An advantageous situation (possession of the initiative) in the air,
enabling friendly ground, naval and air forcces to complete the missions
confronting them. The term "air supremacy" is not used by us at the
present time.

451 GOSPODSTVO V VOZDUSHNO-KOSMICHESKOM PROS-
TRANSTVE (foreign) (air-and-space supremacy)-Attaiament of an
advantageous position by a given country (state) in the means of air-and-
space attack, and in the use of space for military purposes.

452 GOSPODSTVO NA MORE (foreign & historical) (sea supremacy)-
An advantageous situation in an entire maritime theater or in a portion of
it, achieved for a definite period of time by one of the warring parties for
the purpose of guaranteeing their own naval forces the initiative and suc-
cessfully completing current missions. The term "sea supremacy" is not
used by us at the present time.

453 GOSUDARSTVENNYYE REZERVY (state ,-eserves)-The re-
serves of various kinds of materiel (foodstuffs, fuel, semi-finished products,
strategic raw material, oil, etc.), which are controlled by special state
authorities and are consumed only with government approval. A propor-
tion of the state reserves is intended for the material and technological
support of the armed forces.

454 GOSUDARSTVENNYY KOMITET OBORONY (State Defense
Committee)-The supreme State authority created June 30, 1941, to
direct the armed forc..s and the country during World War 11 (1941-
1945). The State Defense Committee was abolished after the war ended
(September 4, 1945).

455 GOTOVNOST' K VYKHODU V MORE (operational readiness for
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sea)--The specified period within which a formation of warships (or a
single warship) must be ready to put to sea for the purpose of performing a
combat mission. Operational readiness for sea has the following variants:
immediate notice; notice, expressed in hours; and extended notice, ex-
pressed in days.

456 GRAVIMETRIYA (gravimetry)-Thle science concerned with mea-
surement of quantities charterizing the earth's gravitational field, pAi-
marly the magnitude of the force of gravity. Gravimetric methoctt are
used to map trritory in short periods. Making accurate maps by gravi-
metric methods requires precise knowledge of the earth's configuration.
Artificial satellites permit knowledge of the earth's shape to be refined and
the application of gr:vimetry to be extended. Gravimetric methods may be
used to make accirate maps for mihtary purposes, and especially for the
geodesic referencing of continents.

457 GRAZHDANSKAYA OBORONA (civil defense)-A system of de-
fense measures applicable to the state as a whole, taken in order to protect
the population and the national economy from nuclear, chemical, and
bacteriological weapons, and also in order to carry out rescue operations
and emergency repair work in centers of devastation.
458 GRAFIK DEZHURSTVA SREMSTV PVO (duty schedule for air

defense units---A document defining the procedure governing mainte-
nanc of a 24-hour watch by air defense forces and facilities. Such a docu-
ment is usually drawn up in air defense units and formations, but when
necessary, this is also done in major formations of national air defense
forces.

459 GRAFIK PEREPRAVY (river-crossing graph)-An operational-
tactical document drawn up by the combined-arms staff with the partici-
pation of the unit engineer when planning the forcing of a water barrier by
troops. Reflected in a river-crossing graph are the characteristics of the
water barrier, the crossing scctors, the types of crossing, the combat (or
operational) formation of the troops, the sequence and time limits for the
crossing of units (or formations) at each sector, the crossing facilities, and
the combat-engineer subunits (or units) enabling the troops to force the
water barrti'r.

460 GRUNTOVAYA TELEZHKA (ground transporter)-A special
trailer intended for transporting missiles on paved or unpaved roads.

461 GRUNTOVYY AEROGROM (unpaved airfield)-An area of ter-
rain with a natural covering, equipped from an engineering viewpoint, and
intended for take-off, landing, parking, and servicing of aircraft. The size
of an unpaved airfield depends on its purpose, and the dimensions speci-
fied for a first, second, or third class airfield may apply.

462 GRUPPA ARMIY (foreign) (group of armies)-The highest strate-
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gic formation of ground forces. The composition of a group of armies is
not constant; it depends on the importance of the theater of operations
and on the forces present. A group of armies may have two to four field
armies and several separate formations, or it may consist of several sepa-
rate army corps. In operations in a theater of operations, a group of armies
is usually coordinated with a Joint Tactical Air Command, and in a mari-
time sector, with a strategic formation of naval forces.

463 GRUPPA RADIOPOMEKH (radio jamming group)-A temporary
organization under a single command of several radio units (or radio sub-
units), used to ca• out specific radio jamming xsignments.

464 GRUPPIROVKA ARTILLERII (artillery grouping)--The composi-
tion and disposition of artillery intended to complete missions in combat
or in an operation. An artillery grouping is made up of artillery groups or
of individual artillery formations and units.
465 GRUPPIROVKA SIL NA OKEANSKOM (MORSKOM) TEATRE

(grouping of forces in a naval theater)-The composition and disposition
of naval forces intended to conduct military operations in a given naval
theater. This term is often used in the sense of the composition of naval
for•s intended to fulfill a particular operational (or combat) mission.
466 GRUPPOVOYE ISPOL7.OVANIYE PODVODNYKH LODOK
(submarine formation)-One of the methods of using submarines, in which

they act against an enemy objective as components of tactical groups.

467 GRUPPOVOYE UPRAZHNENIYE (ZANYATI"YE) (group train-
ing [exerciseD--One of the methods of instructing generals, admirals, and
other officers, in the process of their operational and tactical training,
characterized by the fact that each officer under instruction is put in turn
into the very same role by the exercise director and each performs the
functions which would normally be fulfilled by the incumbent of the posi-
tion in question. Group exercises are conducted on maps in class, in the
field, or on a sand table.

468 GRUPPOVOY YADERNYY UDAR (group nuclear •Arikes)
-Strikes delivered simultaneously by means of several nuclear devices.
A group nuclear strike is used when the desired degree of damage to the
target cannot be achieved with a single nuclear device or when the situa-
tion precludes the use of a single, more powerful, nuclear device.

469 DAL'NEYSHAYA (POSLEDUYUSHCHAYA) ZADACHA (fol.
lowup objective)-The portion of the overall combat mission in an offen-
sive operation (or combat) carried out on completion of the initial mission.
Envisaged in the followup mission are the destruction of any further
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mnclear Wad capability manifested by the enemy, the destruc:on of his
reserves, and attainment of the goal of the operation (combat).

470 DAL'NOBOYNAYA ARTILLMRYA (long-range artillery)-Artil-
lery with a great firing range, predominantly gun artillery, used to neu-
tralize and detroy important targets located beyond the ranse of howitzer
artillery and mortars.

471 DAL'NOMERNAYA SISTEMA (range finding system)-A radio-
technical system eperating on the principle of dis-tance measurement. There
are high-precision range finding systems, which are used for bomb aiming,
geodetic tie-in, navigation, and other purposes. Most widespread is a
range finding system in which there is a radar interrogator on a moving
object (warship, aircraft), and responders at two geodetically tied-in
points on the ground.

472 DAL'NOSr PODAVLENIYA RADIOLOKATSIONNYMI PO-
MEKHAMI M1NIMAL'NAYA (bum through range)-The least distance
between a radai station and a target equipped with a jamming station (for
example, a warship or aircraft with a jamming station), at which the inter-
ference masks the target. Upon further reduction of the distance between
the radar station and the target, the signal reflected from the target be-
comes stronger than the interference; it can be seen against the interfer-
ence background, and the interference loses its effectiveness.

473 DALNOSr' POLETA (flying range)-The maximum length of the
flight path of an airborne platform (fixed-wing or rotary-wing aircraft,
missile, aerostat) from beginning to end. Flying range depends on design,
fuel capacity, flight conditions, and weather conditions.

474 DAL'NOST' PRYAMOGO VYSTRELA (grazing-fire range, point-
blank range)-The firing range at which the height of the trajectory does
not exceed the height of the targe! The most advantageous conditions for
hitting the target occur within the limits of the grazing-fire range (point-
blank range), because the target is in the danger space throughout the
entire extent of the trajectory corresponding to a given aim.

475 DAL'NOST' RADIOLOKATSIONNOC0 OBNARUZHENIYA
(radar detection range)-The greatest distance at which any target can be
detected by a radar station. Radar detection raw!e depends on the char-
acteristics of the radar station, on the propertks of the target, and on
conditions for the propagation of radio waves. Radar detection range
above the earth's surface increases with target heig'- "d radar antenna
height up to a value that depends on the qualities of the radar station and
the targ-t.

476 DAL'NOST STRELBY (range of fire)-The distance between the
gun, mortar, or other weapon and the object being hit. In missile uaits, the



distance between the launcher and the target is called the missile flight
range.

477 DAL t"-AYA AVIATSIYA (long-range aviation)-The element of
the Air Force intended to carry out missions in accordance with the plans
of the Supreme H-igh Command.

6T8 DAL'1YAYA NAVIGAT "YA (long-range navigation--Stering
or piloting ships or airborne vehicles over great distances with the aid of
special equipment. The methods mainly used in long-range navigation are
those of radio navigation and astro-navigation.

479 DEBLOKIROVANIYE (raising a blockade)--Combat operations
conducted for the purpose of liberating blockaded (or encircled) troops, or
of freeing warships and merchant vessels in ports, bays, or naval bases. The
combat operations conducted at sea or on land to raise a blockade consist
in breaking through the blockade and liquidating the enemy forces which
are enforcing it. With regard to aviation, the term raising a blockade
means combat activities directed against enemy aviation which is block-
ading some object or encircled grouping from the air.

480 DEGAZATSIYA (decontamination)-Eliminating toxic agents or
rendering them harmless. Decontamination may be accomplished by
chemical, physical, and mechanical methods.

481 DEGAZIRUYUSHCHIYE VESHCHESTVA (decontaminants)-
Substances capable of rendering toxic agents harmless. They are ased to
decontaminate terrain, combat materiel, transport faclities, etc.

482 DEDVEYT ("dead weight" [cargo-carrying capacity in tons])-
The nfill cargo-carrying capacity of a freighter (in tons). "Dead weight"
represents the difference between full displacement and empty displace-
ment. The term "dead weight" is used only in connection with cargo-
carrying vessels, and it is a virtually constant fundamental value charac-
terizing a given vessel.

483 DEZHURNYYE SREDSTVA PVO (duty air defense facilities)-
Air defense facilities and forces which are iii readiness for immediate use
Duty air defense facilities are intended to enga.e violators of the Soviet
Union's air space and to repel surprise evemy air attack. The composition
of duty air defense facilities in peacetime and wartime, and the procedure
!or their combat service, are determined by the superior commander.

484 DEZH7URSTVO V VOZDUKHE (combat air patrol)--One of the
basic methods of providing air cover for troops and rear objectives using
fighter aviation to ward off reconnaissance and air strikes. Combat air
patrol is the method used in those cases w.ere a sortie by fighters from
airfields does not ensure ,terception of the air enemy.
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485 DEZAKTIVATSIYA (radioactive decontamination)--liminating
radioa,':ive substances from clothing, armament, mateiiel, buildings, and
the terrain, and also purifying water and rations contaminated by radio-
active substances. Depending on the situation and the degree of radio-
active contamination, radioactive decontamination may be partial or full.

486 DEZAKTIVIRUYUSHCHIYE SREDSTVA (radioactive decontam-
ination agents)-SubstanceS used to eliminate radioactive substances

=..o ment, combat equipment, and transport. They include aqueous
solutions of detergents, and solvents.

487 DEZINSEKTSIYA (dsinfestation)-An independent division of dis-
infection. Disinfestation is a measure for the control of parasites (predom-
inantly insects and ticks). Disinfestation may be accomplish-d by physical,
chemical and biological methods.

488 DEZTNFEKTSIYA (obezvrezhivaniye) (disinfection)-Ann'hilation
ol pathogenic microbes, and the toxins produced by them, on contaminated
objects.

48g DEZINFITSIRUYUSHCHIYE RASTVORY (disinfectants)--Solu-
tions of special chemical substances used to destroy pathogenic microbes
and the toxins produced by them.

490 DESINFORMATSIYA (deisnformation)-Propagation of fahls in-
formation about one's forces and plans of ac-ion for the purpose of mis-
leading the enemy. Means of disinformation may be: radio, press,
simulated troop relocations, etc.

491 DEZORGANIZATSiYA 'rYLA. PROTIVNIKA (disorganizing the
enemy's rear)-Militarq operations directed toward the destruction of
strategic nuclear facilities and important objectives in the enemy's deep
rear, disruption of governmental and .mllitary administration, and de-
moralization of armed forces personnel and the population.

492 DEYSTVITEL'NAYA DAL'NOST' STRELBY (maximum effec-
tive range of fire)-The distance at whirh ammunition (a shell, bullet)
retns its destructive properties to a degiee sufficient for certain destruc-
tion of the target.

493 DEYSTVIYA VOYENNO.MORSKOGO FLOTA NA PRIMORS-
KI-KH NAPRAVLENIYAKH (naval activities in coastal areas)-
Combat activities by formations and units of all types of naval forces
together with troo;j of a maritime front. The fleet may be assigned the
following mission,;: destroy aircraft carriers and other warship groupings;
disrupt (break off) troop transport and materiel shipments to enemy mari-
time groupings; disembark amphibious assault torces; destroy enemy
amphibious assault landing forces at sea and participate in preventing their
landing on the beach; safeguard sea transportation of troops and supplies
for the friendly maritime front, etc. Specific naval missions are defined by



the Supreme High Command, and are refined jointly with the officer com-
manding the troops of the maritime front.

494 DEYSTVUYUSHCHAYA ARMIYA (combat army)-The armed
forces of a state used to conduct an armed conflict.

495 DEMARKATSIONNAYA LINIYA (demarcation fine)-The line,
zone, or strip separating hostile troops upon termination of hostilities,
pending esteablishment of a permanent boundary by agreement or peace
treaty.

496 DEMASKIROVANIYE (exposure of camouflaged objects)-Viola-
tion of camouflage by friendly troops. In order to avoid this, troops must
observe strict camouflage discipline, use camouflage methods and facilities
correctly, and constantly combat enemy reconnaissance.

497 DEMASKIRUYUSHCHIYE PRIZNAKI (activity indicators)-
Ctaracteristic signs of objects and troop activity by which the enesny may
detect an object and determine its location, or infer purpose, af~liation,
and composition of units, and the nature of their activities (for example,
the length of columns of troops on the march, the tracks and noise of
machines, etc.).

498 DEMOBILIZATSIYA (demobilization)-Release of service person-
nel from the armed forces at the end of a war. In a broader sense, demobi-
lization means the transition of the armed forces and all sectors of the
economy from a war footing to a peacetime footing.

459 DEMORALIZATSIYA (demoralization)---( Demoralization of
enemy troops; undermining of discipline. (2) Depression of the morale of
troops and population. Demoralization leads to an abrupt decline in
troopY' ability to resist.

500 DESANT (landing force)-Troops intended for landing, or which
have already landed, on enemy-occupied territory, for the purpose of
conducting combat operations. According to the transportation methcd
used, a landing force may be amphibious, airborne, or combined; and ac-
cording to its scale and purpose, such a forcr; may be strategic, operational,
or tacticOj

501 DESANTNAYA PEREPRAVA (assault crossing)-(1) An opera-
ti.;n "hereby troops cross a water barrier using assault-crassing equip-
vient. (2) The sector of a water barrier equipped and used by troops to
Legotiate it on assault-crossing equipment.

502 LFITSENTRALIZOVANNOYE OPOVESHCHENIYE (decentral-
ized wirning)-Warning troops about the air enemy, such warning being
given by command posts of air defense formations and radio-technical
units, and also directly by radar subunits, namely companies and bat-
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tallans. Decentralized warning is by radio or by direct line communica-
tion. It is used for the purpose of shortening the time required to pass
information concerning the appearance and activities of the air enemy in
regions of combat operations by air defense units and formations.

503 DFSHIFRIROVANIYE FOTOSNIMKOV (photo interpretation)-
Recognition and determination of the number and nature of objects by
their images in photographs taken from aircraft, or from ground level at a
considerable distance.

504 DIAPAZON RADIOVOLN (wave band)-A region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum bounded by radio waves of a particular length.

505 DIVERSIYA (sabotage)-Clandestine activities performed by spe-
cially traincd groups, consisting in the destruction of enemy personnel and

.demolition of enemy objects, for the purpose of inflicting material losses
on the enemy and undermining his morale.

506 DIVIZION KORABLEY (division of warships)-A tactical forma-
tion of Category Three warships of the same type, usually forming part of
a brigade of warships [See also: #225, 707, and 709].

5$07 DIVIZIONNAYA ARTILLERIYSKAYA GRUPPA (DAG) (divi-
sion artillery group)-Artillery at the direct disposal of the division corn-
mander, consisting of more than one battalion, created for the duration
of combat to fulfill missions on behalf of the division, and united by a
common command. A division artillery group is made up of division
artillery and attached artillery, and bears the division's number. The main
purpose of a division artillery group is to support regiments with fire, and
to engage the enemy's tactical weapons, artillery, and mortars.

508 DIVIZIONNAYA ARTILLERIYA (DA) (division artilery)-Artil-
lery forming an organizational part of a division, and directly subordinated
to the division commander.

50:) DIVIZIONNYY VYLET (divisional sortie)--An operational unit
of nmeasure for calculating air combat intensity. A divisional sortie is a
one-time operation by aircraft comprising the effective combat strength
of an air division, performed simultaneously, or during a definite period of
time.

510 DIVIZIONNYY OB"YEDINENNYY SKLAD (consolidated divi-
sion depot)-A mobile divisional establishment, consisting of stores for
various kinds of materiel, clothing and footwear repair workshop, division
field [steam] bathhouse, and a security detachment.

511 DIVIZIYA (division)--The basic tactical formation of the various
service branches (arms), consisting of several units and subunits. In foreign
armies, a ground forces division consists of brigades, combat groups, in-
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dividual battalions, and o thr units and subunits of various brances and
special troops.
512 D1V1ZYA KORABýLEY (naval qupadron)-A tactical formatin of
warsips of the a clam (e.g., a submarine squadron) or of various
clams (e.g., a naval squadron for the defense of a sea area). Such a force
includes brigades of warsLhn, and sometimes divisions of warship as well

513 DIVIZIYA NARODNOGO OPOLCHENIYA Chistorical) (division
of People's Home Guard)--A military formation made up of volunteers
not subject to call-up into t army at times of mobilization. Division of
the People's Home Guard iame into being during World War IH in the
period of intense defensive battles on the approaches to important political
and economic centers of the country (Moscow, Lningrad, and other
cities).
514 DIViZIYA, PARTIZANSKAYA (historical) (partisan dl ision)-A
formation made up of partisan units. During World War I, a partisan
division usually performed missions such as disorganizing the enemy's rear
or disrupting his communications.

1 DIVIZYA PVO (air defense division)--T'he basic tactical formation
of national air defense forces. An air defense division includes units and
sometimes even formations of air defense branches. An air defense divi-
sion fulfils missions in its assigned area of combat activity.

516 DINAMIKA BOYA (dynamics of battle)--The course taken by
combat operations in connecion with changes in the position of troops
and the situation.

517 DIREKTIVA (directive)-A regulatory instruction issued in writing
by higher command to subordinate levels. As a rule, a directive of an
operational nature indicates: the general goal of the operations, tM pro-
cedure for its attainment, tie missions of troops (or nai id forces), and the
times when the missions are to be comleted in an operation. A directive
is usually issued by the Suprreme Commander to officers commanding
troops of fronts. In the course of an operation, fulfilment of interim mis-
sions by the troops is coordinated by the is.e of combat orders and
instructions. In peacetme, directives are issued by the Minister of Defemse
of the USSR, the Commanders-in-Chief of the Services, the General Staff.
the staffs of the Services, commanding officers and chiefs of staff of strate-
gic formations; directives concern long-range problems of reorganization,
operational or combat training, moblization training, materiel support of
troops (or naval forces), etc. On questions of Party and political work in
the Army and Navy, directives arc signed by the Minister of Defense and
the Head of the Chief Political Directowe. In military districts, groups of
force, fleets, and air defense districts, .1irectives bear the signatures of
commanding officers, members of military "uncils, and heads of pc'itical
directorates.
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518 DISLOKATSIYA VOYSK (troop disposition)-The distribution
(quartering) of troops in specific parts of the country, and of ships in ports
and naval bases.

519 DISPETCHERSKAYA SVYAZ' (control communication)-(1)
Telephonic communcation by line or radio used to achieve direct com-
munication between one staff (or commander) with a number of other
staffs (or commanders), or officers at a control post, for simultaneous
issue of ir, %ructions, hearing reports, consultatiors, etc.; (2) communica-
tion organiz•J for the purpose of controlling the movements of transport
on communications routes.

520 DESTSIPLINA SVYAZI (communications discipline)-Strict obser-
vance of the established procedure for the operation of communications,
compliance with requirements laid down in re ulations, manuals and in-
structions, and with orders of commanding officers and chiefs, defining the
organization of communications and the procedure for their use.

521 DNEVNAYA ORIENTIRNO-SIGNAU'NAYA AVIATSION-
NAYA BOMBA (DOSAB) (smoke bomb)-An aerial smoke bomb for
subsidiary purposes, used by day for indicating (marking) of targets, air-
craft control recognition points, and landing (dropping) zones for airborne
assault forces. Such bombs may be of various colors.

522 DOZA IZLUCHENIYA (radiation dose)--See DOZA RADIATSTI
(#523).

523 DOZA RADIATSII (radiation dose)--Th fundamental quantitative
characterization of the effect of radioactive radiation on the irradiated
medium and, in particular, of its damaging effct on living organisms.
The radiation dose is defined as the quantity of radiative energy absorbed
by one cubic centimeter of the irradiated medium: it is measured in
rocntgens (r).

524 DOZIMETRICHESKIYE PRIBORY (dosimetric instruments)--In-
struments used for carrying out radiation reconnaissance, for monitoring
irradiatian of personnel, and for determining the degree of contamination
of various objects. Dosimetric instruments include radioactive indicators,
roentgenometers, radiometers, and dosimeters.

525 DOZIMETRICHESKIY KONTROL' (dosimetric moaitoring)-A
system of measures for determining the radiation dose received by per-
sonnel, and the degree of (radioactive) contamination sutained by per-
sonnel, armament, materiel, cl.,utwg, food, and water. Dosimetric
monitoring is subdivided into irradiation monitoring and radioactive-
contamination monitoring. On the basis of irradiation-m..9"ring data,
measures are taken to safeguard personnel from radiation hazards. On
the basis of radioactive-contamination monitoring data, the need for corn-
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plete sanitary processing and radioactive decontamination, or repetition of
them, is determined.

526 DOZORNAYA SLUZHBA (patrol duty)-A form of combat sup-
port, the purpose of which is to forestall surprise enemy attack on naval
forces or coastal targets, and to permit timely deployment of naval forces
and facilities in a designated region.

527 DOLGOVREMENNOYE FORTIFIKATSIONNOYE SOORUZ-
HENIYE (permanent fortified structure)-A defensive structure affording
protection against nuclear weapons, heavy arillery, heavy aerial weapons,
and other means of destruction. The strongest materials (e.g., reinforced
concrete and armor plate) are used to build permanent fortified structures.

528 DONESENIYE (report)-A written or oral report containing defi-
nite information, rendered by commanders and staffs at subordinate levels
to higher levels. Each report must be accurate, brief, simple in presenta-
tion, and unambiguous. Reports rendered at intervals prescribed in the
Table of Routine Reports are called "routine," whereas those which are
specially requested by higher authcrity, or which are rendered on the
initiative of subordinate staffs, are called "non-routine."

529 DONNAYA MINA (bottom mine)-A mine which, when emplaced,
lics on the bottom of the sea (or river). Bottom mines are used in areas
having relatively shallow depths.

530 DOPPLEROVS'iYE RADIOTEKHNICHESKIYE PRIBORY I
SISTEMY (Doppler radio-technical instruments and systems)-Radio-
technical devices which make use of a phenomenon consisting in the fact
that the wavelength of received waves differs from that of emitted waves
when the transmitter and receiver approach one another or recede from
one another. This same phenomenon occurs when radio waves are re-
flected, if the distance between the reflecting surface and the receiver of the
reflected waves changes. In radar, the Doppler-Belopol'skiy effect is used
to detect moving targets against a background of immobile local objects,
and to measure the speed of missiles, aircraft, etc. In aviation, Doppler
instruments are used to measure the ground speed of an aircraft and the
drift of an aircraft due to wind. Such instruments are also used to :.alcu-
late distance travelled and the coordinates of the aircraft's position.

531 DOPUSTIMAYA (BEZOPASNAYA) DOZA RADIATSII (toler-
able [safe] radiation dose)-The radiation dose whirh, whether received
in a single exposure or in repeated exposures, does not lead to loss of
combat effectivcness.

532 DORAZVEDKA (supplementary reconnaissance)-Obtaining addi-
tional data on a previously investigated objective for the purpose of con-
firming or amending its position, nature, size, and coordinates.

533 DOROZHNAYA SET' (road network)-The system of intercon-
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I netted railroads, paved roads, and unpaved roads ir. existence or under

zonstruction in a particular area of terrain. The development of a road
network in a specific region or theater of hostilities is defined by the
road density, i.e., the average of the total lengths of each type of road
per hundred square kilometers.

534 DOROZHNOYE OBESPF.CHENIYE (highway support)--The

complex of measures taken with regard to the preparation and operation
of highways, and organization of uninterrupted movement on them.
Highway support includes reconnaissance, selection of main and anx-
iliary highways, their -estoration, repair, artificial covering, and deploy-
ment of the area road traffic control service. Highway support is
accomplished by highway troops and engineer troops. Local civil road-
buIding and road-operating organizations may be enlisted for highway
support purposes.

535 DOROZHNO-KOMENDANTSKAYA POLOSA (area road traffic
control zone)-A zone of terrain assigned within definite boundaries for
convenience in controlling troop movements, moving freight, and imple-
inenting various measures pertaining to highway support. An area road
•:rafflc control zone is divided, in turn, into area road traffic control re-
lions and sectors. As a rule, area road trafc coatrol zones and sectors
ure divided in accordance with the offensive sectors of the armies of
the first echelon of a front. Their size depends on the number of highways
and their condition, on their envisaged traffic intensity, and on the com-
position of the forces and facilities assigned to highway maintenance.

536 DOROZHNO-KOMENDANTSKAYA SLUZHBA (area road
traffic control service)--A system of measures adopted by perszrnnel of
area road traffic control units and formations on highways for the follow-
ing purposes: organization of dispatcher control of troop and supply
movements; regulation of traffic; defense, security, and protection of
highway objectives; maintenance of military order; and organization of
servicing points.

537 DOROZHNYYE VOYSKA (highway troops)-Special troops used
for the restoration, repair, construction, and operation of highways, and
also for carrying out area road traffic control service. Highway troops con-
sist of individual formations and units of area road traffic control troops,
road-building troops, and bridge-building troops.

538 DOROZHNYY MINOISKATEL' (road m;ne detector)-An engi-
neer vehicle intended for cetection of mines on roads, airfields, and open
terrain. A road mine detector is a cross-country vehicle equipped with a
device for searching out mines, that stops automatically when a mine is
detected.

539 DOSTOVERNOST' SVYAZI (communications reliabiity)-Precise
correspondence of the received communication to the transmitted one.
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Reliability is one of the most important demands made upon communi-
cations (a communications system).

540 DUBLIROVANIYE (dupiication)-Twofold action. This is widely
used in military affairs; for example: duplication of communications, i.e.,
transmission of a given order, report, signal, etc., by different modes of
communication.

541 DUBLIROVANIYE PEREFRAV (duplication of water crossings)
---Completion of an additional water crossing capable of replacing exist-
ing ones in case of need, , r preparation for such an additional crossing
so that it could be rapidly effected. Most often, in the organization or
course of an operation (or battle), bridge crossings are duplicated. Du-
plication of water crossings may be xccor'Hlished by troops and/or local
civil road- and bridge-building organizations, using local materials and
floating craft, as well as organizational water-crossing materiel.

W42 DUPLEKSNAYA SVYAZ! (duplex commun-cations)-Two-way
communication, in which two control centers are able to transmit and re-
ceive messages simultaneously.

543 DYMOVAYA AVIATSIONNAYA BOMBA (DAB) (aerial smcke
bomb)-A special-purpose bomb for laying smoke screens, concealing
friendly troops, and blinding enemy command posts, observation posts,
and weapons.

544 DYMOVAYA ZAVESA (smoke screen)-An artificially-formed
cloud of smuke or fog which hinders the enemy in his conduct of visual
observation, aimed fire, and precision bombing, and conceals the actions
of friendly troops, aircraft, and ships from optical means o& reconnais-
sance. The effectiveness of a smoke screen depends on weather conditions,
primarily, the speed and direction of the wind. In order to lay a smoke
screen, the following are used: smoke pots, mines, smoke-shells, hand
grenades, aerial bombs, and smoke generators installed on wheeled and
tracked vehicles, tanks, aircraft, and merchant vessels.

545 DYMOVAYA MASKIROVKA (smoke concealment)-A compo-
nent part of one of the forms of troop support, namely, camouflage.
Smoke concealment is accomplished by creating an artificial cloud of
smoke or fog which conceals the objects to be masked from the enemy's
optical-reconnaissance facilities.

546 DYMOOBRAZUYUSHCHIYE VESHCHESTVA (smoke-making
substances)-Liquid and solid mixtures, as well as phosphorus, used to
make concealing and blinding smoke screens. Liquid smoke mixture is
used by atomizing it in smoke machines. Solid smoke mixtures are used in
smoke pots and smoke hand grenades. Phosphorus is used in aerial bombs
and artillery projectiles.
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547 YEDINAYA RADIOLOKATSICiNNAYA SISTEMA (unified ra-
dar system)-A system whereby the radar facilities c.: the various service
branches and Services are subordinated to a common command, in con-
trast to separate, uncoord.ated use of radar facilities; for example, th&
aggregate of the forces and facilities of radio-technical troops dzployed
on the terri!try of the country in accordance with a unified plan for re-
connaissance of the air enemy, ensuring guidance ol fighter aviation, and
assignment of targets to air defense nrissi!e troops. Undeily!ng this .sytem
are the combat formations of radio-txchnicrJ units in po-session of radio-
technical fa.ilities, communications facilities, and automated apparatus
for the collection, transmission, and generalization of data on the air
situation.

548 YEDIWONACHALr!E (unity of command)-A most important
principle of the structure of the Armed Fomces of the USSR. The main
essence of unity of command is the personal rec"-onsibility of a commander
for the morale, discipline, military and political training, combat readiness
and combat ectivity of his subunit. unit, formation, or major field force.
Unity of command is developed and reinforced on a Parly basis. A com-
manding officer, mniking a decision personally in combat, depends on the
support of Party organizations and the eptire military collectie. The Com-
munist Party reinforces unity el' :ommand, which is indisensable in the
Armed Forces, skilfully combining it with the principle of collectivism.

549 YEMKOST'L AERODROMNOY SETI (capacity of an airfield net)
-The number of aviation units of one or several types of aviation which
can be based on a given airfield net simultaneously. The capacity of an
airfield net depends on tue trtal number of airfields which it contain.

550 YEMKOSTr NAPRAVLENIYA (support capability of a sector)-
The possibility of deployment, operations, materiel and technical support
of such and such a grouping of troops (or air forces) in a given sector.
The support capability of a sector is characterized by the width of the
zor , (or air space), depth of the sector, road network (or airfield net), and
nuw ,e.r of important objectives . operational or strategic significance
in the given sector.

551 YEMKO.S' ThATRA VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY (support ca-
pability of :. theater of operations)--The possibility, in a given
theater of operations, of sapporting the deployment of any large stra-
tegic grouping consisting of several strategic formations of ground,
naval and air forces, and fortuations of other Services, whose mili-
tary activities may be ur.ited by a single strategic concept and plan.
The support. capability of a theater of operations is determined by its
military, political, and strategic importance, by the overall size (width
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and depth) of the theater, by its geographical position (by the presence of
seas, by the relief of the terrain), by the degree of development and state
of the airfield net, ports, communication routes, and by the preserice
and number of important operational and strategic objectives of military
operations.

552 YESTESTVENNAYA DEGAZATSIYA (natural decontamination)
-The process whereby toxic agents on contaminated objects are ren-
dered harmless naturilly, by weathering.

553 YESTESTVENNYYE MASKI (natural camouflage)-Local fea-
tures (woods, brush, ravines, buildings, etc.) facilitating concealed dis-
position or movement of troops, and hindering their detection by the
enemy.

554 YESTESTVENNYYE PREPYATSTVIYA (natural obstacles)-
Local features and elements in the relief of the terrain (or of a secto7" or
separate region) which slow down or stop movement, thus hampering
troop combat actions, especially the use of combat vehicles (tanks, ar-
mored personnel carriers, tnrcks, etc.). On the other hand, natural obsta-
cles facilitate strengthening of a defense. Natural obstacles include rivers,
canals, marshes, high ground with steep slopes, ravines, cliffs, dense.
forests, etc.

555 YESTESTVENNYYE UKRYTIYA (natural cover)-Elements of
the relief of the terrain (escarpmc .ts, hillsides, canyons, natural caves,
forests) which reduce the lethal and destructive effects of nuclear an.-"
conventional weapons on personntl and combat equipment, and conceal
them from enemy reconnaissance.

-Zh-
556 ZHELEZNODOROZHNYYE VOYSKA (railroad trocps)-Special
troops used to restore, construct, and operate railroads in a theater of
operations.

557 73'" RNAL BOYEVYKH DEYSTVIY (journal of combat opera-
tions)---ine of the report and information documents maintained by the
staffs oi units, formations, and major field forces, used to describe the
preparation for, and course of, combat experience, for compiling reports,
and for replying to various inquiries. Entries in a war diary are made
daily, as the combat situation changes.

558 ZHURNAL NABLYU)ENIYA (observation log)--A document
for recording the results of battlefield observations. An observation log
is usually kept in observation posts. In it are recorded: the date, time,
place, the results of observation, and to whom, when, and by what
method, the results of observation were reported.
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559 ZAVESA (MASKA) (screen [mzsk])-A camouflage method. It
may be done by the smoke-screen method or by suspending regulation
(or locally available) camouflage materials to conceal military objectives
(structures, armament, positions, stretches of road, etc.) from visual and
air observation by the enemy.

56W ZAVESA PODVODNYKH LODOK (screening force of subma-
rines--A group of several submarines, organized into a common sweep
or combat force for the joint completion of a combat mission assigned
to them.

561 ZAGRADITEL' SETEVOY (netlayer)-A surface ship of special
construction, used to place nets as obstructions against submarines and
torpedoes.

562 ZAGRADITEL'NYY OGON' (barrage fire)-A type of artillery
fire consisting in laying a fire barrage (frontal or flan)) on a preselected
line (or lines) in order to interdict movement by enemy infantry or tanks.
Barrage fire is arranged beforehand, and is conduc',ed at a definite rate
for a certain period of time.

56 ZAGRA"-IDENIYE PUTEY SOOBSHCHENIYA (obstruction of
transportation routes)-A system of measures, including demolition, min-
ing, and the erection of obstacles on railroads, highways, water and air
routes, adopted with a view to precluding or hindering their use by the
enemy.

564 ZAGRAZHDENIYA MORSKIYE (obstruction of waterwa;s)-A
system of artificial obstacles on probable enemy shipping routes. Means
of obsti uction used at sea include mines, boom defenses, nets, underwater
cribs, sunken vessels, etc.

565 ZZ/ RIGATEL'NAYA BOMBA (incendiary bomb)-An aerial
bomb, used to start areas of fires.

566 ZAZIMGATEL'NYYE BAKI (Ze)Y (incendiary tanks)-An aerial
weapon. Such containers with an incend-ary mixture zre intended to de-
stroy wooden structures, oil tank farms, ammunition dumps, railroad
depots with rolling stock, personnel, materiel, and other targets by fire.

567 7AZHIGATEL'NYY SNARYAD (incendiary projectile)-A shell
filled widh thermite and intended to ignite various flammable objects.

568 ZAKREPLENIYE ZAKHVACHENNOGO RAYONA (RUBE-
ZHA) (consolidation of a seized region for lire])-Bringing into a de-
fensible state a scized enemy region (or line) of tactical or operational
importance, for the purpose of repelling enemy co'unterattacks and corn-
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tetblows. Consolidation of a seized region ensures favorable conditions
for a further offensive in depth, and also for conducting defensive actions.

569 ZAKREPLENIYE USPEKHA (consolidation of gains)-Tbe aggre-
gate- of measures 4irected toward maintaining constant readiness and ca-
pability of troops to repel enemy attempts to halt an offensive or to inter-
fere with the accomplishment of any maneuver which is advantageous to
the advancing side. One of the most important measures ensuring con-
solidation of gains is the retention of seized regions (or lines!.

570 ZAKRYTYY MORSKOY TEATR VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY
(enclosed theater of naval operations)-An expanse of sea bordered by
the shores of one or several states, and having straits uned for ac,.ess to
the ocean (directly or through an adjoining sea). Such a theater is
characterized by relatively limited extent in terms of latitude and longi-
tude.

571 ZAKRYTYY RADIOLOKATSIONNYY POSST (inactive radar sta-
tion)-A radar station whose equipment is deployed for operation, but is
switched on only under special circumstances.

572 ZAKRYTYY RAYON MORYA (closed area of the sea)-An area
of the sea which is out of bounds either to all ships and vessels or to ships
of one particular type (areas assigned for gun trials, or exercises involv-
ing submarines, surface ships, aviation, etc.).

573 ZAMOPSKIYE BAZY (foreign) (overseas bases)-M-ssile bases,
naval bases, air force bases, and supply bases of imperialist states,
founded in colonies or on the territory of occupied or dependent coun-
tries to suppress national-liberation movements, and to prepare for, and
conduct, aggressive military activities. The system of US military bases
oIL foreign territories is a consequence of the aggressive policy and
strategy of American militaristic circles that envisagcs attack on the
USSR.

574 ZAMYSEL OPERATSII (BOYA) (cý,cept of an cperation [or
battle]) -The idea expressing the basic thought and content of tht de-
cision of the commanding general (or commandcr). The concept of an
operation (or battle) includes: the objective to be attained in the
forthcoming operation (or battle) and the method of attaining it; the zone
(or sector) of concentration of the main efforts of the troops and the
grouping of forces and facilities by sector; a possible maneuver of forces
and weapons in the course of the combat activities, and the measures
necessary to ensure timely completion of the operational (or combat)
missior.

575 ZAPASNYY AERODROMNtY UZEL (alternate airfield area)-
A group of neighboring alternative airfields not occupied by aviation.
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These airfields may be used by an aviation formation, or by individual
aviation uaits and subunits. Depending on the situation, an alternate air-
field area may be converted to a home airfield area or a maneuver airfield
area. In order to do this, aviation-technical units are deployed on the alter-
nate airfield area, together with the radio-technical facilities required for
takeoff and landing of aircraft, and necessary action is taken to equip the
alternate airfields completely.

576 ZAPASNYY KOMANDNYY PUNKT (ZKP) (alternate command
post)-A control post deployed at the same time as the command post,
and intended for immediate assumption of control in the event that the
command post is put out of action, threatened with destruction, or be-
co.mes difficult or impossile to use. Personnel in an alternate command
post must know the situation and must be well informed concerning or-
ders and instructions being issued io the troops. Radio facilities of an al-
ternate command post remain on listening watch. An alternate command
post is usually organized in a defensive situation.

577 ZAPASNYY RAYON (POZITSIYA) (alternate region jposition])-
A zone (or sector) of the terrain prepared (or designated) for the dispo-
sition of. troops or for dcfcnse. It is used for changing the grouping of
troops with a view to withdrawing them from the area of an enemy nu-
clear strike, or for attaining greater stability in a defense.

578 ZAPA.•1VT UZEL SVYAZI (alternate communications center)-
An organi tioaal and technical combination of communications forces
and facilities deployed in a region intended as the site of a relocated con-
trol post should the need arise.

579 ZAPASY MATERIAL'NYKH SREDSTV (supply stockpiles)-The
quantity of the various typM of materiel in regular supply which is to
be maintained in troop units and in various rear services elements. Ac-
cording to their purpose, place of stor.ge, ar-i the unit responsible for
them, stockpiles of supplies may be in the following categories: emer-
gency, minimum-level, mobile (transportable and portable), center, front,
naval, or army. Mobile supplies (transportable and portable) are some-
times giouped under the general classification "unit."

580 ZAPRAVKA ((1) fuel unit; (2) the fueling process)---1) Ihe quan-
tity of fuel established for one vehicle (tank, armored personnel carrier,
automobile, tractor, missile, aircraft, or wars'ip) as a supply-and-account-
ing unit for calculating fuel requirements and meeting them. For tanks,
self-propelled artillery mounts, tracked armored persoanel carriers, trac-
tors, and other tracked veh;cles, aircraft, or warships, the fuel unit is
determined by the capacity of the tanks (systems, compartments) consti-
tuting their fuel system. For wheeled vehicles, the fuel unit must, as a
rule, permit the vehicle to travel a certain distance (based on the official
fuel-consumption rate). The fuel allowance for units, formations, and
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major field forces is reckoned on the basis of all vehicles held, within
the limits of authorized strength. (2) The process of filling the fuel tanks
and receptacles with fueis and lubricants to the limit of their capacity.

S81 ZARAZHENIYE PO SLEDU RADIOAKTIVNOGO OBLAKA
(contamination in the wake of a radioactive cloud)-Contamination of
the terrain, and the objects and people ir it, by radioactive fallout from
a cloud of a nuclear burst, along the path of the cloud's motion. The size
and configuration of the region !,the area of the zone) and the degree of
its contamination depend on the yield and type of nuclear burst, on
meteorological conditions accelerating or retarding the fallout of radio-
act;ve material (dust), on the distances from ground zero and from the
a xis of the wake, and also on the relief of the terrain and the time which
has elapsed since the burst.

S82 ZARAZHENNYY UCHASTOK (UZ) (contaminated are4)--An
area of the terrain contaminated by toxic agents and radioactive sub-
stances or bacterial agents in liquid-droplet form for the purpose of
hindering combz.t activities and causing injury to personneL Radioaclive
areas differ in shape, size, and character.

583 ZARIN (Sarin)-A quick-acting nerve and paralysant toric agent.
Sarin is a colorless liquid with a barely-perceptible odor. it acts when
the air with which it is contaminated is inhaled, or when it penetrates
the skin. The gas mask and protective clothing serve as protection
against it.

S34 ZASADA (ambush)-A type of combat operation used by troop
subunits in reconaaissance for the ptupose of czptining prisoners, docu-
ments, and samples of the enemy's weapons and combat materiel.

S85 ZASTAVA (outpost)-(1) 7U means of guarding troops on the
march (march security detachmeat) and in static deployment (guard out.-
post). (2) A Wb,unit of border troops (company of border troops) guard-
ing a specific sector of the state frontier.

586 ZASTOY OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIKH VESHCIESTV (stagnatiov
of toxic agents)--Thb ablty of the vapors of toxic agents, under favor-
able meteorological conditions, to persist for protrac.:d periods in ra-
vines, canyons, river bottomlands, forest massifs, trenches, etc., and still
retain their harmful properties.

587 ZAKHVAT INITSIATIVY V OPERA•fSH (BOYU) (seizure of the
initiative in an operation [or battle])-Achieving an advantageous posi-
tion over the enemy, imposing one's will on him, and depriving him of
freedom of action.

5 ZAKHVAT TSELI RADIOLOKATSIONNOY STANTSIYEY
(locking onto a target by a radar station) -The transition of a rader sta-
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tion from searching wo automatic tracking of the target according to range
and angular coordinates.

589 ZASHCHITA VOYSK OT ORUZHIYA MASSOVOGO PORAZ-
HENIYA (protection of troops from weapons of mass destruction)-The
complex of measures taken for the purpose of preventing injury to per-
sonnel and damage to combat materiel and equipment by the weapons and
agents used in nuclear, chemical, and bacteriological warfare; preserving
the combat capability of troops and and the functional capability of the
rear, and ensuring successful completion of the missions confronting
them. The complex of such measures includes: warning the troops of
rdioactive, chemical, and bacterial contamination; conducting radiation,
chemical, and bacteriological reconnaissance; dispersal, camouflaging of
troops, use of the protective features of the terrain, and its engineer
preparation; anti-chemical equipment for shelters; periodical change of
areas in which troops are located; conducting sanitary-hygienic and spe-
cial prophylactic measures; providing troops with protective equipment,
and taking measures to protect personnel from injury by toxic agents,
radioactive substances, and bactsrial agents; clearing up the after-effects
of the enemy's use of weapons of mass destruction.

590 ZASHCHITA, OBORONA I OKHRANA TYLA (protection, de-
fense, and security of the rear area)-Measures directed toward preserv-
ing the functional capability of the rear area, and ensuring successful
completion of the missions confro.-ting it. Such measures include: pro-
tection from nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons; defense of rear
area objectives against attack by air, land, and sea; direct safeguarding
,-I rear area units and establishments: guarding of public works on com-
imunication routes, and covering trausports on their itineraries; camou-
flage measures, and fire precautions.

591 ZASHCHITA OT PORAZHENIYA S VOZDUKHA (protection
from air attack)-The complex of measures directed toward safeguarding
troops and rear area objectives from enemy air action. Such measures sup-
plement the air defense system, which is besed on the coordinated efforts
of active air defense facilities, and incluck: warning of danger from the
air, dispersal of troops and rear area objectives, use of cover, and em-
ployment of camouflage against observation from the air.

592 ZASHCHITA OT RADIOPOMSKH (protection against radio
jamming)--The complex of organizational and technical measures
adopted to ensure uninterrupted cperation of one's own radio-technical
facilities in the event of intentional jamming caused by the enemy, or
when there is random interference from various sources of electromag
netic oscillations.

S3 ZASHCHITNYYE SVOYSTVA MESTNOSTI (protective features
of the terrain)-Those features of the terrain which can reduce the effec-
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tiveness of nuclear or conventional weapons. Protective features of the
terrain are determined by the general character of the relief and by the
presence of natural cover, for example: ravines, canyons, cliffs, steep
slopes, caves, forest massifs, etc. Skilful use of the protective features of
the terrain can reduce losses of personnel and combat materiel, can lessen
the volume of engine.ring work needed to prepare the terrain for combat,
and the time needed to perform such work.

594 ZVEZDNO-SOLNECHNYY ORIENTATOR (astro compass)-An
astronomical instrument used in navigation for fixing the position of an
airborne platform (or ship) according to heavenly bodies.

595 ZVUKOVAYA RAZVEDKA (sound [echo] ranging,-Detection
of gun (or mortar) batterids and determination of their coordinates, num-
ber of guns (mortars) and their caliber, from their reports. Sound rang-
ing is a part of artillery reconnaissance and is done with the aid of
special sound-ranging observation posts.

5% ZVUKOMASKIROVKA (sound masking)-A component part of
one of the forms of troop support, namely, camouflage. Sound m&skir4
is done within the overall complex of camouflage measures for the pur-
pose ci making it difficult for the enemy to detect troops and military
objectives by the characteristic noises and sounds which they produce.
Sound masking is accomplished by the tr=e' -ict observance of es-
tablished procedures for vital activities, namely, a prvcedur. which ex-
cludes or minimizes noises and sounds, or drowns such noises and sounds
by using special means, e.g.. loud-speaker equipment, flying aircraft.
helicopters, etc.

59W ZVUKOPODVODNAYA SVYAZ' (underwater acoustic communi-
cation)-A form of communication used in the navy between submarines
which art submerged. It is also used for communication between such
submarines and suface ships.

598 ZENITNAYA ARTILLERIYSKAYA GRUPPA (ar defense ar-
tillery group--Air defense artillery consisting of more than one uuit,
under a unified control, assigned to cover troops or important rear area
objectives from attack by the air enemy.

59 ZENHINAYA ARTILLERIY3KAYA DIVIZIYA (air defense ar-
tillery division)-A tactical formation of air defense artillery, consisting
of several air defense artillery units of one or different calibers, and sup-
port (servicing) subunits.

600 2NrWAYA ARTRLIFTYA (air defense [ant-aircraft] artillery)
-A type of artillery inten,'d for air defense. In exceptional cases, air

= defense artillery may be enlisted to engage the ground enemy, primarily
his tanks, and in coastal regions, to engage enemy warships and transport
vessels.
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601 ZENTNOYB RAK!3TNOYE P.IKRYTM (air defense missile
cover)-A type of cover for targets of national importance, troops, and
ships provided by air defense missile force against ah r attack
602 ZENrINY\ 2 RAKETNYYE VOYSKA (air defense mi troops) S-- One of the principli service branches in the composition of the national
air defense forces. Thew- role is to destroy the air enemy with air defense
guided missiles. Air defea.s missile troops consist of forwation, uimt5
and subunits.

603 ZENITNYYE RAKETNYYE SOYEDINENIYA (air defense mis-
sie formations)-Formations of air defense missile troops, consising
of several air defense missile divisions and othez subunits.

604 ZN NYYE RAXENWYYE CHASTI (air defense misile unimts)--
Units armed with air defense missfie complexes Organizationally, they
are part of the air defense troops of the ground forces and national air
defense missilr ic.,es.

60S ZENIfNYYE UPRAVLYAY RAKErY (ZUR) (groud
to-air guided missiles)-A type of missile in the ground-t,'t-air class,
intended for anti-aircraft (or antLmissile) defense. The flight of A ground-
to-air guided missile is controlled from the ground from the moment of
launching until it approaches the zone of the target. The charge is
detonated with the aid of a radio-detcnator installed in the missile itself.
Such a guided missile may be armed with a conventional or a nuclear
charge.

606 ZOMAN (Soman)-A toxic &gent with a neuroparalytic action. It
is a colorless liquid with a faint odor of camphor, two to three times
stronger than Sarin in toxicity, and achieves, to a considerably grater
degree than Sarin, an effect through the skin by its vapors (rcsorptive
action).

607 ZONA ADMINS TIVNAYA (foreign) (adrinistrative zone)--
The territory in the depth of a theater of operations, situated b•htnd the
zone of combat operations. The administrative zone contains the com-
munication routes, and also the rear area facilities and establishment of
the theater of operations.

608 ZONA BOYEVYKH DEYSTVIY (foreign) (combat operamions
zone)-The foremost part of the territory of operations, oa which combat
operations of ground forces take place or can take place. A zone of combat
operations is occupied by field armies, and in their absence, by army
corps. The depth of the zona depends on the numerical strength of the
troops in it, the nature of the planned operations, requirements with re-
gard to the material and technical support of the troops, the peculiarities
of the terrain, and on the p%. sible actions of the enemy.

609 ZONA BOYEVYKH DEYSTV1Y AVIATSII (akr combat opera-
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- ons zone)-A particular part of the air s of a theater of optrations
within the limits of which aviation nc bared and conduts combat opera-
tions. The szec of the zone depends on ft numerical strength of the
aviation concented in fie ld -n reobtac d onvein the roal-tessnical
wch arecers abl of the a tarnks

610 ZONA ZAGRAZHDENIY (obstacle zone)-A r(cgonf or zlte) of
[e torn in which various artificial obstacles af created for the pu g
of retarding or idtting the movement of the enemy, thas creating con-
ditions for destroyitg him with nuchen weapons and other means. An
obstacle zone consists of concentrations of pe s covering row :;, in
a gen ctor, mine fields r a d other obstacles covering the roadlesin a
which a hi traversablp by tanks.
611 WNA MOLCHANIYA (METVAYA ZONA) (cone of silence

[dead zons --A waveband in which reception of no radio tting
station whatever is detected, dethough normal reception takes place out-
side this waveband. It is observed when using waclengths shorter than
7zo meter and i due to the propagation pronsti. of so waves.

612 ZONA NABLYUDENIYt 'observation zon(-i--Tr de r space
(whe observing air sarges) or awh of terrain (when ou.p-ving ground
tarts)ier i fich ot is possible to observ and cetect targets ashg the
means available at the given observation lofsth

613 ZONA OBORONY (foreign) (defense zone)--T(e territory on which
defrceive operations abv organized and condutaed by major fitd forces
(a field army, a group of armies). A defense zone may coincide with a

zone of combat ionco

614 ZONA OGNYA ZENITNOw ARTILh ERir (air a ense artillery
fire zone)-y-The air space within which a given grouping of air defense
artiller'y -i fire on an air target. This air space is a hemisphere with a

tradhe h ql to the maximum vertical raeci of thi ahc defense gunsc of
various cabr.

p6iS ZONA OZIHa i ANIYA ((Ie) holding zone; (2) sntging area)--y1).r
-aorcl--The x space bovf a tefinite area of tertain, established by the
decision of the aviation commander for a urnut or formation for the
length of time needed to withdraw the airwrA~t from an airfield under
threaPt of enemy attack, the aircaft so withdrawn remaining in the air at
the holding zone pending receipt of more prrxise instructions concerning a
previously-assigned combat mission, or pending a call to action; (2) navy
-- a limited expanse of water in which wexships (or forces or groups) may
await orders, or the uppoint:d time for carrying out orders already issued,

or favorable conditions for fulfilment of a combat (or training) mission.
A staging area is sometimes called -. staging region.

616 ZONA PODAVLENIYA RADIOTEKIHNICHESYMKH SREDSTV
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(zone of ppression of radio-technical facilitis)--The air space within
the limits of which enemy radio-electronic equipment may be suppressed
by a given transmitter with the required effectiveness. The size of the sup-
pression zone depends on the power of the transmitter, background noise,
conditions for the propagation ,,f radio waves, the features of the radio
equipment being suppressed, etc.

617 ZONA PORAZHENIYA ZENITNOY RAKETNOY CHASTI (im-
pact zone of an air defense missile unit)-The air space in which hitting
aerial targets is assured with the necessary degree of probability. The
hnpact zone of an air defense missile unit is comprised of the impact zones
of the launching subunits of a given unit, deployed to defend a given
objective or region.

618 ZONA, PR1KRYVAYEMAYA RADIOPOMEKHAMI (zo.e cov-
ered by radio-jamming)--The air space in which targets are covered
against observation by a given radar station, by a given jamming trans-
mitter.

619 ZONA PROTIVOLODOCHNOY OBORONY (anti-submarine de-
fense zone)-The water expanse, around a mobile objective at sea or at
any part of the coast, in which anti-submarine defense forces engage in
the search for, and destruction of, enemy submarines and fulfil their mis-
sion of protecting the given objective from underwater attack. An anti-
submarine defense zone is usually divided into near and distant (sectors).

620 ZONA RADIOAKTIVNOGO ZARAZHENIYA (radioactive con-
tamination zone)--An area contaminated by radioactive substances in the
vicinity of a nuclear burst and in the wake of a radioactive cloud. The
configuration and size of a radioactive contamination zone may dier
according to the number, yield, and types of nuclear burst, the length of
time which has elapsed since the bursts, the mutual position of the ground
zero locations, weather conditions, and the relief of the terrain. The
contamination density and radiation levels in a radioactive contamination
zone may vary.

621 ZONA RADIOLOKATSIONNOGO NAVEDENIYA (radar-
guidance zone)-The air space in which guidance of missiles or fighters
to air targets with the aid of ground or airborne radar guidance stations
is assured. The size Uf a radar-guidance zone depends on the number and
disposition of radar-guidance stations, on their capabilities, and on the
range of the radio-communication and fighter-control facilities.

622 ZONA RADIOLOKATSIONNOGO TSELEUKAZANIYA (radar
target-indication zone)-The air space in which radar determination of
the coordinates of air targets may be accomplished with a degree of ac-
curacy sufficient for effective action by air defense missile units and air
defense artillery.
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623 ZONA SVOBODNOGO POISKA (aviatsionnaya) (zone of free
search [aviation])-A region of enemy territory and the air space above
it, designated by the air force commander for autonomous combat activi-
ties on the part of a group of aircraft or an aviation unit with a view to
searching out and destroying important enemy ground and air objectives.

624 ZONA TAKTICHESKOGO RASSREDOTOCHENIYA SIL
FLORTA (zone of tactical dispersal of naval forces)-A region in which
ships, airc, 't, missile launchers and artillery of any naval force whatever
are dispersWi in order to preclude their destruction by a single enemy nu-
clear burst. The size of such a zone depends on the expected yield (TNT
equivalent) of the enemy nuclear weapon and the nature of its burst, on
the character of the objectives, and on the degree of their dispersal and
cover.
625 ZONAL'NAYA PVO (zonal air defense)-A method of accom-
plishing air defense, based on the defense of significant areas (zones) by
a particular grouping of air defense troops. This grouping carries out its
combat operations at the approaches to the zones (areas) in which the
defended objectives are located.

626 ZONAL'NO-OB"YEKTOVAYA PVO (zonal-objective air defense)
-A method of accomplishing air defense in which the men and equip-
ment engaged in the conflict with the air enemy are located-and conduct
their combat operations-both at the approaches to individual zones (or
regions) and at the approaches to the most important objectives situated
in the given zone (or region).

627 IDEOLOGICHESKAYA OBRABOTKA (ideological indoctrina-
tion)--The political impact of the bourgeoisie on the consciousness of
armed forc:s personnel and the population (especially young people) of
imperialist states in the spirit of militarism and aggression, chauvinism
and racism, in the spirit of hatred toward the Communist order (anti-
communism) and toward the peoples of socialist countries, and war prop-
aganda against world socialism. The character of the prevailing bourgeois
ideology exerts a substantial effect on the psychology of soldiers and of-
ficers of imperialist armies, and on the formation of their feelings, moods,
and habits. The armies of bourgeois countries are imbued with such
psychological qualities as egoL, m, money-grubbing, aggressiveness, na-
tionalism, and brutal harshness. Special agencies are created to carry out
ideological indoctrination of personnel, and the preA rndio, television,
and religion are also used.

M 2IZBYTO 0YE DAVLENIYE V UDARNOY VOLNE (over-
pressure in the shock wave)-The pressure above atmospheric, caused by
the shock wave of an explosion. It is usually measured in kilograms per
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square centimeter (kg/cm2). The cheracter of the change in overpressure
with time depends on the power of the explosion, the type of explosion,
the distance to the site of the explosion, and on the medium in which the
explosion took place.

629 IZOLYATSIYA RAYONA BOYEVYKH DEYSTVIY (foreign)
(isolation of the area of combat operations)-Measures taken for the pur-
pose of denying reserve forces access to the area of combat operations and
prohibiting transport of materiel into this area from elsewhere on the
front, or from rear areas. Usually, such measures include: placing nuclear
barriers; demolishing road intersections, bridges, defiles, and mountain
passes; crating artificial obstacles in enemy rear areas; and also carrying
out strikes on troops in areas of concentration, and when they are on the
move.

630 IMITATSIYA ((1) simulation, deception; (2) imitation)--() A de-
coy grouping of troops or dummy objects, false movements and disposition
of troops, dummy defensive works, etc., for the purpose of misleading the
enemy about the true disposition or activities of friendly troops, and of
drawing his fire against the dummy objectives. Simulation is carried out
with the aid of mock-ups of materiel, dummy works, and also signs of
vital activity of the t,- .ps being simulated (firing, radio conversations,
etc.). Simulation is also done by demonstrative activities, misinformation,
etc. Simulation on an operational scale is carried out only on the instruc-
tions of a higher echelon of military command. (2) Reproduction, with all
possible accuracy, during exercises and maneuvers, of the outward effects
of nuclear bursts, explosions of artillery shells, bursts of aerial bombs,
launching of missiles, ihc ari.i..cy, as .sm.all-ar.m.s fie, ec, U ls
costly and more available me.•wis, for example, blank rounds, explosives,
combined charges of explosives, fuels, and smoke-making substances, etc.

631 IMMUNIZATSIYA (immunization)-An active, specific prophylaxis
for infectious &ea=. Immunization is one of the elements of the com-
plex of hygienic-prophylactic measures taken to safeguard the health of
troops. Immunization is done with various inoculating preparatiors (vac-
cines).

632 IMMUNITET (immunity)-Non-receptivity of the organism to in-
fectious diseases.

633 IMPULSNOYE IZLUCHENIYE (pulse radiaticn)-Radiation of
electro-magnetic energy by a radar station or other radio-technical ap-
paratus in the form of pulses, namely, brief packets of radio waves with
intervals between them usually having a duration considerably greater
than the duration of each pulse. Pulse radiation is acd in radar and radio-
navigation for mearuring di3tanccs, and in radio communications for time
separation of charnels in multi-channel transmissions.
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634 IMPUL'SNYY RADIOMAYAK (radiolokatsionnyy mayak) (pulse
radio beacon [radar beaconD)-A receiving-transmitting station used for
determining the position of aircraft and ships relative to the points where
the pulse beaons are known to be situated, or for ensuring the precise
arrival of aircraft or ships at the point where a pulse beacon is iocated.
A pulse radio beacon is a radar transponder, it receives the pulses of radio
waves sent by the aircraft (or ship) radar apparatus (a special interro-
gator), and emits responding pulses of radio waves which the raC.ar
apparatus (interrogator) receives. On the radar screen (interrogator), the
distance and bearing of the pulse radio beacon are determined on the
bads of the received pulse.
635 INDIVIDUAL'NYYE SREDSTVA ZASHCHITY (individual means
of ptoiection)-(1) means of protecting the respiratory o:gans and eyes
against toxic agelats, radioactive substances, and bacteriological agents
(namely: gas masks); (2) means of protecting the skin (namely: protec-
tive clothing, e.g., protective capes, suits, special garments, and under-
wear).

636 INDIYIDUAL'NYYE SREDSTVA RADIOPOMEKH (individual
means of ,-adio jamming)---Means of jamming enemy electronic sys-
tems in order to protect an individual niu;aft or warship. Individual
means of radio interference include stations for jamming: (1) radar air
defense missile-guidance stations; (2) fighter-interceptor stations; and (3)
air defense artillery g'n-!aying stations. Other individual means of radio
jamming are automatic devices for dropping chaff, and firing antir"dar
shells against the same radar stations.

637 INDIKATOR KRUGOVOGO OBZORA (plan position indicator)
-An indicator on whose screen are observed targets located within the
detection range of the radar station associated with the plan position in-
dicator. The blips of the targets persist on the screen during one revolu-
tion of the radar station's antenna as a result of afterglow (residual
luminescence of tL, scr-en). Looking at the screen, it is possible to r-.ad
off the range and bearing of each target. The plan position indicator is
used in many gu.•und and airborne radar stations, for example, in air
defense detection systems, and in radar bombsights.

638 INDIKATOR RADIOAKTIVNOSTI (radioactivity indicator)-An
instrument intended to detect contamination of the terrain and to measure
levels of radiation.

639 INDIKAT$IYA OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIKH VESHCHEST (indi-
cation of toxic agents)-D. toction of toxic agents in the air, on the t-,r-
rain, on objects, and on foodstuffs, and aiso identification of the toxic
agent.

640 INERTSIAL'NAYA SISTEMA UPRAVLENIYA (inertial guidance
system)--A guidance system for an airborne platform using as data the
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measured values of the accelerations sustained by the platform. The
sensitive elements used in an ine.tial guidance system are accelerometers
and gyroscopic instruments.

641 INZHENERNAYA PODGOTOVKA VOYSK (troop engineer
training)-Training servicemen, subunits, units, and formations of service
branches and the Services to be capable of performing certain engineer
functions independently, without the aid of engineer troops. Such func-
tions include. implementation of the simplest measures for protecting
against means of mass destruction, for adapting the terrain to combat,
and for securing the advance of friendly corabat formations.

642 INZHENERNAYA PODGOTOVKA ISKHODNOGO RAYONA
(engineer preparatio j of an attack position)-The aggregate of engineer
works done to prepare the terrain in the area occupied by troops prior
to attack from a position in close contact with the enemy. Engineer
preparation of attack position consists in providing trenches, communi-
cations trenches, and shelters for attacking -ubunits, positional areas for
missile troops, firlng positions for artillery and air defense weipons, as-
sembly and firing positions for tanks, aud areas for second echelons (re-
serves); preparation of airfields, control posts, various depots, and bases;
preparation of routes for the advance and deployment of troops; imple-
mentation of camouflage measures.

643 INZHENERNAYA RAZVEDKA (engineer reconnaissance)-Ob-
taining and assembling information on defensive works, obstacles, and
nature and degree of engineer preparation on the terrain at the disposal
of the enemy; the state of the roads, bridges, river crossings, hydrotech-
nical works, passability of the terrain, and its protective and camouflaging
qualities in the area of impending action; weter sources; and the presence
of local facilities and materials needed to support combat operations of
the troops.

644 HENERNAYA TEK-NW3A (engineer equipment)-A com-
ponent part of engineer armament, including machines, mechanisms, and
assemblies used by troops when fulfilling engineer-support missions. En-
gineer equpment includes: road, river-crossing, bridge-building, earth-
moving, lumber milling, electrotechnical, and load-lifting equipment;
machines and mechanisms for engineer reconnaissance, mine removal,
placing obstacles, and water supplies, etc.

645 lNHENERNO-AVIATSIONNAYA SLUZHBA (LAS) (Aviation
Engineering Service)-A special service intended to provide aviation en-
gineering support for the combat operations and combat training of
aviation units and formations of the air force

646 INZHENERNO-AVIATSiONNCYE OBESPECHIENIYE (aviation
engineering support)--Organizing the operation of aviation equipment,
and conducting its timely repair; planning the aviation-engineering ser-
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vice deploying repr units and technical facilities; carrying out engi-
neering calcuIatigns, etc.

"647 INZHENERNO-AERODROMNOYE OBSPECHENNE AVI-
ATSII (airfield-engineering aviation support)-A type of support for all
kinds of aviation, consisting in the implementation of airfield-•.•ineering
measures for the purpore of creating, for the air force, conditions of
constant combat readinss, successful performance of combat opratins,
dispersed and mobile basing, and also protection of aviation units and
formations against weapons of mass destruction. Airfield-engineering
aviation support includes: siting, planning, building, and restoring air-
fields; equipping them with artificial runways; mining and min-clearing
at airfields Pa.d other objectives of the aviation rear area=; providing
cover for materiel and personnel at airfields and in dispersal zones; con-
structing cover and shelters for control posts; implementing camouflage
measures, etc.

648 INZHENERMOYE IMUSHRCHESIVO (authorized engineering
equipment)-A component part of the facilities of engineering arma-
mert, including diverse equipment and means of implementing missions
associated with engineering support (for example, r placing
and negotiating obstacles, camouflage, field water supply, equipping po-
sitions, ferrying of troops, -Jectrical supply, etc.); spait parts for engi-
neering vehicles; entrenching and workshop tools; and materials which
are issued to formations and units of service branches and engineer troops
in accordance with allowance and equipment lists established by the
Ministry of Defense.
649 IN•HENERNOYE OBESPECHENIYE OPERATMI (BOYA) (en-
gineer support of an operation [or battle])-A type of support for
operational and combat activities of troops. It consists in implementing
engineer measures for the purpose of creating favorable conditions on
the terrain for rapid and covert deployment or concentration of troops,
attaining high tempos of attack, and stability and aggressiveness in
defense, protecting troops against weapons of mass destruction, and
combating the enemy by using engineering techniques. Engineer support
of an operation (or battle) includes: preparing routes for movement;
equipping water-barrier crossings; placing and negotiating obstacles;
equipping position areas of missile units, positions, areas for defense and
for disposition of troops, airfields, points for basing warships, control
•osts; procuring and purifying water, using camouflage measures, etc.

650 INZHENERNOYE OBESPECI-HIYE SIL VOYENNO-
MORSKOGO FLOTA V OPERATSIYAKH (engineering support of na-
val forces during operations)-The assemblage of engineering measures
adopted for the purpose of creating on the sea coast, with enginter fa-
cilities, the most favorable conditions under which naval forces may con-
duct active combat operations. Engineering support of naval forces during
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cor•atims hincudes: equipping tui system of dispes.d-basivg points for
w.xrip fomations; equipping nava: aviation airfieldzs z-id enw.uring their
zebaslnv in the ci.-.a of an offensive operation; eq-ip-ing pmitional
areas for misi&i unim. cn-t -xs and regions for storage of materiel
stockpiles; lrepa-ing a r-.o4d nemwark to permit maneuver of coastal

jaits and .supply i4! na•-'A vrirces; dIng camouflage; and clearing the
aftereffeest of enemy auc-,ir --i.kes.

651 INZHENERNO OIYE 0EK.AIOVAINIYE MESTNOSTI (engineer
prepa-wion of teaainx--gineeti mcsu•.s t&kcn to iortily and adapt
terrain for tro.'p activ.,•ti

652 INZHENERN.txE 'ROORUD)V ANn-Tt POZITSIONNYKH RA-
YONOV RAKEB4 YkKH C;II kSTEY (.-ngineer preparation of missile
deployment sit)--ý-Cvigieering meas-res in the deployment sites for
missile units pre-ide v•,-ious works ant maneuver routes and institute
camouflage and cOer meiuvres, t.hs suppor-ing the conduct of combat
operaiors by missile units, .- d einuring their prot-ction against nuclear
and conve-itio•al voaapons. B ,Zineermg orgz-.dation of deployment are
for missile units iand.s prz.uiang launching. assembly, and technical
positions, cowrl p.t, and r&ds for maneuvering and bringing up
misslen zltd materiel whiu the area; checking ior the presence of mines,
and cl•arhi r-in.i frox the roads wtd from th• terrain as necessary;
and implementiig measmeis %r water supply and canouflbge.

653 ,TLHENRNOYEt OBORIJjOVANIYE POI OS OBORONY
(enginecr preparai,-ai of defense zents)-Engineering measures to fortify
and adapt the terrain for defense. ',:g.ineer preparation of defeuse zonez
includes: preparation of vk-.ous positions for troops, defense areas, strong
plints, M.ng lines, detpoytart ine-, areas (or lines) for locatiojn of second
echeloas and reserves, depioymeant arms for missile troops, and artillery
(or tank) firing positions; pr-a~radon ci routes for maneuvers, supplies,
and evacuation; implementat.u.n of camouflag measures-; emplacement
of engineer obstaclle: aud pfepaation of co..:trol posts.

654 INZHENERNOYE OBORT .. :'VANIYE K NKIA BAZIROVA-
NiYA KORABLEY (enpiz-eer pre-pamion of poriag f'ciljties)--Fngi-
neering measus implemmti-' !o er.)irz. t.hat ships have a safe berth, to
supply ships with weapons A a-l types of stores, to tffect ship repairs,

* and .Aso to accommodate and -rovide various cervices for their --c.rvs.

655 INZHENERNtX'S OBORUDOVANIY'. RAYONOV RASPOLO-
ZHENIYA (engineer prepara-ioi of billeting areas)-Engineering
measures, implemented by troops, e fortify and adapt an occupied area
for covert billeting, for ra-F-i., dep..ure to assigned sectors, and for pro-
tection against weapons of mrnis dcstr~ction. Eigincering preparation of
billeting areas includes: arr-,zging co'-er fr par-onnel and ccmbat ma-
teridi along the main routes; developing the road network within tho
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lileting area; setting up structures for control posts ind equipii water
supply points; and camouflaing troops and cczbaz •ateriel

656 INZHENERNYYE BOYEPRIPASY (ena eering mumtions)-A
component part of engineer armament, including mines fcr various
purposes and of vaious types, explosives and the means of detonati3
them (detonators, ruzes, electrical firing units of all types, etc.), usd for

Smine obstacles, explosive obstacles, destruction, and demolition work.

657 PNZHENERNYYE VOYSKA (engineer troops)-Special troops
that provide eugineering support for combet operations of all the Services
and service branches. Engineer troops perform the most complex tasks,
requiring special training and the use of various engine,.,ing equipment.
According to their role, engineer troops are subdivided into the general
(combat enineer) and speciti categories (whi•1 includes: pontoon and
bridge, assault crossing, highway, works service, camouflage, construc-
tion, and other units and subunits). According to their affiliation, engi-
neer troops are subdivided into the organic category, in which case they
are a component part of ground force formations and units, or into one
of tt: following citegorim., army, front, Supreme High Command Re-
serve, Navy, Air, or one of the other S micm- of the Armed Forces.

658 INZHENERNYYE ZAGRAZHDENIYA (wgineer obstacles)--it& obstrbctions of various types used in a battle or operation for the
purpose of slowing down or stopping the movement o0 enemy troops, of
opposing air or amphibious assault-force landings, and oi inflicting losses
on the enemy. According to their purpose, engineer obstacles are sb-
divided into anti-tank, anti-versonnel, anti-transport, and anti-landing
categories. According to :he nature of their effects, engineering obstacles
are subdivided into uhe mine-and-explosive category (mine fields, high
explosive mines), and the non-explosive category (ditches, scarps, counter-
scarps, poAt obstacles, hedgehogs, tetrahedra, etc.). Engineer obstacles
must be covered by artillery, mortar, and machinegur fire

659 INZ•ENERNYYE MEROPRIYATIYA PO OM'ERTIVNOY
MASKLROVKE (engineer measures in operational camouftage)-Mea-
sures implemented by engineer and other troops in accordance with the
overall plan for operational camouflage. These measures include: setting
up of carmouflage nets to conceal troops and military objectives of
operational importance; construction of mock-ups of missiles, ,rtilery,
tanks, aircraft, and other items of armament or combat matcrie; produc-
tion of engineering works to show a dummy grouping of troops; creation
of dummy operational objectives.

660 INZHENERNYYE PROTIVODESANTNYYE ZAGRAZHDE-
NIYA (engineer anti-landing obstacles)-A variety cf engine= obstacles.
S They are intenaed to break up and delay anemy amphibious landings as
he is putting ashore. They are installed in the water and on the beach.
Laid in the water are special anti-landing mines, ordinary anti-tank mines,
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and non-neqclosive antli-tank obstacles -(metallic and reinforced conaree
post obstaclesi hedgehog, etc.). Laid on the beach are ani-U.r i
direntonl-,splinter, and peure typk anti-persormel mnes, wi ob-
stawles and-stone fougsses
"" INZHBENR Y SOORUý A (engineer structure)--
Structm-es built on the terrain as a part of epgineer support for combat
operatons of troops. Engiee structures include fortified structure
bri~ges, roads, airLelds, jetties, dummy objects, etc., built either by the
troops themselves, or by enjuieering troops of the various Semvicmes
"662 INZHENERNYY XEZERV (engineer reserve)--A unit at the dis-
apav od the commavding geneanl (or commander) du enginoeering f(or
tand facilites, intended to rep wice scginehoing units Which tave been
onfdeaed in gfeectw to reir(ommtherc osing stienge troops in
portant sims, an d to perfost eneineering mieasrom p which ait hu-

ne's wiofllnteeey in th e course of an operation (or battle).

664 INftr SIA DYVA K(jMANsDIc A (NACHAL.nNIKA) (sbstanise of a
commander [commanding retr)--1) Ai crnestvet f oral solution by
a c and.ordnate copmeade n (conmeanbais ofcm) dur e an operation (orSb.atle), which is part,5 ii mission assigned to him, and the vu-diness to

tane a caculatd rit in connect a ltioc with ra soluti Ie ititiativeITof a cong ao ding ofmi= (commatof) consists in strigh g to find the
oygbest method of ro the assigra m i. on, in utilizi favorable o%

vporosities, and-in to g the most expedient measures promptly, witham -t
;awaiting orders from oneps imediate supel-ior. (2) The ability to impose
ones will on the enemy in "he r outse of an ,,peration (or battle).
C664 TINSMEKT•DY ('msecticide)---3hemR'a substaces used to kl

in•ects.

665 INTEGRATOR (mte-tor)-.An insi(A mit for cai v(iod-
ters and bo din•!s, operating of the bair s of mes)-Tement of timera-
btions, and qteglauion of the accelmration s s th repect to time. The
integrator us used in missiles to guioo them in fnight mccoisng to a

peiotzl assigne htpoga

666 ' I2 ENDAIJUSAYA SLUMIA (quattermaster servim)--ser-
,vice providing troops with~materiel clothing, and provisions,, and man-
i aging other services for personnel.
I{ ~667 INTERVAkL SMRW BOMB ('interval between bombs of a train)---

Ile time (or linear) interval betwee•n the bursts of the bomb• of orte
U w-, dr-opped on one thrget (,objecve).

668 DnTEVALY MEZH-DU PUSKAMI 2ENINY RI (in-
tervals betven !m.mcbings of air defense missiles*--T'n lapse of time

S~betw~em sequential !-aunchings of missiles, during w1-ch time the missile
: guý-dacc station must be able to lock onto the next missile and Spide
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669 INFORMATSIONNO-KHAPAKTERISTICHESKIY, TABLITSY
(fbles of information and characteristics)-A form of pftsentation of
data concerning the position, state, nature of uctivities, and numerical
strength of units, formations, and strategic formations of the various Ser-
vices and service branches, in a format convenient for loading into a
compute- memory and subsequent output in the form of information.

670 INFRAKRASNAYA TEKHNIKA (infrared equip. ent)-Equip-
mert utilizing heat rays. Infrared (heat) rays (electromagnetic waves)
have a wavelength of 0.78-400 microns (somewhat greater than me
wavelength of visible light). Infrared equipment used for militery pur-
posts includes nigbt-vision instruments and termal direction-fiiders.
Infrared night-vision instruments are used in darkness for reconnaissance,
for aiming weapons, for ensmring productivity of enginecr~ng work, for
driving motor vehicles, and for coven c-mmunicatio, and recognition.
Thermal direction-finders determine the bearing of heat-radiation sources
(e.g., missiles, warships), and are iuis for reconnaissance, miss'ie guid-
ance, and navigation.

671 INFRAKRASNOYE NABLYUDENUYE (infrared observation)4-
Observation with infrared instruments. It may be done with ground,
airborne or shipboard equipment. or equipment in spacecraft.
672 IONOSFERNAYA SLUZHBA (ionospheric service)-Regular ob-
servation of the state of the ionosphere with the aid of ionospheric
stations, in order to meet the requirements of short-wave radio comnmuni-
cation. Radio waves may be refracted, reflected, scattered, or absorbed
in the ionosphere. Observed in the ionosphere are disturbances and mag-
netic storms associated with the sun's radiation. These change the state
of ionization of atmospheric layers markedly, which leads to a consid-
erable dcange in the conditions for the propagation of radio waves. These.
changes are taken into account when organizing radio communicatiori
and radio navigation.

673 IONOSFERNOYE ZONDIROVANIYE (ionospheric probing)-
Investigation of the upper electrically-charged layers of the atmosphere
(i.e., the ionosphere) by emitting radio waves and receiving the reflected
waves from the ionosphere. Ionospheric probing is undertaken in order to
study the earth's atmosphere, to verify the passage oi radio waves of va-
rious wavebands at different times of the day and year, and to select the
"most advantageous working waves for radio-technical equipment.

674 IONOSFERNYY PROGNOZ (ionospheric forecasting)--Scientifi-
cally based prediction of the future state of the ionosphere and condi-
tions for the passage of short waves. Ionospheric forecasting may be
long-term (for a mrnth, quarter, or year) or short-term (for a day, or r
ten-day period). Ionospheric forecasting is sent out regularly to the troops.
to permit selection of optimum frequencies, to ensure stability, and to
achieve radio communication at great distances.
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675 ISSLEDOVANIYE OPERATSIJ (operational research)-A scien-
tific speciali=tkn closely associated with cybernetics, dealing with the
expedient umilbi-tion c• equipmen. and armament, optimal us.e of eco-
nomic resources, and analysis of the combat operations of troops. Opera-
tional research is based on the use of mathematical methods.

676 ISTOE YA VOYENNOGO ISKUSSTVA (historj of military art)-
The branch .-f military science dealing with the forms and methods of
armed conflict in various socio-economic formations. It includes problems
concerning strategy, operational art, and tactics. It reveals the laws
governing the development of armed conflict, and discloses the inter-
ýelation between economics, war materiel, and the policies of statee. It
gener•alizes the historical experience of wars, and determines the effect
of this experience on the preparation for, and conduct of, hostilities under
present-day conditions, taking into account the new techniqu-s and or-
ganizational forms of the armed forces.

677 ISTORIYA VOYN :history of wars)-A scientific discipline whici.
is virtually the basis of military history as a whole, and of all its branches.
The history of wars describes and studies all wars and all events of the
military past of mankind in their chronological order. The history of
wais may be broken down into: the history of the wars of paxticular peo-
ples and countries; the history of individual wars (e.g., the history of
Warld War II), etc.

678 ISTOCHNIKI VOYENNOY INFORMATSII (sotrces of military
information)-Staffs and other directing bodies, troop units and subunits,
indidduaI warships and aircraft, automatic transmitters, etc., presenting
reports and other data.

679 ISTREBITEL'-BOiMBARDIROVSHCHIK (fighter-bombei') -A
front-line aircraft used against ground targets, and occasionally against
air targets.

680 MSTREBITEL' PALUBNYY (deck-based fighter)-A fighter air-
craft intended for combat use from aircraft carriers.

681 ISTREBITELINAYA AVIATSIYA (fighter aviation)-A branch
of air force aviaion. F.ghter aviation is the most maneuverable means
of eniaging the iir enemy. It is used to destroy enemy aviation in the
a.., p.imwrily bombers, fighter-bombers, and cruise-missiles, as the most

-Abab!e carriers of nuclear weapons and other means of mass destruc-
".ion, aud also to support the combat opeations of other kinds of
aviation. Under favorable cnditions of the air situation, fighter aviation
may also be used for action against groundt (or mn'ritime) enemy objec-
ftiy.m, and for conducting air reconnaissance.

'-. -TREBrf-L'NO-BOMBARDIROVOCHNAYA AVIATSIYA
'fighter-bomber a'#iadon)-A branch of Lrontal aviation, used to destroy
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enemy nuclear facilities and other small and mobile targets in the tactical
and nea-operational depth of the enemy. Fighter-bombers support corn-
bat operations oi ground troops, air-assault toops, and the navy, and
also engage enemy assault forces. They may be usid to engage esiemy
aviaticn and unmanned means of enemy air attack, and to con .uct

serial reconnaissance.

683 ISREBIMTEL'NO-PROTIVOTANKOVAYA ARTILLERMYA
(anti-tank artillery)-Artilleay intended for use against enemy tanks,

self-propelled artillery mounts, and armored personnel carrers. Usually,
they de•iver direct fire from open firing positions.

U4 I(fREBITEL'-PEREKIVATCHIK (fighter-in-erceptor)-A
specially-equipped fighter aircraft, possessing gr(t hormontal and vertical
speed-, great radius of action, a poworful missile and cannon armament,-
rddio-technical flight equipment and an automated guidance system, per-
mitting the detection, and engagement of, an air target beyond its range
"of visibility by day, by night, and under adverse weather conditions. A
fighter-interceptor may be designated to destiry air targets over the entire
range of altitudes--from low to medium to high--at subsonic or super-
sonc speeds.

685 ISKHODNAYA INFORMATSIYA (initial information)-The
source data needed to define a problem for an electronic computer. De-
pending on the nature of the problem to be solvd, initial information may
be expressed either in the form of. xnbers, graphs, concepts and judge-
ments, or in the fo: in of signals from automatic sources of primary infor-
mation.

686 ISKHODNAYA OBSTANOVKA (Initial situation)-The position
of the forces and facilities of the warring parties and the nature of their
combat operations for a specific period of timf, prior to commencement of
a training exercise- The initial cituation is depicted en maps when develop-
ing instructional materials for conducting a lesson or training exercise in
the :actical and operational training of commanding officers, troops, and
sta• and after it has been thoroughly evaluat&e, is intended to se.-ve as a
basis for decision-making by student personiel ot the beginning of lessons
or e&citavis

687 ISKHODNOYE POLOZHENIYE (initial position)-The disposition
of forces and facilities on the ground for going os .r to the artack. In the
initial position, the troops are in a deployed grouping in accordance with
the plan of the commanding general or tlh commander, for the forth-
coming operation (or battle).
64 ISKHODRiYYE DANNYYE DLYA STREL'BY (PUSKA RAKET)
(initial firing [or missik. launch] data)-The data or settings computed
for missile-launching purposes, or to permit a.-Wllery firing (or adjustment
of fire) on targets or reference points, respectively. Initial firing data are
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calculated on the basis of the initial data characterizing the. position of
t& target (objective) and the missile-launcher or gun (mortar) in space,
2s well as firing conditions that differ from those on which the firing tables
are base&.

689 ISKHODNYY RAYON (atuack position)-An area of tenain allo-
cated to troops for occupation by !,hem prior to going over to the attack
from a posit; m of close contact with the enemy. An attack position is pre-
pared in accordance with the concept of the operation (or battle) and the
operational formation (or order of battle) of the attacking troors, and is
organized in the engineering sense so as to conceal their presence, to
failitat their deploymenat and transition to the attack, and to protect them
from all the weapons at the enamy's disposal.

690 i•SK-DNYY RUBEZH (assault lip-; line of departure)-A pre-
arranged line from hic a unit or formatiou proceeds to fulfill a combatmission (a march, an attack, etc.). An assault line or line of departure is
defined by clearly visible landmarks (on th-. terrain or on a map).

-K-

691 KABRIROVANIYE (pitching)-A maneuver performed by an air-
craft whcn red(.,-,ng bombs, and accomplished in the vertical plane with a
g•'a in altitude along a straight or curved trajectory. The pitching angle is
mewa-cd between the longitudinal aims of the aircraft and the horizontal.

6A'f KALENDARNYY PLAN PODGOTOVKI OPERATSH (BOYA)
(calendar plan for the preparation of an operation [battlef--A Ftaff
wkidng document d.fining the time limits for completing the basic raea-
surts to be taken in piejparing for aa operation (battle), the order in which
they are to be accoruplishb and the officers responsible for their imple-
mentation. A calc•dar plan is worked out by the chief of staff, and ap-
proved by the commanding general (or by the commander). A calendar
plan is formulated as a giraph or table.

693 KAMPANIYA VOYENNAYA (historical) (military campaign)--
The stage of a war, in the course. of which an interim goal of the war was
achieved. The complex of simultaneous and sequential strategic opera-
tions and other military activities, unified by the overall strategic concept
of the Supreme High Command, and conducted on a strategic front mt
theater of operations.

694 KANA SVYAZI (communication channel)-The aggregate of tech-
nical facilitics permitting conduci of conversations, exchange of signals,
and realization of telegraphic, photo-telegraphic, and television transmis-
sions. In unilateral communication, when the transmission of signals ";akes
place in one direction, a communication channel consists of a transraitter,
a communication line, and a receiver. In bilateral communication, each of
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the correspondenIs may trLnmt and receive signal. In this case, trms-
miffing and receiving equipment is established at both ends of tha line.
Sometimes the term ommunication channel is understood to mea. a bard
ef the spectrum suficieat for establishing communication.

695 KANONEW.4V.AYA LODMA (MORSKAYA I RECHNAYA) (g-n-
boat [seagoing and riverD-A surface warship with artillery arm-ament,
used to destroy enemy coastal objectives and to suppress enemy fire
power. Having t. relatively limited displacement, shallow draft, powerful
artillery, and limited armor, a gunboat may conduct combat operaLions in
coastal regions, predominantly in shallow water, and in areas which are
restricted from the navigational viewpoint, Le., in skerris, lakes, and
rivers.

696 KAPITA MNYY (ZAVODSKOY) REMONT (capital [plant] repair)
-One of the types of maintenance for combat materiel, done both in a
country's industrial plants and ir theaters of operations, and consisting of
repairing or replacing worn or damaged assemblies, sub-assemblies, and
components, followed by adjusting ,d testing of the machine in running
condition. Capital (plant) repair may be combined with the modernization
of combat materiel, accessories and equipmenL

"2. 697 KAPITULYATSIYA (surrender)-Cessation of hostilities and sur-
render of a defeated party to the enemy on the conditions dictated by the
latter. Unconditional surrender means surrender of the defeated belhigerent
party without any conditions or reservations whatever.

698 KARAUL'NAYA SLUZHBA (guard duty)ý--Special troop duty for
the security and defense of military property, combat materiel, and other
military objects, and also for the custody of personnel under detention.
The organization of, and the procedure for performing, guard duty in the
Soviet Armed Forces are laid down in the Regulation Governing Garrison
and Guard Duty in the Armed Forces of the USSR.

699 KARTA LEDOVOY OBSTANOVKT (chart of ice conditions)-A
sea, lake, or river chart with ice conditions marked ia conventional sym-
bols. A chart of ice conditions facilitates the compilation of ice forecasts,
and is an indispensable document for organizing and planning combat
operations in freezing regions of a maritime theater.

700 KARTA RADIATSIONNOY OBSTANOVKI (map of radiation
conditions)-A topographic map on which are represented: nuclear
strikes (one's own and the enemy's), with an indication of yield, type, and
time of burst; wind speed and direction at various heights, and meteoro-
logical data for the layer of air at ground level; the forecast zones of radio-
active contaminaticn for the tire of the complete decay of the radioacuve
substances; and also the boundaries of the zones of radioactive contamina-
tion with the radiation levels established by reconnaissance at a particular
time.
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701 KARTA RADIOLOKATSIONNOY KONTRASTNOSTI MIST-
NOSTI (map of the radar contrast of the terrn)--A topographic map on
which the features that exhbit contrast as far as radar is concerned are
singled out. The map is used in aviation to facilitate orientation on the
basis of the image of the terrain on the screen of the aircraft's panoramic
radar (or bombsight).

702 KATAPULTIROVANIYE (catapulting)---() Ejecting a member of
the crew from ark aircraft (or other airborne vehicle); (2) launching an air-
craft from the deck of a ship by the assisted take-off method; (3) ejecting
any object whatever with the aid of a catapult.

703 KATASTROFA (disaster, catastrophe)-A serious accident in a
warship, combat vehicle, or aircraft, involving loss of life, and rendering
the warship, combat vehicle, or aircraft unserviceable for an extended
period or permanently.

704 KATER (cutr)-.-(1) A small warship of less than 100 tons dis-
placement, but sometimes more, intended to fulfil combat missions.
Depending on its armament, it may be a missile boat, torpedo boat, or
minesweeping boat. A missile boat is armed with cru;se missiles, air de-
fense machine guns and submachine guns. It is used to destroy surface
warships and transport vesseis and otter floating and coastal objects. A
torpedo boat is used to make torpedo attacks on surface warships, trans-
ports, and other floating objects. A winesweeping boat is intended to
sweep mines in shallow regions of the sea, or in the area of a base or port;
it is of small displacement, has limited speed, and is equi pped with boat-
type sweeps. (2) A small self-propelled vessel displacing up to 40-50 tons.
Such craft ar, subdivided into the ship (or vessel) category and the special-
purpose category (sea, river, port, base, harbor, tug, etc.).

703 KIANTO-MEKHANICHESKIY GENERATOR (quantum-
mechanical generator)-An instrument emitting electromagaetic waves
which are close to one another in both frequency and phase. According to
the range of the emitted waves, quantum-mechanical generators are sub-
divided into the optical and radio categories, called "lasers" and "masers,"
respectively. The optical category includes the visible and infrared parts of
the spectrum. Quantum-mechanical generators are being developed in
order to create improved systems of communication, location, and naviga-
tion, as well as for military purposes,

706 KIL'VATERNAYA KOLONNA (formation in trail)-A group of
warships proceeding in a formation in which each following ship is in the
wake of the preceding ship.

"707 KLASS KORABLEY (class of ships)--A homogeneous group of
warships which meet certain special requirements with regard to their
construction, sea-keeping qualities, and armament, and are therefore
eligible for identical combat mrisslbns. A ship class is subdivided into sub-
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classes according to displacement, armament, armor, speed, disposition
of armament and machanisns, and other characteristics. Sub-classes, in
turn, are subdivided into types, which differ in constructional details andI- I technical equipment, reflecting development of naval technology and a
change in the methods of combat utilization of the given class of ships.

708 KLASSIFIKATSIYA KART (classification of maps)-Subdivisiua
of maps by content, purpose,, or scale. The entire diversity of cartographic
depictions is subdivided into two basic types: geographical (or general-
geographic) maps, and special maps. On general-geographic maps, all ele-
ments of the terrain are depicted, whereas on special maps, depiction of
the terrain serves only as a background for exhibition of the special details
which constitute the essence of their content. According to their scale,
general-gaographic maps are subdivided into topographic (1:1,000,000
"-nd larger) and synoptic (of smaller sale than 1:1,000,000). Topographic
maps of scales 1:10,000, 1:25,000 and 1:50,000 are called large-scale
maps; those of 1: 100,000 and 1:200,000 are called medium-scale maps;
and those of 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000 are called small-scale topo-
graphic, or synoptic-topographic, maps.

709 KLASSIFIKATSIYA KORABLEY (warship classification)-As-
signment of w ,irps to classes!, sub-clas.ss, and type-s, ac,1rd.-.g to the;-
role or tactical use.

710 KLIRENS (PROSVET) (ground clearance)---Tlie distance from the
lowest points of a tank huil or motor vehicle assembly to the ground or
horizontal road surface. The amount of ground clearance determines the
pe.rformance of tanks and awromobileL on roads with deep ruts, and on
terrain with soft surfaces (snow, swamp, or deep mud), stumps and similar
obstacles.

711 KOAU.ITSPIA VOYENNAYA (VOYENNO-POLITICHESKAYA)
(military coalition [military-political coalitionj)-A union, military alli-
ance, of two or several states for the purpose of joint action against any
other state or group of states. The term "military coalition" was used for
the first time in 1792 to denote the alliance between Austria and Prussia
against revolutionary France. There were military coalitions in the (last)
two world wars. Under present-day conditions, when the fundamental and
decisive contradiction in the development of society -s manifested in the
existize of two diametrically-opposed social systems, namely socialism
and capitalism, two basic military-political coalitions have formed: the
countries of the imperialist camp, united in a number of aggressive blocks,
the main one of which is NATO, and the countries of the socialist camp,

[Editor's Note:
0 Soviet and Western notions as to wha. constitutes a class of ship are at consid-

erable variance. In the West, ships of a class are built to the same drawings and
speci6fcations, often by the same builder. In Western parlance, two such ships are"sister .rips," and they are, at least in principle, identical twins.]
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u:.ted in Europe by the Warsaw pact and in the East, by treaties of
friendship and mutual aid.

712 KODIROVANIYE (encoding)--Replacement of the usual verbal
text by a conventional notation, in the form of words, separate letters,
numbers, w:imbols, and terms, for the transmission of secret information
by tcchnological means of communication. Coding is done with the aid of
previously-prepared vables (codes).

713 KOZHNO-NARYVNYYE OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE VESH-
CHESTVA ( esicants)-Toxic agents which artack the skin, eyes, respira-
tory organs, and digestive organs. They include yperite (mustard gas) and

714 KOLLEKTIVNYYE SREDSTVA ZASHCHITY (collective means
of protection)-Structures used to protect personnel against the lethal and
injurious effects of nuclear bursts and radioactive substances, toxic and
bacterial agents, as well as against incendiary and other conventional
weapons.

715 KOLONMNYY PUT' (cross-country route)-A route for the move-
ment of units and formations where there are no roads. A cross-country
route is selected on the ground, and is prepared by engineering. The en-
gineer work involved in such preparation includes: reconnaissance and
elimination of obstcles; clearing or strengthening the part suitable for
vehicles in difficult sectors; organizing drainage; making crossings over
creeks; and eliminating other obstacles.

716 KOMANDIRSKAYA PODGOTOVKA (commander training)-A
system of measures for operational, combat, Marxist-Leninist, and special
training of officers, generals and marshals of the Armed Forces.

717 KOMANDNAYA SVYAZ' V PVO (command communication in
air defense)-Communications organized between superior and subordi-
nate commanders and staffs of air defense troops, permitting direction cf
subordinate troops by means of direct communications, transmission lo
them of combat orders, instructions, and commands, and also receipt of
their reports.

711 KOMANDNAYA SISTEM.A NAVEDENIYA RAKET (missile
command guidance system)-A system of missile guidance in which the
guidance apparatus is located both in grout.d installations and on board
the missile. With the aid of the ground apparatus, contol commands are
prepared and then transmitted for execution on board the. missile.

719 KOMANDNO-NABLYUDATEL'NYY PUNKT (KNP) (commar-,.
and-observation post)-A subinit control post from which the subunit
receives direction in combat. A command-and-observation post is
accommodated in an armored personnel carrier (or tank), and during
combat operations it is a part of the combat formation of the subunit,
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located in a place from where it may best observe the enemy, the opera-
tions of its own and neighboring subunits, and where it may exercise
continuous c ntroL

720 KOMA14DNO-SHTABNOYE UCHENIYE (command-and-staff
training exercise)-One of the main methods of training commanding of-
ficers and staffs. Command-arZ-staff training exercises are conducted for
the purpose of improviug coordination at the command level, and inculcat-
ing mastery of the theory and practice of the organization and conduct of
various types of operations and combat activities under the complex con-
ditions of the situation. Command-and-staff training exercises are con-
ducted on maps and in the field. Each participant fulfils the functional
responsibilities of the position occupied. Exercises in the field are usually
conducted with communications facilities, but in individual cases, troop in-
volvement is arranged. According to their scale, command-and-staff
training exercises may be strategic, operational, or tactical; organization-
ally, they may be unilateral or bilateral, one-level, two-level, or three-level
exercises.

721 KOMANDNYY PUNKT (KP) (command post)-The main post for
the control of troops in uni,•, formations, and major field forces, from
which constant direction of thc troops is accomplished, as well as various
measures directed toward enmaring successiul activities when fulfilling
assigned missions. The site of a command post is decided by the com-
manding general (or commanding officer), and is usually at such a distance
and in such a direction from the troops that convenient and continuous
command and control of the troops in the operation (or during combat)
will be assured. In particular cases, the site of a command post will be
decided by the superior command. A command post must U mobile, and
highly maneuverable, thus permitting command and control of the troops
under conditions of rapid and abrupt changes in the situation. Command
posts must be deployed covertly, and dispersed, taking account of all
measures of support.

722 KOMANDOS (foreign) (commandos)-Special-purpose detachments
of the armed forces of Great Britain, intended to conduct reconnaissance-
sabotage activities in the enemy rear areas. In the armed forces of the
USA such detachments (or subunits) are called "Rangers."

"723 KOMBINIROVANNAYA PEREVOZKA VOYSK (combined troop
movement)-A movement of troops by various modes of ransport, with
simultaneous use of all forms of transport or with sequential transfer of
the troops being transported from one form of transport to another (by
railroad, water, road, and air). The use of one or !nother method of
conveying troops depends on the road network and that state of the !rans-
portation route system, specific conditions of the combat and operational
situation during the period of conveyance, availability of transport, desti-
nation and number of troops, and the distance they are to be moved.
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724 KOMBINIROVANNOYE MINNOYE ZAGRAZHDENIYE (com-
posite mine obstacle)-A mine obstacle consisting of mines of various
types.

725 KOMBINIROVANNOYE PORAZHENIYE (multiple damage)-
Damage caused by the action of several effects of a nuclear burst.

726 KOMBINIROVANNYYE RADIOPOMEI (combined radio*ammingj)--Simultaneous and coordinated use of active and passive jam-

ruing of various types. The use of combined radio jamming leads to more
efficient su~ppression of the operat" m of enemy radio-technical facilities.

727 KOMBNDANTSKAYA SLUZHBA (commandant's service)-The
aggregate of measures organized by staffs at all levels for the purpose of
maintaining general order in areas where troops are disposed or deployed,
and also regulation of traffic and monitoring the observance by troops of
camouflage measures. The commandant's service is organized along troop
routes, and in the vicinity of the disposition of troops and rear units and
establishments, at the safe passages through mine-and-explosive barriers
and contaminated areas1 at water obstacle crossings, at points where troops
are being embarked or distmbarked, and under other conditions of the
situation.

728 KOMITET NACHAL'NLXOV SHTABOV (foreign) (Joint Chiefs of
Stafl)-A consultative and executive body o! the President and Secretary
of Defense of the USA, consisting of a chairman and members, namely,
the Chiefs of Staff ul bhe services (Army, Air Force, and Navy), bearing
responsibiliJy for th.- overall control of the formation and strategic use of
the rmed forces, aud aso for the formulation of strategic war plans, over-
all planning of war production and utilization of strategic raw material in
accoxrance with the general strategic line. During wartime, the Chiefs of
Staff committee virtually head•s the top leadership of the armed forces in a
theater of operations. At the present time, Great Britain has such a com-
mittee.

729 KOMMUTATSIYA (v tekhnike svyaz9 (commutation [in communi-
cations technology])--A syster -of connections for line radio, microwave,
and wave communication channels, appaiatuses and instruments accom-
plished at communications centers.

730 KOMPLEKSNAYA AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA UP-
RAVLENIYA VOYSKAMI (complex automated system of troop com-
mand and control)--A complex of computers, communication facilities,
mechanization and automation devices, and equipping of the places of
duty at specific command and staff levels-, the entire complex being in-
tended to permit command and control of troops and naval forces. A
complex automated system of troop command and control ensures ob-
servance of the following basic principles: the combination, within reiison-
able limits, of the creative mental work of command personnel with the
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operation of diverse technological equipment; combination of automated
and mechanized troop control with the control of combat facilities and
weapons; the inclusion of all organs of troop command and control from
top to bottom and in all Services; and inclusion of all basic work processes
of commands and staffs with regard to command and control of troops.

"731 KOMPLEKSNAYA SISTEMA SAMOLETOVOZHDENIYA I
BOMBOMETANIYA (composite aircraft navigation and bombing sys-
tem)-A system based on the use of ground and airborne radio technical
facilities, intended for accurate determination of the aircraft's position in
flight within the range of the system, precise approach to the target or
destination point, and also for aimed bombing with an approach to the
target from any direction in the absence of visual contact
732 KOMPLESOYE ISPOLTOVANIYE VSEKH VIDOV TRANS-
PORTA (combined use of all types of transport)--Coo.,d.inated organiza-
tion and operation of all avaiable forms of transport, with respect to both

time and place, accomplished according to a unified plan, and under a
single leadership, for the purpose of timely and uninterrupted fulfilment
of the entire volume of consignments, and the most rational utilization of
communication routes and transportation facilities.

733 KOMPLEKSNOYE PRIM]RQNIYE SREDSTV SVYAZI (multi-
plo use of communication facilities)-One method of attaining reliability
in communications, consisting in simultaneous or sequential use, in one
direction, of several communication facilities (radio, mcrowave, wire, and
mobile means).

734 KOMPLEKT TYLOVYKH CHASTEY I UCHREZI-ENIY (au-
thorized table of rear units and establishments)-The number of rem units
and establishments for each type of support, authorized for peacetime and
wartime, in major field forces, formations, and military units.

735 KOMPLEKTOVANIYE VOORUZHENNYKH SIL (manning of
armed forces to prescribed strength)-Meeting the armed forces' require-
ments for personnel and mateiel in accordance with the authorized tables
for peacetime and wartime. Buildup of armed forces to prescribed
strength of personnel is accomplished, in peacetime, by drafting citizens
for active service when they become of eligible age, and in wartime, by
mobilizing registered reserve personnel. In manring the armed forces
to prescribed strength, a territorial system, and an extra-territorial, or
mixed, system, are used. Making up short-falls in materiel is accomplished
by centralized distribution and supply by the appropriate agencies of the
Ministry of Defense, and in event of mobilization, by deliveries from the
national economy as well

736 KOMPONENT TOPLIVA RAKET (component of rocket fuel)-A
component par of the fuel used in liquid-propellant rocket engines. The
fuel consists of two components: propellant and oxidant.
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737 KOMSOMOL'SKIYE ORGANIZATMI V SOVETSKOY ARM_ 1
VOYENNO-MIORSKOM FLOTE (KomsomoI orýanizations in the SoviC:
A, rry and Navy)-Komsomol organizations, uniting members of th-ý -
Union Leninist League of Communist Yout in units, installations, in
military educational institutions, and in establishments; they ar active
helpers of the organi'ations of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
by putting into practice the policies of the Communist Party and the Armed
Forces for strengtherdug their military power. The Komsomol organ-za-
tions in the Soviet army and navy unite young servicemen around 'he
Communist Party and teach them loyalty to Marxism-Leninism, valor,
and heroism, seliless devotion to the sodalist Motherland, and constant
readiness to defend her. They motivate youth to master combat materiel
and weaponry, and to successfully complete tav tasks of combat and polit-
ical training, as well as to observe without deviation the e~irements of
military discipline and the principles of the moral code of a builder of
commurnsm.
"738 KONVOY (MORSKOY) (convoy [seal]-A group oi merebant-
type ships organized for joint passage by sea escoritd by warships and
aircraft. The number of merchant-type ships and the numerical strength
of the escort force in a convoy may vary a,.ording to the nature and
value of the cargo, the degre of threat of enemy attack, and other factors.

739 KONTAKTNOYE TRALENIYE (contact minesweeping)---ln•e-
sweeping with the ase of towed and cutting sweeps, intended for sweeping
anchored mines. Also used in centact minesweeping ame net sweeps for
picking up floating mines or mines at a given depth.
740 KONTAKTNYY VZRYV (contact detonation)-An explosion set
off when the fuze comes into contact with the surface of the earth (or
water).
741 KONTAKTNXY VZRYVATEL' (contact fuze)---A device (mech-
anism) for setting off a projectile or any other weapon containing an
explosive charge (mine, torpedo, bomb, missile, etc.), either when it hits
the target directly, or when the object to be demolLihed acts on the
charge. A contact fuze may be a percussion fuze, a nose fuze, a bottom or
side fuze, and may be in the mechanical, powder, or chemical category.

742 KONTRATAKA (counterattack)-An attack undertaken by defend-
ing troops against an attacking enemy for the purpose of putting him to
rout (or destroying him) and achieving complete or partial restoration of
the position lost by the defending troops. A counterattack is usually
mounted by the second echelons and reserves of units and formations, and
also by part of the forces of the first echelor. fom, sectors not undow attack.
743 KONTRMANEVR (countermaneuver)-A maneuver undertaken by
troops for the purpose of counteracting an actual or expected maneuver by
the enemy. The excellent maneuvering capability of contemporarily or-
ganized and equipped troops increases the importance of the acdive
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couatermaneuvr for disrupting enemy intent.ns and achieving succe=s
in operations. A most importamt condition for the success of a counter-
maneuver is forestalling of the enemy, primarily in the use of nuclear
weapons, in maneuvers with aviation and ground troops, and in d&opping
(or landing) airborne assault forces.

744 KONTRNASTUPLENIYE (historical) (counteroffensive)-Trand-
tion from the defesive to a determined offensive fcr the. purpose of putting
to rout an attacking enemy who has been weakened in preceding battks
and thus deprived of the capability of developing his attack further. A
counteroffensive wrs prepared during defensive engagements when the
defender, having exhausted the attacking enemy grouping by attri!ion to
the maximum possible extent, was at the same tim-. able to concentrate
sufficient forces for a transition to determined offensive actions Depend-
ing on the situation, a counteroffensive was mounted on a strategic or
operational scale.

745 KONIROL' RADIOAKTIVNOGO OBLUCHEN1YA LICH-
NOGO SOSiAVA (personnel radiation screening)---The aggegate c&
organizational and technical measures taken in military tmnLs for Ml
purpose of assessing the degree to which personnel have bemL aet'. ted b,
radiation.

746 KONTROL' STEPENI ZARAZHENNCTI RADIOAKTIVNYMI
VESHCHESTVAMI LICHNOGO SOSTAVA, VOORUZHENIYA A

BOYEVOY TEKIHNWI (monitoring radioactive contamination of p,-r-
sonnel, armament, and combat materielI-Measures taken in military
unlts for the purpose of determining the nm-zd for sanitary processing of

personnel and special treatmexf, of armament and combat materiel

747 KONTROL'NOYE TRALENIYE (verfi cation minesweeping)-
Minesweeping repeated for the purpose of verifying the results of previ-
ously-conducted minesweeping.

748 KONTROL'NO-IZAEMRTENAYA MAGNITNAYA ST-ANT-
SIYA (KIMS) (control-and-measurement magnetic station)-A station-
ary or mobIle special station (,)r the aggregate of measuring instruments
and mechanisms) entended to take ic,*adings of tht magnetic field of a ship
(or vesse.).
749 KONTROLNO-ISPYTATEL'NAYA PEREDVIZHNAYA STAN-
TSIYA (KIPS) (mobile air defense testing and control station)-A set of
simulating and measuring apparatus intended for complex and autonomous
checking of air defense guided missiles, aircrAt, etc.

750 KONTROLNYY POLET (check flight.--A flight for the purpose
of checking the air crew's piloting and navigational competence, the rer-
formance of the aircraft and its ancillary equipment, and their use for
combat purposes. Under combat conditions, a check flight is a flight for
the purpose of verifying fulfilment of a combat mission.
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751 KONTRPODGOTOVKA (counterpreparation)-A pr-planned,
briet powerfiul, m-.rse burst of fire delivered by a defender against en-
emy groupings which are preparing for an offensive and, in particular,against en~emy missile launching positions, radio-elia facilities, fuel

and ammunition dumps.

752 KONTRUDAR (counterblow)-A blow inflicted by troops for the
purpose of destroying an attacking enemy, restoring a lost position, and
creating conditions for going over to the attack. A couuterblow is the most
importwnt act of defensive engagement, expressing the active and mobile
character of present-day defense. ,uring a defensive engagement, several
consecutive counterblows m-y be delivered in one or more sectors.

753 KONTSENTRATSIYA OrRAVLYAYUSHCMIMI VESH-
CHESTV (toxic agent concentration)-The quantity of a toxic agent per
unit volume of contaminated ai.. It is usually expressed in milligrams of
toxic agent per liter ok air (m&4/). i. Eoxic ageat concentration capable of
producing casualties is called a combat concent.ation.

754 KOORDINATY TSELI (OBIBKTA) (coordinates of a target [ob-
jective])--The numerical values (magnitudes) determining the position of
a target (objective) on the horizontal plane (or in space) relative to the
reference axis (or point) tAken as the crigin of the coordinate system.

75S KOORDLNATY EPITSENTRA YADERNOGO VZRYVA (coor-
dinates of gronnd zero of a nuclear barst)-The numerical values deter-
mining the position of the projection of the point of a nuclear burst on the
horizontal plane relative to the reference point taken -as the origin of the
coordinate sysmn.

756 KOORDINATSIYA VOYENNYKH USILIY'KOAITIIH (coor-
dination of the war efforts oi a coalition)-The coordination & the efforts
of the various states constituting a given military coalition for the pu.iose
of mobilization and the most rational utilization of the common economic
and human resources necessary for successful waging of a coalitional war.

757 KOORDINATSIYA DEYS'TVIY (coordination of operations)-Co-
ordination of the military (strategic, operational-tactical) efforts of major

* field forces (or formations) of the variwus Seý,ices for the most effective
resolution of common strategic (or operational) missions of an operation
in a thi'er of hostilities.

758 KORABELTNAYA ARTILLERIYA (naval guns)--One of the
tyr,,es of armament fitted to surface warships and certain auxiliary vessels.
According to its purpose, naval guns are subdivided into main arma-
ment, which fulfils the basic missions of the warship, and secondary
armament, universal or high-angle. As regards caliber, naval guns are sub-
divided into large caliber (230-400 mm), medium-caliber (100-180
mm), and small-caliber (20-85 mm).
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759 KORABIELMNAYA POISKOVO-UDARNAYA GRUPPA (KPUG)
(ASW group)--An anti-submarine warfare group is used to search out and
destroy enemy submarines. Such a group may include special anti-
submarint vessels, and ships having an anti-submarine armament A war-
ship anti-submarine warfare group is capable of fulfilling the missions
assigned to it independently, or in coordination with aviation anti-
submarine warfare groups.
760 KORABEVNAYA RAZVEDKA (shipboard reconnaissance)-A
type of naval reconnaissance. It is conducted by submarines and surface
ships.
761 KORABEL-NAYA UDARNAYA GRUPPA (KUG) ',surface strike
group)-A grouping, namely a comhat force of warships, intended tc ful-
fil a particulbr mission in a battle (d4ivering a blow). Such a grouping is
created from ships of one type, or of different types armed with identical
weapons, e.g., a torpedo starie group made up of torpedo boats and de-
stroyers. Each surface strike group usually consists of several attack
groups and special-purpose groups.
762 KORABELNYY POST UPRAVLENIYA I NAVEDENIYA
ISTREBITEL'NOY AVIATSII (KPUNIA) (shipboard station for fighter
control and direction)-A control room organized in a ship (or ships) for
the purpose of directing fighters to a tactically advantageous position rela-
tive to the air enemy at a distance of radar or visual contact. The direc-
tion of fighter aviation is accomplished with the aid of automated systems,
radar systems, and radio stations.

763 KORABLEVOZHDENIYE (navigation)---he applied science
which studies and finds practical solutions to all problems associated with
the safe sailing and maneuvering of a ship. Navigation includes a number
Iof disciplines: navigation in the narrower sense of position-fixing, radio-

navigation, pilotage, mariners' astronomy, the theory of compass devia-
tion, tactical maneuvering, the technical means of navigation, hydrography,
hydrometeorology, oceanography and the rules for sailing inland water-
ways. Navigation must also include the "Rules for the Prevention of
Collisions -f Ships at Sea."

764 KORABL' NA PODVODNYKH KRYL'YAKH (hydrofoil
craft)-A ship having a mechanism in the underwater part of its hull to
reduce considerably the water resistance associated with its motion. When
under way, the underwater wings (planes), which are positioned at a
certain angle io the horizontal, lift the greater part of the ship's hull above
the surface of the water, greatly increasing the speed of the ship without
increasing the amount of L)ower developed by the propulsion machinery.

765 KORABL' PROTIVOVOZDUSHNOY OBORONY (air defense
ship)-A combatant surface warship having as its main armament air
defense systems (anti-aircraft guided missiles, high-angle artillery, guid-
ance instruments, and radio-technical facilities for detecting targets and
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controlling the flight of missils). An air defense sbip is intended to de-
stroy air targets.
766 KORABLV PROTIVOLODOCHNOY OBORONY (anti-submarine
warfare ship)-A warship used to detect and destroy enemy submarines.
It has, in its armament, the means of destroying submarines (torpedoes,
depth charges), and means of search (sonar, radio-technical facilities,
etc,. In addition, it has air defense weapons and equipment, and
poss good maneuvering characterists.

767 KORABL' IPADIOLOKAMIONNOGO DOZORA (radar picke
ship)-A warship cquipped with radar stations, and intended for long-
range detection of air and surface targets. Radar picket ships are used in
convoys, and in the system of coastal anti-aircraft and anfi4anding de-
fense.

768 KORABL-RAKETONOSEIS (RAKETNYY KORABL) (Tissile
ship)-A warship with launchers for ballistic (or crn.) missiles a.ad for
air defense guided missiles. It carries defensive weapons, and is very fast.
A missile ship is used to destroy surface warships, transport vessels, and
enemy coastal targets.

769 KORABL' SVYAZI (communicationz ship)-A warship especially
equipped with communications facilities, and intended to ensure control
on occasions of mobile (dhix~rsed) basing of naval forces.

770 KORPUSNAYA ARTILLERIYSKA' -A GRUPPA (KAG) (corps
artillery group)-Artiliery which is at the immediate disposal of the corps
commander, which is so assigned for the duration of a battle in order to
fulfil missions on behalf of the corps, and which is united under common
control.

771 KORPUSNAYA ARTILLERIYA (corps artillery)-Artillery which
is an organizational component of a corps, and whiC.h is subordinated di-
rectly to the corps commander.

772 KORPUSNOY RAYON BOYEVYKH DEYSTVIY (ISRIrTf-
EL'NOY AVIA1 SfI) (corps region of combat operations [of fighter avia-
tion])--Th air ,pace and territory within whose limits a fighter corps
(IAK) destroys air targets, In the case of frontal fighter aviation, one part
of the corps region of combat operations is disposed above its own terri-
tory, whereas the other extends toward the enemy as far as the effective
range of air target detection facilities. In the case of national air defense
fighter aviation, a corps region of combat operations is designated only
above its own territory.

2 I 773 KORPUS PVO (air defense corps)--An operational-tactical forma-
"tion of national air defense forces. It may be a component of a strategie
formation, or it may act independently. An air defense corps includes
units and formations of air defense arms, as well Po support units.
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774 KORREKTIROVOCHNO-RAZVEDYVATELNAYA AVIAT-
SIYA (spotting and reconnaissance aviatlon--A component part of re-
connaissance aviation, intended wo conduct aerial reconnaisanc and to
adjus! the f&- of missile troops and artillery. The reconnaissan is
accomplished by photography and by omervation from fixed-wrng a* I
rotrry-wixg aircraft with the aid of photographic, optical. television and
radio-tchnical apparatus.

775 KOSVENNOYE PORAZHENIYE PRI VZRYVE (indirect effects
associated with an explosion)-Injury to personnel and damage to ma-
teriel caused by debris from buildings and strtuc-,res, by fragments of
trees, by stones, and by fire. The indirect effects associated with a nuclear
explosion will be considerabIy greater than in the case of conventional
wt'pons,

776 KMICUHESKAYA (VOZDUSN-VO-KOSMICFESKAYA) DOK-
TRINA (foreign) (space [aerospace] doctrine)-A doctrine tevisaging
active bostilities ia space, and regarding mastery of space as s 1 iinportant
prerequisite for achieving -- ctory in war.

777 KOSMICHEWAYA NAVIGATSIYA (space navigation)--The
science of naga.ting space vehicles in inturplanetary space.

778 KO'SMICHESKIYE SREDSTVA BOR1BY (military space systems)
•--System.; used for military pu-iposes in space, nama-ly, to cany nuclear
weapons, to conduct reconnaissance, to organize radio-countermeasures,
to effect cormnunication and control, and to destroy space vehicles. Mili-
tary space systems will include various types of artificial earth satellites
and space ships, such as missile-armed satellite bombers, manne space
bombers, etc.

779 KOSMICHESKIY LETATELNYY APPARAT (spacccraft)-A
flight vehicle intended for space flight. A spacecraft may be pilo!ted by a
person (by an astronaut) or it may be unmanned.

78C KOSMODROM tspaceport)-An area equipped with o-ngineer
structures for siorage, assembly, preparation, testing, and launching of
carrier-rockets for spacecraft (or devices), and control of their flight.

781 KOSMONAVT (astronaut; cosmonaut)-A person who has under-
gone special selection and a special training program for space flights.

782 KOCHUYUSHCHAYA RADIOLOKATSIONNAYA STANTSIYA
(roving radar)-A radar station which changes position periodically. A
roving radar is used for concealing the radar system of a strategic forma-
tion of national or front air defense forces from enemy radio-technical
reconnaissance.

783 KOCHUYUSHCHIYE ORUDIYA (BATAREI) I TANKI (roving
guns [or batteries] and tanks)-Guns (or batteries) and tanks attached to
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defending troops to fire from vrious preselected firing positions for the
purpose of misleadrig the enemy concerning the amount and location of
artillery in the defense.

784 KOEFFrISIENT ISOL7.OVANIYA AVTOPARKA (utilization
coefficient o. a motor vehicle pool)---A styPtical index defining the degree
of actual and feasible utilization of tho !aoto" vehicles in a pool.

785 KOEFFrrSIENT OPERATIVNOGO ISPOL'ZOVANIYA SIL
(force "oerational utilization factor)-The ratio of the number of forces
and faciities which may be used simultaneously in an operation during a
planned peiiid of time to the total number of forces and facilities.

7?6 KOEFF'SUIENT OSLABLENIYA RADIOAKTIVNYKH IZLU-
CHENTY (radiation-hazard attenuation factor)-A coefficient indicating
by what factor the radiation dose (or level) in a structure or vehicle is
less than that on the terrain.

787 KOEFFITSIENT PODAVLENIYA RADIOPOMEKHAMI (radio-
interference suppression factor)-The ratio of the minimum power of the
interference to the power of the useful signal at the input to the radio-
receiver, at which it becomes impossible to utilize the useful signal in the
terminal device. The value of the radio-interference suppression factor
differs for different types of radio-transmission.

788 KREYSER (cruiser)-A surface warship used to destroy enemy
warships and merchant vessels at sea, to neutralize firepower and other
targets on shore, and to protect and support friendly forces operating at
sea. A cruiser has artillery armsment of heavy and medium caliber, is
protected by vertical and hor :j'ntm armor, and possesses great speed and
cruising range. It may carry launchers for cruise missiles and ballistic
missiles.

789 KREYSERSKAYA VOYNA (historical) (cruiser warfare)--A term
which designated a method of using naval forces in hostilities at sea. It
consisted in the operations of individual cruisers (or small groups of them)
in particular regions of a maritime theater for the purpose of searching
out and destroying enemy transports and warships. Cruiser warfare was
used in past wars to disrupt enemy sea communications.

790 KREYSERSKAYA SKOROST' (cruising speed)--The most advan-
tageous speed of a ship or aircraft that can be attained with the least
expenditure of fuel, in environment ensuring full combat readiness of all
facilities during the enire period of fulfilment of a combat mission. Cruis-
ing speed varies from 60% to 80% of full speed, depending on the, type of
ship or aircraft.

791 KRIZIS OPERATSH (BOYA) (operational jor battle] crisis)--A
turning point in the course of an operation or battle.
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M KRIhR7IY EFFEKTIVNOSTI VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY LI
ORMZHIYA (criterion for the eifectiv-neas of military operations or
weapons)-A quantitative index permitting a judgement to be made con-
cerning the appropriateness of a given operation to its goal, or concerning
the suitability of a particular weapon for the fulfillment of particular
military missions. Using the above-de&ned criterion, it is possible to
compare different variants for the conduct of forthcoming combat opera-
tions, and to determine the optimum variant.

M KRHtCHESKAYA MASSA (critic-A mass)-The least quantity of
fissionable material with which a self-developing nuclear-fision %:hain re-

action is possible under given conditions. The value of the critical mass
depends onm the kind of fissicnable material, its shapea density. and purity,
on the presenwe-or otherwise, of a neutron reflector, and on the type of

such a refector.

794 KRHTICHESKAYA SKOROST' (critical velocity)-The lowest vw-
locity of the flight of an aircraft, at which, at any point whatever on its
surface, the velocity of the air flow raches the velocity of sound. Starting
at this velocity, additional wave resistance and changes in the stability and
controllaLility of the aircraft occur.

795 KRMTICHESKOYE CHISLO M (M,,,) (critical Mach number [MeD
-The ratio of the critical velocity to the velocity of sound at a given alti-

796 KROSS UZLA SVYAZI (main distribution frame of a communica-
tiow; center)-An intallation intended for switching, measuring, and
distibuting a power supply to circuits, con:ductors, and channels of line
co-A unications, radib and micle ch hs icatiopa. The main dis-
tribation rame of a uommunications center is equipped with line switching

S andi measurig appwa'tus. The switch of a main distribution frame includes

wise-com aunicatior chaes, and cojnecting anes from a telegraph station,
a longbstance telephone station, an electric-power-supply station, radio
groups, and groupis of microwave stations.

"797 KRYLATAYA RAKETA (SAMOLET-SNARYAD) (cruise missile)
-- An unmanned airborne vehicle -which has lifting planes (wings), and
vhich is guided throughout its entire flight 'aajectory. As a rule., such a

S•taissile has a nudear charge, a jet "ngine, and guidance instrumentation.
:It may be launc~aed from the ground, from aircraft, from surface warships,
or from subnwines (on the surface).

79 LAKRYNATORY (SLEZOTOCHIVYYE O'V) (lacrimators [tear

gasesD-Irritants caus'ng irritation of the mucous me: ibranes of the eyes,
and lacrimation. They were used as toxic agents in World Wor L At the
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present time they find application as simulated toic agents for combat
training purposes. !n a number of capitalist countrie they arot used toI control demonstrators C(police" gases),

T M43DftDJ (iegend)-A brief explanatory note containing informa-
tion which cannot be depicted graphicaly on a map or diagrm. A legend
may be given in the form of textural or graplic explanations clarifying the
content of a map (diagram).

800 LEGKIY KREYSER (light cruiser)-A surface warship used to de-
liver strikes against warships and merchant vessels at sea, and coastal tar-
gets, and to cover or escort convoys, assault detachments, etc. A light
cruiser is armed with missiles and low-angle artillery, and has a strong
air defese armament. Some light cruisers also have a torpedo armament.
A light cruiser is very fast (up to 40 knots) and has a large cruising range.
It has light armor over the most vital parts of the ship.

801 LEDOVAYA ZASHCHITA (anti-ice protection)-Special measurs
equipment, and adaptations for the protection of wrships, merchant ves-
sls, and man-made hydrotechnical structures from possible damage by
ice. :,nti-ice protection may consist of arrangements for strengthening Cie
structural elements of a ship (an ice belt, adaptors for protecting rudtars,
propellers, Kingston valves, etc.), special works (ice-aprons, protective
walls), or measures adopted to free vessels from ;ce, hinder its formation,
etc.

802 LEDOVAYA OBSTANIOVKA (ice condtion)-The state of the ice
cover on seas, lakes, and other expanss of water.

803 LEDOVAYA RAZVEDKA (ice reconnaissance)-Measures taken
for the purpose of ascertaining the ice situation and the passability of the
ice cover for ships, troops, and other combat materiel; establishing the
extent of ice cover and the presence of open water in it; determining
the possibility of using the ice for landing strips or airfields, river crossing:,
engineering obstacles, and for building stations or observation posts; and
&lso for the purpose of detecting the enemy's roads and leads or chavnels
in the ice.

804 LEDOVYY AERODROM (ice airfield)-An area of ice surface (of
an ocean, sea, or lake) prepared for take-off, landing, parking, and ser-
vicing of aircraft. Depending on climatic conditions, ice airfields may be
seasonal (winter) or year-round. The purpose of an ice airfield is deter-
mined by the thickness and strength of the ice, and by the size of the main
runway. An ice airfield may be used by ail types and branches of aviation
for long-term basing, maneuver, and for staging.

805 LEDOKOL¶NOYE OBESPECHENIYB OPERATSII (icebreaker
support of an operation)-A type of special support for a maritime opera-
tion being conducted under ice conditions. It consists in warships and
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merchant vessels being led by icebreakers, in forcing leads through the
ice, and in maintaining these leads in constant readiness for the passage
of ships and ves~els.

806 LETATELNYYE APPARATY (airborne platforms)-Vehicles
which are used in air and space. A~zbome platfozms include aerostatic and
aerodynamic vehicles, ballistic rockets and missiles, and spacecraft.

807 LETNAYA PODGOTOVKA (flieht training)-The principal form
of combat training for air crew personnel. The organization and imple-
mentation of flight training ensures constant combat readiness of aviation
units and formations, continuous improvement in the state of air crew
training, and perfection of the combat qualities and tactics of the branches
of the air force.

808 LETNO-TAKTICHESIK2YE DANNYYE (aircraft tactical flight
data)-The basic indices cha.acterizing the combat qualities oe a aircraft
(or helicopter) of a particular type. Such indices are: speed, range and
duration of flight, altitude of flight (practical ceiling), rate of climb, length
of take-off nn, length of landing run, and handling qualities.

809 LU-fNO-TAKTICHFSKOYE UCHENIYE (tactical flight training)
-One of the forms of combat training of aviation units and formations,
iivolving act,.W flights. The purpose of tactical flight training is to work
out or investigate problems pertaining to tactics used by the different
branches of aviation and the effectiveness of new weapons, special equip-
men%, etc.

810 LETNYY itESURS (sortie rate)--The number of soities of a strate-
gic formation (formation, unit) which may be planned for (or assigned to)
an operaion or combat mission, expressed in army sorties, division sorties,
regimental sorties, or individual aircraft sorties.

811 LETUCHKA (short exercise)--One of the forms of operational and
tactical training for command cadres, namely, independent solution,
by the officers under instruction, of an operational, tactical, or special
problem in a limited time. Short exercises are subdivided into command,
staff, rear services, and spocial categories, and deal with specific issues of
operational art and tactics. Not more than one or two academic questions
ar worked out during a single exercise. For short exercises in the
command-operational category, student officers usually make decisions
on behalf of the officer commanding the troops of a front (or army),
whereas during tactical exercises they do so on behalf of the commander of
a formation (or unit). For short exercises in the staff category, methods
of formulating operational and tactical calculations and particular combat
documents are perfected. For short exercises in the rear services category,
generals and other officer. nf the rear services make decis:-)ns concerning
the rear services support of tn operation (or battli). For short exercises
in the special category, generals and other officers of different Fervice
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branches become more proficient in employing their own particular branch
in an operation or battle.

812, LIKVIDATSIYA POSLEDSTVIY PRIMENENIYA PROTIVNI-
KOM ORUZHIYA MASSOVOGO PORAZHENIYA (eliminating the ef-
fects of enemy use of weapons of mass destruction [decontaminationD-
The aggregate of measues taken to clear up the effects of enemy use of
nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare. This is done to restore, in a
short period, the disrupted combat efficiency of friendly troops, and to
create conditions permitting successful completion of the missions as-
signed to them.

813 LIMIT RASKHODA (limit of expenditure)--The norms for the ex-
penditure of materiel of all" i.ds, established for a definite period of time,
for an operation, or for a battle, in accounting-and-supply units, or ex-
pressed as a weight.

814 LINEYNOYE PPF'GILAIMMIROVANIYE (linear programmir g)-
A mathematical method used in operational rcsearch. It permits !he find-
ing ot the most advantageous (optimum) solution to a number of opera-
tional, tactical, and other problems.

815 LINEYNYYE KORABLI (ships of the line)-The largest of naval
ships having heavy-caliber guns as their main armament, but which have
lost their former importance due to the advent of nuclear weapons, and the
ascendancy of aviation and the submarine.

816 LINIYA DOZOP.A (picket line)-A line of patrol vesseis or ar-
craft, or coastal observation posts doing picket &Iy.

817 LOVUSIKA (decoy for homing weapons [radar, sonar, thermal,
and optical categories])--A device used to mislead (attract) homing mis-
siles and projectile guidance stations. It is used to reduce the probability
of damage to one's own missiles, aircraft, and warships.

818 LOZHNYYE NAVIGATSIONNYYE OREENTIRY (dummy navi-
gational aids)-Navigational aids specially placed so as to mislead the
ene.my. The dummies used are exact replicas of real navigational aids, but
they are put in the wrong places in order to conceal safe channels through
mine fields, and entrances to bay°, bases, roadsteads, etc.

819 LOZHNYYE SOORUZHBNIYE (POZITSII) (d,,Imy structures
[positions])-Structures intended to simulate troop t4-getr where in fact
there are none. They divert enemy fire and nuclear strikes from real tar-
gets. Dummy structures used by troops include dummy &.r- trenches,
communications trenches, dugouts, structures and mock-ups of equipment.
bridges, roads, shelters for combat materiel, etc.

820 LOZHNYY AERODROM (dummy airfield)-An area of terrain
simulating an aviation base. When a dummy airfield is being equipped
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from tie ergineering viewpoint, an unpaved runway is prepared, which
permits take-off and landing of single aircraft, simulating the basing of an
aviation unit or subunit on the dummy ctL-ield. A dummy airfield is fur-
nished with dummy aircraft and special vehicles, and dummy airfield
works are built on it.

821 LOZHNYY PBERNOS OGNYA (dummy shift of flre)--A shift of
fire done for the purpose of misleading the enemy.

822 LOZHNYY RADIOLOKATSIONNYY OB"YEKT (dummy radar
target)--A dummy target which creates blips similar to those produced by
real objects (bridges, inhabited points, warships) on the screens of radar
stations. Dummy radar targets are created with ;be aid of corner reflectors,
or low-power active emitters, disposed on land or on a water surface.

823 LOZHNYY RAYON OBORONY (dummy defense region)--An
area of terrain partially equipped with dummy defensive structures, but
not occupied !,y troops.

824 LOZHNYY RAYON SOSREDOTOCHENTYA (dummy concentra-
tion area)-An area in which a build-up of troops is simulated. A dummy
concentration area must resemble an occupied concentration area by ex-
hibiting several outward signs of occupation by troops. A dummy con-
centration area is created for the purpose of misleading the enemy and
diverting his strikes from carefully camouflaged areas that are really oc-
cupied by troops.

825 LOKAL'NAYA VOYNA (local war)-A local, small war unleashed
by the ruling circles of imperialist states for the purpose of suppressing a
national-liberation movement, enslaving the peoples of small countries, or
restoring the capitalist system in any socialist countr-y. A local war is usu-
ally waged with limited forcez and in a limited area. Under present-day
conditions, any local war may develop into a universal, nuclear missile

826 LUCHEVAYA BOLEZN' (radiation sickness--A specific illness
caused by the harmful biological effects of ionizing radiations. The prm-n
cipal symptoms of radiation sickness are: above-normal temperature,
nausea and gastro-intestinal disorders, lethargy, lack of appetite, bleeding
of the skin and mucous membranes, and loss of hair. The latent (incuba-
tion) period lasts from several hours to several weeks. Depending on the
radiation dose feceived, radiation sickness may be of the first, second, or
third degree.

827 LYUDSKIYE REZERVY STRANY (national human resaurces)-
All able-bodied citizens of the country who can be used in tbe armed
forces, civil defense, industry, agriculture, or transportation during a war
for the purpose of achieving victory over the enemy.
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828 MAGNITOMETRICHESKAYA RAZVEDKA (magnetometric
reconnaiisance)-Dctection and identification of objects which are cam-
ouflaged or concealed underground (or under water), using special (mag-
netometric) instruments, by determining differences between the magnetic
properties of the objects sought and the surrounding medium.

829 MAKET MESTNOSTI (terrain modcl)-A small-scale relief model
of a sector or area of terrain containing all the terrain features that are
depicted on a topographic map. In military practice, terrain models with
the combat situation represented on them are widely used when organiz-
ing combat operations in order to work out problems of troop coordina-
tion.

830 MAKSIMALNAYA SKOROST POLETA (maximum flying speed)
-The speed attained by an aircraft irt straight and level flight, using the
maximum thrust (or power) cl its engine.

831 MALAYA AVTOMATIZATSIYA I MEKHANIZATSIYA (semi-
automation and mechanization.--Facilitating or eliminating the manual
work of military administrative personnel by the use of various technical
facilities, e.g., key-responsive adding machines, punched-card or punched-
tape machines, duplicating equipment, special slide rules, nomograms,
stamps, sound-recording apparatus, and other devices and instruments.

832 MANEVR (maneuver)-A transfer Jf troops or naval forces, or a
redirection of weapons (redistribution of material and technical facilities),
for the purpose of gaining an advantage over the enemy under conditions
for conducting military operations. As a result of a maneuver, a favorable
grouping of men and equipment is created in a given sector or theater of
operations. According to its scale, a maneuver may be strategic, opera-
tional, or tactical.

833 MANEVR V RAYONE TSELI (maneuver in the vicinity of the tar-
get)-The organized maneuver of a group of aircraft (or an individual
aircraft) in the air with respect to direction, speed, and/or altitude that
would create more advantageous conditions for the approach to the target,
for precision bombing of it, and for getting through enemy air defense
systems.

834 MANEVR MATERLAL'NYMI SREDSTVAMI (logistics operation)
-Conveyance (or transmission) of materiel from one sector of operations
to another. A maneuver with materiel may be effected either along the
icont, or from depth.

835 MANEVR OGNEM (maneuver with fire[power])-Redirection of
weapons for the simultaneous cr consecutive massing (concentration) of
their firepower against important enemy groupings and objectives, or dis-
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tribution of firepower for the simultaneous destruction of several group-
ig;(or objectives).

836 MANEVR CHASTOTAMI (maneuver with radio frequencies)-The
periodic change of working frequencies of one station or of a group of
stations for the purpose of disorienting enemy radio reconnaissance, avoid-
ing interference, or obtaiaing better transmission. When changing fre-
quency, the station's call sign must also be changedA

837 MANEVRENNAYA BAZA (maneuvering base)-A naval base
created previously, or in the course of hostilities and used for maneuver-
ing and concentration of a given strike grouping of naval forces in the
appropriate operational sector. A maneuvering base- may be permanent or
temnporary.

838 MANEVRENNAYA VOYNA (maneuver warfare)-A war in which
armed conflict is conducted with extensive maneuvering by forces and
weapons in space, in the air, on land, and at sea, and in which stable
fronts are lacking for protracted periods.

839 MANEVRENNYYE ELEMENTY KORABLYA (handling char-
acteristics of a raval vessel)-Indices characterizing vessel mobility. In the
case of a surface ship, they include: speed, range, inertia, and turning
radius. In the case of a submarine, the following also apply: how quickly it
can effect the transition from surface movement to submerged movement,
and vice versa how quickly it can dive deeply and surface from depth;
and its maximum permissible depth. The handling characteristics of a
naval vessel affect its maneuverability.

840 MANEVRENNYY METOD ISPOL'ZOVANIYA PODVODNYKH
LODOK (the "maneuvrr" method of utilizing submarines)-Under
preseat-day conditions, the most active and expedient method of utilizing
submarines consists in an organized move, at sea, of a grouping (or group)
of submarines and single submarines, for the purpose of searching out the
enemy and bringing their armament to bear on hivi or, alternativeiy, for
the purpose of massing submarines in a chosen sector (or region) to deliver
a strike against a given enemy objective (formation, convoy).
841 MARSH (march)-An organized movement of troops in column by
road and/or cross-country route for the purpose of arriving at a designated
region. A march may be made to the front, from the front to the rear, or
along the front. The distance covered in a day will depend on the degree
of troop effort and the degree to which motor transport is used. The goal
of fo--thcoming combat operations, and the probability of an encounter
with the enemy enroute are considered when setting up a marching forma-
tior.

842 IARSHEVAYA SKOROSF' (rate of march)-The average speed
of advance of troops participating i a march. It is expressed in kilometers
trav-Held per hour ar per 24-hour d-iy. The rate of march depends on the
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technical state of transport facilities, time of day and year, preparedness
of the tor tnsport or g ersonnel physical fitness of the troops,
State of the roads and the weather, as well as on the radiological and
cbhenicl =tuation in the terrain throngh which the march is made.

843 M.AR1.S UTNAYA AEROS"YEMKA (aerial photography of the
Lmarch rote)--Aerial photography of a strip of terrain, resulting in several

aerial photographs when done during one pass by an aircraft or other
irbor• e platform. If twin-fanned, triple-fanned or panoramic aerial

cameras are used, then a single pass can produce not one, but two, thre,
or four series of overlapping aerial photographs. Accordingly, simple, du-
plex, triplex, and quadruplex aerial photography of a route of march are
possible. The photographs may be vertical or oblique.

844 MARSHRUTNAYA KARTA (route map)-A topogtaphic map
with the itinerary and calculations covering the -iate of advance of the
troops marked on it.

845 MASKA-POMEKHA (interference-type anti-radar screen)-An
anti-radar screen intended to conceal troops and military equipment from
observation by ground and airborne radar. An interference-type anti-radar
screen is composed of cormer reflectors, which produce flickering luminous
blips on the enemy radar screen. Troops disposed near such an anti-radar
screen, or passing by it, do not change the blips produced by the screen
itself, and remain undetected. An interference-type anti-radar scrven may
be a linear (roadside) or area type.

846 MASKA-EKRAN (anti-radar screen)-An anti-radar scree in-
tended to conceal troop movements and the disposition of militaiy equip-
merit from ground-level radar or visual observation by the enemy, and
also from photography and observation with the aid of night-vision imstru-
ments. An anti-radar screen is improvised from local materials (felled
trees, brushwood and rush mats, etc.), metallic nets, and other materials.
An anti-radar screen is placed between the object to be concealed and the
enemy radar, thus absorbing or scattering its electromagnetic energy.

847 MASKIROVKA (camouflage)--A form of support for combat op-
erations, its purpose being to conceal the activities and disposition of
friendly troops, and to mislead the enemy with -egard to the grouping
and intentions of such troops. Camouflage measures are also implemented
in the deep rear, within the framework of civil defense.

848 MASKIROVOCHNAYA YEMKOST' (camouflage capacity)-The
extent of the various natural screens (expressed in hectares or square kilo-
meters) which is to be found in a particular area of the terrain. Knowledge
of camouflage capacity permits evaluation of the area to be occupiedfrom the screening viewpoint by comparing this index with the natural-
cover requirements of a subunit, unit, or formation.
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849 MASKIROVOCHNYYE SREDSTVA (camouflaging facilities)-
Authorized unit camouflaging equipment, expendable camouflage ma-
terie, and locally available materials used by troops to implement camou-
flaging techniques. Camouflaging facilities include: sets of screens for
combat materiel and motor transport, capes, suits, nets, covers, and va-
rious fabrics, paints, tools and devices, for doing camouflage work, and
also locally-availab!e material, i.e., brushwood, twigs, grass, etc.

850 MIASKIRUYUSHCHIYE SVOYSTVA WMBTOSTI (camiouflag-
ing features of the terrain)-Features of the terrain characterizing the
ability of its relief and local objects to conceal troops and military equip-
ment from enemy ground, air, and radar observation. In the event of
there being suffcieut good natural concealment on the terrain, troops and
military equipment may be concealed completely without artificial camou-

851 MASSIROVANIYE SIL I SREDSTV (massing of fores and weap-
ons)---The concentration of strikes by. all weapons and the main efforts
of the troops (-r forces) in a chosen sector (or areas) in accordance with
a situation that has developed.

852 MASSIROVANNYYE UDARY AVIATSIi (massed air strikes)-
Simultaneous actions of the main forces of a strategic air formation against
onu or sev-.ral groups of objectives, disposed in a very extensive area.
Decisive damage may be inflicted upon the enemy in a short period of
tm.- by such massed strikes.

853 MASSIROVA14NYY OGON' ARTILLERII (massed artillery fire)
-- Fire from .i1, or the greater part of, the artillery of a combined-arms
formation, delivered simultaneously against the most important enemy
grouping or objective for the purpose of inflicting considerable damage
upon the enemy in the shortest possible time.

854 MASSIROVANNYY YADERNYY UDAR (massed nuclear strike)
-- A strike rrvide by a large number of nuclear munitions, delivered
simultaneousiy or in quick succession. The purpose of a massed nuclear
strike is to annihilate enemy means of nuclear attack that have been
spotted, to indict damage on the main enemy troop groupings, and to dis-
organize the enemy rear areas, his economy, tzoop control, and state
administration.

855 MATERIAILNOYE OBESPECHENIYE (materiel support)-A
system of measure, adopted to satisfy the ne.-ds of the armed forces for
all types of suppl m for daily use and for combat activity.

356 MATERIAL'INYE POTREBNOSTI VOORUZHENNYKH SIL
(materiel requircmcnts of the armed forces)-The requirements of all
Services for comb:t, transport, and auxiliary materiel, control and com-
munication facilities, ammunition, fuel, means of protetion against
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weapons of mass destruction; and in reserve units, provisions, etc. In
peacethime the materiel requirements of the armed forces are made up of
the requirement fer training purp3ms, activation of new units, creation of
reuve for wartime purposes, and for carrent issws of food and clothing
to the troops. In wartime, the matzriel requirements of the armed forces
are made up of the requirement to activate new units in !he course of
the war, to replace con.. it losses, to cover tcpenditures associated with
the conduct of combat activities, and to meet the cunent requirements of
troops (and naval and air force personnel) for food .,d clothing.

857 MATERIALNY SREDSTVA (supplies)-Supplies needed by
the armed forces for daily use and for their combat activity. they include
missiles and missi fuel, munitions of all types, armament, diverse tech-
nal assemblies, .rovisions, clothing, and engineering, medicaL, and other
fzores.

858 MEZHKONTINENTNWYYE SREDSIVA VOORUZfHENNOY
BOR'SY (intercontinental weapons)-Weapons intended for delivering
strikes from a given continent agginst enemy objectives located on other
continents. Such means include intercontinental and global missiles,
missilo-carrying submarines, and long-range (strategic) missile-carying
aviation.

8W9 MEZHKONTINENTAL'NYY TEATR VOYENNYKH DEYST-
VIY (intercontinental theater of military operations)-The territory em-
braciig the parts of two continents which confront one another, and the
oceans (or seas) located between them.

860 M]ESTYYE RADIOPOMEKI (local radio interference)-Intet-
ference with radio-technical facilities due to nearby sources of electro-
magnetic radiations (electric-welding and X-ray equipment, power stations
and substations, electric motors, the ignition systems of internal-
combustioa engines, various radio-technical facilities, etc.).

861 MESTNYYE SREDSTVA (local resources)-Raw materials, in-
dustrial a 3d power generation capacity, provisions, forage, fuel, communi-
cation arh transport facilities, and other material assets which troops (or
other armed forces) find in their immediate vicinity, and which may be
used to satisfy their needs. Local resources also include industriai, trans-

'portation, and therapeutic establishments which may be utilized for ihe
benefit of friendly troops.

6 METEORNAYA RADIOSVYAZ" (meteoric raciio communication)
-- Communication on ultra-short waves, which makes use of the forward
scatter of metric waves due to their reflection from meteoric trails which
occur when meteoric bodies enter the atmosphere. In contrast to ordinary
communication systems, me-teoric systems use the principle of intermittent
(discrete) transmission of messages. Messages are transmitted rapidly,
only when useful meteoric trails exist on the path of radio waves. In their
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ab.mace, the equipment operates on a "stand-by" system, continuing to
pro-.esc received information (messages). Mlds method of transmission is
affected by the intermittent nature of the meteoric ionization of the nt-
mbsphre.. Meteoric radio communication may be used on links with a
large message volume, where some delay in transmission of messages is
not of importance.

863 MFTEROLOGICHESKIYE USLOVIYA (meteorological condi-
tions)-The state of the atmosphere at a particular moment or during a
period of time in a particular region, conditioned by the processes taking
plaze in it. Meteorological conditions are characterized by temp-rature,
pressure, and humidity of the air;, wind speed and direction in the ground
layer, and at altitudes; air transparency (iLe., viaibility); solar radiation; and
&tb~mal radiation of the earth and the atrmosphere. Meteorological con-

ditions are also characterized by thunderstorms, storms, snowstorms, and
other atmospheric phenomena. Meteorological reconnaissance (weather
reconnaissance) is conducted in order to ascertain and forecast meteoro-
logical conditions.

•'A METODIKA BOYEVOY PODGOTOVKI (combat training meth-
SAology)-The ways and means of training troops. Combat training
methodology may be general when it deals with training methods ap-
Ilicabia to all disciplines, or particular, when it deals with individual
disciplines (e.g., the methodology of tactical training or weapons training).

865 METODIKA OPERATIVNOY PODGOTOVKI (operational train-
ing methodology)-Ways and means of training generas, admirals, other
senior officerz and the staffs of major field forces of the Services, in
problems of operational art.

866 METODICHESKIY OGON" (deliberate fire)--.4ire conducted with
a constant time interval between rounds. The purpoce of deliberate fire
is to hold the target in a suppressed state between fire onslaughts, or to
maintain the necessairy smoke concentration after fire onslaughtr when
firing smoke projecties. Deliberate fire may also be ccnducted indepen-
dently for the purpose of exhausting the enemy.

867 METODOLOGIYA SOVETSKOY VOYENNOY NAUKI (the
methodology of Soiet military science)-The methodology of Soviet
military science is dialectic and historical materialism A profound knowl-
edga of Marxist-Leninist philosophy and its skilful application to military
research emerge as important conditions for the rigorous, scientific nature
of Soviet mlitary theoiy. Not only does Marxist-Leninist methodology
not exclude special methods of research into specific questions pertaining
to preparation for, and conduct of, war but it also proposes such methods.
The methodology of bourgeois military science is based on idealism and
metaphysics, which accounts for its limitations and incondistency.
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868 METODY ISPOLVZOVANIYA PODVODNYKH LODOK (tech-
niques of empltuying submari s)-Pre-planned techniques considered as
the moct expedient ones for employing a given grouping of submarines in a
specific operational situation, permitting assigned missions to be corn-
pleted most successfully within the time limits imposed. There are two
basic techniques of employing submarines, namely: the "maneuver" tech-
nique and the "positional" technique.

869 MEKHAN7ZATSIYA INZBENERNYKH RABOT (mechanization
of engineering work)-The execution of engineering work with the aidof engineering vehicles (and machinery), thus reducing the number of men
engaged in this work, and shortening the time needed for its completion.
Mechanization oL engineering work is accomplished by troops themselves,
with the aid of bulldozer attachments and other equipment ,and also by
engineering troops, who use special vehicles for various purposes.f 8"70 MEKHANIZATS1YA POGRUZOCHNO-RAZGRUZOCHNYKH
RABOT (mechanization of loading and unloading operations)--Perform-
ing loading and unloading work at depots and bases, and reloading
materiel from one conveyance to another, with the aid of p;er equip-
ment especially designed for this purpose.

871 MILITAR3t M (militarism)--A reactionary policy involving an in-
tensified arms race and preparation for war for predatory purposes, a
feature of capitalist states that enjoyed a great upsurge during the period
of imperialism. Militarism implies subordination of the national economy,
politics, and social life of the country to the goal of preparing for preda-
tory wars, and entails an inordinate rise in !axes and the military budget
in capitalist states. Characteristic of militarism is the supremacy of a re-
actionary military clique, or in any case, a rise in its influence on the entire
policy of the ruling classes. The roots of contemporary militarism are in
monopolistic capitalism and in its policy of anti. communism. After World
War I, the USA became the center of milita-ism. The growth of mili-
tarism creates and increases tension in the international situati mn and
aggravates conflicts; it intensifies exploitation of the working classes, im-
poverishment of the masses, fierce attack on political rights of workers
by reactionary elements, and in the final analysis, increases the danger of
an outbreak of war.

872 MINIROVANIYE (mining)-Mine laying at sea, and placement of
landmines (fouoasses) on-terrain, airfields, and elsewhere, in a passive
role. Mining also .ncludzs preparing installations for demolition.

873 MINNO-ARTILLERIYSKAYA POZITSIYA (mine and artillery
position)-A previously prepared region, forming part of a defense sys-
tem creatkd in a maritime theater. A mine and artiliery position is the
aggregate of sea mine obstacles, consisting of mines of various kinds,
covered by fire from coastal missile launchers and artillery batteries, its
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purpose being to deny enemy warships access to the defended coast. A
mine and artillery position often consists of several lines, one of which
. the main one.

814 MINNG-V'ZRYVNYYE ZAGRAZHDENIYA (mine am" explosive
oistacles)-Obstacit. tonsisting of mine fields, mined objects, at d various
fougasses. According to their purpose, mine and explosive obseacles are
subdivided into the following categories: anti-tank (mine fields, heavy-

duty fougasses, mined bridges); anti-personnel (mine fields, fougasses
and booby traps); anti-landing (mine fields in the water and on shore,
and underwater fougasses); and anti-transport (road mine-, fougasses).

875 MINNOYE POLE (mine field)-A sector (area) of terrain (or the
sea) within which mines have been laid. According to their purpose, mine
fields may be anti-tank, anti-personnel, mixed, dummy, or ,ati-ship; ac-
cording to their method of detonation they may be uncontrolled or
controlled.

876 IVtlNNO-ZAGRADITEL'NYYE DEYSTVtYA (mine-laying oper-
ations)-Laying large mine obstacles in both friendly and hostile waters.

877 MINNO-TORPEDNAYA AVIATSIYA (mine and torpedo avia-
tion)--A branch of naval aviation armed with mines and torpedoes.

878 MINNYY ZAGRADITEL' (minelayer)-(1) An engineering ve-
hicle intended for rapid laying of anti-tank mines in the ground or
distributing them on the surface of the earth. (2) A submarine or surface
warship used for laying mine obstacles. Surface mine layers are in either
the sea or river category, and are either specially built as such, or are
converted from transports or auxiliary vessels. Mines may also be laid by
other naval vessels (destroyers, torpedo boats, torpedo-armed subma-
rines, etc.).

879 M1iNNYY TRAL ((1) mine-clearing attachment; (2) nineswep)-
(1) An accessory that can be mounted in front of a tank, or ;- special
engineering vehicle for making safe passages through anti-tank mine
fields. The clearing mechanism of a mine-clearing attachment may be in
the fcrm of rollers, knives, chains, etc. A roller attachment makes a two-
rut channel, leaving an uncleared median strip, which is cleared by a
second pass, by detonation, or by other means. (2) The anti-mine device

* of a ship (or helicopter), used to detect and destroy mines. According to
the platform from which it is used, a minesweep may be in the boat,
small craft, ship, helicopter, or coastal t•tegory. According to its action
on mines, a minesivee- may be in the contact or proximity category.
Proximity minesweeps are subdivided into magnetic, electro-magnetic,
acoustic, and hydrodynamic.

880 MrANY (mines)---Engincer munitions used as a means of obstruction.
According to their purpose, mines are subdivided into the anti-
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personnel, anti-tank, anti-vehicle, anti-3anding, and special-purpose cate-
gories; according to the method of activation-into controlled, detonation
of which is effected at the appropriate time by wire, radio, or mechanical
device, ard uncontrolled (instantaneous or delayed action); according to
their design-into pressure, tension, release operated, and magnetic; ac-
cording to their susceptibility to re~rieval-into recoverable and non-
recoverable; and according to the possibility of rendering them harmless-
into disarmable and non-disarmable. Projectiles of variovs calibers, used
as mortar shells*, are used to destroy enemy weapons and personnel,
whereas larg-,cah'ber ones are also used to demolish enemy field instal-
lations.

6 1 MINY MORSKIYE (sea mir•.w)--One of the typez of naval mu-
nitions consisting of a hermetically-•ealed explosive charge, furnished
with a fuze and devices permitting it to bN laid and exploded under waftr.
Sea mines may be laid by submarines, surface ships, or aircraft, and are
therefore subdivided into the submarine, surface ship, and aviation czte-
gories. According to the firing device used, sea mines are subdivided into
contact, proximity, and engineer categories.

882 MNOGOKANAL'NAYA SVYAZ' (multichannel communL-iaon)
-Communication in which one and the same transmitter, receiver, and

communication link permit several conversations to be conducted simul-
taU ously, or several messages to be sent concurreatly. Multichannel
communication is made possible by various methods of channel differentia-
tion depending on frequency, time, phase, and other differences.

883 MNOGOKANAL'NOYE TELEGRAFIROVANIYE (multichannel
telegraphy)--A method of obtaining several telegraph links on one chban-
nel of a line or radio-relay link. One of the high-frequency channels of
a long-distance telephone link is used for telegraphy. Ibis rhannel is di-
vided, with the aid of electric filters, into a number of narrower channels,
on each of which a telegraph transmsion can be passed. Such a system
of multiplexing telephone channels is called voice frequeaicy telegraphy.

884 MOBILIZATSIONINAYA GOTOVNOS3' VOYSK (mobilizational
readiness of troops)-Complction of all measures necessary for the tran-
sition of a unit, formation or organization from its peacetime to its war-
time table of organization and equipmen. The time limit for the
mobilizational readiness of troops is established on the basis of the
operational role of the unit or formation, and the time needed for its
mobilizationa& deployment.

U85 MCBILIZATSIONNOYE PR.BDNAZNACHENIYE (mobiliza-
tional role)-The employment envisaged in the mobilization plan for a
major field force, formation, unit, or subunit, and the roles of active

$[And ah-o known as mines in Soviet terminoloy. (Trns.)]
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force and reserve personnel when a state of mobilization is declared,
according to their wartime tasks or duties.

886 MOBILIZATSIONNOYE RAZVERTYVANIYE (Lmobilization de-
ployment)-Transition of the armed forces from peacetime to wartime
tables of organization and equipment. Mobilization deployment includes:
bringing units up to strength with personnel, combat materiel, armament,
and transport; providing troops (navy, airforce personnel) with all types
of personal belongings, rations and provisions, fuels and lubricants; as-
signing permanent force personnel to activate new subunits, units, and
formations; bringing naval vessels into commission from a state of
preservation [i.e. mothballing], and conscripting merchant vessels for
naval duty; and also, organizing the prompt departure of mobilizel troops
for their operational destinations.

887 MOBILIZATSIONNYYE MEROPRIYATIYA (mobilization mea-
sures)-Measures associated with mobilization of the armed forces. The
principal mobilization measures are: informing armed forces personnel
and transport personnel; carrying out mobilizational deployment of troops;
appointing permanent force personnel to activate new units and forma-
tions; commissioning naval vessels from a state of preservation [i.e. moth-
balling] and mobilizing merchant vessels: organizing the timely departure
of draftees for their units: conducting the necessary mobilization move-
nents, including evacuating the families of servicemen from threatened
areas; Party-political work; and providing for mobilization security
measure. and overall administration.

888 MOBILIZATSIONNYY ZAPAS (mobilization reserve)-Stocks of
materiel intended to support the mobilization deployment of newly-
activated units, and also to cover combat expenditures and losses of ma-
teriel during the initial phase of a war.

889 MOBILIZATSIONNYY PLAN (mobilization plan)-A document
that details the procedure for the mobilization deployment of the armed
forces as a whole, each of the Services, each military district (or its naval
counterpart: fleet or flotilla), and each formation, unit, and organization.
Also reflected in the mobilization plan are the measures envisaged for
the support of mobilization deployment.

890 MOBILIZATSIYA NARODNOGO KHOZYAYSTVA (mobiliza-
tion of the national economy)-Reorganization of all sectors of iha na-
tional economy -o as to meet the requirements of the armed forces and
the civilian population under wartime conditions. This includes: develop-

- ment of industrial production in accordance with war plans; reorganiza-
- -tion of transport operations, communications facilities and agriculture,

and redistribution of manpower in accordance with war requirements;
and development of the activities of research establishments for military
purposes. Under conditions of nuclear warfare, mobilization of the na-
tional economy could entail considerable difficulties.
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891 MOBUIZATSIYA OBSHCHAYA (general mobilization)-The
transition of all armed forces, civil defense, and the national economy to
a wartime footing.

892 MOBILIZATSIYA CHASTICHNAYA (partial mobilization)-
Mobilization which does not encompass the armed forces in their en-
tirety, but merely a portion of them. Partial mobilization is used in those
cases when, in order to fulfill the m;ssions assigned to the armed forces,
it will suffice to mobilize one or several military districts (or fleets, fio-
Mtllai), or even individual major field forces, formations, and organizations
that form part of thm.. As a rule, partial mobilization is carried out when
there is a local war (or the threat of one), observing that under present-
day conditions a local war may become a general one, as aggression
started by the imperialists in any region whatever may grow into P
world-wide nuclear war.

893 MOBIL'NAYA OBORONA (foreign) (mobile defense)-A type of
defense that foresees the destruction of an attacking enemy by nuclear
weapons, and maneuvers by troops exploiting the results of using these
weapons. In mobile defense, the main emphasis is placed not on firm
-etention of terrain, or of positions which have been prepared by field
engineers, but rather on conducting counterattacks and inflicting counter-
strikes following nuclear strikes. In order to do this, the greater part of
the forces and weapons (as much as two-thirds) is located in depth, as a
component of the so-called mobile counterattacking (strike) group, while
the remaining forces (as little as on=-third) are disposed in the first echelon
in a forward defensive position, or in a forward defensive region.

894 MOLNIYENOSNAYA VOYNA (lightning war fblitzkriegD--A
fast-moving war waged for the purpose of gaining victory over the enemy
in the shortest possible time, measured in days and weeks.

895 MONITOR (monitor)-One of the oldtst types cf armored surface
warships, intended to inflict strikes by heavy-caliber gunfire on enemy
shore installations, to destroy enemy warships and transports in coastal
regions or rivers, and to support ground troops.

896 MORAL'NO-POLrICHESKIY POTENTSIAL STRANY (na-
tional morale and political potential)-The mo-.ale and political potential
during a war, resulting from a positive attitude of the popular masses
toward the war's political goals. The greater the number of people who
support these goals, the beaer (and stronger) will be the country's morale
and political potential. This potential is determined by the nature of the
war's political goals and the character of the country's social and political
regime, and is strongly influenced by ideological work done among the

897 MOIRAL'NYY DUKH ARMII 'army morale)-The ideological
smate and morale of the troops, the lriel of social awareness of military
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"IM personnel, resulting from mastery of certain political, legal, moral, philo-
sophical, and other ideas, views and notions, and characterining the ser-
vicemen's attitude to a given war and to its political goals. Troop morale
is• a component part of the countys ideologicl potential, is manifested
in the conduct and deeds of servicemen, and ensures the strength and
combat capability of the army and navy. Army morale is determined by
the nature of the state regime and social order, and depends, to a con-
siderable degree, on ideological work done among the masses. The ideo-
logical status of personnel of the Srviet Army and Navy, and also of the
armies of other socialist states, is immeasurably higher than the ideologi-
cal state of personnel of capitalist armies.

898 MOREKHODNOST' KORABLYA (seakeeping ability)-A war-
ship's ability to make headway in a marine environment under adverse
wind and sea conditions without loss of maneuverability or weapon
efficiency. Seakeeping ability is one of the basic operational and tactical
properties of a warship, and is a prerequisite for combat effectiveness.

899 MORSKAYA TAKTIKA (naval tactics)-One of the component
parts of naval art, draling with objective natural laws governing sea battle,
and developing methods whereby such a battle may be planned Pnd
fought by the various naval arms. Naval tactics consists of naval weapor,
and combat materiel tactics, combined naval arm tactics, and general

* naval tactics.

900 MORSKNYE (OKEANSKIYF) KOMMUNIKATSII (naval corm-
munications)--Lines (sea lanes) of established seagoing (or oceangoing)
navigation, including the points of departure and arrival of vessels.
"901 MORSKOY BOY (sea battle)-A battle fought at s-ea by ship or
aircraft formations of a fleet, or by units of them. A sea battle consists
of one tactical strike or of a system of such strikes inflicted on the enemy
by individual ships (or aircraft), or by ship (or aircraft) formations and
coastal missile and artillery units, indepandently or in coordination with
one another. Depending on its purpose, a sea battle may be an offensive,
a defensive, or an encounter battle.

9r42 MORSKOY (OKEANSKIY) TEATR VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY
(theater of naval operations)-The water and air space of one or several
seas (or oceans), together with its islands and coastlines, where naval
operations may take place in wartime.
903 MOSTOVAYA PEREPRAVA (bridge crossings)--() One of the
methods whereby troops may cross a water obstacle; (2) a bridge, to-
gether with the adjoining sectors of terrain, equipped for the passage of
troops. A bridge crossing permits continuous movement by troops, and
possesses the capacity for a high rate of trafc, and i3 therefore the best
method of troop transit wher -egotiating water obstacles.
904 MOSTOUKLADCHIK (br, eclayer)-A vehicle with good cross.
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country r.rformance, furnished with special bridging equipment, and used
for the transportation, and rapid erection of bridges over obstacles.

905 MOTOPIZOVANKYYE VOYSKA (motorized troops)-Troops
"having at their disposal motor transport that is used to carry personnel,
combat materiel, armament, and the various supplies needed for daily
use and for combat.

906 MOSHCINOST' YADERNOGO BOYEPRIPASA (nuclear yield)
-The amount of energy liberated during an explosion. It is described by
the TNT equivalent. According to their yield, nuclear munitions are con-
ventionaly divided into small, medium, and large calibers.

-N-
907 NABLYUDATELNYY PUNKT (NP) (observation point)-A
specially equipped place from which the activities of friendly and enemy
units (or subunits) are observed on the battlefield.

908 NAVEDENIYE AVIATSLI NA TSEL" (directing aircraft to the tar.
get)--One of the methods of controlling aviation in the course of combat
operations, consisting in bringing a group of aircraft (or a single aircraft)
to an objective (to the assigned target) with the aid of radiotechnical
facilities (airborne, ground). Directing aircraft to ground targets may
also be accemplished with the aid of visual signals (artillery projectiles,
night orientation-signal aerial bombs, aerWia illuminating bombs, search-
lights), and by other means.

909 NAVEDEN1YE KORABLY NA PROTIVNIKA V MORE
(directing warships to the enemy at sea)--One of the methods of con-
trolling naval forces in the course of combat operations, consisting in
bringing a naval striking force toward a designated enemy objective to
within range of direct contact, or onto the course which it is following,
with a view to subsequent use of weapons. As a rule, direction is accom-
plished from coastal command posts, and it gives the striking force time
to detect the enemy, and to occupy an advantageous position for a strike
cz attack.

910 NAVEDENNAYA RADIOAKTIVNOST' (induced radioactivity)-
Radioactivity of the air, soil, materials, and various objects, arising as a
result of their being irradiated with neutrons. It may be considerable in

__ground, water, and diverse structures and materials containing sodium,
magnesium, silicon or aluminum. Induced radioactivity mzy be especially
strong in sea water in the event of a surface or underwater nuclear burst.

911 NAVESNOYE BUL'DOZERNOYE OBORUDOVANIYE (bull-
dozer attachments)-Bufldozing equipment which may be mounted on a
tank or a tracked artillery tractor for mechanized digging of trencbes and
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covered positions, and also for clearing landslides in mountmin areas or
earth obstroctions in inhabited localities. Bu•Idozer attachments consist
of a blade wlh a cutting-edge, arms on which the blade is mount.d, and
a raisng-and-lowering mechanism. Bulldozer attachments are authorized
in the tables of organization and equipment for tank units ana artillery
units. Such eqaipment is transported by truck, or in the space outside the
cab of an artillery tractor. The work output capacity of bulldozer attach-
Sments o* various types ranges frem 50 to 150 cubic meters per hour.

912 NAVIGATSIONNO-GMRCZRAFICHESKOYE OBESPECHE-
NIYE (navigational and hyditographic support)-A type of special support
for the uctivities of naval forces provided by the navigational and hydro-
graphic services of a fleet. This support consists in ensuring safety of
na-vgation, and in t•Ic p-ecis- determination by a warship of its own po-
sitio, so as to permit use of its weapons.

913 NAVIGATSIONNOYE OBORIDOVANIYE MORSKOGO TEA-
TRA VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY (navigational organization of a theater
of naval operations--Measures and facilities for ensuring navigational
safety during cpapations by friendly forces, and impeding the activities of
hostile forces. It consists in installing coastal and deep-sea nawigational
aids (radio-beons, light-houwe-% sirens, electric foghorns, buoys, signs),
and in eetsblisbing a special system for thelr operation, to permit covert
determination by a warship of its ewn posidon in the open sza, in the
vicinity of the coast, and in channels.

914 NAVIGATSIOX.NY St.,IK (navigational satelle)-An arti-
ficial earth satellite equipped with radioclectronic devices, and intended
to support aircraft and ship navigation, and also to tie in landmarks and
missile launching positions to the terrain.

915 NAVIGATSIYA (navigation)--(1) 77e science of stee-ing ships at
sea, and of piloting airborne vehicles in the air; (2) the period during
which it is possible for ships and vessels to operate in frcezing seas.
Widely used in navigation are navigational instruments, radio-technical
facilities, tcpographic maps, and hydrographic charts.

916 NADVODNYY YADERNYY VZRYV (water-surtace nuclear or-
plosion)-A nuclear explosion in which the fireball touches t-e surface
of the water.

917 NADEZHNOST' SVYAZI (reliability of communications)--Disutinct,
uninterrupted operation of communications under any condition ol troop
combat operations. Reliability of communications is one of the demads
made of communications systems.

918 NADKALIBERNYY SNARYAD (over-calib-r shhel)-A pmetile
whose c'ahi exceeds that of the. gun from which ft is to be fired. 11he
purpose of using an over-caliber projectile is to increase tt projecltis
effect at the target.



!919 NAZEMNYY YADERNYY VZRYV (surface nuclear explosion)-
A nuclear explosion in which the fireball touches the safc of the earth.

M20 NAPALM (napalm)-Thickened incendiary mixtures having corn-
[ bustion temperatures of 800-1000 degrees ceatigrade. The thickening

agents are used to give the incendiary mixtures great stability (such mix-
tures do not settle into layers), and great .anges can be obtained when
they are used for flame throwing. Napalm is used in aerial bombs, flame
fougasses, and light (portable) and tank-type flame throwers, to destroy
enemy personnel and combat materiel. It is also used to start fires.

921 NAPRAVLENIYE GLAVNOGO UDARA (axis of the main
thrust)-The strip of terrain in whkib the efforts of the main body and
weapons of the attacking troops are concentrated. In the case of naval
operations, the axis of the main thrust is determined by the position of
the enemy objective whose destruction constitutes the goal of the opera-
tion (or battle).

922 NAPRAVLENIYE NASTUPLENIYA (axis of attack)-The strip
of terrain in which the troops are attacking. In order to designaie an axis
of attack, it is customary to indicate severnd inhabited localities (or dis-
tinct local features) along the entire depth of the operational (or combat)
mission of the major fleid force (formation, or unit).

923 NAPRAVLENIYE SVYAZI (communications link)-Method of
organizing communications between two commanding generals (or be-
tween two commanding officers, or iwo staffs), whereby communications
are established directly between them.

924 NAPRAVLENNOYE RADIOIZLUCHENIYE (directional radio
propagation)-The propagation of radio waves in one or several direc-
tions by using dir..tional antennas. Directional radio propagation is
widely used in radar, radio-navigation, and radio-relay stations, and in
remote control installations. The use of directional radio propagation in-
crea.cs the range of operation, improves resistance to interference, and
hinders reconnaissance by radio-technical stations.

.925 NARODNOYE OPOLCHENIYE (People's Home Guard)-A tem-
porary voluntary military formation made up of persons not subject to
call-up into the regular army in the event of mobilization. The People's
Home Guard arose under extraordinary circumstances in the most tense
moments of the War of 1812 and of the initial phase of World War IL

926 NARUSHENIYE KOMMUNMKATSIY (PUTEY SOOBSHCHE-
NIYA) (disrupzion of transporLtion [travel routes])-Military operations
directed toward reducing enemy use of transportation by particular routes.
Disruption of lana, :-a, and air transportation is achieved by conducting
special operations, or by engaging in systematic combat operations against
means of transportation.
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927 NASTUPATEL'NAYA OPERATSIYA (offensive operation)-The
aggregate of nuclear strikes, coordinated and interrelated with regard to
target, time, and place, and the vigorous, offensive actions of the troops
of a front (or an army), accomplished in accordance with a unified con-
cept for the attainment of operational or strategic goals. The general pur-
pose of an offensive operation -Is to destroy enemy means of nuclear
attack, break up enemy main groupings, and seize regions of operational
or strategic importance. According to its scale and the forces and weapons
involved, an offensive operation may be an army operation or a front
operation, but in either case it will 5,.e conducted by ground troops in
coordination with the other Services.

928 NASTUPATEL'NAYA OPERATSIYA GRUPPY ARMIY (for-
eign) (offensive operation of a group of armies)-The aggregate of

Sengagements and offensive operations conducted in accordance with a uni-

fied pian by several field armies and army corps, in coordination with
strategic formations of other Services, in an operational or strategic sector
of a thea.ter of hostilities. Under the conditions of the initial phase of a

war, it is envisaged that an offensive operation of a group of armies
would be conducted with the beginning of a nuclear offensive, or would
be conducted concurrently with it.

929 NASTUPATELUNAYA OPERATSIYA GRUPPY FRONTOV (of-
fensive operation of a group of fronts)-A joint offensive operation of
several fronts. Essentially, an offensive operation of a group of fronts is
the aggregate of a number of simultaneous and sequential front operations
directed toward attainment of a single strategic goal or a major opera-
tional goal.

930 NASTUPATEL'NAYA OPERATSIYA NA PRIMORSKOM NA-
PRAVLENII (offensive operation in a maritime sector)-An operation
accomplisfed by ground forces, in coordination with the navy and long-
range aviation, in order to break up an enemvy toia-mae grouping of land,
sea, and air forces, and in order 'o take possession of the sea coast, the
most important naval bases, and strait zones.

931 NASTUPATEL'NYY BOY V MORE (offensive sea battle)-The
principal type of sea battle, the purpose of which is to destroy the hostile
naval forces that are at sea. This purpose is achieved by means of power-
ful strikes by nuclear missiles and conventional weapons, inflicted by na-
val forces independently, but som-.times in coordination with formations
of the other Services. An offensive sea battle is characterized by its dy-
namic nature, by the suddenness and short duration of its strikes, by
energetic attacks by mobile forces, and by rapid and decisive actions of
the forces throughout wide expanses of sea. Variants of the offensiv,
sea battle are. a battle to destroy a carrier strike group; a battle to destroy
a grouping of misAilc-armed warships; and a battle fought in order to
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demolish an enemy convoy under various conditions of the maritime sit-
uation.
932 NASTUPLENIYE (offensive)-A basic type of combat operation,
of decisive imp'ortance in attaining victory over the enemy. An offensive
is conducted in order to secure the prompt and utter defeat of an enemy
occupying defensive positions, and in order to take important areas (or
objectives). This is achieved by breaking up enemy main groupings and
weapons of mass destruction by using nuclear and conventional weapons,
energetic attacks by ground forces with high speed and to great depth,
coordinated with aviation and airborne a&sault forces, bold movement by
the latter onto enemy flanks and rear, and destroying him piece by piece.

933 NACHAL'NAYA SKOROST' (muzzle velocity)-The velocity of a
projectile or mortar round as it passes the muzzle face on its way out of
the gun (or mortar) barrel, i.e., their velocity at the origin of fire. Muzzle
velocity depends on the weight of the charge, the weight of the projectile,
the quality of the explosive, and other factors. Muzzle velocity is one of
the fundamental ballistic properties determining the projectile's range and

power-

934 NACHALNY PERIOD VOYNY (initial period of a war--A
decisive period of a war, ranging from the outbreak of hostilities to attain-
ment of the short-term strategic goals assigned to the first strategic eche-
lon of the country's armed fo,.ýs. Under the. most favorable conditions,
the goals of the war may be attained during the initial period of a war.

935 NEYTRALITET (neunality)--A policy whereby a state does not
participate in military blocs, nor in wars between them. The territory and
territorial waters of a niutral staie, and the air space above it, are re-
garded as inviolable, and according to the precepts of international law,
belligerent state are categorically forbidden to use them. A neutral state
does not have the right to supply belligerent states with weapons, war
materials, etc. Changes and additions to the rules and principles of net!
trality are fixed in appropriate international agreements. Tn international
relations, neutrality is expressed by abstaining from membership in any
of the existing politico-military alliances (blocs). Countries which main-
tain a policy of neutrality under present-day conditions of intensified
fermation of aggressive military blocs by imperialists, encounter under-
standing and support on the part of the peace-loving Soviet Union. Armed
neutrality conists in nonparticipation of a given country in a war between
other states, accompanied by a readiness to withstand by force of arms
any violation of its neutrality.

936 NEYTRON (neutron)-An elementary particle of matter, which is a
component of atomic nuclei, and which is neutral, being devoid of electric
charge. Due to its lack of an electric charge, a neutron readily penetrates
atomic nuclei, and is therefore widely used to initiate various nuclear
reactions. In particular, the neutron can cause fission of uranium n'zcltci.
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A free neutron is unstable and disintegrates into an electron, a proton,
and a neutrino. The mean "lifetime" of a free neutron is about 13 minutes.

937 NEKONTAKTNAYA MINA (noncontact mine)-A mine which
explodes at a certain distance from a ship's hull, without requiring direct
contact with it in order to detonate. The burst of a noncontact mine is
initiated by an influence fuze, which reacts to the magnetic, acoustic,
hydrodynamic, or other physical field of the vessel.

938 NEKONTAKTNOYE TRALENIYE (sweeping of noncontact
mines)-Minesweeping with the use of various noncontact sweeps, in-
tended for clearing bottom mines in the noncontact category, having fuzes
of varions types.

939 NEPODVIZHNYY 7AGRADITELNYY OGON' (NZO) (stwd-
ing barrage)--Hgh density artillery fire (frontal or flank), used on pre-
selected lines to obstruct movement of the enemy thruugh them.

940 NEPRIKOSNOVENNYY ZAPAS (NZ) (emergency reserve sup-
plies)-Stocks of weapons, ammunition, fuels and lubricants, provisions,
military-technical and other supplies, which are held in established quan-
tities, either in the immediate possession of soldiers, or in depots and
bases, or with combat equipment, guns and unit transport vehicles.
Emergency reserve supplies are intended for use in special circumstances
only, withi the permission of the senior commander.

941 N"'SNIIZHAYEMYY ZAPAS (minimum level of supply)-Stocks
of various types of materiel intended to meet current requirements. As
these are expended, they are promptly replenished to established lc;'ls in
all the units where they are maintained.

942 NESTOYKIYE OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE VESHCHESTVA
(nonpersistent toxic agents)-Toxic agents which are low-boiling liquids
or gases, and which are used to contaminate the atmosphere. Typical
representatives of such tox~c agents are hydrocyanic (prussic) acid and
phosgene.

943 NESFORMIROVAVSHIYSYA SLED RADIOAKTIVNOGO OB-
LAKA (unformed pattern of a radioactive cloud)---Te pattern of a
radioactive cloud at the far boundary of whi-ch fallout of radioactive sub-
stances is still taking place. The far boundary of the unformed pattern of
a radioactive cloud shift. from ground zero with the speed of the mean
wind.

944 NEUPRAVLYAYEMYYE RAKETNY (unguided missiles)-Mis-
siles no! having an on-board guidance system. Direction and range are
imparted to such missiles by the launcher.

945 NEUPRAVLYAYEMYY REAKTIVNYY ENARYAD (foreign)
(unguided rocket shell)-A ballistic shell whose trajectory depends only
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on the force of gravity and aerodynamic forces, and which describes a
so-called ballistic curve.

946 NIZKY VOZDUSHNYY YADERNYY VZRYV (low altitude nu-
clear x.losion)-A nuclear explosion detonated at a height which en-
sures the destruction of a large number of comparatively strong target
installations, but which at the came time precludes the possibility of strong
radioactive contamination of the terrain in the pattern of the cloud.

947 NIZKOYE TORPEDOMETANIYE (low level torpedo-bombing)-
A method of using the torpedo armament employed by naval aviation's
mine-torptedo aircraft. This method is used from contour-flying altitudes,
and frcm low altitudes generally, when attacking warships and transports
at sea, in bases (ports), and at anchorages. It is also used to destroy
hydrotechnical works (docks, jetties, breakwaters, etc.) in enemy naval
bases and ports.

948 NOMENKLATURA KART (map nomenclature)--A sy-em of con-
ventional alphabetical and numerical symbols for individual sheets of
topographic maps of various scales. The nomenclature of an individual
sheet is put in its north margin. The nomenclature of the adjacent sheets is
indicated in the other three margins.

949 NORMY MATERIAL'NOGO OBESPECHENIYA (levels of ma-
teriel support)-The quantities of materiel authorized for issue to troops
and intended for use (or expenditure) during a definite. period of time
for an operation (or battle) or for retention by individual units or in
depots. Levels of materiel support are worked out by the appropriate
supply service and promulgated by the Ministry of Defense.

950 NORMY RASKHODA MATERIAL'NYKH SREDSTV (materiel
expenditure rates)---The quantities of materiel authorized, temporarily or
permanently, per consumer, per unit time or per unit of work dove. The
materiel expenditure rates for each battle or operation are established by
the command for subunits, units, formations, and major field forces on
"the basis of combat missions actually assigned to them.

951 NOCHNAYA ORIYENTIRNO-SIGNAL'NAYA AVIATSION-
NAYA BOMBA (NOSAB) (Night Orientation-Signal Aerial Bomb; flare
bomb)-An auxiliary-purpose aerial bomb used at night for indicating
(marking) targets and control landmarks on the terrain, and also for
designating the flight courses of r_-gle aircraft or groups of aircraft. The
fire of such a bomb may be of various colors.

S~-0-

952 OBESPECHENIYE OPERATSII (BOYA) (support of an opera-
tion for battleD--The aggregate of mutually-coordinated measures taken
by the command, staffs, and troops (or forces) for the purpose of creating
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the most favorable conditions for combat operations. both in the prepara-
tory stage and in the course of an operation (or battle). The nature of such
measures is determined by the actual situation and by the missions as-
signed to the troops. The basic types of operational support, applicable
to all services, are: reconnaissance; protection of troops (or forces) and
rear installations from weapons of mass destruction; engineering support;
camouflage; radio-electronic countermeasures; and topogeod•sic, hydro-
meteorologicai, and rear support.

953 OBESPECHENIYE RAZVERTYVANIYA SIL (deployment se-
curity)-A system of measures directed toward creating the most favora-
ble conditions for preserving the combat effectiveness of forces in the
process of deployment, minimizing casualties among such forces, and en-
suring timely occupation of their assigned regions, lines, and positions.

954 OBESPECHENIYE FLANGOV (STYKOV) (security of flanks
[or of limiting points])-Operational (or tactical) measures to forestall
surprise strikes by the enemy on open flanks (or limiting points), and to
ensure successful repulse of these strikes in the course of accomplishing
the main mission. Flank security is achieved by conducting uninterrupted
reconnaissance, and by maintaining the forces and weapons assigned for
this purpose in a constant state of readiness.

955 OBLAST' PEREKHVATA VOZDUSHNYKH TSELEY (air target
interception region)-The air space within the radius of action of fighter
aircraft, in which interception of air targets is assured.
9M6 OBORONA (Adfens)--A type of combat operation conducted for
the purpose of repulsing an attack mounted by superior enemy forces,
causing heavy casualties, retaining important regions of the terrain, and
creating favorable conditions for going over to a decisive offensive. De-
fense is based on strikes by nuclear and all other types of weapons; on
extensive maneuver with fire, forces, and weapon., on counterattacks
(or counterstrikes) with simulianeous stubborn retention of important
regions which intercept the enemy direction of advance; and also on the
extensive use of various obstacles. Defense makes it possible to gain
time and to effect an economy in forces and weapons in some sectors,
thereby creating conditions for an offensive in others.

957 OBORONA VOYENNO-MORSKOY BAZY (naval base defense)
� -The aggregate of measures and combat operatio -s -dortsc1 to prevent

seizure of a naval base by the enemy, and also to ensure th: safety of
naval forces in the base, and protecticn of installatfns located on its
territory (or sea area) against enemy attack by land, sea, and ah. The

* composition of the forces and facilities required for the defense of a
naval base, as well as of the necessary reinforcements, will depeid on
the importance and nature of the missions to be completed, on tl'.e ratio
of forces in the theater of operations, and on the mditary-geog:aphicai
conditions in the region in which the base is situated.
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958 OBORONA MORSKOGO POBEREZH'YA (sea coast defense)
-The aggregate of combat operations and measures edopted to prevent
seizure of a coast by the enemy and to safeguard coastal installations
from enemy attack. Defense of a sea coast includes anti-landing defense,
and protection of important maritime objectives from enemy attack by
sea. Measures pertaining to defense of a sea coast are planned and par-
tially implemented in peacetime, and are developed and perfected on the
outbreak of hostilities, in accordance with the actual situation.

959 OBORONA SOYEDINENIYA KORABLEY (TRANSPORTOV)
NA PEREKHODE MOREM (defense of a formation of warships for
merchant-type ships] during sea transit)-The complex of combat support
measures adopted in order to preserve the combat effectiveness (or in-
tegrity), and to ensure the safety, of warships (or merchant-type ships)
during sea transit. Such defense includes operations of escorting ships
and aircraft, and measures adopted by the escorted forces (or voesels)
for their own defense. These activities and measures are directed toward
anticipation and repulse of enemy attacks from the sea and from the air,
and toward destruction of the attacking enemy forces.

960 OBORONITELNAYA OPERATSIYA (defensive operation)--The
aggregate of battles fought in individual sectors for the purpose of dis-
rupting an enemy offensive still in preparation or already begun, and
also for the purpose of gaining time, and creating favorable conditions for
going over to the attack. A contemporary defensive operation is based
on the use of nuclear strikes and strikes with all other types of weapons, on
the extensive use of maneuver with fire, forces, and weapons, and on
counterattacks, imparting an aggressive and decisive character to the de-
fense.

961 OBORONITEL'NAYA POZITSIYA (defensive position)-A sector
of terrain intended for conducting a defensive battle by motorized rifle and
tank subunits (or units). Defensive positions have strong point€ prepared
by engineers, disposed at intervals of 1-1.5 kilometers, with firing
lines for tank subunits and antitank weapons, trenches for various weap-
ons, shelters for personnel, and with other defensive structures. Various
obstacles and dummy objects may aizo be set up at defensive positions.

962 OBORONITEL'NAYA POLOSA (historical) (defensi, . z. ve)-A
zone of terrain prepared by the engineers for defense by formations of
the ground forces. A defensive zone could consist of two or thrme defen-
sive posi'U;ions. Defensive zones were differentiated in the following man-
ner: forward, main (first), second, army, rear, front, intermediate, cuat-off,
etc.

963 OBORONITEMLNYY RUBEZH (historical) (defensive line)--Ter-
rain prepared by engineers for defense and intended for retention by
major field forces, formations, or units of the ground forces. Defensive
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lines umsally consisted of one or two defensive zones, and were called:

primary, intermediate, rear, etc.

964 OBORONOS'OSOBNOST' (defensive capability)-The degree of
developm,'nt and eadiness of the military, economic, and moral-political
forces and potentialities of a country, ensuring reliable defense of the
state in modem war, and utter defeat of the aggressor. Defensive capa-
bility is determined by the character of thz political regime and social
order, and depends on the political goals of the war, on the organizational
activity of the country's political and military leadership, and on the
alertness of the people and the armed forces. The high level of defensive

capability in the Soviet Union, and in other countries having a peaceful
socialist system, is determined by the guiding role of the Communist and
workers" parties.

"965 OBSERVATSIYA (observation)-Determining a ship's position by
coastal objects, radio-beacons, radio-navigational and hydroacoustic sys-~tems, or by heavenly bodies.
966 OBSTANOVKA (situation)--The aggregate of all the factors in the

area of hostilities (or of combat operations) and in the rear of units,
which to some degree or other affect preparation, course, and outcome
of an operation (or battle). The most important elements of the situation
are recognized to be the enemy, own troops, neighboring troops, terrain,
radiation and chemical conditions in the area of operations, economic
state of the region of hostilities, socio-political structure of the popuia-
tion and its mood, climatic- conditions, and the time of day. In its scale,
the situation may be strategic, operational, or tactical, and general er
specific; and in the sphere of hostilities, it may be land-, sea-, air-, or
space-oriented.

967 OBKHOD (deep envelopment)-A troop maneuver in depth which
is perfo.'med in tactical (or operational) coordinated action with troops
advancing from the front. Deep envelopment is used for the purpose of
inflicting decisive, surprise strikes on enemy flanks (or flank) and rear.

968 OBSHCHAYA TAKTIKA (general tactics)-A scientific discipline
dealing with questioas related to preparation for, and conduct of,
combined-arms combat by units and formations of ground troops, with
the participation of the other Services.

969 OBSHCHEVOYSKOVAYA ARMIYA (combined-==rns army)-
A major field force of ground troops, including combined-arms and special
formations (Or units), as well as command elements and syppiy elements.
A combined-arms crmy may also include corps elements. A combined-
arms army is usually a component of a front, but it may also function in
an isolated operational sector, directly subordinated to the Supreme
High Command. In the latter case, it is designated as a separate army.

970 OBSHCHEVOYSKOVOY BOY (combined-arms battle)-A battle
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fought by a combined-arms formation (or unit) together with its attached
formations (or units) of other service branches and aviation; and in mari-
time sectors, with naval forces as well. The use of nuclear weapons and
the participation of the various service branches (or forces), in conjunc-
tion with the great mobility of the troops, impart an especially decisive
and maneuver-oriented character to a combined-arms battle.

971 OBSHCHEVOYSKOVOY K0MANDIR (combined-arms com-
mander)-The commander (sole commarder) of a combined-arn. for-
mation, unit, or subunit. He organizes the oombined-arms combat of the
troops subordinated to him, and leads them in batile. He makes the de-
cision to engage the enemy, assigns combat missions to subunits (units,
formations), organizes coordination, coordinates the actions of his own
troops with those of neighboring troops, and nlirects his staff, and the com-
manders of the service branches and Services.

972 OBSHCHEVOYSKOVOY SHrAB (combined-arms staff)--The
staff of a major field force (or of a formation or unit) which includes
formations (units, subunits) of various service branches. The combined-
arms staff ensures coordination between the staffs of the subordinated and
cooperating troops, and those of the service branches, special troops,
services, and rear. The combined-arms staff takes all measures necessary
to ensure the comprehensive preparation of the troops for their combat
missions, and to ensure constant command and control of the troops
during the course of battle (or operation).

973 OBYCNIYYE VIDY ORUZHIYA (conventional weapons)-AHl
types of weapons with the exception of weapons of mass destruction
(i.e., nuclear, chemical, and bacteriological).

974 OB"YEKTIVNYYE ZAKONY VOYNY (the objective laws of
war--The substantial, recurrent, and inseparable associations which are
organically inherent in war, and which determine its conduct, course, and
outcome. Such laws specificially include: the dependence of the course
and outcome of a war on the correlation of the military-economic forces
and potentialities of the belligerent states, on the correlation of moral-
political forces and potentialities of the adversaries, on the com~clation of
the military potentialities of the parties in conflict, and the quantity and
quality of their armed forces; and dependence of the method of waging
a war on the method of production, and in particular, on its most mobile
element-the means of production, which have a direct impact on change
in the means of armed conflict.

975 OB"YEKTOVAYA PVO (installation-oriented air defense)-One
method of organizing air defense, whereby air defense forces and facili-
ties are concentrated in defense of particular installations.

976 OGNEVAYA PODGOTOVKA ((1) preparation fire [softening up];
(2) weapons training)--(1) Powerful prepared strikes with artillery and
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aviation delivered prior to the start of an attack, for the purpome of nen-
traliring and destroying the most important enemy installations which
are not to be dftuoyed by nuclear weapons, and for the purpose of render-
ing the enemy ;-mapable of offering orgaAized resistance to the advancing
troops; (2) a subject in the training curriculum for personnel of subunits
and units of the armed foices.

977 OGNEVAYA PODDERZHKA (fire support)-Successive neutra-
lization and destruction of the enemy by concentrated artillery fire and air
attacks in the course of an offensive, for the purpose of ensuring a rapid
advance by the attacking troops. Fire support is conducted by various
meaus, and to the entire depth of the troops' combat mission.

978 OGNEVAYA SVYAZ' (coordination of fre)--A method of mutual
fire support. Coordination of fire may be effecfed along the front and in
depth, between formations. units, and subunits, and between the various
weapons (tanks, artillery, combat vehicles).

979 OGNEVOYE VZAIMODEYSTVIYE (mutual fire support)-Co-
ordination of fire on the enemy, achieved by assigning targets to the
various types of weapons, combat vehicles, or subunits, and by prede-
termining the time of opening and delivering fire.

980 OGNEVOYE NABLYUDENIYE (neutralization fire)--Fire by
single rounds or bursts at will, conducted during the intervals between
concentrated fire against the same target, but with considerably less den-
sity. The purpose of fire observation is to keep the target neutralized.

981 OGNEVOY VAL (rolling barrage)-A method of artillery support
for troops on the offensive, consisting of successive shifts of high-density
fire from one firing line to another, ahead of the combat formations of
advancing troops. A rolling barrage may be single or double.

982 OGNEVOY NALET (concentrated fire)--Method of conducting
artillery fire for the purpose of desroying enemy personnel, weapons,
and combat materiel, envisaging a high density of fire during a short
interval of time. As a rule, concentrated fire begins with fire from more
than one weapon, with a subsequent transitiou to deliberate fire, reckoned
on the basis of expending the assigned amount of ammunition in a pre-
determined period of time.

983 OGNEVYYE VOZMOZHNOSTI (firepower)-The sum total of
the capabilities of a formation, unit, or fire subunit, to resolve typical
fire missions in a definite period of time, using a suitable amount of am-
munition.

984 OGNEMET (flamethrower)-A short-range weapon that uses a
stream of burning flammable mixture to destroy the enemy in field forti-
fications, tanks, stone builoingp, or trenches. There are light (portable)
flamethrowers and heavy (fougasse) flamethrowers.
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985 OGNEMETNYY TANK (flamethrower tank)-A combat vehicle
equipped with a flamethrower. A flamethrower, tank is used to destroy
personnel, especially those located under covwr, and is used in close sup-
port of troops in offensive combat, and to reinforce them in defens.

98C ODINOCHNYYE UDARY AVIATS1I (strikes by siagle aircraft)--
Strikes made against enemy objectives by single aircraft. Such strikes are
dealt using nuclear, chemical, or conventional weapons, in order to com-
plete particular tactical missions (destruction or neutralization of targets).

'087 ODINOCHNYY YADERNYY UDAR (single nuclear strike)-A
strike delivered agains!, an objective with one nuclear weapon. It is used
in those cases when the yield of a nuclear weapon ensures that the re-
quired damage will be inflicted on the target.

988 ODNOVREMENNYYE UDARY AVIATSII (simultaneous strikes
by aircraft)-One of the methods of combat operations employed by
aviation, and used to put the objective (or objectives) out of commission
in the shortest possible time.

989 ODNOSTEPENNOYE UTCHENIYE (VOYENNAYA IGRA)
(single-level exercise [war game],-Training in which only one organi-
zational echelon takes part, for example, the commander and headquar-
ters of a regiment, the commander and headquarters of a devision. etc.

"990 ODNOSTORONNEYI UCHENIYE (VOYENNAYA IGRA) (one-
sided exercise [war game])-An operational (or tactical) exercisa in which
only one side participates, the enemy being representeit by specially-
detailed subunits, or by individual soldiers provided with simulating and
marking devices (or its actions being determined and introduced to the
trainees by the control and umpire apparatus).

991 OKKUPATSIONNYYE VOYSKA (occupation troops)-Troops
located in the territory of another state in connection with its temporary
occupation, pending fulfilment by the defeated belligerent party of the
obligations which it has assumed.

992 OKKUPATSIYA (occupation)-Temporary occupation of the ter-.
-£ ritory of one state by the armed forces of another, without prior acqui-

sition of sovereign rights to it. Military occupations effected by im-
perialist powers are usually accompanied by contravention of interna-
tional law and by violence against the peaceful population, etc.

"993 OKRUG PVO (air defense district)-Tw, highest operational for-
mation of national air defense forcc-s. It- role is to defend the country's
most important industrial-economic regions and administrative-political
centers from the air. Concurrently with fulfilment of its primary missions,
an air defense district may provide cover for troops, air and sea com-
munications, ports, naval bases, and warships which are within the area
of combat operations assigned to it.
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994 OKRUZHENIYE (encirclement)-Isolation of a grouping of the
enemy from the rest of his troops. Encirclement is most often achieved
by troops advancing in convergent directions. Under modem conditions,
the encirclement and destr-ction of the enemy are simultaneous, ensured
by effective use of nuclear weapons and by the great mobility of troops.

"995 OPERATI-VNAYA VOZDUSHNAYA RAZVEDKA (operational
air reconnaissance)-A type of air reconnaissanre. It is conducted for the
purpose of obtaining such data on the enemy, his installations, the terrain
and the weather, as is needed by the command of higher strategic for-
mations ol all Services to prepare and conduct operations (or comba.
activities). The depth of operational air reconnaissance depends on tb'.
missions to be fulfilled by the strategic formations of the Services, and also
on ti-. nature of the theater of operations, and on the capabilities of the
means used to conduct operational air reconnaissance, and may reach
the depth of a front offensive operation. The means of operational air
reconnaissance are usually long-range manned and unmanned aircraft
equipped with reconnaissance apparatus. The main efforts of operational
air reconnaissance are concentrated on installations located in the opera-
tional depth. The data of operational air reconnaissance are supplemented
hy the data of strategic and tactical air reconnaissance.
996 OPELA'IVNAYA GRUPPA (operational group)-(1)A tempo-
rary major field force acting in a particular operational sector and com-
pleting one operational mission. The composition of an operational grorp
depends on the situation and on the nature of the missions to be resolved.
The need to create an operational group arises in connection with the
conduct o! an operation on wide fronts and in inaccessible terrain, where
according to the situation, it may become exii--mely difficult to organize
and maintain coordihated action between the groupings acting in the vari-
ons sectors. (2) A group of officers with the taeans of command and con-
trol, sent by *he staffs of major field forces (or formations) of the Services,
to establish and maintain close coordinated action and (tactical) control
with them, or to lead a particular gron:ping of troops (or forces).

997 OPERATIVI4AYA MASKIROVKA (operational camouflage)-A
type of support for combat operations, conducted for the purpose ox mis-
leading the enemy concerning the nature of the forthcoming operations by
friendly troops, the concept of the operation, the scale, the time, and the
targets against which the enemy may possibly use weapons of mass de-
struction. Operational camouflage is one of the principal means c, ach:ev-
ing operational surprise. The methods of effecting operational camouflage
are diversified. They include creation of dummy groupings and objects;
misinforming the enemy; wide use of technical camouflaging iacilities;
utilization of advantageous terrain features and darkness; taking steps to
safeguard military security, and adopting covert control of trmops, etc.
Operational camouflage is effected in accordance v ith a unified plan for-
mulated by the staff of a major field force.
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998 OPERATIVNAYA OBSTANOVKA (operatiopal situation)--The
aggregate of all factos which, up to a particular time uway, to some degree
or other, affect the preparation, course, and outcome o. au operation (or
battle). The most important elements of an overationai situation are the
positions of the opposing sides, their composition, condition, the nature
of their activities, their combat capabilities, materiel and technical
support; also, the correlation of the forces of the warring parties, the
nature of the terrain, the economic state of the region of activities, the
socio-political composition of the population; ad the weather, time of
day, and time of year.

999 OPER...T1VNAYA PAUZA (historical) (operational pazase)-A
brak between two successive operations, which was needed to bring the
troops back up to streiigth due to the cnsu-I'Ics they sustained; to replace
lost weapons and to replenish expsk J immunition; to regroup forces, to
move up the rear, and to !;ing in = .eriel and technical facilities. Also
meant by the term "cyerational pause" was a relative lull in a given theater
of hostilities, Juring which both opposing sides, being on the defensive,
abstaincd from offensive operations for some reason or other.

1000 OPERATIVNAYA PEREGRUPPIROVKA (operational regroup-
ing)-A movement of major field forces (o-.: formations) from certain
regions to certain otiers, for the purpose of creating a new grouping and
transferring the operational emphasis to a new sector. An operational
regrouping may be effected prior to an offensive or defensive operation,
or in the course of such an operation, or when it ends.

1001 OPERATIVNAYA PLOTNOST (operational density)--Tbe av-
erage numerical strength of troops and combat materiel per kilometer of
front or per square kilometer of area for the zone of Zombat operations
of a major field force (or army, front). The operational density of forma-
tions on a front (or in an army) may be determined by the number of
kilometers of front per formation (e.g., motorized rifle division, tank divi-
sion), or by the degree to which such and sach an area (in square kilo-
meters) is sawrated with troops. Operational densizy is usually computed
both for tt. entire zone of combat operations of the troops of a front (or
army) and for individual sectors.

]002 OPERATIVNAYA PODGOTOVKA ,operatio.nal training)-A
system of training measures adopted for the purpose of perfecting the
knowledge and practical skills of cenior officers, generals, admirals and the
staffs of major field forces of the Services, in the field of organization ard
conduct of contemporary operations.

1003 OPERATIVNAYA RAZVEDKA (operational reconnaissance)-
The most important form of support for the combat operations of troop3.
Operational reconnaissance is organized by the officers commanding major
field forces and by their staffs, for the purpose of obtaining the reconnais-
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sance information needed for the preparation and conduct of operations by
all the Srvices.

1004 OPERATIVNAYA SVODKA (operations report)-A combat doc-
ument compiled by the s-aff of a major field force (or formation) for a
definite period of time on the basis of data on the situation obtained from
subordinate staffs, and information from adjacent units. Reflected in this
document are all changes in the position and state of friendly and hostile
troops which have taken place since the previous report was rendered. An
operations report is rendered within time limits set by the higher staff.

1005 OPERATIVNOYE VZAMIODEYSTVIYE (operational coerdina-
tion)-The actions of major field forces which are coordinated with each
other, and with the forces and weapons of other Services, in order to attain
the goals of an operation (or combat activities). These coordinated actions
are conducted by the major field forces in one theater of hostilities or
strategic (ope:ational) secter. Operational coordination is based on the
decisions of the offcers commanding the major field forces, and on the di-
rectivts Uf higher authority.

1M06 OPERATIVNOYE VREMYA (operational time)--The hypotheti-
cal time (hours, minutes, date) used in war games, comwand and staff
training ex••rises, in the solution of short exercises, and in - 7 tactical
training exercises for playing out combat operations of the , ý icipating
sides, whose position is correlated to a specific time. When determining
operational time, the time which might actually be spent on the activities
in question by the troops of the opposing sides is taken into account. Op-
erational time may or mnay not coincide with astronomical time.

1007 OPERATIVNOYE ISKUSSTVO (operational art--A component
part of military art, dealing with the theory and practice of preparing for
and conducting combined and indepenlent operations by major field
forces or major formations of the Services. Operational art is the connect-
ing link between strategy and tactics. Stemming from strategic require-
ments, operational art determines methods of preparing for and conducting
operations to achieve strategic goals, and it gives the initial data for tactics,
which organizes preparation for and waging of combat in accordance with
the goals and missions of operations. Besides the general theory of opera-
tional art, which investigates the general principles of conducting opera-
tions, each Service has its own operational art.

1008 OPERATIVNOYE OB"YEDINBNIYE (major field force; strate-
gic formation)-An operational and organizational entity in the different
.ervices, including formations of various service branches (or forces),
intended for the conduct of operations. Besides the forces intended to en-
gage in combat operations, a major field force or strategic formation has
command and control elements and facilities, rear services, support ser-
vices, etc.
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1009 OPEPATIVNOYE POSTROYENIYE (operational order of battle)
-A grouping of the forces and facilities of major field forces or strategic
formations, cmated in accordance with the concept of the operation, and
meeting the requirements of their most effective utilization to bring about
the utter defeat of the enemy, on land, at sea, and in the ai.

1010 OPE,,ATIVNOYE PRIKRYTIYE (operational cover)-Forces
and facilities especially detailed, for a specified time, to repulse enemy
attacks directed at the main body of a major field force which is preparing
to carry out a mission, or is in the course of doing so.

1011 OPERATIVNOYE RAZVERTYVANIYE (operational deploy-
men-l-The process of creating operational groupings of forces and
weapons, and their movement forward to deliver a strike. Operational de-
ployment is done in accordance with the concept of the operation.

1012 OPBRATIVNOYE SOSREDOTOCHENIYF VOYSK (operational
concentration of troops)--An accumulation of men and equipment in a
particular tc.gion, at a particular time, in order to carry out an operational

mission.

1013 OPERATIVNO-STRATEGICHESKIY MANEVR (operational-
strategic maneuver)--An organized move of large groupings of major field
forces of the armed forces within theaters of military operations for the
purpose of creating the most advantageour grouping of men and equip-
ment for the completion of assigned missions.

1014 OPERATIVNYYE NORMY (NORMATIVY) (operational stan-
dards)-Numerical indices that regulate the activity, in both time and
space, of openational groupings of the armed forces engaged in carrying
out missions, in peacetime and in wartime (width to front, density, speeds,
time limits, etc.). Operational standards are worked out on the basis of
careful mathematical analysis, and are verified, as a rule, by experiment
(on firing ranges, in exercises, etc.).

1015 OPERATIVNYYE PEREVOZKI (operational movements)-
Moven ent of troops by rail, water, road, or a:,- transport, effected on an
operational scale, and associated with the fulfillment of some operational
mission. Operational movements may be carried out both in peacetime and
in wartime.

1016 OPERATIVNYYE REZERVY (operaticnal reserves)--Combined-
arms formations, and also formations (or ur .s) of various service branches
(or forces), used to carry out missions which arise suddenly in the course
of an operation. Operational reserves are r-.-t of an operational order of
battle of major field foices.
1017 OPERATIVNYY RADIUS DEYSTVIYA SIL FLOTA (opera-
tinaul radius of action of naval forces)-The greatest possible distanze of
a grouping of forces (warships, aircraft) from their bases at which these



I
forme retain their alk1Fity to carry out their assigned missions and returia Sto the points where they me based. The orerational radius of action of

naval forces depends on the tactical-tehnical features of the kind of
force (range, self-sufficiency, speed, etc.), on the nature of the mission toI completed, and on the situatioD which the operat.:g forces will en-

counter.

1018 OPBRATIVNYY TYL (operational rear)-Rear formations, units,
and establishments, with their stockpiles of materiel, that form part of a
major field force or strategic formation, used to provide comprehensive
rear support for the troops (forces), and located in a particular zone tre-
gion) for this purpose. The operational rear includes: the rear of a front,
an air defense district, or a fleet; the rear of an army, a flotilla, or naval
aviation.

1019 OPERATSII NACHAL'NOGO PERIODA VOYNY (opmxations
of the initial period of a war)-Operations conducted during a period that
lasts from the outbreak of hostilities until the first strategic goal has been
attained.

1020 OPERATSIONNAYA ZONA FLOTA (VOYENNO-MORUSKOY
BAZY) (operational zone of a fleet [or of a naval baseD-A region of a
maritime (or ocean) theater of operations, within whose limits, during a
limited period (or throughout the entire war), a naval strategic formation
carries out the missions assigned to it, by conducting naval operations or
other forms of combat activity. Demarcation of such a zone, its bound-
aries and dimensions, depend on the general situation in the theater ot
operations, the ratio of forces, the operational radius of the forces, the
nature of the missions to be carried out, and on the physico-geographin
conditions of the given theater. Insofar as these factors change, the bound-
aries and dimensions of operational zones may alter during the course of
a war (or in peacetime).

1021 OPERATSIONNOYE NAPRAVLENIYE (operational secior)--A
zone of terrain, or of water or air space, and sometimes a combination of
these, leading to the objectives (A operational activities, namely, to group-
ings of the enemy or to his important economic centers, and permitting
combat operations of major field forces to be condicted within its bound-
aries. An operational sector, l.ing part of a strategic sector and of a
theater of operations, alters with a change in the position of the grouping
of enemy opposing forces, or with a change in the goals of the operation,
and is always determined by the specific operational-strategic situatiun in
the theater of operations. However, for cer.ain theaters (mountainous,
lake-forest-bog, etc.), operational sector' are relatively stable.

1022 OPERATSIYA (cperation)--The aggregate of nuclear strikes and
combat operations by troops (a fleet), coordinated with regard to target,
time, and place, and conducted in accordance with a unified plan by a
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major field force or strategic formation, in order to attain an assigned
goal. Operations are accomplished by major field forces or ground forces,
by long-range aviation, and by the navy. According to the nature of their
activities, operations may be offensive or defensive. In maritime sectors,
the landing of an amphibious assault force, or the repulse of an enemy
amphibious assault force may, in certain cases, assime the form of a
landing operation or an anti-landing operation. The landing of a large
airborne assault force, and its combat activities, constitute an air-assault
operation.

10.3 OPERATMIYA PO ZAVOYEVANIYU (SOSPODSTVA V VOZ-
DUKHE (historical) (air supremacy operations'--An air force opera-
tion aimed at the utter defeat of enemy major aviation groupings,
conducted by inflicting a series of powerful strikes on enemy aviation on
airfields, and destxying it in air engagements, for the purpose of seizing
and holding the initiative in the air, in order to support the activities of
friendly armed forces. The ooeration was conducted in accordance with
rtht unified concept and plan of the General Headquarters of the Supreme
High Cn-mmand in several operational or strategic sectors or in a theater
of hostilities, and involved several air armies of long.range and national
air defense aviation.

1024 OPOVESHCHE2,IYE VOYSK (troop warning)--Sending prear-
ranged signals to viarn troops to take measures and countermeasures for
their protection.

S1025 OPOVESHCHENIYE MOBILiZATSII (mobilization notification)
-Making known the government's decision regarding mobilization to all
interested persons, to army, navy, and air force units, and to military and
civil organizations. Notification of mobilization is simultaneously an order
to those being mobilized to appear at their units or at the assembly points
of military commissariats. The procedure and methods for notification of
mobilization depend on the type of mobilization (general or partial, overt
or covert).
1026 OPOZNAVANIYE VOZDUSHNYKH TSELEY (air target identi-
fication)--stablishing the affiliation of aircraft and unmanned mezzs of
air attack to a given state and its air force. Under modem conditions, the
main identification of air targets is radar identification. All aircraft of
friendly air forces have radar-identification instruments for identification
of air targets, and flights by aviation are strictly regulated by definite rules,
which always permit the location of friendly aircraft in the air to be.
known.

1027 OPORNYY PUNKT (strong point)--That part of a defensive pcsi-
tion which is most fortified, contains the most weapons, and is most r-in-
forced with obstacles, and which is equipped for all-round deffa.se,
primarily against tanks. A strong point is the main defensive positior., and
is organized in the most probable sector of enemy attack. Strong points
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are equipped with trenches, communication trenches, shelters, and other
Sdefensive structures. They must be well camouflaged, and co anected to

each other frontally and in depth by a unified fire and obstacle plan.

1028 ORBITAL'NYY SAMOLEr (orbital aircraft)-An aircraft flying
within the limits of the earth's atmosphere with the use of aerodynamic
forces, and capable of going into temporary orbit. Its speed may be close
to the first escape velocity, and its altitude, 60-150 kilometers.

1029 ORGANIZATSIYA OGNYA (organization of fi,-e)-Implementa-
tion of measures ensuring completion of fire missions in accordance with
the concept of the operation (or battle), including the assignment of forces
and weapor=s to deliver fire; coordination of fire with troop operations as
regards mission, place, and time; all-round support of the conduct of fire;
and also establishment of a procedure governing calls for fire, opening
fire, and cessation of fire.

10=2 ORGANIZATSIYA OPERATSII (BOYA) (organization of an op-
eration [or battle])-Measures taken by commanding generals (or by com-
mranders), by staffs, and by control elements of major field forces or
strategic formations and formations, directed toward the creation of
favorable conditions for completing an operational (or battle) mission.:• Organization of an operation (or battle) stems from an assessment of the

situation and from a study of the mission assigned by higher authority,
and includes the decisions made by the commanding general (or com-
mander), the planning of the operation (or battle), issuance of combat
missions to the troops, and organization of coordinated action, control
points, comprehensive support, etc.

1031 ORGANIZATSIYA PVO (organization of air defense)--Adopting
measures directed toward the training of air defense forces and the
readying of weapons for the conduct of combat operations. Organization
of air defense includes: making the decision to use air defense force. and
facilities, planning air defense on the basis of the assigned missions and the
decision made; organizing the region of combat operations; creating the
necessary grouping of air defense forces and weapons, and determining
the procedure for their operations in accordance with the indicated vari-
ants, according to the nature of enemy air operations; establishitig tire
procedure for coordinated action, control, and support of all kinds.

1032 ORGANIZATSIYA TYLA (organization of the rear)-Measures
taken for the purpose of comprehensive surport of troops (or forces) under
any conditions of the situation. They consist in preparation, deployment,
and relocation of rear formations, units, and establishmeuts; in the prep-
aration and maintenance of communications; and in the protection, de-
fense, and guarding of rear installations.

1033 ORDER (order [formation])-The array or configuration cf a
group of warships (or merchant vessels), and escort forces, adopted for
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combat or cruising purposes, wherein the mutual positioning of the .iips
is elaborated in detail, the directions, intervals, and distances being gov-
erned by precise rules. An order [a formation] is cr.ated for the pur-
pose of protection against nuclear weapons and defense against sub-
marines, aircraft, torpedo boats, and mines. Orders (formations] are
mainly in the anti-nuclear anti-submarine and anti-aircraft categories.

1634 ORDER UNWITrSIROVANNYY (unified order)-A naval combat
formation envisaging the simultaneous use of all basic types of defense
and protection by escorted warships (or merchant vessels) and escortingu a s passag.

1035 ORIENTIRNAYA MORSKAYA AVIATSIONNAYA BOMBA
(an aerial sea marker bomb)-A special-purpose bomb msed to make a
bright, readily visible, stain, or a smoke (fire) trace, on the water, Le., a
s:gbting point permitting navigational measurements to be taken.

1036 ORUZHIYE MASSOVOGO PORAZHENIYA (weapons of mass
destruction)-Weapons used to inflict heavy casualties. They include nu-
clear, chemical and bacteriological weapons.

1037 OSADNOYE POLOZHENIYE (state of siege)-An extraordinary
measure for the preservation of public order. It is introduced in localities
besieged by the enemy, or under other extraordinary circumstances,

1038 OSNOVNOY AERODROM (main airfield)-An airfield having
works and equipment of the capital type, a surfaced runway, taxiing strips,
and aircraft parking areas. The purpose of a main airfield is to act as a
base for aviation units, and as a site for flight training schools and acad-
emies in both peacetime and wartime.
1039 OSOBYY REZH1M POLETOV (special flight procedue)--A

flight procedure established for .klbome vehicles in frontier zones and in
regions of special importance.

1040 OSTA7IOCHAYA RAT)IATSIYA (residual radiation) (foreign)
-Radiation consisting mainly of beta and gamma radiation, and acting
for some time after a nuclear burst. Residual radiation is due mainly to
fission fragments and to neutrons which create induced radioactivity.

1041 OS' SVYAZI (main communications -. rtery)-A method of org a-
nizing communications in which communication between a commander (or

staff) and subordinate conimanders (or staffs) is effected on one link.
Main radio-relay and wire communications arteries are set up in the
directions that command posts move.

1042 OTDEL'NAYA /dUAIYA (detached army)-& combined-arms
major field fore of grcund troops not forming part or a front, b' t used
by the Supreme High Command for conducting operations in an indepen-
dent operational sector.
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1043 OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE VFSHCHFNTVA (OV) (toxic agents)

-Toxic organic and non-organic compounds which, when used in com-
bat, cause large scale injury, in varying degrees of severity, to enemy
personnel. Toxic agents can be spread within large volumes of air, over
considerable areas, mn penetrate shelters, buildings, tanks, and other
combat vehicles not provided with anti-gas equipment, and can rapidly
cause heavy loss of unprotected personnel. Toxic agents remain daneer-
ous for periods varying from several dozen minutes to several hours oz
days.

1044 OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE VESHCHESTVA NERVNO-PARAo-
LITICHESKOGO DEYSTVIYA (NERVNO-PARALITICHESKIYE)
(neuroparalytic nerve gases)-Toxic agents that affect the central nervous
system, and cause myosis (temporary blindness), respiratory difficulties
(asthmatic effect), cramps, and paralysis, depending on the degree of ex-
posure.-

1045 OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE VESHCHESTVA OBSHCHEYADO-
VITYYE (nerve and paralysant toxic agents)-Quick-acting toxic agents
which affect the nervous system and tlc blood, causing general poisoning
of the organism. They include hydrocyanic (prussic) acid, and other toxic
agents.

1046 OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE VESHCHBSTVA UDUSHAYUSH-
CHEGO DEYLI7VIYA (choking gases)-A group of toxic agents affect-
ing the respiratory organs (phosgene and diphosgene).

1047 OTRYAD ((I) & (2) detachment; (3) flight)-(1) A temporary
unification of ground troop (or naval) units or subunits (sometimes even
individual servicemen) for completion of a particular or special mission
(security, seizurc of a beachhead or bridgehead, reconnaissance, setting
obstacles, etc.); (2) in frontier troops, a military unit; (3) in the air force,
a tactical subunit.

1048 OTRYAD VYSADKL (landing detachment)-A special temporary
formation of forces created to transport and land an amphibious assault
force on the enemy coast. A. landing detachment includ-es formations of
surface warships of various types, groups of transports, landing craft,
security forces, and assault troops, from the moment of their going on
board the landing ships until they disembark onto the shore. The main
mission of a landing detachment is to fight a battle for a landing by an
amphibious assault force in coordinated actions with formations of asia-
tion, formations of air dafense troops, airborne assault forces, and other
forces.

1049 OTRYAD KORABLEY PODDERZHKJ (force c; support
ships)-Forces intended to provide fire support ior assault troops in the
battle to effect an amphibious landing, or for grounJ troop formations en-
gaged in operations on the sea coast. In composition, a force of sup-
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port ships includes formations of warships armed with ordnance capable
of destroying coastal targets and the forces whose function is the direct
security of such targets.

1050 OTRYAD OBESPECHENIA DVIZHENIYA (OOD) movement-
suppozt detschment)-A temporarily-created group of engineer subunits
(mosty road engineer subunits), together with chemical and radiological
reconnaissance subunits, assigned by a combined-arms formation or unit
to support the movement of troops. A movement-support detachment
curries out reconnaissance, removes obstacles from the route to be use.d,
organizes by-passes around debris and obstacles, marls the route. and
also does a limited amount of road repair work.

S~1051 OTSECHENWYE AVIATSH PROTIVNTIKA. (fighter protection)--

A method employed by friendly fighter aviation to ensure that friendly
groups of other kinds of aviation are not attacked by enemy fighters, the
ethod beingm to contain (cut off) the attacking aircraft by means of an airS~battle.

S~1052 OTSECM•AYA POZI'TSIYA (switch position)--A position
-• created in a defense for the purpose of preventing the enemy from spread-

S~ing to the flanks. A switch position may serve as a line for hitting the
S~enemy with fire, and for conducting counterattacks.

1053 OTKHOD (withdrawal)--An obligatory type of combat operation,
associated with leaving occupied regions (lines, positions). A withdrawal
is carried out for the purpose of extricating troops from strikes by su-
perior enemy forces, permitting them to occupy positions more advan-

z tageous for subsequent offensive operations, saving time for concentration
of forces in a given sector, shortening the front, etc. A withdrawal may be
made only with the permission of the senior commander.

104 OTCHETNAYA KARTA (situation map)-A grkphic document
composed on a blank map. It is intended to depict the situation and the
course of comba operations as a whole, or individual episodes (or events).

1055 OFITSER NAVEDENIYA I TSELEUKAZANIYA AVIATSII
(aircraft-guidance and target-designation officer, forward air controller)-
An officer detached from an aviation formation (or unit) to a combined-
arms formation (or to a naval formation) to ensure coordinated actionbetween the aircraft. and the units of this formation, and to perform the

functions of target d.signation and to guide aircraft to ground (or sea)
targets.

1056 OFITISERSKAYA RAZVEDKA (intelligence by officers)-Re-
finrig informdtion about the enemy, establishing the position of friendly
troops and adjacent units, verifying contradictory data on the situation,
and refining d.ta concerning the nature of the terrain in he arma of com-
bat activities. It is done personally by officers specially detailed for this
purpose-
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1057 OFRTSERY SVYAZI (officer courier)-An officer employed as a
courier to a superior staff or to staffs of subordinate or coordinate,' for-
mations or units to estabti1h communication wih them or to accomplish
specific missions. An officer conrier is usually provided with transport (a
motorcycle, automobile, armored personnel carrier, aircraft, or helicopter)
and, when necsary, a radhb set. An officer courier may also be sent byI a superior commander to i subo:dinate commander to transmit (or de-

liver) an ordcr, or perfe-rn a supervisory function or othEr responsible
tasks entrusted to him.

1058 OKHVAT (close envelopment--A troop maneuver accomplished
in tactical and fire coordination with the troops activg frcm the front.
CIL -, envelopmenn is used for the purpose of inflicting decisive and
sudden strikes on enemy tanks (or flank) and rear.

1G59 OKHRANA VODNOGO RAYONA (OVR) (a defemse of a sea
or waterway area)-A type of daily combat activity of naval forcez, con-

sisting in carrying out patrol duty, and also in organizing and implement-
ing measures and operations directed toward the auti-subrmarine, anti-
torpedo bp.a, and anti-mine defense of a limited area of the sea. Defense
of a sea or a waterway area has, as its purpose, timely deteAtion of the
enemy, notification of naval fo'ces, and the protection-within the limits
of the guarded area-of shirr, under way or at anchor from torpedo-boat
attack, enemy submarine attack, and the action of mines. Difense of a
sea or waterway area may also be an element of combat support (for
example, defense of a sea or waterway area of an amphibious landing).

1060 OKHRANENIYE (security)-A type• of support for combat oper-
ations of troops (oi naval forces), effected in order to forestall surprise
enemy attacks, and to prevent enemy reconnaissance from lenetrating
areas occupied by friendly troops (or naval forces). Security also ensures
friendly troops time and advantageous conditions for deployment and en-
tering battle. Security on the march, at the halt, ahn in battle, are called:"I "march security," "bivouac security," and "combat security," respec-

tively.

1061 OTSENKA OBSTANOVKI (estimate of the situation)-A compre-
heensive study of all conditions favoring attainment of the goal of the
operation (or battle) or hindering it. In estimating the situation, the follow-
ing are analyzed: the composition of enemy forces and weapons, espe-
cially nuclear weapons, his grouping, and the probable nature cf his ac-
tions; radiY.o~ical conditions; the state, position, capabilities, and support
of friendly troops; the nature of the terrain in the zone of impending ac-
tion and in the areas adjacent to it; the economic condition of the region
of combat operations; weather conditions; and the time of day. 1The con-
clusions drawn from an estimate of the situation serve as a basis for
decision-making.
1062 OTSENKA RADIATSIONNOY OBSTANOVKI (assessmsent of
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the radiological situation)--A comprehensive study of the radioactive
contamination of the terrain in an area of military operations. An assess-
ment of thc radiologicad situation includes establishing the nature and
scale of radioactive contamination of the terrain, determining the radia-
tion doses which personnel could receive ia actions on the contaminated
terrain, and calc'ldating the possible losses occasioned by radiation. The
conclusions d-awn from the asses;ment of the radiOlogical situation serve
as a basis for determining the nature of troop activities, and for the adop-
tion of measures to protect personnel from radiation.

1063 OTS-r-NKA KHIMICHESKOY OBSTANOVKI (assessment of the
chemical situation)--Comprehensive study of the prc'bable nature of con-
tamination of the terrain and air by toxic agents in an area of military
operations. Assessment of the chemical situation includes: establishing the
n~ture and scale of contamination of the ter-ain and air by toxic agents;
determining the degree of danger presented by this contamination to per-
sonnel; and calculating of the possible number of casualties from chemical
weapons.

The conclusions drawn from the assessment of the chemical situation
serve as a basis for determining the nature of troop activities, and for
adopting measures aimed at anti-chemical defense.

1064 OCHAG ZARAZHENIYA (center of contagion)-Territory, to-
gether with people, animals, combat materiel, transport, and other objects
on it which, having been subjected to the direct effects of bacterial agents,
is a source of infectious diseases.

_-P

1065 PARASHI'JUTNYY DESANT (parachute assault force)-A for-
mation or unit (subunit) of airborne assault troops dropped by parachute
to conduct combat operations in enemy rear area(s), or to cover the de-
planing of an air-landed assault force.

1066 PARLAMENTER (,.uce negotiator)-A person empowered by one
of the belligerent parties to negotiate with the other. A truce negotiator
enjoys inviolability. The distinguishing sign of a truce negotiator is a
white flag.

1067 PAY.OMNAYA PEREPRAVA (ferry crossing)---(1) A method
whereby troops are transported across a water obstacle by ferries. (2) A
water obstacle of limited extent, both sides of which are provided with
landing stage-, and approach roads. Depending on the width of the water
obstacle, from, one to three ferries shuttle betweeli thc landing stages.
The ferries are assembled from authorized bridge trains, or from among
locally available craft (small vessels, barges, boats, etc.). A ferry crossing
is intended to carry tanks, artillery with tractors, and other combat ma-
teriel which can:ot be transported in assault landing craft.
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1068 PART!ZANSKAYA BORIBA (partisan [guerrilla] warfare)--On
of the forms of active armed conflict by the popular masses for inde-
pendence of the Motherland against intruding foreign invaders and re-
actionary govermenmts which colaborate with them, and also against the
forces of an internal counter-revolution which have started a civil war for
the purpose of overthrowing popular power. Partisan warfare is waged
in enemy rear areas on territory occupied by him.

1069 PARTIZANSKIYE VOYENNYYE DEYSTVIYA (partisan
[guerrilla] operations)-Military operations by armed groups, detach-
ments, and whole formations of volunteers from the local population, or
the umzed forces, which are waged in enemy rear areas by making sur-
prspre attacks on individual garrisons or columns of moving troops, attacks
on control centers (headquarters) and various enemy installations, and in-
dividual acts of sabotage, for the purpose of disorganizing rear areas, in-
flicting personnel casualties and losses of combat materiel on the enemy,
and disrupting the nornml operation of his communications.

1070 PARTIZANY (partisans; guerrillas)-National volunteers who
fight against occupational forces on territory usurped by the enemy, and
who rely on extensive support from the local population.

I071 PARTIYNO-POLITICHESKAYA RABOTA (Party-political
work)-A most important means of strengthening the moral and political
condition of personnel, enhancing the combat effectiveness and combat
readiness of troops, and mobilizing personnel to successful completion of
combat missions for the purpose of achieving the utter defeat of the
enemy. Party-political work is accomplished by all commanders (and
chiefs), by political organs, and by Party and Komsomol organizations.
1072 PARTIYNYYE KOMITETY V SOVEKOY ARMH I VO-
YENNO-MORSKOM FLOTE (Party committees in the Soviet Army and
Navy)--Elected guiding Party organs of the Communist Party in the
Armed Forces of the USSR, working under the authority of regionl com-
mittees of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). Party com-
mittees are created by the Chief Political Directorate o! the Soviet Army
and Soviet Navy, with the permission of the Central Committee of the
CPSU, in the central apparatus of the Ministry of MIfense, and in the
staffs and directorates of districts, groups of forces and fleets, and cer-
tain military academics, research institutes, and other institutions.

1073 PARTIYNYYE ORGANIZATSII V VOORUZHENNYKH SI-
LAKH (Party orgauizations in the armed forces)-Party organizations
rntirng Party members in units (warships), in military educational insti-
tutions, and in establishments.

The principal task of Party organizations is to implement requirements
of the Program of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, namely, that
the Soviet Armed Forces shall be an efficient and coordinated organism,
having a high level of organization and discipline, fulfilling in an exem-
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plary manner the missions assigned to them by the Party, the government,
and the people, and being ready at any moment to inflict a shattering
repulsive blow against imperialist aggressors.
1074 PASSIVNAYA RADIOLOKATSIYA (passive radar)--Methods of
detecting objects and determining their position, based on reception of the
electro-magnetic energy radiated by any object having a temperature
above absolute zero (-273°.). In contrast to ordinary radar, passive,
radar does not require irradiatioD of the objects being detected. Due to
the absence of a transmitter, p issive radar is not detected by enemy
reconnaissance.
1075 PELENGATSIYA (direction finding)-Finding the angle between
the plane of the geographic meridian and an imaginary plane passing
through any object whatever and the point of observation. Direction fird-
ing may be applied to visible objects, sources of sound, and sources of
electro-magnetic waves.

1076 PERVYY ESHELON (first echelon)---That part of an operational
order of battle or combat order of troops which is in the first line or in
close contact with the enemy, and is used to carry out specific missions.

1077 PEREBAZIROVANIYE AVIATSII (redeployment of aviation)-
A change in the established airfield deploymenit of aviation units, for-
mations, or strategic formations, brought about by the flight of such units,
etc., to other airfield areas. Redeployment of aviation may be made nec-
essary by changes in the situation, or by the necessity of a maneuver,
redeployment to other sectors, or it may be undertaken as a result of a
planned advance., in the course of an operation.

1078 PEREBAZIROVANIYE SOYEDINENIY FLOTA (redeployment
of naval fcrmations)-Changing the place at which naval formations are
based in a maritime theater of operations, for the purpose of creating
groupings of forces in new operational sectors or for other purposes rela-
tive to the ope.-ational situatioýi

1079 PEREVALOCHNAYA BAZA (transshipment base)-A specially
prepared and equipped region (or place) in which rear service elements re-
load troop trains and freight from one mode of transport to another, or
from one railroad gauge to another. A transshipr -nt base usually has
warehouses for the temporary storage of freight, and has the necessary
labor force, transportation, and cargo-handling equipmez,;.

1080 PEREVOZKI VOYSK (troop transportatioa)-The movement of
troops from one area to another, using various types of transport. Accord-
ing to its scale and purpose, troop transportation may be subdivided into
strategic, operational, and mobilization categories. With regard to the
mode of transport used, troop transportation may be classified as rail,
road, sea, air, or combined. The basic requireme its to be met by troop
transportation are the timely arrival of the troops in the new area, their
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full combat readiness in transit, secrecy of movements, and the ability
of the troops to repulse any enemy attack during the move.

1081 PEREGRUZOCHNYY RAYON (transfer area)--A place where
troops are transferred, or freight reloaded, from one mode of transport
to another, or where there is a change in the gauge of a railroad. Tram-
fer areas are prepared ahead of time.

1082 PEREGRUPPIROVKA SIL (VOYSK) (regrouping of forces [or
troops])--Changing the exu.sting operational-strategic disposition of forces
aad facilities in theaters (or a theater) of hostilities, and in operational
sectors, by moving strategic formations (or formations) of aviation and
naval forces from one area to another for the purpose of creating a new
grouping and transferring operational effort to a new sector. Regrouping
of forces is an important component part of maneuver and, depending
upon the situation and the impending mission, may be accomplished either
before, or during operations in order (a) to strengthen operational group-
ings during a traritition from a defense to an offensive and to expioit suc-
cesses, or when cLanging the axis of the rnain thrust in the course of
combat, Nb) to restore reserves (second echelons), etc. Regrouping of
forces is accomplished by mass transportation and movement of troops
(and/or redeployment of aviation and naval forces). According to its pur-
pose and scale, regrouping of forces may be strategic, cperational, or
tactical.

1083 PEREDNIY KRAY (forward edge)-A hypothetical line joining
the weapons of the defending subunits that are closest to the enemy.

1084 PEREDOVAYA POZITSLYA (forward position)-A position that
is set up in front of the forward edge in individual sectors for the purpose
of misleading the enemy concerning the true locat:,n of the forward edge.
of the defense, to safeguard units (or subunits) of the fi-st echelon from
surprise attack, to repulse enemy reconnaissance in force, and ,.ompel
him to deploy his main body prematurely. Subunits from regirments of ac
first echelon are usually assign" I to defend forward positions.

1085 PEREDOVOY AERODROM (advanced airfield)-An airfield lo-
cated closest to the front or to the state border. An advanced airfield
may be used as a base for aviation or as an alternate airfield.

1086 PETREDOVOY KOMANDNYY PUNKT (PKP) (forward com-
mand post)-A majoi" field force (or formation) command post, deployed
near the troops of the first echelon, from •vhich the commanding general
(or commander) controls the troops in action in the main sector, when
control of them from the command post becomes difficult A forward
command post is also used for troop control purposes when the command
post is being moved, or has been put out of action.

1087 PEREDOVO'i OTi YAD (forward detachment>--(1) A detach-
ment of troops consisting of a tank (or motorized infantry) subunit (or
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unit), reinforced by subunits of special troops. In offensive combat, a for-
ward detachment is put o'vt ahead of a combined-arms unit (or formation)
to sei2e and hold mi,,.,rtant lines and objectives, major road junctions,
mountain passes, bridgeheads on the opposite bank of a river, rending
arrival of the main body. In defensive combat, a forward detachment is
sent out to conduct defens ve actions in the security zone. (2) Part of an
amphibious assault force used to seize a beachhead on the enemy coast
and to support the continuing landing. The forward detachment of an
amphibious assault force ;s usually subdivided into the forces making thft
first assault and the main body of the forward detachment.

1088 PERENATSELIVANIYE AVIATSII (chan.ue of air mission)-
Change of an already-assigned combat mission or objective (target) of an
aviation strike. This is done for the purpose of carrying out new, un-
foreseei missions. A change of air mission may be effected prior to the
departure of the aircraft con.erned, or when they are airborne.
1089 PERENOS USILIY V KHODE OPERATSH (BOYA) (transfer of
effort in the course of an operation [or battlej)--Maneuver with firepower,
missile units, second echelons, reserves, combat materiel, and with part of
the first echelon, to develop an attack by troops in a new sector;, maneuver
to repulse an enemy thrust to the flanks; and also to reinforce troops in
thi-atened sectors in the course of a defensive engage ment (or battle).

1090 PEREPRAVOCHNYYE SREDSTVA (wator-crossing equipment)
-Floating equipment (organic, loczi, and improvised) and bridging
structures, used by troops when negotiating water obstacles. Organic
water-crossing equipment is subdivided into individual, crossing-and-
assault, pontoon-bridge, treadway bridge, and sectional-bridge categories.
Individual water-crossing facilities, i.e., flotation suits, pneumatic vests,
etc., are used by individual soldiers to negotiate water obstacles, for work
in water, and as lifesaving equipment. Local water-crossing fatilities
include ships, barges, constrained ferries, and boats of various types.
Improvised water-crosinng facilities include barrels, logs, planks, and
ouer materials which may be used to build rafts to provide extra buoyancy
to individual soldiers swimming across a water obstacle with their weap-
ons.

1091 PERERAZVERTYVANIYE SIL FLOTA (redeployment of naval
forces)-A change in the position of naval forces for the parpose of oc-
cupying a more advantageous initial position for the accomplishment of
subsequent combat operations. Redeployment of naval forces is usually
associated with a change of the sector of operations, and with the distid-
bution of naval forces in new sectors. It may be strategic, operational, or
tactical.

1092 PEREKHVAT VOZDUSHNT I.H TSELEY (interception of air
targets)-Getting fighter aircraft to an advantageous position relative to
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air targets, at a distance ensuring the fighter pilots visual or radar contact
with the targets, thus making possible their engagement and destruction
on preassigned lirm.

1993 PEREKHVAT IZ POLOZHENTYA DEZHURSTVA V VOZ-
DUKHE (combat air patrol intercept)-A type of aerial combat em-
ployed by fighter aircraft, whereby a proportion of the fighters is klpt
on station in the air, the engagement of air targets by such fighters being
effected by ground-controlled intercept.

1094 PEREKHVAT IZ POLOZHENIYA DEZHURSTVA NA AERO-
DROME (ground alert intercept)-A type of aerial combat used by
fighter aircraft. It involves the interception and destruction of aerial tar-
gets in sorties flown by duty aircrews (or subunits, units) which are held
on an airfield at a prescribed state of readiness. In addition, such a method
.nay be used to reinforce fighters engaged in combat with the air enemy.

1095 PERIOD VOYNY (period of a war)-A time interval during which
major strategic goals are achieved, leading to an abrupt change in the
military-political situation.

1096 PERSPEKTIVNAYA AEROFOTOS'YEMKA (oblique aerial
photography)-A type of aerial photography in which the optical axis of
an aerial photographic apparatus (in an airborne platform), is inclined at
an angle of 450 or more to the vertical at the moment of exposure.
Oblique aerial photography is done in order to obtain a more graphic
representation of the nature of the terrain and local objects, engineering
structures, and in order to penetrate camouflage concealing military ob-
je* ives. It may also be used for reconnaissance under conditions of low
cloud cover that precludes the use of continuous aerial photography, and
for reconnoitering strongly-protected targets without the reconnaissance
aircraft entering the zone of effective air defense fire.

1097 PLAVAYUSHCHIY AVTOMOBIL' (wheeled amphibian)-
Assault-crossing equipment that enables infantry to negotiate a water ob-
stacle together with its armament and light combat materiel. Embarka-
tion (and disembarkation) of assault-force troops may be effected on
shore or afloat.

1098 PLAVAYUSHCHIY TANK (amphibious tank)-A light tank ca-
pable of negotiating water obstacles.

1099 PLAVAYUSCHIY TRANSPORTER (BRONETRANSPORTER)
((I)-amphibious personnel carrier [armored personnel carrier]; (2)-amphi-
bious cargo carrier [armored cargo carrier])--(1) A combat vchicie that
can be fired from, -sed :o transport troops on land, and can carry troops
across water barriers; (2) assault-crossing equipment used to carry artillery
and motor transport (special _,ehicles) across water obstacles. Combat ma-
te:iel may be loaded or unloaded on shore or afloat.
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1100 PLAVUCHAYA BAZA (tender)-An auxiliary vessel (specially
built or converted) used as a base for formations of combatant vessels
(submarines, torpedo boats, etc.), and to provide such vessels and
their crews with repair and maintenance services, material and technical
support, housekeeping and personal facilities.

U0I PLAN VOINSKIKH PER V-OZOK (schedule of military consign-
Imients)-The complex of documents pertaining to consignments of troops
and freight. A schedule of military consignments is prepared for each type
of transport separately. For a front as a whole, a unified schedule of con-
signments is formulated for all types of transport for the. impending opera-
tion or for an established calendar period.

1102 PLAN OPERATSII (operation plan)-An operational document
formula:ed by the staff of a major field force jointly with the chiefs of
service branches, special troops, and services, on the basis of a decision
by, and on the instructions of the commanding general. Indicated in an
operation plan awe the grouping of enemy forces and facilities, and tht pos-
sible nature of his activities, the initial and subsequent missions of the
major field force, their depth, the time limits for their completion, and the
rate of advance; the sectors of the main, and other, thrusts; the objectives
to be destroyed by nuclear weapons at the outset and in the coiurse of
the operation; the operational structure, the missions of the troops, and
the dividing lines between them; adjicent units and their missions; the dis-
position of the control posts. Also determined in an operational plan are
the distribution of nuclear munitions, of reinforcemerts and air support,
th.- ratios of forces and weapons, and also the ti, tribution of materiel
resources.

1103 PLAN PROTIVOVOZDUSHNOY OBORONY (air defense plan)
In major field forces (or formations) of national air defense forces, this is a
fundamental operational document; in strategic formations (or forma-
tions) of the other Services, it is a component part of the operation plan
(combat activities plan). The air defense plan specifies the missions of
air defense troops (forces and weapons) and the sequence in which they
are carried out; the grouping of air defense troops (forces and weapons),
and possible man.uvers by them; methods of combat operations used by
air defense troops (forces end weapons), and their variations, procedures
for coordination, support, and contrul of air defense treops (forces and
weapons).

1104 PLAN RAZVEDKI (reconnaissance plan)-A staff working docu-
ment, setting out the organization of reconnaissance for a definite period
of time. A reconnaissance plan is a component part of an operation (or
battle) plan, and is set out in writing or graphically (on a map). Reflected
in a reconnaissance pJan are the goal and missions of reconnaissance, who
is to carry it out, and time limits for completion of the missions, the dead-
lines and procedures for rendering reconnaissance reports (the data ob-
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tained), and the reserve of reconnaisance forces and facilities. When
necessary, reconnaissance plans indicate the methods to be used to com-
plete reconnaissance missions, and the procedure for preparing recon-
naissance elements and supporting their activities.

1105 PLAN TYLOVOGO OBESPECHENIYA (rear services support
plan)-A document formulated by the rear services staff of a major field
force or on the basis of the decision made by the commanding general, his
instructions, and instructions from senior rear services authorities.

Indicated in a rear-support plan are the dividing lines between the rear
zones; :he grouping and locations of reax services formations, units, and
establishments; organization of communications; the extent to which the
troops are to be provided with materiel and the organization of its de-
livery; organization of medica. support; measures for the protection, guard-
ing, and defense of the rear, and organization of control of rear services.

The rear services support plan is a component of the operation plan
and is approved by the front, fleet or army commander.

1106 PLANOVAYA AEROFOTOS"YEMKA (vertical aerial photog-
raphy)--The basic type of aerial photography, in which the optical axis
of an aerial camera, mounted in an airborne platform, coincides, at the
moment of exposure, with the vertical, or is inclined to it by a small
angle, so that the aerial photograph obtained is an approximate plan of the
terrain. It is used to photograph area and point objects, as well as zones
(or regions). Vertical aerial photography permits various military objec-
tives to be detected, and their actual dimensions and coordinates to be
determined.

1107 PLATSDARM VYSADKI (beachead)-A sector of coastal terri-
tory used for landing and deployment of the main body of an amphibious
assault force, in order that such an assau!t force may complete its opera-
tional missions on shore. The size of a beachhead is determined by the
composition of the assault force, by its missions, by the condition of the
terrain, and by the nature of enemy anti-landing defenses.

1108 PLATSDARM STRATEGICHESKIY (strategic battle area)-An
extensive territory, sometimes encompassing an entire state, permitting
deployment of a iarge grouping of armed forces for the purpose of con-
ducting a strategic operation.

1109 PLOSKAYA ZONA PORAZHEN1YA (plane zone of impact)-
The projection of the zone of impact of an air defense missile complex,
or air defense artillery, on the horizontal plane.

1110 PLOTNOST' ARTILLERIYSKAYA (artillery density)-The num-
ber of guns, mortars, and rocket artillery combat vehicles involved in a
battle, per kilometer of front.

1111 PLOTNOST' ZAGRAZHDENIYA (obstacle density)-The total
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extent of obstaces of all types (in kilometers), pe:: kilometer of probable
tank approach, for a given sector or line.
1112 PLOTNOST' ZARAZHENIYA (contamination density)-The
quantity of toxic agents per unit of contamn?,ted area (or surface), ex-
pressed in grams per square meter or in tons per square kilometer.

1113 POVSEDNEVNAYA OPERATIVNAYA DEYATEL'NOST'
VOYENNO-MORSKOGO FLOTA (routire operational activity of the
navy)--One of the ways in which the fleet resolves the general missions
assigned to it. Routine operational activity of the navy is carried on
throughout the entire duration of a war, and consists in: ensuring the
stability of the system for basing naval forces; organizing observation
within the theater, conducting reconnaissance and patrols; securing
friendly sea communications; organizing and implementing all forms of
defense within the theater, attacking enemy targets that appear suddenly
at sea, etc.

1114 POGRANICHNYYE VOYSKA (border troops)-Special troops
used to guard the state borders.

1115 PODAVLENIYE PROTIVNIKA (neutralization of the enemy)-
Attacking the enemy with various weapons so as to inflict damage on him,
thereby reducing his combat capability, limiting or eliminating his ma-
neuvering power, and disrupting his control of his own troops.

1116 PODAVLENIYE RADIOELEKTRONNYKH SREDSTV PRO-
TIVTIK-A (suppression of enemy electronic facilities)-Partial or com-
plete disruption cf the normal operation of enemy electronic facilities by
jamming.

1117 PODVIZHNAYA ARMEYSKAYA BAZV. (mobile army base)-
An army rear services element, including base admi'nistration, dumps with
reserves of materiel, and units for servicing the base. The amount of ma-
terial and inventory held in a mobile army base is such as to permit the
base to be moved by land from one region to another, using transporta-
tion organic to the army.

1118 PODVIZHNYYE ZAPASY MATERIALNYKH SREDSTV (mo-
bile stocks of materiel)-Stocks of materiel (all types of ammunit;on, fuels
and lubricants, military and technical equipment, provisions. ett.) kept
with transportation elements of formations, units, and subunits, and
also with weapons, as well as in the immediate possession (if personnel.
Mobile stocks of materiel are intended to provide the troops with all the
necessities of life and needs for combat operations in the event of a break-
down in supply. Mobile stocks of materiel must be replenis'-•I daily, and
must always be kept up to established levels.
1119 PODVIZHNYYE SREDSTVA BAZIROVANIYA KORABLEY
(mobile naval base facilities)-Naval engineering support facilities. They
are intended to permit temporary naval bases to be set up on short notice
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on sixtors of the sta coast which have not been prepared in the

en.Fiaering sense. Mobi!: .. ;31 base facilities include: collapsible floating
berths; mobile units for supplying --hips with weapons, fuel, electricity,
water and provisionm and for effecting ship repairs; prefabricated and

quickly ormted structures for housing ccr. -ol posts and communications
centers, for the storage and preparation of weapons, and ior p-,rsonnel
acoammodation.

1120 PODVIZHNYY AVTOREMONTNYY ZAVOD (mobile motor
vehicle repair facility)-A military unit of front subordination that in-
dertakes major overhauls of motgr vehicles.

1121 PODVIZHNYY ZAGRADITELNYY OGOW (PZWW) (rolling
barrage)--A type of artillery fire used in defense. A rolling barrage con-
sists in successive shifts of a powerful curtan of fire from one preselected,
observed line to ano.ier, during an enemy tank attack.

1122 PODVIZHNYY OTRYAD ZAGRAZ71DENIY (POZ) (mobile
obstacle detachment)-A detachment made up of engineer subunits (or
units) with the means of constructing obstacles in sectors which show
promise for enemy tank counterattacks (or counterstrikes), and the means
of closing breaches caused by nuclear strikes, and .If covering troop and
limiting points. A mobile obstacle detachment cdrrine out its missions in
close cooperation with the anti-tank reserves, with the subunits (or
umits) in action in the given sector, or iandpendently.

1123 PODVIZHNYY REZERV MATERIAL'NYKH SREDSTV (mo-
bile reserve of materiel)-An established quantity of materiel load-.d onto
transport (rail, road, air, water), and intended for dispatch at short notice,
and in the required direction, for the purpose of replenishing an unanti-
cipated expenditure.

1124 PODVODNAYA LODKA (submarine)--A combat vessel in-
tended to cruise and conduct combat operations under water. A subma-
rine is used to destroy surface warships, other submarines, and transport
vessels, at sea and in bases (ports), and alo .zo demolish important instal-
lations in a wide coastal zone of enemy territory. The basic combat fea-
ture of a submarine is the covert nature of its actions. Accordi.,g to their
armamert, submarines are divided into missile, torpeJo, minelaying, and
special categories. Special-purpose submarines include those in the radar-
patrol, transport, amphibious-assault, and oil-tanker categories. According
to their displacement, submarines may be classified as large, medium, or
small; and according to their type of propulsien machinery, they may be
identified as diesel-battery, g-is-turbine, or atomic-powered.

1125 PODVODNAYA LODKA ATOMNAYA (atomic submarine)-
A submarine having an atomic power -,tat for propulsion under water
and on the surface. An atomic submarine is capable of moving underwater
for a king time, and can thus travel great distances wi thout surfacing.
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1126 PODVODNAYA LODKA RAKETNAYA (PODVODNYY RA;-
KETONOSETS) (missile submarine)-A submarine whose main arma-
ment consists of ballistic or cruise missiles. The number and kind of mis-
siles, their performance data, and the type and power of their charge
depend on the type of mission assigned to the submarine.

1127 PODVODNYYE LODKI FLOTA (fleet submarines)--One of the
main branches of a fleet, which includes strategic formations and for-
mations of submarines of various classes and sub-classes (or types). Fleet
submarines are used to destroy enemy warships and transports, and to
demolish installations on enemy territory, both independently and in co-
ordinated action with other braLches of the fleet. Fleet submarines may
also be used to conduct reconnaissance, lay mines, land reconnaissance-
sabotage groups clandestinely on the enemy coast, guide friendly , trike
forces to enemy targets at sea, transport personnel and important car-
goes, etc.

112$ 'ODVODNYY YADERNYY VZRYV (underwater nuclear ex-
plosic -A nuclear explosion which takes place under water.

1129 2ODGOTOVX.A ISKHODNYKH DANNYKH DLYA PUSKA
RAKET (preparation of initial missile launch data)-D--termination of
the required settings for the guidance and control instruments to ensure
a given direction and range of a missile flight.
1130 PODGOTOVKA ISKHODNYKH DANNYKH DLYA STREL-

BY AR rILLERII (preparation of initial artillery firing data)--Selection
of projectile, charge, fuze, sheaf, and type of trajectory, in accordance
with the nature of the target; and determination of sight settings, taking
all corrections (ballistic, topographic, meteorological, etc.) into account.

1131 PODGOTOVKA KARTY (preparing a map)-Trimming the
sheets, gluing, highlighting the designations of the kilometer grid and the
depictions of the terrain features which are most important in the given
situation, folding the map for convenience in use.

1132 PODGOTOVKA OKEANSKOGO (MORSKOGO) TEATRA
VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY (fitting out of an c ean [or maritime]
theater of opeations)-A system of measures effected in peacetime mid
wartime within the limits of a given theater for the purpose of creating
favorable conditions for combat operations by a friendly navy in it.
execution of wartime missions, and for the purpose of hindering enemy
operations. The fitting out of an ocean (or maritime) theater of opera-
tions consists in building and equipping naval bases and dispersed basing
facilities for naval forces, airfields, positions for coastal missile units
and coastal artillery; in deployment, on the coast, of a system of tech-
nical facilities for communications, observation, navigation, and radio
reconnaissance; in the organization of all types of defense and protection
against enemy attack by sea and by air, including anti-submarine, anti-
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mine, and anti-aircraft defeme, and anti-nuclear protection of regions
where naval forces are based; in the organization of anti-landing defense
of the more important sectors of the coast; and in the creation of ma-
teriel and technical reserves.

1133 PODGOTOVKA OPERATSII (preparation of an operation)-Tte
system of measures implemented by the command, staffs, Party-political
elements, and troops (or by aviation, the fleet) in preparation for an oper-
ation, to ensure its comprehensive support. The principal measures asso-
ciated with preparing an operation are: decision making; assignment
of missions to major field forces or strategic formations (or formations);
planning the operation; organizing the delivery of nuclear strikes, coordi-
nation, and comprehensive support for the combat operations of troops
(or of aviation, the fleet) in the operation; preparation of formations and
staffs; organization of control and communications.

1134 PODGOTOVLENNAYA OBORONA (prepared defense position)
-A defense fully prepared in the engineering sense, and occupied by
troops. It is c' aracterized by the following feutures: an organized fire
plan, based on nuclear-missile strikes, supplemented by air strikes and
artillery fire; thoroughly-organized coordination between forces and
weapon3; and stable control.

1135 PODDERZHIVAYUSHCHAYA ARTILLERJYA (supporting at-
tillery)-Artillery which, while remaining subordinated to the senior ar-
tillery commander, carries out fire missions assigned by the commander
of the combined-arms formation (or unit) being supported. haillery tem-
porarily drawn from second echelons to support combat operations of
units or formations of the first echelon is also regarded as supporting ar-
tillery in relation to such units or formations.

1136 PODZEMNYY YADERNYY VZRYV (underground nuclear ex-
plosion)-A nuclear explc~ion which takes place below the earth's sur-
face.

1137 PODLETNOYE VREMYA (approach time: enroute time)-The
time of fiight of an enemy air target from the moment of its detection until
the moment ',hei it eaters the zone of our air defunse weapons (including
the zone of acti:'ity of fighter aviation); er the time of flight ot an aircraft
from its '..1-i'd to the target (obiective) which it attacks.

1138 PODPYV MORAL'NOGO POTENTSIALA (undermining of na-
tional morale)-The impact of various methods, including means of c
military nature, on the morale of the population of a hostile state or blat
"of states, lead.ng to loss of confidence among the people in the successful
outcome of Eh: war, and to their unwillihgtess to make further sacrifices
and suffer fa;hther deprivations for thte sake of the unjust goals of an
aggressive war. The development of anti-military attitudes, culminating
in the people'; refusal to support the government which is waging the
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war, is always considerably accelerated by military defeats, and by heavy
losses in personnel and materiel.

1139 PODRYV EKONOMICHESKOGO POTEN- fIALA (undermin-
ing economic potential)--Activities directed toward a substantial reduc-
uon in enemy economic resourcer, Economic poterntial may be under-
mined both by hostilities and by other means.
1140 POD"YEM KARTY (highlighting a map)--Strengthening the con-
tour lines and intensifying the colors of the conventional symbols on
maps and plans for the purpose of enhancing their clarity when the map
or plan is used for terrain study. Highlighting is especially important in
the case of black-and.-white iraps. The pencils used for color intensifica-
tion should conform to the color convention adopted for topographic
maps, namely: brown ani red for roads; green for vegetation; dark blue
and light blue for hydrographic symbols; and black for building contours
and inbabited :'-calities. Under field conditions, only those parts of a
map which awe relevant to thý given mi3sion are highlighted.
1141 POZITSIONNAYA VOYNA (POZITSIONNYY PERIOD
VOYNY) (historical) (positional warfare [the positional period of a war])
-A war (or period of a war) in which the military activities in all, or the
principal, theaters were distinguished by the formation of continuous
fronts, by their protracted stability, and by slow, methodical, but largely
ineffectual, attempts to break through them (for example, the positional
period of World War I).

1142 POZITSIONNAYA OBORONA (historical) (positional defense)-
Defense in which one of the main goals was tenacious retention of par-
ticular zones of the terrain, well prepared in the engineering sense, and
occupied by troops.

1143 POZIrSIONNYY Mr.-rOD ISPOL'ZOVANIYA PODVOD-
NYKH LODOK (the positional method of using submarines)--The
method of employing submarines in a particular sector of the sea (i.e., in
a particular position), within the limits of which they await the appear-
ance of the eziemy or observe his activities and the situatien. This methed
is used in those cases where the enemy will te obliged to pass through
the given region (sector) of the sea. The dimensions of a position are de-
termined by the feasibility of the submarines detecting and attacking an
enemy passing through it. The positional method of utilizing submarines
is p•ssive.

1144 POZITSIYA (position)-A sector of terrain either organized or
not-in ,he engineering sense-for occupation by troops. Positions occur
in the following categories: forward, primary, switch, assembly, launchii~g.
firing, temporary, alternate, dummy, etc.

1145 POISK ((I) & (2) search; (3) raid)--() Searching out enemy objec-
tives on land and at sea from aircraft (or helicopters); the quest for such
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objectives at sea by surface ships or submarines. (2) Detection of air
targets and operating enemy radio-technical facilities with the aid of
radio-technical reconnaissancL equipment. (3) One of the methods of
ground reconnaissance when in close contact with the enemy. A raid con-
sists in a covert approach by a reconnaissance group to a selected and
previously studied objective, in enemy-held terrain, and in a surprise at-
tack on it to seize prisoners, documents, and samples of weapons and
equipment.

1146 FOISKOVO-UDARNAYA GRUPPA PLO (korabel'naya, aviat-
sionnaya" (antisubmarine warfare search-and-strike group [naval, avia-
tion]D-A group especially made up of surface ships and aircraft (or
helicopters) used to seek out and destroy enemy submarines.

1147 POLEVAYA POYEZDKA (field trip)-One of th: forms of oper-
atickn trainig, which pursues the following goals: (1) study by generals
(adr&irals) and below, in the field (or at sea), of individual operational-
tactical or military-historical subjects, as well as study of a theater of
operations, or of an individual operational-strateglc sector, (2) training
and coordination of staffs in districts (or in groups of forces, fleets) and
in armies for their functions as control organs.

1148 POLEVAYA SLUZHBA SHTABOV (staff field service)-The ag-
gregate of regular duties and activities of staffs, and of the individuals
composing them, ensuring the commander firm and uninterrupted control
of his troops under combat conditions.

1149 POLEVOY AERODROM (field airdrome)-An airfield which
may be used for basing units of army and naval aviatiou. Some field air-
dromes have an unpaved runway, and some have a paved runway. The
size of a field airdrome depends on its purpose.

1150 POLEVOY MAGISTRALNYY TRUBOPROVOD (field trunk
pipeline)--A system of nipes and pumping facili:'ts intended for trans-
porting fuel (gasoline, kerosene, diesel fuel, etc.. A field pipeline may be
used most effectively in a front link for -upplying fuel from front service
area bases to the sections of front on-ground fuel dumps, and also to
mobile aviation bases, of air armies. Starting points for deploying a field
pipeline may be: fuel dumps located on the route of a permanent trunk
pipeline; large covered fuel bases with reserves permitting protracted
operation of ine pipelines; and also points on rail and water transporta-
tion routes, with uninte:rupted deliveries of fuel from areas in the deep
rea'.

1151 POLIGON ("polygon" [range])-A sector of terrain with auxili ry
installations, especially equipped for conducting tests on technical equip-
ment and armament, artillery firings, and troop training exercis.-S. Accord-
ing to their purpose, such ranges are subdivided into the toii',wi3g
categories: artillery, tank, engineer, motor vehicle, and others.
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1152 POLITIKO-MORALNYYE I BOYEVYYE KACHESTVA
LICHNOGO SO.SIAVA VOORUZHENNYKH SIL, (political-moral

fighting qualities of armed forces personnel)-The moral-political, com-
bat, psychological, and intellectual qualities which are needed by a
serviceman in modem warfaic. Political-moral combat qualities that are
cultivated in the Soviet Armed Forces include a high level of social
awareness and devotion to the Motherland and to the ideals of Com-
munism; proleterian internationalism; faithfulness to the oath and to
military comradeship; hatred of enemies; alertness; consciousness of
military duty; heroism; willingness for self-sacrifice for the sake of victory
over the enemy; a high level of discipline; a sense of military honor,
courage; initiative; respect for combat materiel; etc.

1153 POLITICHESKAYA PODGOTOVKA LICHNOGO SOSTAVA
SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL (political training of Soviet
Armed Forces personnel)-A system of measures for the ideological and
political education of personnel. It includes: political ,essions with soldiers,
sailors, sergeants, and senior NCO's; training of generals, admirals and
officers in the tenets of Marxism-Leninism; political education of service-
men and their families, and of Army and Navy civilian workers and em-
ployees (evening courses in Marxism-Leninism, Party schools, groups,
and seminars).

1154 POLITICHESKAYA RABOTA V BOYEVOY OBSTANOVKE
(political work in a combat situation)--The system of measures in propa-
ganda, agitation, and political education, impiemented by political or-
gans, Party and Komsomol organizations, commanders, and political
workers, among servicemen and the civilian population in the zone of
combat operations, and also among enemy armed fc':es personnel and
popula.tion.

1155 POLITICHFSKIYE OTDELY (UPRAVLENIYA) (political de-
partments [directorates])-The leading Party organs of the Communist
Party of the So~viet Union (CPSU) in the Armed Forces of the USSR in
the field of Party-political wcrk. It is an obligation of political departments
to devoie all their work to strengthening the combat might of the Soviet
Army and Navy, ensuring the daily and undivided influence of the Com-
munist Party on the entire life and activity of the Armed Forces, and the
solidarity of personnel around the CPSU and the Soviet government.
Political departments are created in the army and in the fleet by the Min-
istry of Defense and the Chief Political Directorate in accordance with
the structure established by the Central Committee of the CPSU.

1156 POLKOVAYA ARTILLERIYSKAYA GRUPPA (PAG) 'regi-
mental artillery group)-Artiliery consisting of more than one aru lery
battalion, at the direct disposal of a regimental commander, assigax-', at
the time of a battle to carry out missionn on behalf of the regiment, and
unified by a common command.
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1157 POLKOVAYA ARTILLERIYA (regimental artillery)-Artiliery
and mortar subunits, organization3lly part of a motor rifle (or tank, or
air assault) regiment, and directly subordinated to the regimental corn-

[* mander.

%115 POLKOVOY UCHASTOK OBORONY (regimental defense sec-
tor)-A sector of terrain defended by a combined-arms unit (i.e., a
regiment), and bounded as follows- to the front, by the forward edge; to
the rear, by the depth of the combat formation of the regiment; and to the
flanks, by the boundaries with adjacent units.

1159 POLNAYA DEZAKTIVATSIYA (complete radioactive decon-
tamination)-Removal of radioactive substances from the entire surface
of the contaminated object. It is done at special processing points or di-
rectly in subunits, using issued or improvised means, upon completion of
combat missions by the troops.

1i 0 POLNAYA SANITARNAYA OBRABOTKA (complete personal
decontamination)-Removal of toxic agents, radioactive substances, and
bacterial agents from the entire surface of the hu aan body. It is done
only in those cases where the degree of personal contamination after
partial processing still exceeds the permissible levels. Complete personal
decontamination is done in an uncontaminated area at special processing
points or directly in subunits, upon completion of combat missions, by
those concerned.

1161 POINAYA SPETSIAL'NAYA OBRABOTKA (complete special
decontamination)-Sanitary ".contamination of personnel; radioactive
and chemical decontamination, and disinfection of combat materiel, uni-
form, areoutrements, protective clothing, and personal protective equip-
ment. It is done once the troops have completed their assigned missions,
on instructions from the commander of the formation (or unit), at special
decontamination points deployed by chemical subunits, or directly in sub-
units using issued or improvised means.

1162 POLOSA NABLYUDENIYA (observation zone)-A zone of ter-
rain in which reconnaissance by observation is conducted from several
posts. An observation zone is bounded to the right and to the lkft by
local terrain features.

1163 POLOSA NASTUPLENIYA (offensive zone)-A zone of terrain
assigned to an advancing major field force, formation, or unit, bounded to
the right and to the left by hypothetical dividing lines with adjacent units,
such lines passing through local terrain features, which are given in-
clusively or exclusively to the given unit.

1164 POLOSA OBESPECHENO YA (security zone)-A zone created
ahead of the forward edge of defending troops. A security zone is created
when there is no close contact with the enemy, and usually consists of
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several positions, covered by obstacles and defended by the troops in
action in the security zone. The depth of a security zone depends on the
concept of the defense, the nature of the terrain, and the availability of
time 'or its preparation.

1165 POLOSA OBORONY (defense zone)-A zone of terrain do-fended
by a combined-arms army (or a combived-arms formation), and bounded
to the front by the forward edge; to the rear, by the depth of the opera-
tional order of battle (or combat formation) of the defending troops; and
on the flanks, by the dividing lines with adjacent units.

1166 POLOSA PREDUPREZHDENIYA (warning zone)-A radar
zone created for the purpose of giving air defense troops early warning
that the air enemy is approaching. Warning zones are created mainly
above sparsely-populated areas and in maritime sectors, in order to ensure
timely detection of the air enemy at remote approaches to important
industrial-economic regions of the country, defended by air defense
troops. A warning zone may be created by radar picket ships, by sub-
marines in the same role, or by radar reconnaissance aircraft, operating
in 2ccordance with a definite plan.

1167 POLOSA PRIYEMA (PEREDACHI) TSELEY (track transfer
zone)--An agreed upon zone at the limiting point of adjacent radio-
technical units, formations, or strategic formations of air defense troops,
above which transmissi;on and reception of air targets must take place
between cooperating formations (or units) and strategic formations of air
defense troops.

1168 POLOSA PRIKRYTIYA (screening zone)-A zone of terrain or-
ganized in the engineering sense, and occupied by individual units (or
subunits) for the purpose of covering the withdrawal or disengagement
of the main body of a given formation or major field force.

1169 POLOSA RAZVEDKI (reconnaissance zone)-A zone of terrain
at the disposal of the enemy, bounded to the right and to the left by
hyp "1hetical demarcation lines within which r-.connaissance must be con-
ducted by the force; and facilities of a major field force (formation, unit).
It is usual to assign :r Ptconnaissance zone which is wider than the zone
of action of tUr entire major field force. (formation, unit), and no less
deep than the depth of the operational (or combat) mission of the major
field force (formation, unit).

1170 FOLOSY VOZDUSHNYKH PODKHODOV K AERODROMU
(airfield approach zones)--The .€.-iors of airfield territory adjoining the
ends of the runways, paved or otherwise, and ensuring aircraft safety
during takeoff and landing. The dimensions of the airfield approach zones
are governed by aircraft takeoff and landing characteristics.

1171 POMEKHOZASHCHISHCHENNOST" (resistance to counter-
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measures)-The ability of radio-electroni't equipment to perform despite
countermeasures.

1172 POMEKHOUSTOYCHIVOST' (stability under countermreasures)
-The ability of a radio-celctronic system to perform the tasi.s for which it
was designed, despite the action of countermeasures direcied against its
individual ccmoonent networks.

1173 PONTONNYY PARK (bridge equipynent)-Authorized items is-
sued to engineer troops, and intk 'led for erecting pontoon bridges and
arranging ferry crossings. Bridge equipment is made up of various mate-
rials, and is of diverse design and load -carrying capacity. Bridge equipment
is transported on motor vehicles. When afloat, it may move under its own
power, or be towed.

1174 PORAZHAYUSHCHIYE FAKTORY YADERNOGO VZRYVA
(injurious effects of a nuclear burst)-The shock wave, flash, penetrating
radiation ,and radioactive contami.ation of the terrain.

1175 PORT (MORSKOY, RECHNOY) (port [sea, river])-A sector
"(or region) of sea coast (or river bank) with harbors and basins which
are not only used for loading and unloading (operations), but also provide
warships and merchant vessels with shelter from -oul weather.

1176 POSADOCHNAYA PLOSHCHLADKA (landing area)---(i) A sec-
tor of terrain organized m the engineering sense, and permitting formation
of a base for units of light aviation (medical, liaison), and helicopters;
(2) a sector of terrain intended to permit aircraft to land in enemy rear
areas, thus permitting a landing by an air assault force.

1177 POSADOCHNAYA RADIOMAYACHNAYA GRUPPA (radio-
beacon landing group)-A grout of radio-technical facilities, including
localizer and glide-path trammitters, intended to ensure safe landings by
aircraft under adverse weather conditions, by day and night.

1178 POSLEDOVATEL'NOYE SOSREDOTOCHENIYE OGNYA
(PSO) (successive fire concentration)-A type of artillery fire used in
artillery support of advancing troops, consisting in successive neutraliza-
tion, by artillery fire, of enemy weapons, personnel, tanks, and other
combat materiel, along the front and on the flanks of advancing motor
rifle and tank units. Successive fire concentration is conducted against
targets which are located separately or in strong points, and which are ar-
bitrarily grouped into sectors for neutralization. Such sectors are pro-
jected on the basis of previously-reconnoitered targets, the presence of
which, in the given sector, is known.

1179 POSLEDOVATEL'NYYE OPERATSII (consecutive operations)
-A series of operations conducted consecutively, one after another, in
connection with designated and sequentially attainable goals, each of
which emerges directly from the preceding one.
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1180 POSLEDOVATFUNYYE UDARY (successive strikes)-Strikes
delivered by aircraft sequentialty against the same, or various, inst.alla-
tions (or areas), for the purpose of producing a sustained impact upon
the enemy.

1181 POSLEDUYUSHCHAYA ZADACHA (subsequent mission)-
The part of the combat mission which must be fulfilled by troops in of-
fensive combat after completion of the initial mission. It is determined
by the purpose of the battle, and presupposes, for its execution, partitl
changes in the combat formation (for exampl,., commitment to battle of
the se,'ond echelon), and in coordination (fcr example, ,e-subordination
of artitery, etc.).

1182 POSPESHNO ZANYATAYA OBORONA (hasty defense)-A de-
fense created by troops in the course of combat operations. At the
beginning of its organization, such a defense is characterized by: incom-
plete readiness and consequenlt --educed stability; an insufficiently de-
veioped and organized fire plan; hurriedly-organized coordination;
insufficient development of the system of engineer structures; weak ex-
ploitation of the terrain; and insutfficently stable control. A hasty
transition to defense. und-r modern conditions, may stem from the need
to repulse counterstrikes by superior enemy forces in the course of
offensive operations- as a resul. of an unsuccessful meeting engagement
(or battle); the efforts of a defender to halt, with his reserves, furtht.r
advance of enemy troop, which hav- i*roken through on some inter-
mediate line; anci also, in a withdrawal, wht, the retreating side, defended
by rear-guard elements on an intermediate line, tries to extricate the main
body under attack.

1183 POSTOYANNYY AERODROM (permanent airfield)--An air-
field having airfield structures and equipment of a capital type. A per-
manent airfied.! is intended for permanent basing of aviati in units, aviation
academies, and schools, in both peacetime and wartime.

1184 POSTROYEN'PIE OBORONY 'structure of a defe:ise)-A troop
structure, a fire plan, and engineer organization of the terrain. The struc-
ture of a '1 rfense must be in accord with the concept of the oper.tion (or
battle) a: the plar. of ccaducting it. Tb'- organization of a defense must
be deeply echeloned, ensuring widL maneuver of forces a.,d facilities, both
frontally and ih. depth, ensuring concentrated and effective use of nuclear
missiles and other w-Pns against the most important groupings of the
attacking enemy, dnd delivery o' counterstrikes (or conduct of counter-
attacks) by second echelons ane x-serves.

""I•S POKHODNAYA ZASTAVA (march security patrol)-An element
of march security. The march secutity patrol is detaileJ from the advance
guard, or directly from subunits (or units) for which security is provided.
A match security patrol may be in the forward or flank category.
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S1186 POKHODNOYE OKMRANENIYE ((I) march security; (2) screen-
ing of ships in passage)--(l) The safeguarding of troops on the march, this
being accomplished by advance guards, rear guards, detachments, out-
posts, and patrols. (2) The screening of ships during passage by sea, either
singly or in formation, such protection being organized to include timely
detection of enemy presence; appropriate warning of the escorted ships;
repulsing enemy attacks; and the use of reconnaissance counter-measares.
The screening force is a component part of the cruising formation and may
consist of several screens: an outer one, for warning, and interference
with enemy forces; and an inner one, for repulsing attacks by cnemy
forces which have penetrated the outer screen.

1187 POKHODNYY PORYADOK ((1) march formation; (2) tactical
formation [of warships])-(1) A troop formation, consisting of columns,
for m.e on a march. It must ensure the following: high speel of .. ivance
and maneuver, rapid deployment for combat; the least possible vulnera-
bility to the effects o' enemy weapons of mass destruction; conservation
of xtre.-gth of personnel and vehicles; and ease of troop control. (2) The
mutual positioning of warships in passage, as a group, by sea, ensuring
their safety, rapid reforming into a battle formation, and ease in controll-
ing forces.

1188 PRAKTICHESKAYA DAL'NOST' I-OLETA (practical range of
an aircraft)-The distance flown by a single aircraft from take-off to
landing, having expended its entire fuel supply, not counting the emer-
ger'-y reserve (allowing for changes in !he weather and combat situation).

1189 PREVENTIVNAYA VOYNA piCventive war)-An attack by
imperialist aggressors who count on ihe unpreparedness of the country
(or countries) which is (or are) the object of aggression. The theory of
preventive war is a militaristic theory; it makes propaganda concerning
the aecessity of a "preventive" war against the Sov.:t Union and other
countries of the r -. -"-ist system, although everyone knows that tbO Soviet
Union does not wetend to attack anyone. Proponents of preventive war
openly proclaim an expansionist course in politis and strategy. The
theory of preventive war is based or, the nodon of a sudden, unexpected
attack on the USSR using weapc--r- of mass destruction. Basically, this
theory is adventuristic, as it contradicts the objective laws governing vic-
tory or defeat ia war under the conditions of the developing crisis o,
capn.tlism. A preventive war would merly accelerate the compiete down-
fall of imperialism.

1190 PREVOSKHODSTVO V VOZDUKHE (foreign) (air superiority)
-Possesion of air superiority consists in having an air force whose capa-
bilities are such a, to ensure a high level of activity and freedom of aztion
during a definite period of time, either throughout the theater of opera-
tions as a whotl-, or in individual sectors.
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S1191 PREVOSKHODSTVW V SILAKH I SREDSTVAKH (superiority
in men and equipmen0--A correlation of men and equipment in which
one side is superior to the other, thus enjoying conditions that ensure
fulfilment of assigned missions in an operation (or battle). Under present-
day -.onditions, superiority in men and equipmelt means primarily a pre-
eminence in nuclear weapons, and in the means of delivering them any
distance, and also in the quzlitative and quantitative superiority of the
various Services of the armed forces Superiority in forces and weapons
is achieved in individual sectors, or in regions, by the following methods:
concentration of forces in the main sector-, deep organization of opera-

tion•l formations, ensuring rapid and flexible maneuver of men and
equipment from depth; continuous intensification of the force of strikes,
especially by nuclear weapons; timely commitment of second echelons
and reserves; depriving enemy reserves of freedom of maneuver, destruc-
tion of enemy materiel, and disruption of enemy rear operaions.

1192 PREGRADY (barriers)-Natural barriers which are vast, fron-
tally and in depth fe.g., wide rivers, maritime straits. roadiess mountain
ranges, wcU-nigh impassable jungles, etc.); or artific;al obstacles (exten-
sive flooded and swamped areas, minefields and zones of radioactive con-
tamination, mined narrows at sea), which markedly hinder the conduct
of operations.

1193 PRED.3OYEVOY PORYADOK (approach-march formation)-A
troop grouping, differentiated frontally and in depth for the purpose of
ensuring less vulnerability to enemy nuclear weapons, artillery fire, and
air strikes; rapid maneuvering of troops on the field of battle; rapid de-
ployment of troops into battle formation and rapid reversion to the
mareh-form ,.tion; high speeds of movement and rapid negotiation of

zones of contamination and devastation.

1194 PREDVARITEUNOYE RASPORYAZHENIYE (warning or-
der,-An order issued before a decision on the impending action is made.
A warning order permits major field forces, formations (or units), to be-
come familiar with die nature and content of the new operational (or
combat) mission, and with the mwthod of combat operations.

1195 PREDVIDENIYE (VOYENNOYE) (foresight [militaryD-The
ability to anticipate correctly the future course of development of military
operations, and of impending events. Military foresight is possible only
where there is comprehensive study, taking into account all the elements
of the situation; a profound understanding of the goals and rAissions of
impending military operations; knowledge of, and allowancr. for, factors
which can influence the devclopment ct events; and abe, e all, an ex-
cellent knowledge of the enumy, and the absence of bias in assessing Lis
activities. The ability to formea is a necessary quality for every command-
ing general (or commander, staff officer), and is one of the basic ele-
ments determining his organizational ability.
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1196 PREDEL'NAYA SKOROST' POLETA (maximum speed of flight)
-The highest speed which a given airborne vehicle is allowed to develop
in flight, having regard to strength considerations (permissible strain or
deformation), aerodynamic heating, vibration, and the stability or ma-
neuverability of the design.

1197 PREDPROLIVNAYA ZONA (RAYON) (pre-strait zone [region])
-A sector of water with islands, and also with part of the sea coast, di-
rectly adjoining a strait zone, and constituting the entrance to it (or exit
from it). An outer pre-strait zone and an inner pre-strait zone are dil-
ferentiated, according to their position reldtive to the strait zone, the
closed sea, and the piobable enemy.

1198 PREODOLENIYE VODNYKH PREGRAD (negotiating water
obstacles)-The crossing of water obstacles by troops, accomplished
either with combat (i.e., an assault crossing), or without combat activities.

1199 PREODOLEN1YE OBORONY (overcoming a defense)--Offen-
siive actions by ground troops, conducted at high speed, and directed
toward the utter defeat of a defending enemy in a short time. When
ovei.oming a defense, complete defeat of the enemy is achieved by
destroying him with nuclear weapors, inflicting decisive strikes on him
for the purpose of fragmenting his forces and destroying them piecemeal,
or emerging onto the flanks and into the rear, of the defending troops,
with subsequent destruction of them. In all cases, an energetic in-depth
movement is the main prerequisite for successfully evercoming enemy
defenses.

1200 PRESLEDOVANIYE (pursuit)-An attack on a withdrawing
enemy, undertaken in the course of an operation (or battle) for the purpose
of finally destroying or capturing his force. Destruction of a withdrawing
enemy is achieved by hitting his main body xith strikes from missile units
and aircraft; by artillery fire; by relentless and energetic parallel cr frontal
pursuit; by straddling his withdrawal route; and by the pursuing troops
attacking his flank and rear. Pursuit is conducted in march or approach-
march formation (or in combat formation). For deep penetration into
the enemy's withdrawal route, tank troops are used in the first instance,
but airborne assault forces may also be employed.

1201 PRIVYAZKA POZITSIY RAKETNYKH VOYSK I ARTIL-
LERU (site survey for missile ar.d artillery units)-A part of the topo-
geodesic preparation for fire in missile units, and a part of topographic
I reparation in artillery. A site survey for missile units consists in de-
termining :he coordinates of the point where the launcher is located, and
the bearing angles of the zero line and the control line. According to the
situation, a site survey may be done on a geodesic basis, or ,a a map
(or aerial photograph). In the case of artillery, a rite survey consists in
determining the coordinates of the battery's main guns, registration guns,
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and other elements of the combat formation. It is done on a full topo-S•graphic basis, or on a map (or aerial photograph).
1202 PRIGRANICHNAYA RADIOLOKATSIONNAYA ZONA (fron-
tier radar zone)-A space along a state frontier in which detection of air
targets is by radar.

1203 PRIJTSIPY VOYENNOGO ISKUSSTVA (principles of military
art)-The fundamental propositions which follow from the objective laws
of war, and which determine trends in the preparation for, and conduct
of, armed conflict, corresponding to given historical conditions. In
contrast to the objective laws, the principles give recommendations for
action. Use of the principles of military art by commanders and staffs at
c&l levels, taking the actual situation into account, gives the highest
possi'ble assurancc of successful attainment of the goals of the armed
conflict, operation, or battle. Soviet military science considers that prin-
ciples of military art are a concentrated scientific generalization of com-
bat exrerietce. Soviet military science denies the existence of eternal,
immutable principles of military art. Such principles may be m,•dified
and perfected according to the specific uil;tary-political situation, the
state of military technolegy, etc.

1204 PRINYATIYE RESHENIYA (planning)-The process whereby
a commanding general (or commander) does the work of organizing an
operation (c, bx:fle). Prior to making a plan, he must study the received
mission, dc.fir- measures directed toward preparing the troops to carry
out the asrigned mission, and evaluate the situation. In his plan, the com-
manding general (or commander) defiries the concept of the activities of
the major field force or strategic formation (cr formation, unit), the com-
bat missions assigned to subordinates, coordination procedures, and the
organization of controL

1205 PRISTRELKA (adjustment of fire)-A rethod whereby settings
suitable for hitting a given target are sought and determined by firing.

Depending on the situation and the conditions for observation, adjust-
ment of fire is done by firing directly at the target, or by firing at a regis-
tration point, with subsequent transfer of fire from it to the target. The
latter method is advantageous in that the possibility of surprise is not
compromised. Fire data adjustment are made more precise when firing
for effect.

I206 PROVODKA VOZDUSHNYKH TSELEY ((I) tracking air tar-
gets; (2) plotting air targets)-(l) The process of continuous radar obser-
vation of an air target; (2) depiction of the tracks of air targets on the
plotting boards of air defense command posts and control posts, according
to data obtained from various types of reconnaissance, primarily radar.

1207 PROVODKA KORABLEY ZA TRALAMI (piloting ships behind
sweeps)-A method of anti-mine security for ships, used in the event that
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it is not feasible to carry out a systematic or preliminary reconnaissance
sweep, and also to eliminate any residual risk of being blown up by mines.
In waters controlled by the enemy, this is one of the basic measures for
anti-mine defense. It may be conducted behind contact, sweeps or non-
contact sweeps.

1208 PROVODNAYA SVYAZ' lir1t. commuaications)--Communica-
tions accomplished by field and permanent cable and overhead lines. With
the aid of line communication facilities and the corresponding station
equipment, several .types of communicition may be effected, namely:
telephone, telegraph, photo-telegraph, and television communication. Line
communication facilities ensure high-quality telephone, telegraph, and
photo-telegraph communications, regardiess of the time of day or year and
atmospheric intet.erence, and also ensure convenience in operation, rela-
""iv, security of conversations and transmissions, and the possibility of
multiplexing to obtain several channels on one circuit.

1209 PRODOLZHITEL'NOST OPERATSII (duration of an operation)
-The period of time during which a strategic formation or a major
field force accomplishes the utter defeat of a particular enemy grouping
and attains the goal of the operation. The duration of an operation is
the quotient of the planned depth of the final mission (in kilometers),
divided by the planned (or achieved) rate of advance of the troops (in
kilometers per day).

i21C PROLIVNAYA ZONA (strait zone)-A zone including the vicinity
of a maritime strait (or straits), with its shores and islands, and also

. the water expanses of the p.e-strait regions, which adjoin it on both
sides.

1211 PRONIKAYUSHCHAYA RADIATSIYA (penetrating radiation)
-One of the injurious factors of a nuclear explosion. Penetrating radia-
tion is a stream of radioactive radiations (gamma rays and neutrons), ca-
pable of penetrating considerable thicknesses of various materials. The
duration of the injurious effect of penetrating radiation on the human o"
ganism is measured in seconds from the moment of a nuclear burst.

1212 PRORYV (breakthrough)-A method of offensive action used
when conducting ai. offensive operation (or battle), directed toward
penetrating a continuous front, which is prepared in the engineering sense,

* =echeloned, and occupied by enemy defense troops, by making breaches
(gais) in it for the purpose of subsequent maneuve. into the depth or
toward the flanks.

1213 PRORYV MINNO-ARTILLERIYSKOY POZITSII NA MORE
(historical) Cbreaking through a mine-artiflery position at sea)-The ag-
gregate of combat operations conducted by naval forces in order that

Swarships might negotiate a mine obstacle that is covered by fire from
coastal batteries and shipboard ordnance.
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1214 PROTIVOVOZDUSHNAYA MASKIROVKA (air defense camou-
flage)-A component part of one of the types of support for an operation

+ (or battle), namely, camouflage. It includes a system of measures for con-

cealing the true disposition of troops, aviation, naval forces, and various
installations from all means of reconnaissance used by the air enemy, i.e.,
visual and radar observation, photogranhy, etc.

1215 PROTWOVOZDUSHNAYA OBORONA (PVO) (air defense)-
Defense against the air enemy. A distinction is made between unit air
defense, naval air defense, ýnd national air defense. Unit air defense is
the complex of combat operations of the various air defense forces and
weapons at the disposal of strategic formations or major field forces (or
formations) of ground troops, conducted for the purpose of repulsing
strikes by enemy aviation and missile units against troops and thei" rear
installations, in coordinated action with national air defense forces. Na-
tional air defense is the aggregate of nationwide measures to provide
active protection for vitally important regions and installations of the
country against air attack. The air defense of the country is accomplished
primarily by national air defense forces who carry out the mission of
defeating the enemy in the air in coordinated action with all the other
Services. Naval air defense is acc,;mplished by national air defense forces
and air defense weapons of shipt,. in coordinated action with the forces
and facilities of ground troop air defense units. Under contemporary con-
ditions, air defense includes anti-aircraft, anti-missile, and anti-space
defense.

1216 PROTIVOGIDROAKUSTICHESKAYA MASKiROVA (anti-
hydroacoustic masking)--One of the types of submarine camouflage, con-
sisting in the implementation of measures hindering enemy use of
!-ydroacoustic facilities to observe a submarine which is submerged.

1217 PROTIVODESANTNAYA OBORONA POBEREZHYA (anti-
amphibious defense of the sea coast)-A system of measures implemented
for the purpose of frustrating any invasion of national territory by enemy
troops from the sea. Anti-amphibious defense of the sea coast consists in
the timely preparation of the coast, and seaward approaches to it, in pre-
paring positions for ground troops, primarily missile units, in depioying
troops on the terrain, in arranging obstacles on land aad in the water, in
organizing a fire plan, and in joint combat operatinns by ground troops,
naval, and air forces to repuise landings by enemy amphibious assault
forces.

1218 PROTIVODESANTNAYA OPERATSIYA (anti-amphibious op-
eration)-A defensive operation by strategic formiations of the various
Services, conducted for the purrose of preventing an enemy landing opera-
tion. An anti-amphibious operation consists in the utter defeat of enemy
assault forces by destroying his troops, warships, and landing facilities at
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point* of concentration and embarkation (loading), during passage by sea,
and in the region of disembarkation.

1219 PRO"LIVODESMNINYYE ZAGRAZHDENIYA (anti-assault ob-
stacles)-Obstacles arranged on shore and in the water at places accessible
to amphibious or airborne assault forces, for ,he purpose of hindering or
preventing their landing. They consist of obt-.acles in the following cate-
gories: anti-assault ship (mines, fougasses, cribs, steel-beam post obstacles,
nets, etc.); anti-tank (mines, hedgehogs, post obstacles, ditches, etc.); anti-
personnel (mines, anti-boat obstanles, barely perceptible obstacles, etc.);
anti-airborne assault (mines, knife rests, steel-beam post obstacles, etc.).

1220 PROTIVOZENITNY MANEVR (anti-air defense maneuver)-A
method of overcoming the countermeasures of enemy air defense facilities,
used by groups of aircraik (or by a single aircraft) when flying over enemy
territory. An anti-air defense maneuver is accomplished by periodic
changes of course, altitude, and sneed.

1221 PROTIVOKOSMICHESKAYA OBORONA (anti-space defense)
-- A component part of air defense. The main purpose of anti-space &-
fens: is to destroy space systems used by the enemy for military pu:t.S,
in their orbits. The principal means of anti-space defense are special space-
craft and vehicles (e.g., satellite-interceptors), which may be controlled
either from the ground or by special crews.

1222 PROTIVOLODOCHNAYA AVIATSIYA (anti-sub',mrine avii-
tion)--One of the branches of naval aviation used to sr,k out and destroy
enemy submarines at sea. Anti-submarine aviation is subdivided into !M
short-range and long-range categories.

1223 PROTIVOLODOCHNAVA OSORONA (PLO) (anti-submarine
defeuse)--Ati-submarine dfense Is a component element for engaging
enemy submarires, and is one of the types of naval defense. Anti-
submarine defense is the aggregate of combat operations of formations (or
groups) of wurships and units (ox subunits) of naval forces, as well as
certaiL specihl measures directed toward safeguaz.ing warshipa, trans-
ports, and important coastal installations from sabwarine-inflicted strikes,
and toward denying enemy suornadi cs the opportunity to conduct econ-
naissance, la) mines, land araphib'.ous assault forces, or engage in other
activities. As a result ol th. '.dev.-Apmdnt ot submarines, and the increas-
ing sophistication of th-ir armament, the role of anti-submarine defense.
has grown considerably.

1•.24 PROTIVOMINNAYA OBORONA (PMO) (anti-mine defense)-
The agggate of combat ,.pctations of formations (or greups) of war-
ships and units (or subunits) of naval forces, directzd to-ward safe-
guarding warship.; and transports against the danger of mines, as well as
certain special measures adopted fer this purpose. Anti-mine dtfense is
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organized and conducted in order to eliminate the mine threat, and to
ensure safrty of navigation to warships and transports.
1225 PROTIVOPEKHOTNYYE ZAGRAZHDENIYA (andi-personnel
obstcew-s)-Artificial obstacles erected on the battlefield, mainly in sec-
tors of the terrain which are not traversible by tanks, for the purpose of
impeding movement hv enemy infantry, and inficting casualties. Anti-
personwml obstacles include mine Eclds, barbed-wire, hidden obstacles,
concertina wire, log obsta&izz intertwined with barbed-wire, .ad strength-
emd with land mines, etc.

122 PROTIVORADIOLOKAISIONNAYA MASKIROVKA (anti-
radar masking)-A component part of ekctronic countermeasures. Anti-
radar masking embraces measures adopted to conceal grounw objects,
landmarks, the movtments and disposition of troops, naval forces, and
aviation from enemy radar reconnaissance by usig natural and artificial
andi-radar screens, as well as by prohibiting or limiting the use of radar.

1227 PROTIVORADIOLOKATSIONNYY SNARYAD (RAKEIA)
(anti-radar projectile [missile])-A means of combating radar stations.
Three types of projectile ure used. (1) projectiles (or mortar rounds) ormissiles loaded with anti-radar reflectors, to create passive interference
with radar stations of various einds; (Z) missipetle- ys with corner and

other reflectors for diverting missiles of the "surfaw•-air," "sh.p-air," 'air-

air," and "ground-space" types from aircraft, warships, cruise-missiles,
and ballistic-missile warheads; (3) mIssiles which home iW on the emis-
sions of operating enemy radio-technicAl facilities.

1228 PROTIVORAKETNAVA OBORONA (anti-missile defense)-A
component part of air defense. It is :ntended for detection and des:r"tion
of enemy ballistic missiles on their flight trajectories, and for subjecting
them to electronic coumtcrmeasures. The basic means of and-missile de-
fense are anti-missile missiles and special electronic countermwasures.

1229 PROTIVORAKETNYY MANEVR (anti-missile maneuver)-
Maneuver by an aircraft in flight (change of course, altitude, or speed) fo,"
the purpose of disrmpting or hindering enemy guidance o' air deferse
missies, or reducing their effectiveness.

1230 PROT7WOTANKOVAYA A v7ATSIONNAYA BOMBA (ITAB)
(aerial anti-tank bomb)--An aerial bomb designed to destroy tanks, self-
propelled weapons, armored pers-onnI carriers, and other armored targets'
by direct hit.

1231 PROTIVOTANKOVAYA OBORONA (PTO) (anti-tank defense)
-The sum tottal of measures used to ensure success in combating tanks.
incIudiag a fire plan conducted by anti-tank weapons, used in conjunction
with obstacles for the purpose of reviling enemy tank attacks in a de-
fýnse. Anti-t.-nk defense is organized throughout the eatire depth of an



operational defense, primarily in the sectors of probable tank approach
An anti-tank plan includes company strong points containing anti-tank
weapons; tank ambushes; firing lines prepared for occupation by tank
troops and by anti-tank reserves; taLks of ,ccond echelons and of reserves,
(anti-tank reserves); artillery located in sectors of probable tank ap-

proach; and anti-tank obstacles.

1232 PROT1VOTANKOVAYA PLOTNOST' (anti-tank density)-Ina
defense, the number oC anti-tank guided missile launchers, guns, self.
propelled artillery mounts, and tanks, per kilometer of front.
1W33 PROTIVOTANKOVYYVE ZAGRAZHDENIYA (anti-tank ob-

stacles)-Artificial obstacles set up on the battlefield for the purpose of
stopping o- slowing an advance by enemy tanks, and rendering them un-
serviceable. Anti-tank obstacles make it easier to ifct strikes :n enemy
tanks with artillery fire and other anti-tank weapons. The main typ•s of
anti-tank obstacles are the mine field and the fougasse. Also used are
ditches, escarpments, counter-scarps, (steel-beam) post obstacles, abatis,
landsli-des, and flooded or marshy terrain; and in wintertime, besides, snow
banks and icy slopes. As a rule, anti-tf-nk obstacles are covered by artil-
lery, mortar, and machine-gun fire.

124 PROTIVOTANKOVYYE UPRAVLYAYEMYYE REAKTIV-
NYYE SNARYADY (PTURS) (anti-tank guided missile)-A ptwerful
weapon used to engage tanks, which is in the armament of ground troop
units. An anti-tank guided missile possesses gVeat penetrating power. It
is fired from combat vehicles or from portable direct-laying mounts.

123S PROTIVOTANKOVYY REZERV (anti-tank reserve)-Part of Ohe
anti-tank weapons especially detaiL-I to engage enemy tanks, and di-
rectly subordinated to officers commanding a front or an army (com-
manders of -Its, formations).

1236 PRYA 'AYA NAVODKA (direct laying)-A type of gunlaying
performed by sighting at the target. Direct firt is delivered from open fir-
ing positions and from tanks, against stationary or moving targets. Direct
fire is delivered at shv.-t rvnge, and is distinguish-d by the high accuracy
and speed with which the assigned fire mission can be accomplished.

1237 PSIKHOGENNYYE OV (psychogenic toxic agents)-Toxic agents
which act on the central nervous system, causing disruption of mental ac-
tivity (hallucinations, confused thinking, etc.). A typical representative of
such toxic agents is: lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD).

123g "PSIKHOLOGICHESKAYA VOYNA" (psychological warfare)--
A term widespread in the bourgeois press, meaning the sum total of all
subversive measures of a political and ideological nature, effected by vari-
ous civil and military elements of imperialist states against the people and
armen forces personnel of socialist countries, primarily the Soviet Union.
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The basis of "psychological warfare" is falsehood, slander and misi.nfor-
mation, propaganda in favor of ihe capitalist system, and distortion of the
peace-loving policy of socialist countries.

1239 PUNKT VODOSNABZHENIYA (water supply point)-A source
of water and !he sector of terrain adjoir.ng it, equipped with special facili-
ties, and intended for organized supply of fresh water to troops, warships,
and naval units. Water is obtained, purified, stored, and distributed at a
water supply point. Water supply points are deployed in the vicinity of
artesian wells, dug wells, drilled wells, springs, surface sources of water
(rivers, lakes and ponds), or at reserves of water which have been brought
in.

1240 PUNKT NAVEDENIYA I TSELEUKAZANIYA (ground forward
air controller)-An auxiliary post for controlling aircraft from the ground,
set up in formations of ground troops, airborne-assault troops, or naval
forces engaged in coordinated action with aviation.

1241 PUNKT POSADKI DESANTA (assault-force embarkation point)
-bThe area (or place) where an assault force boards ships or aircraft (heli-
copters).

1242 PUNKT SPETSIAL'NOY OBRABOTKI (PUSO) (special decon-
tamination p,-nt)-A point set up by subunits of chemical troops in order
to carry out complete sanitary decontamination of personnel, as well as
radioactive and chemical decontamination and disinfection of armament,
combat materiel, and transport.

14 PUSKOVAYA USTANOVKA (launcher)-A mobile or stationary
device for launching missiles.

1244 PUTEPROKLADCHIK (bulldozer)-An engineering vehicle; in-
tended for excavation work, and for removing various nou-explosive ob-
staclas in connection with the clearing of cross-country routes. Bulldozers
are used when clearing cross-country routes in moderately difficult terrain,
in brush, and in thickets of low or half-grown trees, cleuring snow from
cross-country routes, levelling sites, building roads on hillsides, grading
river banks, fining in ditches, craters, and nits, felling trees, and clearing
tree stumps.

1245 PUTI PODVOZA i EVAKUATSU (supply and evacuation routes)
-Roads especially established in the trational rear and troop service
areas, suitable for motor vehicles ,ad otner forms of transport, used for
supplying troop units with materiel, and for :vzcuating wounded and sick,
and equipment that is no. needed. Supply and evacuation routes tre sub-
divided into main, controlled, and reserve categories. The number of them
depends on the situation, the state of the road network in the rear area, the
possibility of maintaining them, and the demand for them.
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1246 RABOCHAYA KARTA (situation map)-A map of an area of
combat operations which, besides the position of friendly troops, contains
essential data on the enemy, and oiber information. A situation map is

A to prepare a plan, give combat instructions, compile combat docu-
ment3, illustrate verbal reports to the senior commander, facilitate ex-
changes of information, etc. Each officer marks on his own situation map
only those data which are needed by him in the course of his duties.

1247 RADIATSIONNAYA OBSTANOVKA (radiation situation)-The
situation created on land, on water, and in the air, as a result of the use of
nuclear weapons. The radiation situation is defined in terms of radiation
levels and the dime'isions of zones of radioactive contamination, which in
their turn depend oL the number, yield, types, and time of nuclear bursts,
the mutual dispositio.i of ground zeroes, the mean velocity of the wind,
meterological conditions, and the relief of the terrain.

1248 RADIATSIONNAYA RAZVEDKA (radiation reconnaissance)-
Reconnaissance conducted in order to ensure timely detection of the onset
of radioactive contamination and rapid identification of contaminated
areas, and to determine the nature of contamination. Radiation reconnais-
sance is conducted by special reconnaissance. patrols, aircraft (or helicop-
ter crews), certain observation posts, and ty reconnaissance subunits of all
service branches, using dosimetric instruments.

1249 RADIOCAKTIVNOYE ZARAZHENIYE MESTNOSTI (radio-
active contamination of the terrain)-One of the injurious effects of a
nuclear explosion. Radioactive contamination of the terrain occurs ass a
result of fallout of radioactive substances from the cloud of a nuclear ex-
plosion, and their formation in the soil under the action of neutrons (in-
duced radioactivity). Neutrons that penezrate the nucleus of chemical
elements in the soil make them radioactive, thus increasing the radioactive
contamination of the terrain Li the vicinity of a nuclear explosion.

1250 RADIOAKTIVNOYE OBLAKO (radioactive cloud)-The cloud
which forms as a result of a nuclear burst. It consist of radioactive dust
raised from the earth, and condensing water vapor, and moves in the di-
rection of prevailing air currents.

1251 RADIOAKTIVNYYE VESHCHE3TVA (radioactive substances)
-- Substances in which spontaneous decay of the atomic nuclei takes
pla-e, accompanied by nuclear radiations.

1252 RADIOVOYNA (foreigo) (electronic wafarc)-Measures directed
toward prohibiting or diminisnmg the effective use of radio-electronic
facilities by the enemy, and conversely. Radio warfare includes: -adio-
technical reconnaissance; creation of active and passive jamming of en-
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emy radio-elcctronic facilities; radio can13uflage; radio misinformation;
protection of organic radi>-electronic facilities from enemy jamming, etc.

1253 RIADIOVOLNY (radio waves)-Electromagnetic oscillations clas-
sified according to the distance associated with one cycle, i.e., the wave-
length, and used for radio communication, radar, radio navigation, etc.
Radio waves are divided into the following categories: ultralong (with a
wa-v'length of 10,000 meters, or more); long (10,000-1000 m); medium
(1000-100 m); short (400-10 m); and ultrashort, which are subdivided
into metric (10-1 m), decimetric (1-0.1 in), centimetric (10-1 cm), milli-
metric (10-1 mm), and sub-millimetric (less than 1 mm) waves.

M125 RADIOGEODEZICHESKAYA PRIVYAZKA (radio-geodesic tie-
in)-Determining the geodesic coordinates of any object whatever by using
radio-technical equipment

1255 RADIODEZINFORMATSIYA (radio deception)-One of the ele-
ments of operational camouflage, carried on to mislead the enemy con-
cerning the state, grouping, intentions, armament, and activities of our
own troops; it is accomplished by broadcasting false messages by radio.

1256 RADIOLOKATSIONNAYA KONTRASTNOST' (radar contrast)
-bThe difference between ".e ieflection of radio waves from a given ob-
ject and the reflection oi radio waves from the background and other
objects surrounding it. Radar contrast is used in radar to distinguish ob-
jects against the background which surrounds them.

1257 RADIOLOKATSIONNAYA RAZVEDKA (radar reconnaissance)
-- Obtaining reconnaissance data on targets (objectives) in the air, on
land, and at sea, with the aid of rndar. Radar reconnaissance permits de-
termination of the composition and location of targets (objectives), and
the nature of their activities, by day, by night, and under conditions of
poor visibility; determination of mortar round, shell, and missile trajec-
tories, and the whereabouts of enemy firing and launching positions; ad-
justment of fire, location of ground zero of nuclear explosions by the
intersection method, etc.

1258 RADIOLOKATSIONNAYA SISTEMA (radar system)-A system
in which the basic facilities are rada s, for example: an air defense radar
system; a missile-defense radar system; or a radar system for aircraft land-
ing purp•ses. An air defense radar system is the sum total of the forces
and facilities of national air defense forces, or of a front, deployed to
reconnoitre the air enemy, and for radar support of combat operations.

1259 RADIOLOKATSIONNAYA STANTSIYA (RLS), RADIOLO-
KATOR (radar station [radar set]--Equipmcnt used to detect and locate
various objects that operates on a principle consisting in irradiation of
these objects with radio waves, and reception of the waves ieflected by
them.
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1260 RADIOLOKATSIONNOYE NABLYUDENIYE (radar observa-
tion)-Observation of land, sea, air, and space, with the aid of radar
stations.

1261 RADIOLOKATSIONNOYE OBESPECHENIYE (radar support)
-A type of special support for combat operations of the various branches
and Services. In national air defense units, radar support is a component
part of operational support, its purpose being to give units and formations
of air defense missile troops and fighter aviatioc the most completm infor-
mation possible concerning the air enemy, such information being neces-
sary for decision-making ;,nd bringing the troops to a high state of combat
readiness, for target dc.ignation, and for guiding fighters to air targets.

1262 RADIOLOKATSIONNOYE OPOZNAVANIYE (radar identifica-
tion)-Establishing the affiliation of aircraft and warships to the friendly
armed forces with the aid of radar interrogators, usually co-located with
radar stations, and responders, which are located in the objects to be
identified, namely, aircraft and warships.

1263 RADIOLOKATSIONNOYE POLE (radar fie'l)-The electro-
magnetic field created in space by radar stations in order to detect aerial
targets in it. Among air defense personnel, the term "radar fiele" is usually
understood to mean the space in which reliable radar detection of air
targets, and continuous tracking of them, is assured. Use of the term "radar
field" is most widespread among air defense troops.

1264 RADIOLOKATSIONNYY ORIYENTIR (radar landmark)-A
feature of the earth's surface which, by virtue of its reflecting properties,
stands out sharply against the background of the surrounding terrain and
is therefore readily noticeable on the screen of a radar station. Radar
landmarks include towns rivers, the sea coast, lakes, islands, etc.

13065 RDIOLOKATSIONNYY POST (radar post)-A primary radar
subunit and a compoaent of radio-technical units of a front or of an
army, intended to conduct reconnaissance of the air enemy by using
the radar stations at its disposal.

1266 RADIOLOKATSIONNYY UZEL. (radar complex)-A group of
radar stations and means of communication, united by a single contiol
post, intended to detect aerial targets and to guide fig!.ters toward them.

1267 RADIOLOKATSIYA (radar)-Detection of objects and determi-
nation of their position based on reflection of radio waves from obstacles
in the path of their propagation. In order to determine the direction of an
object, the ieflected radio waves are received with a directional antenna,
which ensures rec.ption of signais from a narrow sector of spaze.

1268 RADIOMASKIROVKA (radio camouflage)-ThL complex of or-
ganizational and technical measures directed toward hindering enemy con-
duct of radio reconnaissance. Such measures include prohibiting or
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restricting the use of radar and radio equipment; operating on reduced
power; changing operating fhtquencies and call signs; entering into corn-
rimnication without using call signs; etc. Special measures diracted toward
miuiinfo ig enemy radio recon.aissaoce may also be used for radio
camouflage purposes
126 RADIOMAYAK (radio becon)--A trmsmitting larA4 (ground)
radio-ftchnical station of !mown position, used for ship (aircraft) naviga-
tion. There are radio beacons of the continuous-emissicn •nd pulsed-
emission types. A radio beacon permits the direction to it, and in some
caues, its distance, to be dterned.x

1270 RADIOMOLCHANIYE (-dib .ilcnce)--Oý of the- methods of
radio camouflage. It consists in prohibiting the use of radio equipmw.nt for
making transr issions.

1271 RADIONAVIGATSIONNAYA USTEMA (radio navigation sys-
tcm)-The complex of ground (or shore) facilities and aL-borne (or ship-

Sborne) equipment used for detern-ining the geonraphical position of an
aircraft (or a a*ip) and for navigation. Radio navigation systems are sub-
divided into systems for short-range and long-range navigation.

1M RADIONAVIGATSIYA (radio navigation)-(1) Determination of
the geographical position of an zirborne craft in flight, or of a ship in
passage, by the air crew or ship's crew, respectively, using radio-technical
facilfdes and methods; (2) a branch of the science of navigation, dealing
with the piloting of airaift, and the steering of ships, with the aid of
radio-technical facilities.

1273 RADIONAPRAVLENIYE (two-station net (point-o-point radio
nett--A method of orgau~zing radio communications between two com-
manding officers (or commanders, staff), whereby each has a radio station
opcrating according to data (wavelength and call sign) established just for
this net.

1274 RADIOPELENGATSIYA (radio direction-finding)----Determining
the direction of an emitter (transmitter) of radio wavc with the aid of
radio receiving equipment. Radio direction-finding is widely used for
re-onnaissance of radio-technical facilities.
1275 RADIOPEREKHVAT (radio intercept)-Reception of enemy
radio transmissions with the aid of spcial radio-reconnaissarce receiving
apparatus, for the purpose of disclosing the content of the radio trans-
missions and obtaining reconnaissance data.

1276 RADIOPOISK (radio scarch)-Detection of operating radio sta-
tions and other radio-technical objectives with the aid of conventional or
special radio-receiving equipment.
1277 RADIOPOMEXHI (radio interference)--Radio signals, emanating
from special or natural sources, which preclude or hinder the operation of
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radio-technical fafie Radlio interference also includes interference

created by reflection of signals produced by radio-technical means from
natural or special reflectors.
1278 RADIORAZVEDKA (radio reconnissarce; communications
monitorinj)--Obtaiig information about the memy and his radio-
communication facilities by reception and analysis of radio transmissions,
and by determining their coraent.
1I=9 RADIORELEYNAYA SVYAZ' (radio-relay communications)-
Commiucadcis accomplished with the aid of radio-relay stations, which
--.at electromagnetic energy in a given direction. In order to effect radio-
relay communications, metric, decimetric, and centimetric wa,,bands are
used. In accordwae with the conditims of propagation of ultra-short
waves, radio-relay cowunn cations are usually possible only where thee
is direct (optical or geometric) visibility between thc antennra of the cor-
responding station&
120 IADIOSVYAZ' (radio commuuications)-Communications wed
for direct conversatio-, transmissien of rsdiograms, orders, signals, and
also for transmiss•k and recept of grphic documents by photo-
telegraphy. Radio communications may bo ftpltex where the ixawnis-
sion of information takes plece in one direction only, and duplex, where
there is a biPut•ral exchange of information Ile pnc•ipal method of
orgmdzig radio communications are the two-station net (poi.t-to-peiat
rmdio nt), and the radio net. Radio waves of all wzvebands aA-e used for
radio communicafios

1281 RADIOSET' ,radio net)-.A method of orga-,nhg radio communi-
cations betwee several (three or more) control posts or ,affs, whereby
each of them has a radio station (radio receiver) to be used with the
opeidag data (wavelength and ca)l sign) established for this radio net.
The composdion of a radio net is detemined by its purpose.

22 RADIOSFT- OPOVESHCHENIYA (warning net)-A radio net on
which wairning signals are transmitted. As a rule, transmission of warning
signals is done unilateraly and circularly.

13 RADIOTELEEUPRAVLENIYE (radio remotz control)--A method
of controlling stationary and mobile objects at a distance by radio. In
military affairs, it is widely used to guide missiles of various classes to
their targets, and to control explosive devices, etc.

1284 RADIO7EKBNICHESKAYA RAZVEDKA (.-:ctronic intelli-
gence)--Detection of enemy radio-technical facilities and determination
of their characteristics by reception and analysis of their signals.

1285 RADIOIEKHNICHRSKAYA SISTEMA BLIZHNEY NAVI-
GATSII (short-range radio-technical navigation system)--A navigation
system including radio-technical facilities located on land (in an airborne
vehicle or on a ship), and having a limited radius of action, i.e. of the
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order of several hundr-e kilometers. Such a system, operating in the ultra-
short waveband, is usually very accrawe.

1286 RADIOTEKENICHESKAYA SISTE MA DALNEY NAVI-
GATSII (long-range radio-tchnicl navigation system)-A navigation
system including radio-technical facilities located on land (in an airborne
vehicle or on a ship), and having a large radius of action, i.ev. seral
thousands of kilomers. Such systems usually operate in the medium,
long, and ultra-long wavebands. However, a long-range radio-technical
na-gation system may include equiment on artificial earth satellites in
which case it may also operate in the short and ultra,-shoit wavebands.

1217 RADIOTEKHNIM-ESKIYE VOYSKA (radlo-.Iechnical troops)-
Special troops intended to conduct radio-t•chnical reconnaissance of the
land, sea, and air enemy, to create interference with his radio-techuical
facilities, and to ewnes radio ,nmcte control of w pons and airborne
vehicles. Radio-technical troops consist of units (or subunits), and consti-
tute part of the various Sevices, service branches, and special truops.

I285 RADIOTEKHCHESKIYE SREDVSTVA (radio-technical faicil-
ities)-Facilities in which the principles of radio tecbnology are used
Usually included among radio-technical facite are radar, radio remote
control, and radio navigation.
1289 RAD13TEKHNICHESKOYE OBESPECHENIYB (radio-
tecncal support)-A type of special support in the air force, including
the support of air navigation, aircraft landing, bomb aiming, aerial photog-
raphy, etc., with the aid of ground radio-technical and illumination-

en~~neerfin aties.
1290 RADIOELEKTRONIKA (radio electronics)-A complex of many
brancties of knowledg widely used in military affairs, which developed
on the basis of radio technology and electronis. Radio electrnics in-
cludes: radio communications, television, radar, sonar, radio navigation,
infrared technology, radio astronomy, radio meterology, radio teleme-
chanics, ele:omonic data processing, electronic t.chaoiogy, semiconductor
technology, etc.

1291 RADIUS DEYSTVITETJNOG0 PORAZHENIYA (radius of ef-
fective destruction)-The radius of the cIcle within which not less than
50% of targets will be destroyed by *be explosion of a single projectile.
bomb, or mortar.

1292 RADIUS ZONY PORAZENIYA T ADERNOGO VZRYVA
(radius of the casualty zone of a nuclear burst)-One of the characteristics
of the casualty effect of a nuclear burst, determined by the shock wave,
• peietading radiation, flash, ana radioactive contamination of the terrain,
[ air, installations, and materiel. T radius of the casualty zone of a nu-
clear burst may characterize either the combined effect of the various fec-
trto, or any factor individually.
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1293 RADTUS SPLOSHNGGO PORAZHEIYA (radius of complete
destruction)-Tlbe radius of the circle within which not less than 90% _-4
targets will be Jiestroyed by splinters from the explosion of a single pro-
jectile, bomb, or mortar round.

1294 RAZVEDKA AGENTURNAYA (covert intelligence)-A type of
intelligence conducted with the aid of secret agents who have infiltrated
into the country to be recnnoitred, or who have been recruited locally,
for the purpose of obtaining'sacret data concerning the armed forcs, war
potential, and other information which is needed for studying the prepara-
tions for war of Possible enemies, and which constitutes a state or military
secreL

1295 RAZVEDKA ARTELLERIYSKAYA (RAKETNO-ARTfLLER-
IYSKAYA) (artillery [missile-artillery] reconeaissance)-The aggregate
of measures adopted by artillery commanders and staffs to obtain and
process such inf-.rmatiou concerning the enemy, the te-rain, and state of
the atmosphere as is necessary to -nsure the successful use of missile
units and artiJlery in an operation (or battle).

129 RAZVEDKA BOYEM (reconnaissance in force)--One of !be
methods of reconnaissance, in which data on the enemy are obtained by
the combat operations of subunits espedially detailed for this purpose.
Reconnaissance in force is done only in those cases wheze the necessary
information about the enemy cannot be obtained by other means.

1297 RAZVEDKA (VOYSKOVAYA) (troop.-unit reconnaissance)-The
acquisition of inteF;.i,:ce information concerning the Iccation, group-
ing, composition, numbering, armament, combat capability, and intentions
of the enemy, as well as the nature of his activities with respect to an op-
cration (or battle).

1298 RAZVEDKA ZASADAMI (crmbat reconnaissance patrol)--A
method of reconnaissance accomplished by surprise .ttack, from covet, on
soitary or small groups of enemy servicemen, for the purpose of seizing
ptisoners, documents, and samples of weapons, equipment, and combat
mateziel.

1299 RAZVEDKA MARSHRUTOV (route reconnaissance)-Measurts
taken to study the roads (cross-country routes) in a zone of impending
action, and to determine their state, traffic capacity, vulnerable sectors,
camouflage conditions, degree of demolition and contamination, and the
availability of materials for road and bridge repair, so as to ensure the
movement of troops, and combat and other materiel.

13,30 P.AZVEDKA ME$TNOSTI (terrain reconnaissance and intelli-
gence)--Measures taken for the collection and refinement of informatio.a
on the char.acer and peculiarities of the relief, hydrogrvphy, built-up areas,
roads, soil, and p!.ant cover, and the degree to which t'iese conditions
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affect the arrangement and combat operations of friendly and enmy
troops; on the presence and character of natural cover and obstacles;, on
the protective features and passability of the terrain; on conditions for
orientation, camouflage, and observation; etc.

1301 PRAZVEDKA S POMOSHCHiYU INFRAKRASNOY TEKHNEKI
(infrared reconnaissance)-Detection of enemy installations and &-ter-
irination of 1he coordinates of targets with the aid of instruments which
"are sensitive to invisible infrared (heat) rays emitted by objects (installa-
tions).

M302 RAZVEDKA TELEMIZIONNAYA (television reconnaissance)-
Obtaining data on the enemy with the aid of television reconnaissance
equipment, permitting commanders (chiefs) to observe, from points lo-
cated at a censiderable distance from the enemy, his installations and
activities. Television reconnaissance equipment may be installed in air-
borne platforms, moar vehicles, or ships, &ad may also be outlying.

1303 RAZV.2DYVATELNAYA AVIATSIYA (reconnaissance avia-
tion)-A branch of the air force, intended to conduct aerial reconnais-
sance. It has at its disposal both piloted and unmanned airborne vehicles
that are used to obtain data on the grouping of enemy forces and facilities,
and on various installations at tactical, operaticnal, and stiategic depth.

1304 RAZVEDYVATELNAYA GF.UPPA (reconnaissance group)-
An element of troop reconanissance sent out by formations or units to
conduct reconnaissani, of the enemy and terrain in mobie types of com-
bat, on the rmarch, and in a defensive situation when th-.re is no contact
with the enemy.

1303 RAZV-DYVATEL'NAYA SVODKA (intelligence estimate)-A
Srepor-informational document describing the position, state, and activities

of the enemy during a definite period of time, including conclusions con-
cýrning his impending actions or intentions. The time of rendering a
reconnaissance estimate is governed by the schedule of Routine Reports
or by the command's orders. Reconnaissance estimates are formulated
not oniy by superior staffs for the information of subordinate staffs and
the staffs of cooperating (supporting, adjacent) major field forces or strate-
gic formations (or formations), but also by subordinate staffs for submis-
sion to a superior staff.

k 1306 RAZVEDYVATELUNOYE DONTESENIYE (periodic intelligence
report)-A report reflecting changes which have occurred in the position,
status, and activities of 'ie enemy during a definite interval of time, and
rendered to a superior staff by a specific time (a routine reconnaissance
report), or one containing important information which must be reported
without delay (a non-routine reconn:issance report).

1307 RAZVEDYVATELNOYE TRALENIYE (reconnaissance wine-
sweeping)--One of the methods of mine reconnaissance at sea. It is
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conducted by special ships, namely minesweepes and helicopters, fcr the
Purpmar of detecting enemy minefields, and determining their location,
boundares, and nature.

130i RAZVEDYVATEL'NYY DOZOR (reconnaissance patrol)--A re-
connaissance element which is seat out from a reconnaissance detachment
to the fron, to thr flanks, or to the rear, for the purpose of conducting re-
connaissance of the enemy and the terrain.

1309 RAZVEDYVATEL'NYY OTRYAD (reconnaissance detachment)
-An element of troop-unit revonnaLssance sent out by formations and
major field forces or strategic formations to conduct reconnaissarne of the
enemy and the terrain in mobie types of combat, on the march, and also
in defense. A reconnaissance detachment is made up of rconnaissance
subunits or motor rifle (or tank) sulb.nits, from company to battalion
strength, and reinforced by ai'tiliery, tanks, field enginer subunits, and
chemical subunits. A recunnaissance detachment is assigned a recokais-
sance zone or axis.

1310 RAZVERTYVANIYE VOORUZHENNYKH SIL (VOYSK) (de-
plovment of armed forces [,roops])-(1) Creation of the groupings of mis-
sile troops, ground troops, air forces, naval forces, and national air
defense forces and facilities, needed to carry on an armed conflict; (2)
adoption of an operational structure and combat formations for cmoiduct-
ing an operation or fighting a battle; (3) implementation of mobilizaticn
measures for the assembly vf major fieid forces or strategic formations,
and for regrouping formations and units into larger entities; (4) occupation
of areas in a sector of impending action; (5) a change in structure, i.e., a
transition from one state to another. Deployment of armed forces (troops)
may be strategic, operational, or tactical.

1311 RAZVERTYVANIYB SIL FLOTA (deployment of naval for.:es)
-The process whereby naval forces assume ihe initial position (designated
area• lines, and positions) for the commencement of activities, in accor-
dance with the plan of an operation. Depending on its nature and scale,
deployment of naval forces may be strategic, operational, or tactical.
1312 RAZGRANICHITELNYY. LINiI (dividing lines)-Hypothetical
lincr on the terrain, constituting the boundaries between the zones (or
areas) of action of adjacent major field forces or strategic formations (or
formations, units, subunits). Dividing lines are defined (oi changed) upon
assignment of missiops.

1313 RAZMAGNICHIVANIYE KORABLYA (demagnetizing a ship)
-An anti-mine defense measure, consisting in artificial alteration (re-
duction) of the ship's magnetic field strength for the purpose of protecting
it against magnetic and magnetic-induction mines.

1314 RAZMAH NASTUPATEL'NOY OPERATSII (scale of an offen-
sive operation)-This zoncept is cxpreo:ed in terms of the width and depth
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o of the of e, e aves e daily -nwe of advarce by the
troops, aud the duration of the operation. The scale of La offensive opera-
tion is determined by the goals of tQe operation and depe. rd- on the quan-
tity and quality of the forces end facilities of the warring parties, the
peculiarities of the theat-r of operations, climatic and mteorological coa-
ditions, the levels of materiel and technical support of the operation, etc.
1315 -RAMINIROVANIYWE (mine disaring)-Disarming or removing

mines and other e- plosive devices used in mine obstacles.

1316 RAZRESHAYUSHCHAYA SPOSOBNOST' RADIOLOKAT-
SIONNOY STANITS (discrimination of a radar station)-The ability to
distinguish between targets which are close to one another in space. A
distinction is made between a radar's discrimination in terms of distance,
velccity, and angular coordinates

M37 RAYON BOYEVYICH DEYSTVIY (combat area)---Te sector of
terran (or se area) in which a formation, unit, or subunit of grcindtroops (or their naval counterparts) is fighting.

1318 RAYON VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY (combat zone)-In a broad
sense, the territory (or sea area) encompassing part of a theattr of hostili.
ties in which the warring parties conduct operations or tight in u~cordanc-,
with the concept and plan of an armed conflict.

1319 RAYON VYSADKI MORSKOGO DESANTA (amphibieus aý-
sault force landing area)-The part of tae sea coast, and the sta main
adjoining it, where an assault force disemnbarks, and the warships %vpwort-
inr the landing operate. Tht. size of an amphibious assault for(- lo-iding
aiza depends on thl composition of the fx-ces attacking the coar!, and on
the geographical features of the terrain. Each amphibious assault force
landing area includes one or several landing sectors.

1320 RAYON RASSREDOrIOCHNIYA KORABLEY (ship dispersal
area)-A sector of the coast, within the limits of the operational zone of a
naval base, equipped for dispersed berthing of ships.

1321 RAYON SOSREDOTOC.ElEINYA (assembly [staging] area; con-
centration area)-An extensive territory on which a major field force or
strategic formation (or formation, unit) ib disposed prior to carrying out a
combat mission. An assembly area permits dispersal of the troops, thus
ensuring their protectiou against weapons of mass destruction.

1-322 RAKETT.IAYA BAZA (foreign) (missl•e base)-Specially-equipped
rr se-.1 sasice. a to: missiles, the meavi of guiding them when in flight,
techucal facilities for preparing them for launcl ing, and missile stor,-,
fahcilties.

* •1323 RAYMMN'YE M--l 'O. (,ocket fuel)--Fuel iued ior rocket en-Igit l.ocket faiel is of 'two kvryr.." sýAkid and liquid. The solid and lihqcu
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types of xokeit fuel arm used !n solid-fel rocket engines and in qliuid-f•rl
rocket engines, respectively.
13A RAKFIWO-TEOMCHBSKOYE OBESPECHENIYE (nissile
support)-Thc aggregate of measure direct-d toward providing units with
missiles and. ,cket fuel, on the one hand, and providing missile main-
tenance, technicel servicing, and repair, on tlm other. The teru missile
support alo coven evacuation.

1325 RAKETNO-YADERNAYA VOYNA (nucIear missile warfare)
-Warfare in which the decisive means of attaining victory in battle, in an
operation, and in armed ccnflict as a whole, is the nuclear missilt-sed
without restraint by'all Services-and above all, the strategic n.iear
weapon.

Moreover, final victory, even in nu,-lear missile warfare, is achieved by
the united efforts of all Services, using conventiond means of armed con-
ffic! as well.

26 RAXIO-YADERNYY UDAR (nuclear missile strike)-A
strike dealt by missie formations and units in order to inflict heavy cas-
ualties on in operaticnal grouping of enemy troops, and to cause decisirz
damage to installations in the enemy's operational or deep rea areas.
Nuclear missile strikes may be maw.sed, grouped, or solitary.

1327 RAKFTNYY3 VOYSKA STRATEGICHESKOGO NAZNA-
C{IENIYA (Strategic VMiss;le Forces*)-The principal Service of the
Armed Forces of the USSR, intended to execute the most vital strategic
mis3ions of a nuclear missile war, In the USA and Britain, strategic mis-
siles are a component of the Air Force. (*Also known as "•Strategic
Rocket Formes").

1328 PAKETONOSNAYA AVI XTIYA (mL-sile-carrying aviation)-
Aviatios. consisting of missile-carrying aircrat, armed primarily with air.
to-air, aiMo-ground and air-to-ship missiles.

1329 RAKETY (missiles)-The principal meaits of de;!,'ering nuci,.ar
charges to the objects to be destroyed, m-issiles are unmanned airborse
vehicles, either guided or unguided while in trajectory, and movwd by
reactive forre. A.cording to their roles, mi;siles are subdivided into the
following classes: air-to-air, air-to-ground, ground-to-ground, ship-to-
shoc, etc. Air-to-.ir missiles are armed missile installed in airborne
vehicles, and used agzst aerial targts. According to their guidance sys-
tems, air-to-air missi'es are divided in,, the guided and unguided cate-
gories. Air-to-air guided missiles may use autoacmous guidance, remote
control, homing. or a combination of these. Air-to-ground missiles are
armed missiles launched frcm airborne vehicles, and intended to destroy
ground targets. According v) their design, air-to-ground missiles are di-
vided into the cruise and ballistic cate-gories. Air-to-ship missiles are
armed missiles launched Lrom airborne vehicles, and used to destroy war-
ships. Mfissiles of the ground-to-ground class may be strategic, operational-
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tacal, and tactical armed missiles, intended to destroy ground targets
from the ground. Ship-to-air missiles are armed missiles launched from
shipbqcu&d laincbers to destroy enemy air trgets. Ship-to-shore class mis-
sle ar ballistic or cruise missiles fired by submarines and surface ships
to destroy enemy coastal istallations. Ship-to-ship missiles constitute the
amamat of misie-armed vessels (submarin and surface ships), and are
wsed to destroy enemy warships and merchant vessels. Ship-to-ship missiles
have a bomipS system. Sometimes they arc used to destroy coastal installa-U '30 RAKETY OPERATIlNO-TAKTICHESKOGO NAZNACHB-
NIYA (operafional-actical missiles)-Combat missiles of the ground-to-
grourd class, in the armament of major field forces or strategic formations
and formations of the Savices, and inteaded to resolve missions of opera-
tional or tactical im4p.'ta=.

1331 RAKETY STRATEGICHESKOGO NAZNACHENIYA (strate-
gic missiles)-Armed medium-range, intercontinental and glrobal missiles
capable of destroying installations of strategic importance in enemy deep

LUZ2 RAKELY TAKTICHESKIYE (tacti -al missiles)-Arm•d missiles
used 1y combine-arms formations to destroy objectives at tactical and
operationa depth
1M3 RASPOR'YADITEL'NAYA STANTSIYA (regulating station)-A
railroad junction cc large iailroad depot situated at the rear boundary of
a ftont, and used for the reception, promssing, and onward transmission,
by dtstination, of incoming freight consignments destined for the front.
Regulating stations are designated by General Staff directive. Detraining
aud eatraining of troops, unloadiag and loading of military cargoes, and
provacted balting of i-.ehons in transit, ame al prohibited at regulatiug
stationts.
1334 RASEVWANIYB RAKET (SNARYADOV, BIOMB) (dispersion of
missiles [projectiles, bowbs])-The phenomenon of scattering of mis.iles
(projectiles, bombs) when they are launched (fired, dropped) under identi-
cal conditions. Dispersion takes place for various reasons: deviationa
from the nominal weight and Jesigned shape of the missile (projectile,
bomb); variations in fuel temperature; aiming errors changes in air resis-
tance; etc. Dispersion obeys a recognized law called the law of dispersion.

1335 RASSREDOTOCHEBNYE VOYSK (dispersal of troos)-DLsper-
sal of troops fontally and in depth, thus ensunng their rapid deployment
for coratat operations, and diminishes vulnerability to nuclear su k'., air
attack, and artillery fire. According to its scale, disersal oi troops may be
tactical, operational, or strategic.
W336 RASKHOD BOYEPRIPASOV (ammunition expenditure)--The

number of projectiles (or tombs, mortar rounds, bullets) allotted for, or
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actuaby expended on, the fiufillmert of a pa-ticular fire misdon. However,
for a considerabl number of fire missions performed during a specified
peiiod of time (for example, in the course of an air bombardreent, in pr-
yarat" fire, in a day of combat), ammunition expenditure is expressed in
unitsOf Are.
137 RASCHENO-SNABZHENCHESKAYA YEDWNIMSA (supply
and accounting unit)--The conventional measure of supply items in terms
of which the item iequirements for troop-support purposes aie calculatedi.
Supply and accounting units are the unit of fire; fuel load; daily ratiov
the se4 kit, or uit; load; charge, ammunition load; the n'merary adjunct
"piec(s)"; and the usual units of weight and volume.

1338 REAKTIVNAYA ARTHI R A (rocket-launching artillery)-
A type of artillety intended to fire rocket projectiles (or rocket mortar
rounds). Direction of motion is imparted to such projiec0es by directing
devices. 7T launchers of rocket-launching artillery are mounted on tanks,
armored personnel cat lers, and cross-country motor vehicles. Rocket-
launching artillery is intended to destroy personnel and combat mat."riel in
concentration areas, and to destroy defensive structures.

1339 REmISTROVYY TONNAZH (register tonnage)-A conventional
volumetric measre of cargo vessels, which is expressed in register tons
(one register ton is equal to i00 cubic feet, or 2.83 cubic meters). A dis-
tinction is made between gross register tonnage and net (commercial)
register tonnage.

1340 REZHIM OGNYA ((I) rate of fire [per piece]; (2) fire control)-
(1) The maximum number of rounds which can be fired in a specified time
from a gven type of weapon (gun, mortar), without substantial detriment
to it, and without prejudice to firing safety;, (2) the precisely established
procedure for conducting fire from artillery guns (or mortars) which the
commander decides to employ, having regard to the mission and tin nature
of the target.

1341 REZHIM PLAVANIYA NA MORS-KOM TEATRE (navigational
discipline in a maritime theater)-A system of measures implemented
for the purpose of ensuring the safety of warships and merchant vessels
when under way, and also while in bases or ports. The essence of naviga-
tion procedures "onsisis in the c-re.tafon of a system of channels -and formu-
lation of rules for their use; in the adoption of a strict procedure for the
entry of ships and vessels into bases, ports, and other points, and for exit
from them; in the establishment of recommended courses and routes for
the movement of ships and vessels in a theater (especially in coastal areas);
and in the organization of a continuously-operating identification and
warning syster,.

1342 REZHIM POLETOV (flight procedures)-A system of rules gov-
erning flights through a given air space, such rules being dictated by
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instructians, by the flight manual, and by the basing conditions in the
given territory.

1343 REZHIM TRALENLYA MIN (mine-sweeping procedures)-The
established method of using contact and noncontact sweeps, defining the
frequency of sweeping, the sweeping speed, and other parameters assoc.-
ated with the use of sweeps, such parameters being establishei to emure
the most effective action of the sweeps on the mines.

1344 REZERVNYYE VOYSKA (reserve troops)-Military echelons not
included in the composition of fronts, fleets, major field formations or
strategic formations of national air defense forces, or strategic missile
fores. Under modern conditions, the role and importance of reserve
troops has increaswd considerably in comparison with the past.

134.4 REZERVY (reserves)-(1) Human and material resources which
may be used in a war as a whole, or in an operation (or battle); (2) part
of the operational structure of a major field force cr strategic formation,
or part of the combat order of a formation (or unit).

1346 REYDER (raider)-A warship or armed merchant vessel (auxiliary
criser), operating in wartime on enemy sea trarsportation routes for the
purpo•se of destroying his merchant shipping.

1347 REKOGNOSTSIROVKA (commander's ground reconnaissance)-
Reconnaissance of the enemy and terrain in the vicinity of troop combat
operations, conducted by comminders or staff officers. A commander's
ground reconnaissance is accomplished in order to verify, on the terrain,
decisions already made by map, and missions already assigned to the
troops, or carried out prior to making plans. Participants in a commander's
reconnaissance are the commanders of subordinate, attached, and sup-
porting formations (or units), the chiefs (or commanders) of service
branches, and chiefs of special troops and services.

1348 RE-KXOGNOSTSIROVOCHNAYA GRUPPA (reconnaissance
party)-A, party detailed by the commander or staff to reconnoitre an
area of impending combat operations, or the dispo: ",m of troops, com-
bat materiel, control posts, etc.

1349 RENTGEN (roentgcn)-The uni: of measurement of gamma-
radiation dose, used xI c•iculate the level of radioactive radiation permis-

.Wx ,uf dangerous to the organism. The roentgen is that d=-, which, in
1 cc of dry air (at a temperature of 0°C and a pressure of 760 mm Hg),
forms about two billion ion pairs.

1350 IYENTGENOMETR (geiger counter)-An instrument for measur-
ing radiation levels in contained areas. Using a gieger counter, radiation
levels- -s h;gh as several hundred roentgens per hour can be measured,
and the limits of a contaminated area, and sectors of heavy or dangerous
contamination, can be determined.
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1351 RESLJRS VOYENNYYE (military resources)-A country's
armed forces, and hlso its civilian contingents with military training,
stockpiles of various k-inds, economic and state reserves, all of which may
be used to conduct a war.

1352 RESHENIYE NA OPERATSIYU (BOY) (operations for battle]
plan)-Definition, by the commanding general (or commander), of the
forces, facilities, and methods to be used to complete an assigned mission
in an impending operation (or battle). A plan is the basis for organizing
troop control, coordinated action, planning, preparation, conduct, and
comprehensive support of an operation (or engagement, battle).

1353 F.ODA AVIATSII (branches of aviatlon)-The component parts of
the Air Force, each of which has homogeneous materiel and armament,
aan appropriate organization, and its own tactics and methods of combat.
The branches of aviation are: bomber aviation, fighter-bomber aviation,
fighter aviation, reconnaissance aviation, liaison aviation, and medical
aviation.

1354 RODA VOYSK PVO STRANY (branches of national air defense
forces)--The component parts of the national air defense forces. Fach
branch is armed or equipped with one type of combat materiel. The
branches of national air defense forces include: air defense missile troops,
fighter aviation, and radio-technical troops.

1355 RODA SIL VOYENNO-MORSKOGO FLOTA (branches of the
navy)--The structurally and qualitatively different component parts of
the fleet, intended to conduct combat operations in the appropriate physi-
cal environment, both independently and in coordinated action with one
another. The branches of the navy are: submarines, naval aviation, sur-
face ships, and coastal missile-artillery troops.

1356 RODA SUKHOPU1NYKH VOYSK 'branches of the ground
forces)-Coraponents of the ground forces, differing from one another in
their organization, armament, and role in combat. In each branca, sub-
units, urits, and formations have the same basic armament, and the ap-
propriate organization and tactics. The brauches are missile troops and
artillery air defense troops, motor rifle troops, tank troops, and air-assault
troops. Besides the branches, the ground forces also include special troops,
namely: engineer, chemical, communications, radio and radio-technical,
motor-transport, highway, and others.

1357 ROKADA (lateral road)-A railroad, paved highway, or dir road,
running parallel to the front line. Lateral roads are necessary for regroup-
ing and moving troops in an operation (or battle), for materiel and tech-
nical sapply purposes, arid fe. getting from one frontal route to another
when bypasing areas of devrst;%tion, and radioactive contamination.

1358 RUBEZH ATAKI (assault position line)-A sector of terrain,
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designated by the commander of a formation (unit, subunit), from which
the troops begin their attack on the enemy.

5139 RUBEZE BLZOPASNOGO UDALENIYA VOYSK OT TSBN-
TROV (ETSENTROV) SMOKH YADERNYKH VZRYVOV (nu-

l ~clear safety l1=)--A hypothetical line defining a safe distance for friendly
t-oopN from the planned centers (ground zero) of nuclear bursts. Thm safe
distance for troops is made up of the minimum distan= at which the

shock ware, or other casualty producing factors of a nuclear burst, wEl
not result in casualties, and of the possible deviation of the actual centers
(ground zero) from the plannd ones.

1360 RUBEZII (RAYON) VVODA V SRAZHEIM YE (W)Y) (reserve
concentration arma)-The line (or area) from which strategic formations
(or formations, units) of the second echelon or reserve are committed to
battle (or combat) to fulfill an assigned operational (or combat) mission.
The reserve concentration area is designated approximately by the com-
manding general (or commaander) when making the plan to attack acd is
defined more precisely in the course of the offensive.

1361 RUBEZH (POLOSA) VZAIMODEMYSMIYA SRFDSTV PVO
(ar defense zone)--Te line (or zorn) of terrain (or water) ia the air
space above which the forces and weapons of cooperating air defense

strategic formations, formations, or units, engage the air enemy, and ex-
change data concerning air targets Letween themselves.

1362 RUBEZH PROTIVOLODOCHNOY OBORONY (PROTIVOLO-
DOCHNYY RUBEZ1) (anti-submarine defense area [anti-submarine
a,])---The aggregate of positional facilities and mobile naval forces that
are echeloned in depth and act in a particular water area for the purpose
of preventing enemy submarines penetrating into a given area of the sea
(or ocean).

1363 RUBEZH RADIOLOKATSIONNOGO OBNARUZHENIYA
(rada,- detection line)-The ,ane on which enemy weapons become detect-
able by radar stations.

1364 RUBM RAZVERTYVANIYA (deployment !ine)-The sector
of terrain on which troops deploy from march formation, or approach-
march formation, into combs: formation.

1365 RUBEZMI REGULIROVANIYA (control lines)-Terrain lines,
designated in advance by the senior commander, which the troops must
rach or go throrgh at a certaiz time and in a certain formation.

1366 SAMOLET-ZAPRAVSHCHIK (tanker aircraft)-An aircraft hav-
ing special equipment and a supply of fuel for refuelling other aircraft in
flight.
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W367 SAMOI E-r NAVEDENIYA (guidance aircraft, reconnaissance and
strike control ; .-rcraft--AL aircraft used for conducting aerial reconnais-
sanca of land, sea, and air targets (or encmy installations), observing
them, transmitting data concerning them to the air command, and guid-
ing the aircraft sent out to destroy them.

1368 SAMOLET-NOSITEL' YADERNOGO ORUZHIYA (nuclear
weapon carrying aircraft)-An aircraft having special equipment and
firtings for the use of nuclear munitions.

1369 SAMOLET PROTIVOLODOCHNOY OBORONY (anti-sub-
marine defense aircraft)-An aircraft used to engage enemy submarines.

1370 SAMOLET RADJOL-KATSIONNOY RAZVEDKI (samolet
dal'nego radiolokatsionnogo obnaruzheniya) (radar reconnaissance air-
craft (long-range radar detection aircraft])-An aircraft equipped with a
long-range detection radar, and used for the reconnaissance of aerial and
above-water targets, and to guide friendly weapons to them.
1371 SAMONAVODYASHCHAYASYA TORPEDA (homing torpedo)
-A to,-pedo having, in its warhead, a homing device which guides it to
a (underwater or surface) target. Such devices are either active or passive,
and arc further subdivided into the monoplanar khorizontal) and biplanar
(horizontal and vertical) categories.

1372 SAMOKFKODNYY PAROM (self-propelled fcrry)-A means of
crossing water barriers, intended to convey heavy combat materiel across
such barriers. Such a ferry is capable of moving independentl (under its
own power) without cargo when on land, and with cargo when afloat
When military freight is being ferried, a landing stage is not needed, as
the seif-propelled ferry has ramps which peirmit it to unload (or lead)
combat materiel directly onto the shore cr into the shaliow bank portion
of the water barrier.

1373 SANITARNAYA AVIATSIYA (medical aviztion)-Aviation in-
tended to evacuate the sick and wounded and to transpori medical per-
sonnel for the Durpose of rendering urgent medicaJ aid to servicemen.
Medical aviation consists of individual aviation subunits and units, and
organiz.-ioaally is a part of air force and combined-arms strategic forma-
tions.

1374 SANITARNAYA OBRABOTKA (decontamin2tion)-The re-
moval of radioactive substances from personnel, and rendering harmless
and eliminating toxic and bacterial agents. Decontamination may be partial
or complete.

1375 SANITARNAYA (MEDITSINSKAYA) RAZ.rVEDKA (sanitary
[medical] reconnaissance)-Acquisition of information on the sanitary-
hygienic and anti-epidemic situation or the territory of impending combat
operations, in the regions where friendly and hostile troops a,. disposed,
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and in rear areas, etc. Sanitary (medical) reconnaissance establishes the
sanitary-hygienic and epidemiological state of water sources and the
water supply, cf built-u1) areas and dwellings, and establishes the pres-
enwe, or otherwise, of contagicus diseases among the population, and so

1376 SANITARNYYE POTERI (casualties)-Military personnel who
mus-t be evacuated and treated in medical establishrments. Casualties are
subdivided into the combat and noncombat categories. To the former
belong wounded, shell-shocked, burned, and injured servicemen, and
those rendered ineffective as a result of combat injuries; and to the latter,
those who have fallen ill, or have sustained traumata, bums, or frostbite
not associated with combat activity.

1377 SEORNYYE FORTIFWKATSIONNYYE SOORUZHENIYA (pre-
fabricated fortificational st-uctures)-Structures built by assembling stan-

-'s dard elements which have been prefabricated either by the troops or
industrially. They include shelters, dug-out shelters, and other structures
made of corrugated ircu, rinforced c~ncrete, plywood, or sandbags, and
light frame structures. The use of prefabricated fortificational structures
markedly reduces building, time. cuts down the expenditure of manpewer,
increases the possibility ofi mthanvang such work, and simplifies lits or-

ganization.

1378 qVERKHBYSTRODEYSTVUYUSHCHAYA TELEGRAFNA-
YA SVYAZ' (burst communications)-Automatic transmission cf infor-
mation by means of binary packages, in periods of one hundredth of a
second to one second duration, at s rate of six hundred to twelve hundred
symbols per second.

1379 SVETOVOYE UZLUCHENIYE (flash)---One of the casualty-
causing factors of a nuclear explosion, being a powerful stream of lumi-
nous energy emitted by the fireball associated with such a burst. A flash
can cause bums on exposed parts of the human body, and is also capable
of igniting, charring, or liquifying various materials. The casualty-
producing capability of a flash is determined primarily by the magnitude
of the light pulse.

1380 SVETOVOY IMPUL'S (light pulse)-The amount of luminous en-
ergy imparted by the fireball of a nuclear explosion, during the entire
time of its existence, to ome square centimeter of a surface oriented atright-angles to the direction of propagation of the flash. The light pulse is

expressed in calories per square centimeter.

1381 SVETYASHCHAYASYA OBLAST (OGENNYY SHAR) (fire-
ball)-The region of incindescent gases associated with a nuclear air
burst, consisting of air and the volatilized materials of the nuclear weapon
itself. The fireball is a powerful source of light radiation, which continues
for several seconds.
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38 SVB ASHCHYE AVIATIONNYYE BOMBY (SAI) (flare
bombs)--Aerial bombs used to illuminate the terrain when bo ubing or
visual rec aisance is done at night. Thy me also used in support of-oi tndop activitie.

1383 SVOYVIA M OST' USTANOVLENIYA SVYAZI (timeli-
nms of establishing communications)-The readiness of communications
to easum troop control by the time ordered. This is one of the basic re-
quit-me-ts to be met by communications in banle.

1384 SVYAZ' VZA1MO!D)--I1A (command and control commu-
cniations)-Communications organized betweea cooperating major Ild

forces or strategic formations (or formations, units) of the various Services,
branches, special troops, and adjacent units. Command and control corm-
municationm are organized on instructions from the commanding general
or commander (staff) organizing the coorainated action of the troops in
the operaticn (or battle). The principal means of comumicadion usd
between cooperating formation (cr units) is radio.

1385 SVYAZ' PODVIZHNYMI SREDSTVAMI 'communication with
the aid of mobile bailifies)-Communication effected by aircraft, heli-•- opte, motor transport, armored personnel carrier, motorcycle, liaison
vessel, dispatch boat, and also by skiers. Suc'h communication is w~dely

uscd in ali types of troop combat adtiit for delivery of combat docu-
meats and official correspondence, and depending on the situation and

availability of forces and facilities, may be orgVaized by secor, by circular
Sroute, or along an aids.

1316 SDERZFHVAYUSHCHIYE DEYSTVIYA (foreign) (delaying op-
erations)-Combat o.-erations conducted by troops on a series of succes-

ively defended lina foi the purpose of gaining time, inflicting the
greatest possible number of casualties on the enemy, and creating the
most favorable conditions for themselves, without regard to lss of
ground, and without becoming involved in decisive battles.

1387 SELEKTORNAYA SVYAZ' (selective telephony)--Central con-
trol telephony, permitting any subscriber to be called individually (selec-
tive call), permitting a particular group of subscribers to be called (group
call), or permitting all subscribers to be called simultaneously (conference
call). A selector (an electromagnetic device) is used as the call receiver.

1388 SELEKTSIYA DVIZHUSHCHIKHSYA IELEY (SDIS) (selec-
tion of moving targets)-Discrimmation, with the aid of special equip-
ment, of radar signals reflected from moving objects (missilwe aircraft
ships, tanks, etc.), against the background of signhals reflected from sta-
tionary or slowly-moving objects (local terrain features, dipole reflectors,
clouds etc.). The equipment used for selection of moving targets enables
a radar station to detect and "ack targets which are moving on land, on
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water, or in the air, against the background of the surromiding medium,
and against a background of passive interference (r-.ectors).

1389 SET' SVYAZI (ccmmunications net)--he aggregate of the com-
munications centers, lines, and chbnnels of the various ministries and
departments on !he territory of a front (or a military district, or the coun-
try as a whole). The communications net oi a front (or a military district),
ccnsists in communicatioas centers in command posts; communications
centers in forward (or alternate) command posts; communicatious centers
in rear control posts of major field forces or strategic formations, formn-
tions, and units, of the front (or military district); wire and radio-relay
links; axes and sectors of signal communications; lateral and connecting
links; auxiliary communications centers; control-and-testing posts, and
monitoring posts.

1390 SIGNALY OPOVESHCHENIYA (%arning signals)-Pre-arranged
signs (or signals) transmitted by various means of communication to give
the troops timely warning of radioactive, chemical or bacterial contamina-
tion of the terrain, and of enemy air attack.

1391 SIGNALY OPOZNAVANIYA (idenifica sin )r
arranged signs (or signals), transmitted by various means of communica-
tion, to establish the affiliation of ground troops, aircraft, *r ships.

1392 SIGNALNYYE SREDSTVA (signaling methods)-The simpleqt
means of communication, used in all types of troop combat operations
for transmitting brief orers and reports, for mutual identification, target
designation, to identify friendly toops, to ensure coordinated action of
troops, and for v;arniag purposes. Visual, acoustic, and electronic signal-
ing methods are used.

2393 SILY I SREDSTVA (forces and facilities; men and equipment)-
The personnel of major field forces or strategic formations, formations,
units, and subunits of all Services and branches (or arms of the navy),
together with their armament and combat materiel, for example: ground
troop forces and facilities; naval forces and facilities; -viation forces and
facilities; air defense forces and facilities; the forces end facilities of an
army, etc.

1394 SIMPLEKSNAYA SVYAZ' (simplex operation)-Commimications
in which reception and transmission are done by turns: at first, one sta-
tion only transmits, and the other only receives; then the secoid station
transmits, and the first receies.

1395 SISTEMA BAZIROVANIYA SIL VOYENNO-MORSKOGO
FLOTA (naval basing system)-The aggrcgate of naval bases and airfield
areas mutually interconnected by transportation routes qnd communica-
tions facilities, as well as the enterprises, establishments, and elements of
the rear services, ship-repair and ordnance-repair facilities, medical and
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RE sanitary services, etc., existing in a given maritime (or oceanic) theater of
hostfllis for the purpose of ensuring the conditions necessary for the
deployment of neval forces and maintaining them at the app-opriate state
of readiness to resolve the missions confronting them. A distinction is
made between permanent and temporary basing.

1396 SISTEMA VOORUZIMENYA (armament plan)-A scientifically
founded distribution of armaments between the Services and branches f-
the purpoe of maximizing the combat power of the armed forces as a
whole, using all types of armament most effectively, simplifying the orgini-
zaion of uitm, formations, and major field forces or si-ategic formations,
and facilitating their control The military doctrine of a state is substan-
tialy reflected in its armament plan.

1397 SISIEMA ZAGRAZHDENIY (obstacle plan)-The aggregate of
various engineering obstacIes (mine fields, mined sectors of roads, indi-
vidual objects prepared for demolition, obsacle concentrations, obstacle
zones, Mec.), created for the purpose of hindering enemy advance, delaying
him while repulsing his countermtrike, inflicting losses or. hi, and creat-
ing conditions for defeating his troops with nuclear and other weapons.

1398 MSTXA NABLYUDENIYA (observation plan)--The combin?-
tion of observation ess and observation points of all service branches
and special troops, disposed on the terrain in a particular configuration,
ensuring the best possible surveillance of objectives, enemy disposition,
and ihe terrain.

1399 SISTMA NAVEDENIYA ISTREBITELEY (fighter control and
reporting s-'steni)--The aggregate of measures and technical facilities en-
suring guidanx of fighters to the air enemy. A fighter control and report-
ing system includes: ground detection-and-guidance radar stations;
equipment for obtaining thb coordinates of air tarpts and fighters, for
transmitting these coordinates and displaying them in a command post;
intercept control equipment; equipment for transmitting guidance com-
mands from the ground and receiving them in the fighters; flying and
navigational instruments; airborne radars for intercept and aiming pur-
poses; and identificaton equipment.

1400 SISTEMA NAVEDEOrYA PUSKOVOY USTANOVKI (fire con-
trol system)-A s)-stem whereby a launcher is lad and trained to a givan
bearing and angle of site, respectively. Such a system may be automatic
or nonautomatic.

1401 WSTEMA OGNYA V OBORONE (defensive fire plan)-A com-
bination of pro-rrnged fire strikes on the approaches to a defense, and
the creation of zones of continuous multi-tiered fire of all tynes ahead of
the forward edge, on the fRanks, and in the depth, of the defense, and also
concentration of fire, in brief periods of time, on any threatened axis or
sector. A defensive fire plan is formulated in accordance with the cmcucpt
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of the operation (or battle), taking into account nuclear and chemical at-
tacks, and envisaging close coordination of fire from all types of weapons
and air support, in conjunction with obstacle plans, and natural barriers.

1402 SISTEMA PROTIVOVOZDTJSHNOY OBORCNY (air defense
system)-The aggregate of all measures adopted in engaging the attack-
ing air enemy, implemented in strategic formations of national air defense
forces, and in a front, for the purpose of re•.lling enemy air strikes, pro-
hibiting enemy air reconnaissance, and piuoiding air cover for rear instal.
lations. An air defense. system includes radar reconnaissance of the air
enemy, anti-aircraft missile- ver and fighter cover, radio counter-
measures against the air enemy, and an established procedure for the
control and coordinated action of all air defense forces and facilities. An
air defense system adopted by a strategic formation of national air de-
fense forces must be in accord with those of adjacent, cooperating
strategic formations of the other Service. Moreover. an air defense
system is supplemented by measures taken i, protect troops and rear
installations against air attack.

1403 SS143 A SVYAZI (coiranunications system)--Thc aggregate of
communications centers and stations, iaterconnected by communication
lines in a particular order, and in accordance with the type and nature
of hostilities (or combat activities), and with the way in which troop con-
trol is organized.

1404 SKRYTYYE PODSTUPY (covered approaches)-Approach routes
to enemy positions, concealed from enemy observation by dead ground,
vegetation, or other local features.

1405 SLED RADIOAKTIVNOGO OBLAKA (pattern of a radioactive
cloud)-The zone of terrain on wnich radioactive contamination occurs as
a result of fallout of radioactive substances from the cloud of a nuclear
explosion.

1406 SLEZOTOCIMrYYE OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIYB VESHCHE-
STVA (lachrimators)-Toxic agents which act on the mucous membrane
of the eyes, causing the excessive secretion of tears. They include, for
examjVe, chloracetophenone.

1407 SLUZHBA VESHCHEVOGO SNABZHENIYA (clothing and
equipment supply service)-One of the rear services of the Armed Forces,
responsible fer supplying troops with pers,,nal clothing and equipmeut.

1408 SLUZHBA VOYENINYKH SCOBK-HChIENIY (VOSO) (military
transportation service)--Elements of the Armed Forces intended: (a) to
plan movements of troops and military cargo in peacetime and wartime,
and to direct them with~n the limits ot the country and theaters of hostili-
ties; (b) to train troops in effecting such movements by the various modes
of transport, in peacetime and wartime; (c) to define and submit to trans-
port ministries and departments, requirements to be met by transport for
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wartime operation in all types of transportation envisaged in theaters of
hostilities.

1409 SLUZHBA PRODOVOL'STVENNOGO SNABZHENIYA (food
supp!y service)--One of the reac services of the Armed Forces. The food
supply service implements measures associated with providing food for
army, navy, and air force personnel; establishes ration scales; procures
(and reccivcs) foodstutffs and ware from state and cooperative establish-

ments; organizes dhe operation of kitchens, mess halls, bakeries, refrigera-
tion facilities, and ration dumps; and crganizes accounting, storage, timely
replenishment, and freshening of stocks, insofar as these activities pertain
to the foedstaffs, ware, and invento.-v in its depots.

1410 SLUZHBA RAKETNO-ARTILLERIYSKOGO VOORUZHE-
NIYA (missile and artillery supply service)-A service engaged in the
supply of missile and artillery armament, and infantry arms, missiles and
their warheads, piojectiles (mortar rounds), small-arms ammunition, and
other types of missile and artillery equipment.

1411 SLUZHBA SWABZBHENffA GORIUCHIM (fuel supply service;
POL supply)-One of the services of the Armed Forces, engaged in pro-
viding the troops (aviation) and naval forces with missile propellants, fuels,
oils and greases, special fluids, etc.

1412 SLUZHBA FINANSOVOGO DOVOL'STVI YA (financial service)
-One of the services of the Armed Forces, dealing wi~h questions of fi-
nancial economy. The functions of the financial service include: applying
for funds; issuing pay and allowances to personnel; financing, within the
litaits of approved estimates, military construction, government procure-
ment, and other measures taken in the Services (army, navy, air force, and
military establishments and institutions); accounting, rendering returns,
and control pertaining to the firancial economy of the Armed Forces.

1413 SMENA VOYSK (relief of troops)--Organized takeover and hand-
over by troops, of occupied lines, positions, areas, and zones, in a combat
situation.

1414 SMESHAN'NAYA SISTEMA KOMPLEKTOVANIYA (mixed
system of building up to prescribed strength)-A method of building the
armed forces up to the prescribed (numerical) strength, in which the extra-
territorial system of bringing 3p to prescribed strength is used concur-
rently with the territorial system.

1415 SNABZHENIYE VOYSK (VMF, VVS) (supply of troops [naval
forces, air forces]). -A system of measures directed toward satisfying M1
requirements of the armed fcrces for materici, organized and implemented
by the rear services.

1416 SNABZHENCHESKM YE PEREVOZKI (supply movements)-
Shifting materiel reserves, intended to satisfy the requirements of th,
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1417 SOOTNOSHENYE VIDOV VOORUZENNYKH SIL (correla-
Mtion of the Servcs of the armed forces)-A scientifially founded

rahitathe nd quantitative corfelation between the various Serices in
& tbecomposition of the, armed forces as a whole, dictated by specifc

stora and m -litary-political condihiono, by the nature of an impending
war, by the strategic possibiies of one of the Services, by the accepted
military doctrine of the state, etc. The correlation of the Services of the
armed forces is not constant. It changes with changing conditions, and
esedally in connection with changes in the political goals of the war, and
in armament itsef.

1418 SOOTNORSEY RODOV VOYSK (RODOV AVUTIHI !
RODOV SIL NA FLOTE) (correlation of se&vice branches [or their naval
or air force counterpartsD-A scientifically founded qualitative ar" qvan-
titathe correlation of the service branches (or their counterparts) i each
Service, dz,-tated by the nature of the basic missions assigned to the Srvice
in question, and within -t to its component partb, namely, the branches (or
their equivalents). Those branches (or their counterparts) which are ca-
pablk of resolving the basic missions of their parent Service constitute the
combatant nucleus of that Service. The remaining branchm (or their equiv-
ae-ws) fuWl missions in a subc.Win-c:ed combat role or in a support role.
This circumstance determines the specific correlation of the arms.

1419 SOOTNOSHENIY. SIL I SREDSTV (correlation of forces and
facilities)-Tbe aggregate cf indices permitting evaluation of the relative
strwngh of friendly and hostile troops, by comparative analysis of the
quantitative and qualitative characteristics of troop organization, perfor-
manc data on armament and combat materiel, ,iad other indices thai
define the combat readiness and combat capability of the troops.

1420 SOSREDOTOCHENIYE S.IL I SRSDSTV (concentration of forces
and facilities)- -Assembly of forces a.Ad Lailities in a particular area, and
at a particular dme, in order to fulfil an operational (or combat) mission
in accordance with the command's concept. Under prescnt day conditions,
concentration of forces and facilities must be done quickly and covertly,
and only with due ob;ervance of the requirements for the deployment and
disperal of troops (aviation, naval forces). Dense formations and accumu-
lations of troops (aircraft, ships) ae inadmissible. Concentiaticn of forces
and facilities is accomplished by regrouping eitlier prior to an operation
(battle) or in the course of it.

1421 SOSREDOTOCHENIYE STRATEGICHESKIKH USIL1 Y" (con-
centration of strategic efforts)-The delivery of strikes by strategic missile
forces and other Services in important arem; of the theater of operations,
in order to attain the assigned strategic goa. as rapidly as possible.
Ground troops and naticnal air defense force, operate within the limits of
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the area (zone of concentration of strategic efforts), while positional areas
of strategic missile forces, long-range aviation's airfield areas, and naval
bases may be located at a consit,,rable distzace from the area of concen-
trati, of the basic (main) efforts.
1422 SOTSIALISTICHESKOYE SOREVNOVANIYE V VOORU2-
HENNYKH SdLAKH SSSR (socialist competition in the armed forces of
the USSR)--One of the important methods of commuaist education of
Soviet servicemen, and a way of resolving the problams of combat and
political training. Socialist competition in tin armed forces of the USSR
is directed toward the preparation of proficiency b-adge holders and class
specialists in military affai-., and also toward inciensing the number of
outstanding subunits and unis

14?3 WPAD UROVNEY RADIATSH (drop in radiation levels)--Dimi-
nution of the radiation levels on the terrain with time due to the decay of
the radioactive substances

1424 SPETIAL'NAYA OBRABOTKA (spzzial decontwainaion pro-
cessing)--anitary decontprmination processing . personnel; radioactive
decontamiuation, chemical decontamination, and disinfection ol arma-
ment, combat materiel, transport, uniform, accoutrements, footwar, and
an!i-chemical defense facilities. It may be done directly in troop subunits,
or at special decontamination processing posts (PuSO), and may be partial
or complete.

1425 SPEISIAL'NYYE VOYSKA (foreign) (special forces)-Special
units and formations of the armed forces of the USA and other imperialist
states, intended to be dropped, in wartjme, in enemy rear areas, foi the
purpose of conducting sabotage and terrorist operations and subversive
activities. Special forces consist mainly of parachuwist-saboteurs who
know the enemy country and are fluent ii the local language. Among them
are traitor: who have deserted socialist countries, and also natives of these
countries, who collaborated with Hitlerites and have found asylum with
the American militk -sts. No small proportion of the officers and enlisted
men of these units are adventure seekers and persons with a criminal back-
ground.

1426 SPEiSIAL'NYYE METDY VOYNY (foreign) (unconventional
warfare)-A term used in the American press, meaning methods of con-
ducting combat operations which combine sabotage-terrorist operations
wit enemy rear areas with "psychological" impact on his troops and civilian
population. The unconventional warfare concept is the brain child of
imperialist militarists, playing its role in their plans for ideological diver-
sion against socialist countries.

1427 SPOSOBY BO'IEVYKH DEYSTVIY AVIATSII (air force com-
bat methods)-Ac,-ording to the purpose of the activities, the nature of
the target installations, and the situation, some ways in which air forces
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conduct combat activities are: (a) in action against land and sea targets:
simultaneous stikes, successive strikes, individual strikes, free search for
and destruction of targets; (b) in a-tions against air targets and when pro-
viding fighter cover for troops and rear installations: ground alert inter-
cept; combat Pir patrol intercept, as well as free search for and destruction
of targ.

1428 SPOSOBY VEDENIYA VOORUZHENNOY BOR'BY (methods
of conducting armed conffict)--Various ways in which annedt foicti con-duct ,-ombat activities tt resol•ve strategic missions and to attain strategic

goals. Under modern, conditions, methods of waging armed c.oAftict in-
clude: simultaneous use of wtipons against enemy deep rear areas and

against the mail groupings of his armed forces, by conducting simultane-
ous or successive deep operations on land, at sea, in the air, and in space,
and by inflicting massed, grouped, and isolated nuclear strikes against
enemy strategic istallations, etc.

1429 SPOSOBY PREODOLENIYA ZON RADIOAKTIVNOGO ZA-
RAZHEN1YA (methods of ne.gotiating zones of radioactive contamina-
tion)-The actions of troops upon encounti-,ng extensive zones of
raioactive contamination. The principal methods are: (a) to negotiate
them by routes hsving the lowest radiation levels; (b) to wait until the ra-
diation intensity drops to levels at which ý' ie trcops will not be subjected
to overexposure; (c) to negotiate the contamnLiated zones using air trans-
port; and (d) combined methods.

14.0 SPOSOBY RAZVYAZYVANIYA VOYNY (ways of unleashing
war)-Methods of assault used by aggressors, cousLsting in surprise,
masd, nuclear attack; military provocation leadiv, to local war, with
possible subsequent growth into a world war;, waging undeclared war
under the guise of a local conflict; etc.

1431 SPUTNIK-RAZVEDCHMK (reconnaissance satellite)-A space ve-
hicle specially equipped with reconnaissance instruments, injected into a
given orbit for intelligence purposes. A recounaissanmze satellite may be
launched into space in order to reconnoiter enemy ground installations
and to determine their coordinates; to detect launchings of intercontinental
ballistic missile-.; to detect submarines and nuclear explosions; to ideneiify
enemy satellites in orbit; etc. The reconnaissance information obtained
may be returned to earth in containers or may be transmitted automat
cally.

1432 SRAZHENIYE (engagement)-The aggregate of nuclear striket
j and battles, united by a common operational concept, and conducted in

one or several sectors simultaneously or sequentially. According to the
environment in Which the major pioportion of the battles takes place, it
may be an engagemert by land, by sea, or by air.
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1433 SREDNESUTOCHNYY RASKHOD (mean daily expenditure)-
The amount of materiel expended, on the average, during one 24-hour
period. The mean daily expenditure is usually reckoned, fo•r the basic
types of materiel, in fractions of the appropriate supply-and-accounting

units, namely: the unit of fire; thr fu,: load; the daily ration; and the unit.

1434 SREDNIY VKTER (mean wind)-The wind, averaged for speed
and direction, for all air layers from the ground layer to a given altitude.
Me-an wind data are used when evaluating the radiation situation.

1435 SREDNIY REMONT (intermediate overhaul)-One of the types
of overhaul of combat materiel and equipment, consisting in dismantling-
assembly and adjustment work, in assembly and engine repair or engine
replacement. During an intermediate overhaul, damage, defects, and de-
ficiencies are made good, so that the service life of the unit is prolonged.

1436 SREDSTVA VOZDUSHNOGO I KOSMICHESKOGO NAPA-
DENIYA (means of air and space attack)-Weapons used to inflict
strikes from the air (or from space), on above-ground (or underground)
and above-water (or underwater) objectives, and to destroy targets in the
air or in space. Means of air and space attack include: fixed-wing aircraft;
cruise missiles; helicopters; rotary-wing aircraft; missiles; orbital and acro-
space craft, carrying, or capable of carrying, various munitions (means of
destruction).

143'7 SREDSTVA INRZHENEROGO VOORUZHENIYA (enpaeer
facilities)-The aggregate of machines, munitions, equipment, and ma-
terials used in constructing enginrer works, and for engineering support of
an operation (or battle).

1438 3REDSTVA POVYSHENIYA PROKHODIMOSTI (means of im-
proving the passability of terrain)-Attachments and equipment used to
facilitate the passage of wheeled and tracked combat, special, and trans-
port vehicles in the absence of roads or on difficult terrain.

1439 SREDSTVA PROTIVOBAKTERIOLOGICHESKOY ZACq-
CHITY (means of anti-bacteriological protection)-Individual and col-
lective means of protection against infection, and bacterial preparations
which increase the immunity of personnel to infectious diseases, namely:
antibiotics and other medicinal preparations used for emergency prophy-
laxis; instruments and apparatus for conducting bacteriological reconnais-
sance; machines and instruments for decontamination and for disinfection.

1440 SREBSTVA PROTIVOKHIMICHESKOY ZASHCHITY (means
of anti-chemical protection)-Means intended to protect troops against
weapons of mass destruction. They may be individual or collective.

1441 SREDSTVA RADIATSIONNOY RAZVEDKI I DOZIMETRI-
* CHESKOGO KONTROLYA (radiation reconnaissance and dosimetric

monitoring facilities)-Dosimetric instruments, intended for radiation
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recoeno'issa'ice, monitoring the irradiation of personnel, and determining
the degree I radioactive contamination of various objects. They include:
radioactivity indicators, geiger counters, radiometers, and dosimeters.

1442 SEDSTVA STRATEGICHESKOGO NAZNACHENIYA (stra-
permitting destruction of strategic installations. Such facilities include nu-

clear weapons and their cariers, namely: medium-range, intercontinental,
and global missiles, bomber of long-range aviation, missile-armed sub-
marines, and aircraft carries

1443 SREDSIVA USIENIYA (reinforcemc s)-A subunk, unit, or
fornr-tion, not organic to a unit, formation, or major field force or sVrategic
formation, respectively, but attached to it by higher authority for a cer-
tain time to reinfoz:e it quantitatively and qualitatively, thereby ensuring
more succemsfl accomplishment of missions in an operation (or battle).

1444 SrAVKA VERKHOVNOGO GLAVNOGO KOMANDOVA-
NIYA (historical) (supreme high command general headquarters)-The
higet mi?;tary authority, formed by the Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union and by the Ppsidium of the Supreme
Soviet of the USSR for direct command and control of the Armed Forces
during World War E.
1445 STANI1YA NAVEDENIYA RAKEM (missile guidance station)

-A radio-technical facility used to guide a missile or to keep it directed
toward the target throughout a particular sector of its traictory.

1446 STAMTSIYA OBNARUZHENIYA I NAVEDENIYA (detection
and guidance radar)-A radar station used to detect air targets and to
guide one's own fighters to then.

1447 STANTSIYA ORUDIYNOY NAVODICI (SON) (fire control
radar)-A radar station intended to detect air targets and to determine
precisely their changing coordinates (to track such targets). The changing
coordinates are fed into a computer (anti-aircraft director), which pro-
cesses the data for air defense fire-control purposes.

1448 STANIWYA PIAMKHVATA I PRITSELIVANIYA (iutercep-
tion and aiming system)-A radar set installed in fighter-interceptors,
used to detect air targets and to generate the data for fire-control purposes,
or to guide air-to-*ir missiles.

1449 STANTSIYA RADIOPOMEKH (jamming station)-A radio-
technical facility intended to disrupt the operation cf enemy radio-
technical facilities by emitting radio waves.

1450 STANTSIYA RAZVEDKI I TSELEUKAZANIYA (SRTS) (fIlter
center)-A radar station used to detect air targets and to designate them
to batteries of air defense missile troops and air defense artillery.
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1451 STANTSIYA SLEZHENIYA ZA SNARYADOM (RAKETOY)
(projectile [missile] tracking station)-A radar station used to determine,
automatically, the coordinates of an air defense projectile (missile) and to
transmit them to a computer which performs the task of getting the pro-
jectile to tht target.

1452 STANTSIYA TSELERASPREDELENIVA (target distribution
station)-A radar station and computer intended to distribute ait targets
between the launching batteries of an air defense missile unit, and to guide
the battery missile-guidance radars to the targets assigned to them.

1453 STARTOVAYA BATAREYA (launcher battery)-The iring sub-
imit of missile troops and air defense missile troops, intended to launch
missiles.

1454 STARTOVAYA P0MITSIYA (launching position)-A sector of
terrain occupied, or ready for occupation, by mi-'sile launchers. Launch-
ing positions may be main or alternate.

1455 STATSIONARNYY TRUBOPROVOD (permanent pipeline)-A
system of pipes and pumping facilities used to transport petroleum prod-
acts. It is used in the national economy and in the armed forces at depots,
bases, and [industrial] plant!, and also to transport fuel over great dis-
tances.

1456 STEPEN' GOTOVNOSTI ZAGRAZHDENIY (degree of readi-
ness of obstazles)--The state of combat readiness of obstacles. Thus,
depending on the situation, mine-explosive obstacles may be at the first
degree of readiness (full combat readinesz), or at the second degree of
readiness. In the latter case, the obstacles are made ready for rapid up-
grading to full combat readiness, namely: in the case of mine fields, it
remains only to remove the safety fences; in the case of objects seltcted
for demolition, all is ready, but the detonators are not inserted in the
charges; in the case of delayed-action mines, the mechanisms are not
switched on; in the case of controlled mines, it remains only to apply
power to the circuit or to transmit thz. command by radio.

1457 3"TEENW RADIOAKTIVNOGO ZARAZHENIYA (degree of
radioactive contamination)-A quantity that defines the contarnination of
surfaces or volumes by radioactive substances. The degree of radioactive
contamination of !he terrain is evaluated in terms of radiation level, and of
individual objects, in terms of the disintegration of the radioactive cloud
per square centimeter of surface, or per cubic centimeter of volume.

1458 STEPEN' TY.TZHESTI SVETOVOGO OZHOGA (degree of
gravity of a flash burn)-A quantity that defines the castr-'ty effect of the
flash associated with a nuclear er.'!osion. It depends on the magnitude of
the light pulse and c: its duration.

1459 STOYKIYE OT= TVIXAYUSHCHIYE VESHCHESTVA (SOy)
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(persistent chemical agents)-Toxic agents which retain their casualty ef-
fectiv,.-ness for several hours or days. They include slowly-evaporating
liquid toxic agents such as yperite (mustard gas), lewisite, etc.

1460 STOYKOST' OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIKH VESHCHESTV (persis-
tence of chemical agents)-The ability of chemiczl agents to exert a
casualty effect on personnel who remain in a contaminated sector for some
time. The persistence of chemical agents depends on their physical-
chemical properties, the method of use, meteurological conditions, and the
nature of the terrain.

1461 STOROZHEVOYE OKHRANENIYE (security at the halt or in
bivouac)-A term used to des, :be the elements providing the service and
the service provided, nawely, guarding troops while they are resting
under the threat of possible attack by ,onemr ground forces. The principal
role of such security elements is to prevent enemy ground reconnaissance
from nenetrating the area occupied by the resting troops, to warn them of
the threat of air or ground attack, to forestall surprise enemy attack, and
in the event of an attack, to halt it until deployment of the guarded troops
has been completed.

1462 STRATEGICHBKAYA AVIATSIYA (foreign) (strategic avia-
tion)-A type of air force which Js directiy subordinated to the supreme
command and used to conduct aerospace operations in accordance with its
plans.

1463 STRATEGICHESKAYA VOZDUSHNAYA ARMIYA (foreign)
(strategic air army)-A strategic formation of long-rangc. aviation consist-
ing of several formations of aviation and several units of surface-to-surface
intercontinental ballistic missiles.

14C4 STRATEGICHESK .YA GRUPPIROVKA (strategic grouping)-
Strategi. formations or major field forces and formations of various Ser-
vices, concentrated for the purpose of fulfilling strategic missions in an
operation, and in order to achieve decisive goals by armed conflict in a
strategically important sector of the theater of operations.

1465 STRATEGICHESKAYA ZADACHA (strategic mission)-A mis-
sion whose fulfilment in the courc of an armed conflict leads to m abrupt
change in the operational-strategic situation in a strategic sector or area
of a theater of operations. Successful accompliment Uf F strategic mission
usually restlts in attainn~nt of numerical super.:crity over the enemy, in
seizure of important areas and installations on his territory, and in occu-
pation by groupi;'gs of the armed forces, of the most ad ia..fageous opera-
tional and strategic position with respect to the enemy, tl---reby creaing
favorable conditions for fuzrthr conduct of hostilities.

As a rule, r. strategic mission is carried out by a major field force or a
strategic formation cf one SeMv:e, but it may be carried out in coordi-
nate- action (and sometimes jointly) with oth-.r Services.
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,Successful accomplishment of a series of strategic missions leads to at-
tainment of intermediate and ultinmate strtegic goals.

1466 STRATEGICHESKAYA OBORONA (strategic defense)-A type
of hostilities used by armed forces to achieve strategic goals in the event
of surprise attack, or when enemy buveriority in forces anLd weapons has
occurred in the course of the armed conflict in a theater of operations.

Strategic defense is organized deliberately or as a matter of necessity
for the purpose of repelling an enemy nuclear attack (or offensive); pre-
venting his invasion during the initial period of a war, by lasid, sea, and
a', frustrating his advance in the course of hostilities; weakening enemy
forces and facilities by attritior and creating conditions for going over to
a strategic offensive in the given, or another, theater of hostilities.

146V STRATEGICHESKAYA OBORONITEL'NAYA OPERATSIYA
(historical) (strategic defensive operation)-An operation in the course of
which defensive missions of strategic inportance were assigned and com-
pleted. During World War U, strategic defensive operations were usually
conducted by the forces of several fronts, supported by formations and
major field forres or strategic formations of other Services. Strategic de-
fensive operations were conducted under the guidance of the Generai
Headquarters of the Supreme High Command.

The goals of a strategic defensive operation were.: to repel the advance
of large enemy strategic groupings; to hold strategically important lines (or
areas): and to create conditions for going over to the offensive. The strate-
gic defessive operation has lost its significance in the nuclear envhonment.

1468 STRATEGICHESKAYA OBSTANOVKA (strate.4 situation)--
The aggregate of conditions affecting the conduct of armed conflict during
a particular period of time, in a theater of hostilities as a whole, or in
individual strategic areas (or sectors). The stra'egic situation includes:
the prospects for using naclear weapons and the capability of doing so,
having regard to both friendly and hostile forces; the status and position
of friendly and hostile forces; the correlation of forces at the beginning of
the war and in the course of it, in general, and by theaters of operations
(in connection with the conduct of strategic operations); the nature of the
terrain, climatic and meteorological conditions; the preparedness of the
theaters of hostilities in general, and w;th regard to materiel and tech-
nologZ in particular.

1469 STRATEGICHESKAYA OPERATSIYA (strategic operation)-
An operation planned and conducted under the direct guidcnce of the
Supreme High Command.in order to achieve major strategic goals. The
basis of a strategic operation .s the delivery of mas.-zd nuclear strikes. A
strategic operation is accomplished jointly by several Services. Its purpose
may be to destroy strategic and operational nuclear-attack facilities, to
destroy the main grouping of euemy armed forces in the theater of opera-
tions, and to seize important strategic installations.
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1476 STRATEGICHESKAYA PAUZA (historical) (strategic pause)-
A mare or less protracted halt to figh.ing in a theater of operations, aris-
ing as a result of Political reasons, and due to attrition of the warring
parties, and usually associated with the need to restore and regroup forces.
A st-ategic pause did not mean complete cessation of troop reconnaissance
and operational activity, and not infrequently included hostilities with a
limited goal.

1471 STRATEGICHESKAYA RAZVEDKA (strategic intelligence)-
The sum total of those activities conducted by state agencies which are
directed toward systematic collection, in both peacetime and wartime, of
political, military, economic, scientific, and technolob,:cal data about
foreign states, i.e. probable enemies. These data are collected for the pur-
pI.;e of studying the war potential of possible enemies, and of rev-aling
their political and strategic intentions.

1472 STRATEGICHESKAYA TSEL' (strategic goal)--A goal of the
hostilities, the attainment of which results in a radical change in the mili-
tary, political, ane. strategic situation during a war as a whole, or in a
theater of hostilities.

Strategic goals may be assigned to the armed forces of a country or to
individual Services. They are achieved in the course of hostilities, in the
first nuclear strike delivered by strategic means, or during some period of
the war, or during a strategic offensive operation in a theater of operations
(a strategic offensive in a theater of operations).

Depending on their nature and on the time they are achieved in the
course of hostilties, strategic g-Als may be intermediate or final. On the
way to attainment of a strategic goal, the armed forces fulfil, simultane-
ously or successively, a number of missions of strategic character and
importance.

1473 STRATEGICIESKIYE PEREVOZKI (strategic movements)-
Major troop movements using various types of transport, and movements
of formations and major field forces or strategic formations under their
own power, for the purpose of altering existing strategic groupings, or
creating new ones. As a rule, strategic movements are effected prior to the
outbreak of war (during the period when war is inuninent), or at the be-
ginning of a war, in order to ensur- strategic concentration and deploy-
m.!nt; and also in the course of an armed conflict, to effect strategic
regroupings.

1474 STRATEGICHESKIYE PEREGRUPPIROVKI (sirategic re-
groupings)-Rcl.'-t:ns - -- c - . SZ2 - --

formations of the Services within the confines oT one or several theaters of
operations, and also in the depth of the country, in order to reinforce
existing strategic groupings, and to create new ones, for the purpow of
achieving an advantageous correlation of forces in the coursp of an armed
conflict. One of the main reasons for the need to conduct strategic re-
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grompings is the impossibility of completing diversified strategic missions
in the course of an armed conflict with the strategic grouping that was
created in the first imstance.

1475 STRATEGICEKIYB REZERVY (strategic rtserves)-Re-
serves consisting of military-trained contingents and materiel stockpile3,
under the control of the Ministry of Defeose or the Supreme High Com-
mand, and intended for use as supplementary resources in both peacetime
and wartime. Besides these reserves, in the course of a war, strategic re-
srves are created in the form of reserve components of tht various Ser-
vices.
1476 STRATEGICHESKIY KONTRMANEVR (strategic counter-

maneuver)-Measures adepted in respouse to enemy actions, i.e. counter-
action to the enemy's already accomplished or expected maneuver, which
has led, or would lead, to an abrupt change in the strategic situation. In
content, a strategic countermaneuver is a regrouping of forces and facilt-
ties to the threatened sector. Under contemporary conditions, a strategic
countermaneuver may be effected primarily by transferring the efforts of
nuclear missile weapoas to threatened sectors, for the purpose of disrupt-
ing the enemy maneuver and permitting a subsequent transition of friendly
troops to an aczive role.

1477 STRATEGICHESKIY MAEVR (strategic maneuver)-The ag-
gregate of the Supreme Command's measures implemerned in the course
of an armed conflict by regrouping forces and facilities and reinforcing
friendly strategic groupings, by their occupying an advantageous posi-
tion with respect to the enemy, by redirecting nuclear strikes and shock
groupings, by skilfully using these in place and time, and also by using
other favorable conditions to secure the rapid and complete destruction of
major enemy groupings, and to attain a sigaificant strategic success.

1478 STRATEGICHESK1Y OB"YEKT (strategic obiective)-An ob-
jective of strategic importance. Under present-day conditions, a stratgicobjective may be: nuclear weapons; major groupings of ground, air, or

naval forces; administrative-political and economic centers; major ports,
n•,al and air force bases; power-engineering systems; etc. The strategic
importance of one or another of these objectives may change in the course
of a war in connection with changes in the military-political and strategic
situation.

1479 STRATIEGICHESKIY FRONT (strategic front)-A common
itl., ¢:,.*Ated ia a theater of hostilities, or in several adjoining theaters of
lho5Q't• (ror cz,- •lC, -ue Soviet-German front in World War I). Dur-

ing the last war. Wni.i,. ok '.-7.- ,fups of armies), fronts and
individual aumies conduc-1 hostilitica wi.•., S'- !!iit; of a strategic
front.



1480 STRATEGICHM SKOYE NAPRAVLENIYE ('strategic sector)--
A wide strip of land or sea, and the air space above it, within the limits of
a particular theater of ope,-ations, leading the armed forces of one waning
party to the others most important administrative-political and industrial-
economic centers, the Lruggle for which may be the content of a strategic
operation. Because of its geographic and economic conditions, a strategic
sector usually permits coordinated military activities to be conducted by
many strategic forrations of various Services. As a rule, there are several
operational sectors within a stratz-gic seact.

1481 STRATEGICEKOYE NASTUPLENTYB (strategic offensive)-
A basic type of military activity used ýiy armed forces to achieve the prin-
cipal oals and missions of armed cnflicL

Successful conduct of a strategic offensive results in utter deat of
enemy armed forces, neutralization of his military-economic potentma,
seizure of the territory of member states of a hostile coalition, and their
withdrawal from a war. This leads to radical changes in the military-
political situation and the courre of a war, and, under present-day condi-
tions, to its rapid conclusion.

A strategic offensNv reflects the active, decisive character of a state's
military docrine and strategy. It is accomplished by delivering nuclear
strikes by strateg means, and by conducting .<multaneous ud successive
strategic offensive operations with the participation of all Services in one
or several continental and maritime theaters o! operations.
1482 STRATEGICHESKOYE OB.SPECHENIYE (strategic support)-
The complex of measures planned and directed toward cating favorable
conditions for conducting war and fulfilling missions assi-med in strategic
op•ations. The main forms of strategic support arc: strategic intelligence;
security of the flanks and rear of armed forces in a theater of operations;
defense of sea coasts and naval bases, and expansion of naval and air
force basing; camouflage materiel and technical support; and preparation
of the theater of operations for war.
1483 STRATFGICHESKOYE SOSREDOTOCHENIYB VOORUZH-
ENNYKH SIL (strategic conceutration of armed forces)-One of the
principal elements of strategic deployment of armed forces. Strictly, it is
the process whereby forces and facilities are ascembled in theaters of op-
eraions in accordance with their operational-stiategic role. Strategic con-
centration of armed forces may be partially accomplished in peacetime,
too, by the appropriate disposition of forces on the eve of a war (during
the period when war is imminent), and by strengthening the forces already
in a theater of hostilities upon the outbreak of a war, or during its course,
when creating a new front of armed conflict. Strategic concentration of
armed forces is usually associated with a shift of troops using their or-
ganic facilities, while ships and aircraft make their own way to the new
areas; but is also associated with massed movements of troops and materiel
from the depth 2f the country by rail, motor transport, water, and air.
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1484 STRATEGICHESKOYE SYR'YE (trategic raw material)-Raw
material for the production of military goods (ferrous, non-ferrous, and
rare met*ls; dispersed elements; chemical products; fuel; etc.).

1485 SfRATEGICHESKOYIE ESHELONIROVANIYE (strategic eche-
loomem)--Deployment of the armed forces of stateG into a series of
st-,tegic echelons (groupings), which enter a war successively, according
to their strategic role, taking into account their readiness for mobilization
and combat.

1486 STRATEGIYA (VOYENNAYA) (military strategy)--Tr, highest
level in the field of military art, constituting a system of scientific knowl-
edge concerning the phenomena and laws of armed conflict

On the basis of the tenets of military doctrine, the experience of past
wars, and analysis of the political, economic and military condiions of
the current situation, military strategy investigates and elaborates on prob-
lems pertaining to the training of the armed forces as a whole and the
individual Services, and their strategic use in war, the forms and methods
of conducting and direcing war, and also problems pertaining to com-
prehensive strategic support of the combat operations of the armed forces.

At the same time, military strategy is a field of practical activity for the
higher military command in training the armed forces for war and provid-
ing leadership in armed conflict. Military strategy exerts an influence on
the preparatinn of a country for war in such a way as to ensure victory.

1487 STRATEGIYA GIBKOGO REAGIROVANIYA (foreign) (strat-
egy of flexible response)-A strategy envi-aging dev-lopment of the
armed forces, so that they would be adaptable for waging either total,
worldwide nuclear warfare or limited wars, using nuclcar or comentional
weapons, respectively. The strategy of flexible response is being promoted
by American militarisis instead of the untenable strategy of "massive nu-
clear retaliation," even though the strategy of flexible response is just as
adventuristic, and no less aggressive or hazardous to peace.

1488 STR) 1FBIYA PERIFERIYNAYA (foreign) (peripheral strategy)
-The strategy to which the NATO command adhered prior to creation of
t West German Bundeswehr. It was intended, in the event of war being
unleashed, to cunduct active operations at sea and in the air, but to con-
fine ground-troop activities to delaying operations to ensure subsequent
transition to a counteroffensive. With the inclusion of West Germany in
NATO, the peripheral strategy was superseded by the "shield and sword"
strategy or the "frout-line strategy."

1489 STRATEGIYA SOKRUSHEi4IYA (historical) (strategy of anni-
hilation)-A former concept characterized by a striving to attain the goals
of a war by means of one crushing blow inflicted by superior forces on
Senemy armed forces and territory, and rapid occupation of that territory.

1490 STPAT-EGIYA SHCHITA I MECLHA (foreign) ("shield and
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sword" strategy)-A term used by the NATO command to characterize
its doctrine. By "sword" is meant the m mans of strategic nuclear attack
(intercontinental and med;ura-rage mis3iles, missile-carryng submarines,
Sattack arriers, strategic aviation), and by the "shield," the ground troops
of the European NATO countries, whose staiking power is vested in the
Bundeswehr, which has been supplied with nuclear weapons.

1491 STRELKOVAYA DrF =A (historical) (r&fle division)-The ba-
sic tactical lormation of Soviet ground troops during World War I and
the first years aft.,: its conclusion, consisting of three rifle regiments, artil-
1M and other units.

1492 SUMMARNA YA DOZA RADIATMI (total radia-on Jose)-The
radiation dose received by a person duting the entire time spent in terrain
conUtminated by radioactive substances

1493 SUTOCHNAYA DACHA (daily ration)--Th quantity of food-
stuffs allowed per servic.•nwo in accordance with the norms of daily nui.r-
tion. The daily ration of a subunit, zait, or formation is the -mount of
foodstuffs required te feed oil personnel of tht subunit, etc., for one day.
The daily ration is the conventional unit used to calculate the troop's re-
quirement for foodstut~s, and to account for provisions.

1494 SFORMIROVSHMYSYA SLrM RADIOAKTIVNOGO OBLAKA
(final pattern of a radioactive cloud)-The pattern of the cloud associ-
ated with a nuclear explosion at the time when radioactive fallout has
ceased completely at all its points.

1495 SKEEMA MARSHA (march diagram)--A graphic document for-
mulated on a map. The following are indicated on a march diagram: me
grouping of the troops before the march begins; the zone (march route)
through which the major field force or strategic formation (formation,
unit) is to move; lines (or points) of departure; check-point lines and prob-
able deployment lines, and the time they are to be passed; areas of long
halt, da;y rests (night halts), and areas of concentration; lines (or points)
occupied by forward detachments and security detachments; the positiobs
of march-route (or sector) commandants, comma-dant posts, control

I posts, etc. A diagram of the march formation is depicted by troop staffs
on the march diagram, or separateyi

1496 SKHEMA OGNYA (fire chart)-A ske-ch, drawn to scale and
with conventional symbols, depicting the fire missions of an artillery unit
(subunit, group). It is customary to mark the following on a fiee chart:
the forward edge of friendly defenses, the disposition of the enemy, and
the fire missions of artillery in the form of specific sectors of fire Each tar-
get (sector of fire) is given ius own numbr (or designation).

1497 SKHEMA ORIYENTIROV (reference point diagram)-A free-
hand drawing on which local features selected as reference points are
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depicted. Tae reference points are numbered trom right to left, and from
one's own lines to enemy lines. The reference-point numbers assigned by
the superior commander are not cbanged. Plotting reference points on slich
a diagram and timely determination of their ranges facilitates target des-
ignation, delivery of fire on targets, and meniorizing the reference points.
OnWy the reference points designated by the superior commander are used
in repons to the superior commander, and in coordinated action with sup-
porting and adjacent units.

S~-T-

1498 TABEL' SROCHNYKH DONESENMY (schedule of periodic re-
ports--A document that lays down the procedure for rendering periodic
reports (Le. reports which are to be rendered by a certain date) te the
superior staff. The schedule is prepared, by the staff organizing the battle
(or operation) in which troops subaordinated to it will participate. A sched-
ule of periodic report indicates: who is to render a specific report and
by what .late; to whom the report is to be rendered; and what is to beI repon,&
1499 TABELNYYE SREDSTVA (table of allowance items)-Articles
of troop equipment, allowed by scale, type, size, and quality. Table of

allowance items include: organic river crossing equipment (boats, ferries,
bridges); camouflage equipment; entrenching tools; observation equip-
ment; etc

1500 TABLiTSA VOLN I POZYVNYKH (frequency and call sign
schedule)-A list of wavelengths (or frequencies) and call signs for radio
stations, compiled in a special tabie which is used by the chief s.gnal officer
of the formation (major field force or strategic fcrmation) when allocating
them prior to an impending operation (or battle).

1501 TABLITA OGNYA ARTILLERII (artillery capabilities chart)-
A document containing, in a form convenient for use, data on the pro-
cedure for conducting artillery fire. It is prepared by the staffs of artillery
groups, units, and subunits when plannmig the combat activitis of artillery.

1502 TABLITSA SIGNALOV VZAIMODEYSTVIYA (schedule of co-
ordination signals)-A list of established signals transmitted by various
meam of communication and used during coordinated combat operations
of formations, units, or subunits, of all branches (or Services) when they
are carrying out a joint operational (or combat) mission.

L503 TABUN (tabt-n [non-persistent nerve gasD)-A quick-acting, nerve
and paralyzant toxic agent, that attacks the blood and nervous system.
Tabun is a reddish-brown liquid with a faint odor of fruit (bitter almonds).
The field mask und protective clothing serve as protection against iL.
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1504 TAKTIKA (VOYENNAYA) (military tactics)-A special field in
the theory and practice of military art which studies the objective laws of
combat and develops methods of preparing for combat and conducting it,
on land, at sea, and in the air. Military tactics owcupies a subordinate po-
sition with respect to operational art and strategv, acting in their interests,
and serving to achieve the goals set for it by the operational art. Each
Service and branch, by virtue of its iutrinsic peculiarities, has its own
theory and practice for the organization and conduct of combat and, con-

sequently, its own t&ctics too, which are called Service tactics or branch
(arms) tactics.

1505 TAKTIKA VIDA VOORUZHENNYKH SIL (Service tactics)-
1The branch of military art appropriate to a particular Service, encompos-

sing problems pertaining to the theory and practice of preparing for, and
waging, combat in which use is made of the various service manches
(branches of aviatiom, arms of the navy) of the gyven Service. Serice tac-
tics determine the role and place of each of tbt branches (or their naval
or air force equivaltmts), and the procedure for their ,-oordinated action in
combat, and also establish the methods for using them in the various
types of battle, and under various conditions of the combat situation.

1506 TAKTIKA RODA VOYSK (RODA AVIATSIL RODA SIL
FLOTA) (tactics used by a service bianch (branch of eviation, arm of the
navy))-That part of Servicz tartics dealing with the laws of combat ap-
propriate to a particular servwce branch (branh of aviation, arm of the
navy). It devtlops methods whereby combat may be prepar.d for, and
wagrd, by similar subunits, warships, units (or formations) of the given
servize branches, branch of aviation, or arm of the navy, under ,arious
conditions of the situation, taking into account their combat capabilities.

1507 TAKTICHESKAYA VOZDUSItNAYA ARMIYA (foreign) (tac-
tical air army)-A strategic formation of tactical aviation, consisting of
several aviation formatiens (or units), and cruise-missil uwits. A tactical
air army may be independent, or it may form part of a tactical air com-
mand, or of a combined tactical air command.

1-508 TAKTICHESKAYA GLUBINA OBORONY (tactical depth of a
defense)-The strip of terrain which is occupied and defendeJ by divi-sions of the first echelon of an army.

1509 TAKTICHESKAYA GRUPPA PODVODNYKH LODOK (tacti-
cal subrru-nine group)-Two or three conventionally-powered submarines
of the sAme class on the same combat mission unde-r the command of the
group commander.

1510 TAKTICFHSKAYA PLOTNOST' (tactirzl density)-The mean
nuraerical strength of troops and combat materie, per kilometer of front
:-- the zone of acticn of combined-arms formations, usually expressed in
battalions, tanks, guns, and mortars.
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1S1 TAKTICHESKAYA PODGOTIVKA VOYSK (tactical troop
?uining)-A most important bianch of combat Waining of troops, its pur-
pose W-z-v to !each them the irethods of organizing and cop-Jucting com-
bat. Tactical ionv training includes: study of the theor, a• combat and
its application-to-spc..ific cor~ditions of tLh- combat situation; practical
study'of the methods of using nuclear weapons and various combat ma-
teriel in battle; instruction in exploiting terrain features when in combat;
instrucing commanders and staffs in troop command and control under
complex conditions of the situation; and perfection of ,.ombat coordina-
tion between formations, units, and subunits.

1512 TAKTICEESKAYA RAZVEDKA (tactical reconnaissance)-A
component part of military reconnasance. It obtains such informaticn
about the enemy, terrain, weather, and the area of impendii'g action as is
needed to support the. combat operations of troops. Tacticat -econnais-
sance is organized by the commanders and staffs of formations, unis, (sub-
units) of all service branches to the depth of their own combat mission, or
to the depth of te entire disposition of enemy combat formations.

1M13 TAKTICHESKIY RADIUS DEYSTVIYA SAMOLETA (tactical
radius of action of an aircraft)-The extreme distance which an aircraft
can fly (.e. its range), from an airfield to its objective, allowing for the re-
turn flight to the airfield of departure (with a specified reserve of fuel for
aerial combat, or a chang: in the situation).

1514 TAKTIC'HMKIY RADIUS PLAVANIYA KORABLYA (tactical
cruising radius of a warsbip)-The greatest distance which a wars.iip can
go from its tase at t~conomical operational speed, while allowing enough
fuel for completion of the assigned mission and for return to base. The
tactical cruising radius of a warsh:p is usually three- to four-tenths of its
range.

1515 TAKTICHESKWY USPEKH (tactical success)--Success achieved
on a tactical s-al" -A characteristic sign of tactical success i3 timely and
exact complfrv•i' " assigned combat missions by subunits, units, and for-
mation-.

151S TAKTICHESKOYE AVIATSIONNOYE KOMANDOVANIYE
(TAK) (foreign) (tactical air command)-An Air Forms strategic forma-
tion, which may include several wings of fighter-bombers and fighters,
being intended for coordinated action with ground troops.

"1517 TAKTICHESKOYE UCHENIYE (tactical training exercise)-One
of the forms of practical training for formations, units, and subunits of all
bratches, special troops, and rear services, as well as their commanders
and staffs, in the conduct and !wpport of contemporary combat. Troop
tactical training exercises are subdivided into combined-arms and s-ecial
(rear services, commurications, etc.). In scale, tactical training exercises
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are subdivided into the badtalion, regiment, division, and corps categories;
and in participation, into one-sided and two-sided exercise.

1518 TANqKOVAYA ARMIYA (tank army)-A major field force or
strategic formation of ground trcops, consisting of several tank formations,
and used in operations to complete operational missions, and in a number
of-cases, operational-strategic missions, as well.

1519 TANKOVYY KORPUS (historical) (tank corps)-The highest tac-
tical formaton of armored and mechanized troops of the Soviet Army
during World War IM A tank corps usually consisted of three tank bri-
gads, and individual units.

1520 TANKOOPASNOYE NAPRAVLENIYE (probable avenue of
tank approach)-A strip of terrain in which the enemy may use tanks en

1521 TEATR VOYENNYKH DEYSTVIY (theater of operotions)-A
particular territory, together with the associated air space and sea areas,
including islands (archipelagos), within whose limits a known part of the
armed forces of the country (or coalition) operates in wartime, engaged
in strategic missions which ensue from the war plan. A theater of opera-
tions may be ground, maritime, or intercontinental. According to their
military-political and economic importance, theaters of operations are
classified as main or secondary.
1522 TEATR VOYNY (theater of war)-The territory of any one con-
tinent; together with the sea areas adjoining it and the air space above it,
on which hostilities may develop (for example, the European theater of
war). A theater of war usually includes several theaters of operations.

1523 1.USHCHY R MONT (routine maintenance)-A type oý
mainenance used for combat materiel and military equipment, consisting
in rectifying defects that occur during its operation, correcting malfunc-
tions, and replacing individual parts.

1524 TELEVMONNAYA SVY.Z' (television communication)-A
type of communication accomplished with the aid of television equipment
and special telecommunication channels, permitting stationary and moving
objects to be seen at a distance by reception of their images on a screen.
Television communication is used to transmit observations of the disposi-
tion and movements of friendly and hostile troops, combat tnd special
materiel, and observations of nuclear, artillery, and bombing strikes. It is
also used to transmit combat documents, fields of view of the terrain, and
the images of the persons conducting conversations.

1525 TELEGRAFNAYA SVYAZ' (telegraphic communication)-A
type of communication permitting rapid transmission, at a distance, of
va,.ious textua' (alphanumeric) traffic in the form of telegrams or radio-

,'• The essential features of electronic telegraph communication by
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wire or radio are: the documentary nature of the traffic; the rapidity of
their exchange; transmission and delivery of telegrams on the insuu-ctions
ef the originators; and also the direct personal exchange of documentary
communications between commanders. staffs, establishments and organi-
zations.

1526 TELEFONNAYA SVYAZ' (telephone communication)-A type of
communication permitting verbal conversations directly between two sub-
scribers. At control posts, telephone communication is divided into internal
and Icag distance.

1527 TEMP NASTUPLENIYA (rate of an offensive)-A most impor-
tant index of the pace of an operation or battle. The rate of an offensive is
the average daily forward movement of troops in the course of an offen-
sive. It is measured in kilometers per day. In certain cases, e.g., in the
cvent ol overcoming enemy defense, it is measured in kilometers per hour
of combat.

1528 TEMPY VOSSTANOVLENIYA ZHELEZNYKH DOROG (rate
of restoration of railroads)-An expression of the rapidity of restoration
of damaged railroads in kilometers per day.

1529 TERRITO1IAL'NYYE VODY (territorial waters)--Te strip of
sea of a certain width along the shores and cater boundary of inland seas
of a coastal state, being under the sovereignty of the given state, and con-
stituting part (a continuation) of its national territory. The system and
boundarie of territorial waters are established by the national legislature
of a maritime state on the basis of economic and state security considera-
tions, and in certain cases, by international agreements. There are no
universally-binding international rules governing the width of the terr-
todial waters of states. TIe width of the territorial waters of states varies
considerably, ranging from 3 to 12 and even as much as 200 nautical
miles. Soviet territorial waters have a width of 12 nautical miles (22.2
kilometers), reckoned from the lowest tide line, both on the mainland and
on islands, with the exception of certain cases stipulated by international
agreements.

1530 TEKHNICHESKAYA POZITSIYA RAKET (missile-servicing
Vosition)-Tlh area of terrain on which a missile-servicing unit (or sub-
Lit) is deployed for the purpose of carrying out the technical preparation
o' missiles for launching.

1531 TEKHNICHESKOYE ZAMYKANIYE KOLONN (technical
maintenance ecbelon)-Repair-and-evacuation facilities and fuel supply
service components, which move at the rear of a march column, being in-
tended to rendr assistance to stragglers or damaged vehicles.

1532 TEKHNICHESKOYE OBESPECHENIYE (technical support)-
The complex of measures that includes the organization and accomplish-
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meat of technically correct use, technical servicing, and maintenance
(including preventive maintenance) of missile, artillery, and chemical-
warfare armaments; armored-vehicle, automotive, aircraft, and warship
engines; as well as arranging for their timely repair and evacuation.

1533 TOKSINY (toxins)-Poisons of bacterial, animal, or vegetable
origin.

15M4 TOKSICHNOST' (toxicity)-The strength of the casualty effect of
a toxic agent. The degree of toxicity is assessed in terms of the value of the
concentration of the toxic agent at corresponding time of action (ex-
posure). The toxic dose is expressed in milligrams per minute per liter or
in milligrams per second per liter.

1535 TOPOGEODEZICHESKAYA PODGOTOVKA (topogeodasic
preparation)-Creation cf an artillery control net in a unified system of
coordinates, and topogeodesic tie-in of launching and firing positions,
observation points and posts of artillery-reconaaissance subunits. Topo-
geodesic tie-in includes determination of the coordinates and heights and
orientation of launchers (or guns, instruments). Topogeodesic preparation
may be done on a geodesic basis, or on a map (aerial photograph).

1536 TOPOGRAFICHESKAYA RAZVEDKA (topographic reconnais-
sance)-Acquisition of data on the ttrraia and disclosure of changes in
its nature which have taken place since the last topographic survey of the
given area. Topogiapic -ýconnaissance is conducted with the facilities of
the topographic service, in cooperation wita. -tconnaissance aviation.

1537 TOPOGRAFICHESKOYE OBESPECHENIYE VOYSK (topo-
gaphic support of troops)-A system of measures ensuring that troops
have an uninterrupted supply of topographic maps, and ensuring prep-
aration and duplication of special maps and other topographic dc aments.
Topographic support of troops also includes: topographic reconnaissance;
correcting and supplementing outdated maps; development of a geodesic
control net for missile units and artillery-, and topographic training of
troops.

1•38 TORPEDA (KORABEL'NAYA, AVIATSIONNAYA) (torpedo
[shipvorne, aerial)--A self-propelled, self-guiding, cigar-shaped, under-
water projectile, with an explosive charge in its warhead, intended to cause
heavy damnage to the underwater part, i.e. the most vulnerable part, of a
warship or transport ves.c'. The torpedo is the main armament of torpedo-
armed submarines, torpedo boats, torpedo-armed aircraft, and certain
classes of surfac ships.

1539 TORPEDIO-BOMBOVYY UDAR (torpedo-and-bomb attack)-A
term sometimes -sed to mean an air attack on the enemy, using torpedo
armament and aerial bombs.

1540 TORPEDOMETANIYE (tonpedo bombing)-Aimed dropping of



torpedoes from an aircraft, directed toward various marine targets. A dis-
tinction is wade between low-level and high-level torpedo bombing.

1541 TOTALNAYA VOYNA (foreign) (total war)-An all-embracing
imperialist war, waged by all manner of means, not only against enemy
armed forces, but against the entire population of a nation, with a view to
its complete destruction. Characteristic of total war are the methods by
which it is waged, namely, the most perfidious and the most brutal meth-
ods, inhuman with respect t3 the world's population. The theory of total
war constitutes one of the foundatlons of fascist and al! other imperialist
military ideology.
M$2 TRALENIYE (mine sweeping)--The most effective method of

eliminatintg mine field.s, constituting the basis of an-ti-mine definse.

M TRAL'SHCHIK (minesweeper)--A surface warship especially in-
tended for the detection and destruction ot mines with the aid of sweeps,
and for conducting warships (vessels) behind the sweeps. According to
their displevemnnt, speed, sea.-orthiness, and armament, minesweepers
are subdivided into the fleet, coastal, inshore, small inshore and river
c.ategories.

1544 TROTILOVYY EKVIVALENT YADERNOGO BOYEPRI-
PASA (TNT equivalent of nuclear munitions)-The quantity of TNT
Whose explosive energy is equal to the energy which would be liberated
In the explosion of a given nuclear charge. The TN r equivalent may be
expremsed in tons, in thousands of tons (kilotons), or in millions of tons
(megatons).

1545 TYL VOORUIZHENNYKH SIL (rear services of the armed forces)
-The forces and facilities forming an organizational part of the Armed
Forces, as well as those put at the disposal of the military command by
the state, for comprehensive material, technical, and medical support, and
servicing of missile forces, ground forces, nation,! air defense forces, the
air force, and the navy. The rear services of the armed forces are divided
into central and operational rear services, and troop rear ufits.

1-46 TYLOVAYA OBSTANOVKA (rear area situation)-Part of
the overall na-:tary situation. It defines the state and position of rear
services formations, units, and estab!ishments; the state of materiel, tech-
nical, medical, and other types of rear services support of the troops,
transportation routes, and means of transport; conditions for bringing up
materiel; the social-political composition and mood of the population; the
economy of the area of aciivities, and the prospects for using !ncal re-
sourzes, ýhe state of the security, defense, and protection of the rear, con-
trol of rear services and communi, "'ns; the nature of the terrain, and
climatic and weather conditions.

1547 TYLOVAYA POLOSA FT" . fA (ARMIT) (rear area zone ofa front [or am.ny])--Territory wit. railroads, highways, apd waterways,
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airfields, pipeILies, lines of conmuniction, and l.cal facilities. Th1 rear
area zone of a frort (or army) is bounded to the rioht and to th• left
by dividing UInes; to the rear, by the rear bondary of the front (cr anal);
and in a ;orward dirctio3, it reaches the vicim.Ty of mobile army basess
and divisional depots.

1548 TYLOVAYA RAZVBDKA (rear area reconnaissance)- Collec-
tion of data on the state of the rear area, its economy, and ;!s main
installations. Observing that rcnveyance of materiel and evaci•,tion will
depeud to a i-nsiderable degree on the state of transportatior tes (rail-
wzy-,L, waterways, aad roads) and the airfield net these install s must
be reconnoitered with specl- cuare. When :oudfwting rear area recoa-
nais'ance, a study should also :e re-de o0 the sanitary-epid-mic and
veteriaary-epizootic state of the area, and the -state of water sources.

1504 TYLOVOYE OBESPECHENIYE (rear serfices support)-The
complex of icu-asufes related to ihe orgaihization of rear services, to the
preparation and utilization of all types of transportation rontes and trans-
port, to mattrial, technica., medical, airfield engineering, airfield-technical,
and other types of support and servicing, and in the pavy, bosides, to en-
gineering, emergency and rescue, and chemical zupport of forces.

1350 TYLOVOY PUNKT UPRAVLEN!YA (T4U) (rear services con-
trol poiat)-A control post organized to direct the rear service-c of a major
field force er stratgic formation, formation, or uMt.

1551 TYLOVYYE CHASTI I UCHREZHDENIYA (rear services units
and establi.•hments)-Units and establishments "tended to fulfil missions
related to material, technical, medic.I, and other types of rear services
suppor' and servicing of troops (aviation, navy). Rear services units and
establishments include supply depots, bases, transport units, repair work-
shops, hospitals, etc.

-U-

1552 UGOLKOVYY 3TRAZHATEL' (corner reflector)-A reflector of
e!ectl-omagnctic waves, usually consisting of three mutually-perpendicular
plane refcting surfaces. It possesses the capability of reflecting electro-
magnetic waves in the direction from which !hey came, so that blips ap-
pear on the screen of the radar set o; station irradiating the reflector.
Comer reflectors are used ti, create false targets (objects), and to camou-
flage real objec's and reference points or landmarks. Besides this, corner
reflectors are used to similate targets on land, on water, and in the air.

1553 UGROZHAYEMOYE POLOZHPNIYE (UGROZHAYEMYY
PERIOD) (threat sitw:!ion [threat period]---A period of direct prepara-

tion of a country anci ita armed forc% for war, established by decision of
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the government in moments of an especially teive iiervational situation.
Grounds for declaring a threat situation may be: a change in the political
interrelationships between states, or an abrupt strain in them; outbreak
of local armed conflict; introduction of civil defense neasures in countries
of the imperialist bloc; raising the combat readiness of the armed force%

1554 UDARNAYA VOLNA (shock wave)--A region r T strong compres-
sion of the medium (air, ground, water), which is propagated at extremely
igh velocity in all directions from the center of an explosion.

1555 UDARNAYA VOLNA YADERNOGO VZRYVA (shcek wave of
a nuclear explosion)-One of the injurious effects of a nuncear burst. The
shock wave of a nuclear explosion causes personnel casualties Qund de-
struction of materiel anm various structures. Its casualty-producing and
destructive capability is determined by overpressure and throwing action.

1556 UDARY PO SKHODYASHCHIMSYA4 NAPRAVLENIYAM
(strikes along convergent a':es)---SWkes inflicted, by groupings of forces,
on enemy flanks, with a view to his encirclement and defeat. Use is made
of the favorable configuration of ftie front and the conditions, of the terramp.

1557 UDLINENNYY ZARYAD (elongated charge [Bangalore torpedo])
-A charge used for making passages through mine fields and other ob-
stacles. An elongated charge consists of individual lengths of metallic pipe
(1-2 meteiz long), or of flexible tube, charged with explosivem. The charge
is moved onto the mine field (obstacle zone) by a tank equipped with a
mine clearing attachment, or by other special means.

108 UZEL ZAGRAZHIDENIY (obstacle complex--The complex of
various types of engineer obstacles, arranged on a probable avenue of
enemy approach, at a convenient and tactically expedient point to stop
him. An obstacle complex usually includes structures which have been
prepared for demolition, e.g., bridges and other .iighway works, or inter-
sections and road sectors passing through bottienecks, forests, marshes,
etc., and may include mine fields and other obstacles placed on detours
around demolished structures.

1559 UZEL SVYAZI (communications center)--An organizaticnal and
technical grouping of communication facilities deployed in a particular
place to facilitate troop control. According to their purpose, communiza-
tions centers are divided into command post communications centers and
auxiliary communications center,.

1560 UKOMPLEKTOVANIYE VOYSK (manpower and logistics ad-
ministratf.on)-Manning of wound, naval, and air forces, and replenishing
their armament and combat materiel to the levels prescribed "u the tables
of organization and equipment, in both peacetime and vartime. Maiming
is accomplished by the routine draft of young citizens who have not served
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preiomly,and in event ot-declared. mobfl tica, by call-up of the re-
serv sujectto ompulsory-military service. Replet Asment of arniMR2t

and combat materiel is done in peacetime by centralized supply from the
aw-bnustry and civil euntrrises, and in waftkae;, az well, by deliverks

from the.national economy. In bringing the armed forces up to strength,
the terrtorial system, the extraterritorial rsstem, or the mixed system
may be used.

3I6 UL'lMATUM (utimatum)--A c-ategoriml demand permnitting
neitr argnment nor objection, for the iulfllment of a stipulated conditin
under threat of the use of force (e.g., a demand for cemsation of tsistance
on theypart of a grouping of troops, a garrison, etc.), or any reprssion
wha•ever (e.g., threatening to declare war, break of diplomatic relations,
establishment of a boycott or blockade, etc.). An ultimatum is usually ac-
oornpanied by an indication of the precise period during which it must be
accepted.

1551 UPI OTNENTYB LINIT SVYAZI (multiplexing a communications
Iine)-UsiAg one telephone *rcuit to accomplish several colmln cations
by using the apparatus of carrier telephony equipment and that of audio-
frequency tdegraphy.

1563 UPRAVLEN1YE VOYSKA?.AM (troop command and control).-
Constant direction on the part of commanders and staffs of all p-ases of
activity of subordinated troops (naval or air forces), dirocted toard fubil-
ment of assigned mMions. The basic requirements of troop command and
control ame continuity, firmness, flexibility, and quickness of reaction to
chang in the situation.

1564 UPRAVLENIYE OGNEM (fire control)-The agregatge of orga-
nizational measures and activities performed by commapders and staffs for
the purpose of efectiv use of fire to destroy the enemy under the speific
conditions of the situation. F're control includes: se of target reconnais-
sance data; transmission of target designations; assignments of fire mis-
sions; detrmination of i~nitial settings for conducting fire,; call for fire (or
"cease fire"); adjustment of fire; maneuver with fire; and checking the re-
sults of firing.

1%S UPRAVLYAYEMAYA AVIAISIONNAYA BOMBA (UAB)
(guided aerial bomb)-An aerial bomb having an apparatus which per-
mts it to chage its flight trajectory after being dropped from an aircrafL
The bombing accuracy attainable with guided aerial bombs is considerably
gremter than that attainable wih ordinary bombs. The guided aerial bomb
is used against small but vital targets.

M% UPRAVLYAY-MYYE RAKETY iguided missiles)-Mlssiles
whiýh are guided in flight with tie aid of special guidance systemus (autono-
mous, remote-control, homing, and combined system-').
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1567 UPRAVLYAYEMYYE REAKTIVNYYE SNARYADY (for-
eign) (guided rocket projectiles)-Rocket projectiles equipped with ap-
paratus for guiding their flight on a trajectory.

1568 UROVEN" RADIATSH (radiation level)-A quantity charactei-
izing the intensity of radioactive contamination. It iz, measured in
roentgens per hour.

1569 USTOCHIVOST' OBORONY (stability of defense)-The abil-
ity of defending troops, using modem fire power, maneuver, and advan-
tageous tetrain features, to inflict a defeat on superior enemy forces, and
to hold the occupied area or defense zone.

1570 UCHASTOK VYSADKI MORSKOGO DESANTA (amphibious
assault force landing sector)-A part of an Pmphibious assault force
landing area, within the limits of which the landing of a unit or formation
of an amphibious assault force usually takes place. A main sector is that
part of an amphibious assault landing sector where lanirngs take place
by the forces designated to fulfil the main mission. Each sector contains
several landing points.

1571 UCHASTOK FORSIROVAYIrYA (forced crossing sector)-The
sector of a river, together %ith the adjacent terrain on the near bank,
designated by a commander for a forced crossing by the formation, unit,
or subunit under his command. Such a sector includes main and alternate
crossing points, an initial assembly area for crossing means, an assembly
area, artillery and tank firing positions, and control posts.

1572 UCHEBNO-BOYEVYYE OTRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE VESH-
CHBE A (combat training toxic agents)-Relatively weak toxic agents
(or special preparations) used in troop combat training.

* 1573 UCHENIYE (VOYENNOYE) (military training exercise)-One of
the basic methods of combat training for troops (naval or air forces) and
the staffs of units, formations, and major field forces or. "-.ec formations,
of the various Services, as well as for rear services elements, and special
troops. According to their scale, military training exercises are subdivided
into tactical, operational, and strategic. According to the mamner in which
they are conducted, they are subdivided into the following categories: troop
(naval, air force), with or without field firing (or bombing); command;
command and staff; staff; rear services; experiwental; research; and
special. According to their organizatit,., they are one-sided or two-
sided; and single-level, two-level, or multilevel

1574 UYASNENNYE ZADACH! (mission plan anaiyis)-A most i'n-
portant step in the work of a commander when making his plan. Mission
plan analysis consists of tho-oughly understanding the mission of the
senior unit, formation, major field force or strategic formation, and the
concept of the superior commanri,..• (cr coumlandt-'g general) for con-
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ducting the battle (or operation). Moreover, it consists in analyzing the
combat mission of his own unit, formation, or major field foce or stra-
tegic formation, and its role in the fuifilment of the overall mission of
higter authority. Furthermore, it consists in a knowledge of the activities
of adjacent units in the impending battle (or operation). All the subsequent
work of a commander (or commanding general) will depend on how
correctly he has analyzed the combat mission assigned to him.

-F-
1575 FAKTORY OPREDELYAYUSHCHiYE KHOD I ISKHOD

VOYNY (factors bearing on the course and outcome of a war)-The de-
cisive forces without the presence and continuous action of which i is
impossible not only to win, but even to wage, a war. They include: material
and technical support of the armed conflict; the morale of the people and
of armed forces' personnel; the training level of personnel, units, and for-
mations of the armed forces; the quantity and quality of nuclear weapons,
,*he means of delivering them to the target, conventional weapons, and
war materiel; correct direction of the a,-med conflict, which depends on
the organizing ability, military knowledge, and skill, of commanders of
all ranks. The sttus of all these factors depends entirely on the character
of the social order and state regime, as well as on the country's economy.
In spite of the fact that war does not stem from the nature of a socialist
society, such a society creates conditions which favor the development of
all factors promoting a country's defensive power.

1576 FIL'TROVENTILYATSIONNYY KOMPLEKT (filter-ventilation
set)-Special apparatus for cleansing air of toxic, radioactive, and bac-
terial matter. fitted in shelters; command, observation, and medical posts;
communications centers; etc.

157 FINASrROVANIYE VOYNY (financing of a war)-Planned
wartime creadon and distribution of all monetary fund resources in a
state (savings, wages, credits, etc.) for the purpose of conducting a war.

1578 FLAGMANSKIY KORABL' (flagship)-The warship on which
the commander of a formation, or the flag officer ccilmanding a strategic
formation or fleet, has his official location.

1-79 FLANGOVYY MANEVR (flank maneuver)-An organized shift
of forces and facilities toward one of the flanks for the purposz of creat-
ing the most advantageous grouping and occupying the best position with
respect to the enemy, with a view to inflicting decisive damage on him by
fire, and defeating his grouping by strikes against his flank and rear.

1580 FLANGOVYY MARSH (flank march)-A movement of troops
under their own power, paralLI to the front line.
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1581 FLANGOVYY UDAR (flank attack)--An attack directed at the
flank of an operational (or combat) or march formation of troops. A flank
attack is one of the types (methods) of maneuver.
1582 FLOT (fleet)-A naval strategic formation intended to conduct hos-
tilities in a given maritime (or ocean) theater. A fleet consists of formations
and strategic formations of various branches of the navy (flotillas, squad-
tons, divisions, brigades, and individual units). A fleet includes naval
bases, one of which is a main naval base. T7he cperational activity of a
Ret is supported by the rear elements and special services which form part
of it.

1S83 FLOTILIYA (MORSKAYA, RCHNZAYA, OZERNAYA ) (flo-
tilla [sea, river, lakel])-A jnaval strategic tormation in a given area of the
sea, on a river, or a lake. A flotilla may be an independent naval strategic
formation, subordinated to the Commander-in-Chief of the navy, or it may
form part of a fleet.

1584 FORMA OPERATIVNOGO MANEVRA (historical) (form of
operational manenver)-One of the variants of the method of action used
in operations by strategic formadons with a view to inflicting heavy blows
on the enemy in a chosen sector. The forms of operational maneuver in
offensive operations were: a frontal attack for the purpose of breaking
through enemy defenses; operational deep envelopment and close envelop-
ment of an enemy grouping-, attacks in convergent directions with a view to
encirclement and destruction of a large grouping-, attacks for the purpose
of pinning the enemy against almost insurmountable barriers. Frontal at-
tacks wem effected in a number of sectors for the purpose of fragmenting
enemy defenses, breaking up his groupings, and making a deep split in the
defense front.

1585 FORSIROVANIYE VODNYKH PREGRAD (forcing water bar-
riers)-An offensive involving forcing a water barrier which is defended by
the enemy. Forcing a water barrier is usually effected from the march. At
the beginning of an offensive operation (or battle), when the forces and
facilities of the warring parties are disposed on opposite banks, forcing is
effected through prompt systematic preparation.

1586 FORSIROVANIYE MINNOGO ZAGRAZHDENIYA (forcing a
mine obstacle)--Negotiation of a mine obstacle by submarines or surface
ships. Forcing a mine obstacle may take place under conditions of active
opposition on the part of enemy forces defending the mine obstacle, or in
the absence of opposition.

1587 FORSIROVANIYE S KHODU (crossing-in-force hom the march)
-Tbe basic method of negotiating water b'rriers in an offensive. With
this method of crossing-in-force, the troops, reaching the water barrier
and having obtained the latest reconnaissance data on the nature of the
water barrier and enemy defense, proceed, as a rule, to cross it in force
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without delay, in the same combat formation. Of great importance under
these circumstances is seizurc of existing bridges and local crossing facili-
ties.

1S8 FORTIFIKATSIONNYYE SOORUZHENIYA (fortification struc-
tures)--Structures intended to facilitate conducting fire, and intended for:
observation of the battlefield and troop control; protection of personnel,
combat materiel, and vehicles from enemy fire; covert disposition of the
troops, and for their maneuver along the front and from depth.

1589 FOIR71FIKATSI'YA (fortificatio.0-Branch of the military engi-
neening arx ..ealing with means and methods of construction, and with
protective properties of various fortificational structures suitable for use in
a theater of operations or ir the deep rear. Such structures are built in
order to create, on the terrain, conditions for the best possible use of the
combat materiel at the disposal of the Services; in order to ensure troop
con.rol; and in order to afford protection against nuclear weapons,
chemical weapons, and conventioal means of destruction, to service
personnel, the civilian population, and materiel, not only in areas of
combat activities, but also within the civil defense system. Fortifications
are divided into field and permanent categories.

1590 FOTORAZVEDKA (photographic -econnaissance)-Acquisition
of information concerning enemy installations and the nature of the ter-
rain by photographing them frcm the air or from ground level, and inter-
preting the photographs.

1591 FOTOTELEGRAFNAYA SVYAZ' (phototelegraphic communi-
cations)-A type of documental electric telegraphic communication used
for transmission (and receipt) of combat documents, maps, diagrams, and
other graphic or textual documents.

1592 FRPONT (front)-(1) The highest strategic formation of armed
forces. It may include units, formations, and major field forces or strategic
formations of ground troops, air forces, and sometimes even naval forces
(river flotillas, etc.); (2) a term used to designate the forward zone of a
country at war where armed conflict is taking place. Under modem con-
ditions of nuclear-missile warfare, the dis.Inction between front and rear
has virtually disappeared.

1593 FRONT OKRUZHENIYA (front of encirclemcnt)-A front
created around encircled enemy troops for the purpose of isolating them
and subsequently destroyinr, them. During World War II, a distinction was
made between the inner front o9 encirclement, created direcl•y around the
encircled grouping, and the outer one, isolating the surrounded enemy
from the remainder of his troops, due to the action taking place there.

1594 FRONTAL'NAYA DOROGA (frontal road)-A toad running in
the direction from the rear to the front line.
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1595 FRONTOVAYA AVJATSIYA (frontal aviation [tactical aviation])
-A type of aviation forming part of a front (or ait army of a front), and
intended for joint combat activities with the ground troops of the front
and the other Services engaged in coordinated action with them. F 3ntal
aviation includes various branches of aviation and cruise-missile units.

1596 FRONTOVAYA BAZA (TYLOVAYA, PEREDOVAYA) (front
[rear, forward] base)-The rear services element of front supply. A front
base includes a base administration, materiel depots, and base servicing
units (labor, motor transport, engineer, communications).

1597 FRONTOVAYA NASTUPATEL'NAYA OPERATSIYA (front
offensive operation)-An operation conducted by the forces and facilities
of one front in cQordinated action with other Services, and having an im-
portant operational (or strategic) goal. A front offensive operation is con-
ducted in one or several operational sectors of a theater cf operations.

1598 FRONTOVAYA OBORONITELNAYA OPERAISIYA (front
defensive operation}--The sum total of interrelated combat operations of
fobimations and major field forces or strategic formations of the various
Servies, these formations being components of a front, and pursuing the
goal of holding important defense areas in the theater of operations and
inflicting damage on a main enemy grouping when it is preparing for an of
fensive or is in the course of the offensive.

1599 FRONTOVOY EVAKUATSIONNYY PUNKT (FEP) (forward
medical and evacuation facility)-A group of medical treatment and
evacuation transport facilities operating, as a pile, in a forward rear
services area.

1600 FRONTOVYYE REZERVY (front reserves)-Units and forma-
tions, at the disposal of the officer commanding the troops of a front,
which did not receive definite missions when the operation being con-
ducted was planned. Front reserves are used to increasc effort, to rein-
force or replace troops of the first echelon, and to complete other
unforeseen missions.

S~-Kh-

1601 KHARATER OPERATSII (BOYA) (ch.-actcXstics of an opera-
tion [or battle])--The aggregate of general tzaiz pczvli,,Ih to a given
operation (or battle) that determines its properties and features. The
character of an oper.tion (or battle) chianges continuously and depends
on the degree to which troops are equipped with the means of combat,
and on their training. Contemporary operations are characteriued by:
decisiveness of goals and great spatial scope; widespread use of weapons
of mass destruction, especially nuclear weapons; participatiorn of large
numbers of personnel and a large quantity of combat materie',; the pos-
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sibility of troops and rear installations being struck at great depth and
simultaneously; drastic, frequent, and rapid changes in the situation; the
diversity, rapidity, and great mobility of combat operations of troops; and
by great expemditurc• of materiel and heavy casualties.
1602 KHARAKTERJSM RADIOPOMEKH (radio jamming charac-
teristics)-The quantitative and qualitative indices of jamming signals:frqwc, power, signal shape, diircfvity, etc.
1603 KHBMICHESKAYA RAZVEDKA (chemical reconnaissance' -- A
special kind of reconnaissance, its purpose being to establish the presence
and type of toxic agents in the air, on the terrain, or on various object-.
1604 KHIMCHESKWYE VOYSKA (chemical troops)--Special troops

whose role is to implement measures for prutection against weapons of
mass destruction.
1605 KHIMICHESKOYE NAPADENIYE (chemical attack)-The use
of che•ical weapons against enemy troops and rear installations for the
purpose of destroying or neuti-aizing personneL
1606 KHUIICHESKOYE ORUZHIYE (chemical weapons)-Toxic
q" and the munitions in which they are used.

-Ts-

1607 TSVETNAYA ORIYENTIRNO-SIGNAL'NAYA AVIATSTON-
NAYA BOMBA (TSOSAB) (aerial colored flare)-An auxiliary-purpose
aerial bomb used at night to designate assembly areas for groups of air-
craft or coordinated branches of aviation, to mark aircraft control recog-
nition points along a flight course, or mark the direction of troop
movements. These aerial bombs may bum with various colors.
1608 TSELERASPREDELENIYE (target distribution)-The distribu-
tion, between units or sabunits, of targets ea.-marked for destruction. Tar-
get distribution is done by the senior commander, either directly or with
the aid of an automated control system.

1609 TSELEUKAZANIYB (target desio,,tcl•-Indicating the location
of a target. It is done in the course of command and control of combat
operations.
1610 'E OP ERATSIX (BOYA) (goal of an operation [or battle])-
The end remu which must be attained in a given specific operation (or
battle). The goal of an operation (or battle) is the utter defeat of the en-
emy main opposing grouping. To this may be added, in the case of an
offensive, the taking of an important area or line, thus ensuring furtner
development of the offensive; and in defense, frustrating the enemy at.tac.,
holding occupied areas, and creating conditions for going over to the of-
fensive.
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1611 TSENIMALJZOVANNOYE UPRAVLENIYB (centralized com-
mand aud control)-The command and control principle recognized in the
armed forces. Essentially, it conists in the fact that the commander re-
tains command and control of all sub ordinated and attached troops in his
own hands, being thus able to cjrcentzate thim troops" efforts to attain the
common goal of the operation or battle ii accordance with the adopted
plan.

S~--h-

1612 CFASfCi*NAYA DEZAKTIVATS]TA (partial radioactive do-
contaminaticn)--Removal of radioactive substanc-s from all contaminated
surfac of armament and equipment in orde to secure a partial reduction
in their degree of contamination. Partial radioactive decontamination is
done by the troops themseIves, directly in subunits, immediately after
leaving a contaminated area, using authorized and improvised means.

1613 CHASTICHNAYA MOBULJZATSIYA (partial mobilizatiors)-
Mobilization which applies not to all, but on~y the required number of
military districts, flets, and flotillas. In the event of partial mobilization,
call-up of those reserves subject to compulsory military service, and de-
liveries of various materiel from the national economy, involve, as a rule,
not the entire country, but only certain administrative and economic re-
gions.

1614 CHASTICHNAYA SPEMALNAYA OBRABOTKA (partial
npecial decont-mination)-Removal of toxic and bacterial agents, and ra-
dioactive substances from the exposed parts of the body, and neutraliza-
tion of liquid-drop toxic agents which have fallen onto the uniform
(clothing). Partial special decontamination is done directly in troop combat
formations, without interrupting completion oi the combat mission.

-Sh-
1615 SHTAB (staff)-The organ of command and control of troops (or
naval or air forces). it is respnnsible for timely organization of the combat
operations of toops, as well as firm and uninterrupted command and
control of them under all conditions of the situation. A staff dos all its
work on the basis of the decisions and instructions of the coimmander (or
commanding general), and also the orders of the superior staff.

1616 SHTABNAYA TRENIROVKA (staff training)-One of the meth-
ods of instructing generals and officers, and prepaing staffs, its purpose
being to give train.ing =d practice to each general and staff officer in the
discharge of his functionei r--a.sibilities. During staff training sessions,
no attempt is made to elaborate on the entire complex of staff service
questions related to the organization of an operation or battle, or troop
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command and control in the curse of an operation, but merely certain of
them, at the choice of the commanding general (or commander) and the
chief of starl. Staff training is subdivided into general (combined), and
specMc.

1617 SHTURM (assault)-A decisive attack by subunits, units, ow for-
mations, on an enemy occupying built-up areas, strongly reinforced posi-
tious, separate, buildings, etc., and offering stubborn resistance.

1618 SHTURMANSKOYE OBESPEFHENIYE (nm.-i.ational sup-
port)-The aggregate of measures conduced by a commander, staff, and
services pertaining to the organization, preparation, and implementation
of aircraft navigation, guidance to aerial targets, bombing (or launch-
ing of missiles), and other tasks, for the purpose of most effective comple-
tion of an assigned combat mistic.

1619 SHTURMOVYYE DEYSTVIYA AVIATSII (ground% attack oper-
ations by aviation)-An attack by aviation from a minimum distance and
altitude (point-blank), against optically visible land (or sea) targets, with
the use of simplk. and cGmplex types of maneuver, and various means of
destruction.

1620 SHUMOPELENGATORNAYA STANTSIYA (hydrophonb sta-
tion)-The complex of instruments and mechanisms with the aid of which
it is possible to seek and determaine (acoustic direction-finding) the direc-
t-on of noise created by ships under way or by self-propelled underwater

projectiies. Hydrophone stations are divided into the shipboard, airborne,
and coastal categories.

1621 SHKHERNYY RAYON (skerry region)-A coastal water area with
a very rugged coastline, numerous rocky islands of diverse size, and under-
water navigational hazards. A skerry region usually has a very involved
network of transverse and longitudinal navigable channels.

162,2 EVAKOPRIY)3MNIK (EP) (evacuation receiving station)-A
mobile-, field medical facility intended for reception of the wounded, sick,
and contaminated, for subsequent evacuation. Evacuation receiving sta-
tions are deployed in the vicinity of railroad junctions and highway inter-
sections, and at points of transshipment from one mode of transport to
another (ports, river crossings, airfields, railroad stations).

142-4 EVAKUATSIONNOYE NAPRAVLbI. YE (evacuation axis)-
An axL tom thf ront to the rear along which troops may withdraw and
all elus w.y be transported, namely: the sick, wounded, and contaminated;
civilians, prisoners of war, unneeded troops; military equipment; damaged
combat materiel; captured enemy equipment; and industrial equipment
thiceatered with destruction or seizure by the enemy.
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1624 EVAKUATSIONNYY PUNKT (evacuation (clearing] point)-A
3 I grouping of medical trenament and evacuation-transport facilities created

to treat and evacuate the sick, wounded, and contaminated.

1625 EVAKUATSIYA VOYENNAYA (military evacuation)-Convey-
ing the sick, wounded, arnd contaminated to the rear, as well as freeing the
troops of equipment which has become unnecessary, or which is in need
of repair.

1626 EKONOMICHESKY RAYON KAK OB"YEKT VOYENNYKH
DEYSTV1Y (an economic region as an object of hostilities)-A territory
baving industrial enterprises of military importance, transport junctions,
and other installations which it iL expedient to destroy in order to weaken
enemy industrial potential.

1627 EKSPEDITSIONNYYE VOYSKA (expeditionary troops)-Troops
intended to conduct military operations (expeditions) on a comparatively
limited scale, and predominantly in remote parts of the world. Expeditions
usually take the form of small colonial wars and interventions by capitalist
states. The composition and organization of expeditionary troops are usu-
ally adapted to th. distinctive situation in a given theater of operations and
to the conditions of combat.

1628 EKS RRJTRIALNAYA SISTEMA KOMPLEKTOVANIYA
(extraterritorial system of bringing the armed forces up to strength)-A
system of troop replenishment whereby manning is done not from the local
manpower resources of the given district, but from other regions (union
repdublics) or military districts, by sending the called-up contingents to
the points of disposition, deployment, or assembly of units and formations.

1629 EPIDEMIYA (epidemic)--A massive spreading of an infectious
disease among the troops or the population.

1630 EPMTSENTR YADERNOGO VZRYVA (ground zero of a nuclear
explosion)-A point on the surface of the earth (or water), being the pro-
jection of the center of an air (undt'nwater, underground) burst.

1631 ESKADRA (squadrou)--(1) An operational-tactical navai forma-
tion, including warships of one basic branch of the navy; (2) in some
capitalist countries, the basic tactical formation of identical warships.

1632 ESKARP (scarp)-An anti-tank obstacle consisting of an earth ex-
cavation of triangular or trapezoidal profile made on a slope or river bank
facing the enemy by cutting the slope in such a way as to increase its stenp-
ness so much that an enemy tank cannot negotiate it at speed. Obsta-.:s
of the same type, but much steeper (almost vertical), on a slope or river
bank facing the defender, are called counterscarps.

1633 ESKORT (esort)-Military convoy, guard, escort; for example:
"the escort (accompanimert) of a group of transport vessels; the honor
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guard associated with the accompanying of foreign statesmen; and also
with the burial of servicemen.

1634 ETAP OPERATSH (historical) (stage of an operation)-The part
of an operation, a particular stage of it, in wh:Th a stratewgi formation or
majcr field force completed some intermediate operational mission, or a
final one (for the culminating stage), in the interests of the entire operation,
as a result of which the operational situation changed substantially, as did
the character of subsequent troop activities. At each stuge of an operation,
the fo~lowing were decided in the planning phase: missions of the troops;
grouping of forces and facilities; procedure for coordi'id action of
troops; measures to support their activities; and organization of control
and communication. In addition, the depth, duration, and rate of advance
were decided for each stage of an operation. The depth of ,i stage of an
operation was determined by the grouping of the enemy to be defeated,
and by a line, the seizure of which would create favorable conditions for
subsequent development of the operation.

1635 ESHELONIROVANIYE VOYSK (SIL I SREDSTV) (echeloning
of troops [forces and facilities])-Deployment of units, formittions, and
major field forces or strategic formations iL depth (in the case of aviation,
also by altitude), in accordance with the concept of the plan for the inm-
pending combat operations or maneuver.

1636 ESHELONLPOVANNYYE DEYSTVIYA AVIATSH (echeloned
air operations)-Successive strikes by individual aircraft or small groups
of aircraft against one or several targets, delivered in order to have a pro-
longed effect on the enemy.

-Ya--

1637 YADERNAYA VOYNA (nuclear warfare)-A war in which nu-
clear weapons are the principal means of destruction.

1638 YADERNOYE NASTUPLENIYE (foreign) (nuclear offensive)-
The first air-and-missile operation in the initial period of a war, conducted
simultaneously in all theaters in accordance with a unified strategic plan,
involving the greatest possible quantity of strategic and tactical weapons
of nuclear attack.

1639 YADERNOYE ORUZHIYE (nuclear weapons) -The general term
for weapons whose action is based on the utilization of intranuclear energy
liberated as a result of nuclear reactions, r -nely, fission, fusion, or both
simtltaneously. Nuclear weapon. include missiles aad aerial bombs having
a nuclear charge, etc.

1640 YADERNOYE PREVOSKHODSTVO (foreign) (nuclear sliper.-
ority)--Quantitative and qualitative superiority over the enemy -ith re-
gard to stockpiles of nuclear munitions and the means of delivering
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them to the target, in conjunction with mom advantageous conditions for
their deployment, and better prospects for their effective use thn those
enjoyed by fhe enemy.

1641 YADMR.,VIYE BOYEPRIPASY (nuclear munitions)-The war-
heads of missiles of various types and purposes, aerial boubs, projectiles,
warship torpedos, depth charg.-s, and fougassei, with nuclear charges.

1642 YADERNYY VZRYV (nuclear explosion)--The explosion cf a
nuclear munu ion (device). A nuclear explosion diffe.,s from a conventic.lal
explosion in the huge amount of ener-y liberated, in its exceptionally high
concentration, and in such injurious factor, as a poweritd shock wave,
flash, penetrating radiation, and radioactive contamination of the terrain.

1643 YADMLR.NYY ZARYAD (nuclear cbarge)-A charge of nuclear
material, used in nuclear munitions. A nuclear clarge may consist of
uranium or plutonium isotopes, and ths,rwonuclear substanc.s. In she lat-
ter case, the munitions art: called thermonuclear.

1644 YADERNYY FUGAS (nuclear mme)-A land mine containing a
nuclear charge, and emplaced at a particular location ahead of time.

1645 YADOVITODYMNAYA VOLNA (toxic smoke wave)-An arti-
ficial smoke cloud containing a toxic agent. It is created by burniZg
poisonous smoke pots, or by atomizing and dispersing H'iuid mixtures f.om
special devices. Its speed and direction of motion depend on the velocity
and direojion of the wind.
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flight (aviation unit) 23
flight procedure; 1342

factors influencing wars 1575 flight precedure, special 1039
ferry crossing 1C 57 flight s-fety 14?
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flight speed, maximum 1196 ground forward air control 1240
flight system 346 ground transporter 460
flight system, safe 145 ground zero of a nuclec.r explosion 1630
flight system, temporary 369 guard duty 699
flight training 807 guerrilla-see partisan
flotilla 1583 guidance system, astronavigational 97flotilla, naval 303 guidance system, mi.sile command 718
flying range 473 guided missile, antitank 1234
flyin; speed, maximum P30 gunboat 695
force operational utilization factor 785 gy-ocompass 430
forces and facilities 1393
forces, main body of 433
foresight 119-
formation 1033
formation, approach-march 1193 boating, aerodynamic 105
formation in trail 706 helicopter 251
formation, major air 25 helicopte, carrier 252
fortification 1589 herbicides 409fortificational rtructures, highway, military 292prefabricated 1377 highway support 534

fortification strucure, !5580 highway troops 537fortified sivau tore, permanent 52.,.7 history, military 282
forward air controller 1055 holding zone 615

forward edge 1083 hospital base, front 449
forward position 1084 hospital, military 448

ency .schedule 1500 hostilities, main purpose of 432fUont 1592 human resources, national 827

fron" of encirclement 1593 hydroacoustics 410
Sfueling process 580 hydroacoustic attack 411fueli rocke ss hydroacoustic navigation system 413t fuel, rocket 1323

fuel, component of rocket 736 hydoacoustic observation 416
fuel unit 580 hydroacmustic reconnaissance 414
fuze, acoustic .proximty 261 hydroacoustic screen 412fuze, contact 74i hydioacoustic stati3n 415

hydrofoil 764

hydrographic recnaissance 418
--. hdrographi- sweeping 420

hydrographic vessel 419
gamma rays 401 hydrography 421
garrisci ,A12 hydrological situation 422
garrison service 403 hydrology 423
general staf 406 hydrometeorological reconnaissance 426geodetic net 407 hydron-Tteorclogical service 427
geodetic point 408 hydrometecrological s&;uation 425
geography, military 279 hydrometeorology 428
geography, naval 300 hydrophone station 1620
giegercounter 1350 hypersc•pic speed 429
global war 437
grand strategy 206 ----
gravimetry 456
ground alert interceptor 1094 ice airfield •
ground attick opera ions by aviation icebreaker, support of an operation 805

10,19 ice condition 802
ground clearance 710 ice condi:ion, chart of 699
ground forces, branches of 1356 ice reconnaissance 803
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identification, mutual 257
identlicaignals 1391

idention sga Komsomol organizations in the Soviet
imitation 630
mimunity 632 Army and Navy 737

immunization 631
impact zone 617 --
incendiary bomb 565
incendiary projetile 567 lachrimators 799, 1406
indicators, activity 497 landing area I17
indoctrinaticn, ideological 627 landing detachment 1048

i inertial guidance system 640 landing force 500
information, from agents 55 launcher 1243
information, initial 685 launching position 1454
information post, main coastal 434 leadership, troop 322
infrared equipment 670 legend 799
infrared observation 671 light cruisc 800
initial position 687 light pulse 1380
initial situation 686 line of departure 690
initiative of a commander 663 locking onto a target 588
initiative, seizure of 587 logistics opera'ion 834
insecticides 664 iag, observation 558
instruction, combat 185
integrator 665
intelligence (see: reconnaissance)
intellipence, acoustical 414
intelligence collection, aerial radio and machine, high-speed trench digging 240

radar 328 magnetic control and measurement sta-

intelligence, covert 1294 ton 748
intelligence, electron-ic 1284 main elements of forces 433
intelligence, electronic, airborne 239 main strike 436
intelligence, engineer 643 maintenance echelon, technical 531
intelligence estimate 1305 maintenance, routine 1523

intelligence, military 289 maneuver 832
intelligence, military-economic 311 mzi-vering base 837
intelligence report 1306 maneuver near target 833

intelligence, strategic 1471 maneuver with fire 835

interception of air targets 1092 map, blank 157

interception region, air target 955 mar, classilication of 708
map highlighting 1140

internal service 273 map nomenclature 948
interval, safe time IA map preparation 1131
inmof 374 map, situation 1054, 1246
ionospheric forecasting 674 much 841
ionospheric probing 673 march diagram 1495
ionospheric service 672 march formation 1187
irradiation, external 270 marine brigade 226
irradiation, internal 271 martial law 295
isolation of the region of combat masking, anti-hydroacoustic 1216

operations 629 masking, anti-radar 1226
massing of forces and weapous 851
materiel expenditure rates 950
materiel, mobile reserve of 1123
materiel, mobile stocks of 1118

jamming station 1449 mechanization of loading and unloading
journal of combat operations 557 870
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medical lacilities, forwarn! 1599 missile, guided, growid-to-air 605
mcnici,_., aviation 26 missile launch and guidance app.ratus
men and equipment 1393 69
nmteorologcal con.dtions 863 missile launch data. initial 1129
meteorology, aviatona 121 missile, operatiornl-tartical 1330
militarism 871 missile-servicing position 1530
military art 294 missile ship 768
military art, Wstory of 676 missile, strategic 1331
military art, rrinciples of 1203 missile support 1324
military blo,. 315 missile, tactical 1332
military information, sources of 678 missile tracking station 1451
military irformation tasks 298 missile, unguided 944
military intelligence 289 missile unitd, coa•tal 149
military power 284 missile warhead 177
miliuay resources 1351 mission plan analysis 1574
Military Scientific Society 306 mission, subsequent 1181

military unit 34) mobile warfare 838
mine 880 mobilization 886
mine, aerial 16 mobilizational role 885
minc-and-artillery position 873 mobilization, general 891
mine-artillery breakthrough 1213 mobilization measures 887
mine, bottom 529 mobilization notification 1025
mine-clearing attac.ment 879 mobilization, partial 892, 1613
mine detector, road 538 mobilization plan 889
mine disarming 1315 mobilization, readiness of troops 884
minefield 875 mobilization reserve 8%'8

t.inefields, active 59 monitor 895
minelayer 878 morale, army 897
mine-laying operations 876 morale, undermining of 1138
mine. noncontact 937 motorized troops 905
mine, nuclear 1644 moving targets, selection of 1388
mtmine obstacle, composite 724 mult;plexing a communications lre
mine obstac.e, forcing i586 1562
mine screen, vertical 249 multiplexing apparatus 71
mines, e 881 muzzle velocity 933
minesweep 879
minesweeper 1543
minesweeping 1542
minesweeping check 747 napalm 920
minesweeping, contact 739 National Air Defense Forces 354
mine, sweeping of noncontact 938 National Air Defense Forces, branches
minesweeping procedures 1343 of 1354
mining 872 naval art 304
missile 1329 naval basr, defense of 957
missile, air defense 668 naval base facilities, mobile 1119
missile, air-to-surface ballistic 12 naval basing system 1395
missile, bacteriological 136 naval battle 901
missile base 1322 naval forces, engineering support of 65C
missile, cruise 797 naval forces, operational radius of
missile, global 438 action of 1017
missile guidance station 1445 naval forces, zone of tactical dispersal
m:,sle, guided 1566 624
missile, guided, army antiaircraft 77 navitl guns 751
missile, guided, departure point of an naval intelligence 302

antiaircraft 394 naval activities in coastal are-as 493
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naval science 301 nuclear offensive 1638
naval squadron 512 nuclear safety line 1359
naval theater, grouping of forces in 465 nuclear shock wave 1555
nav?. vessel, handiiag characteristics of nuclear strike, massed 854

839 nuclear strike, single 987
na vigation 763, 915 nuclear strikes, group 468
navigation, air 122 nuclear superiority 1640
navigational aids, dummy 818 nuclear warfare 1637
cavigational discipline 1341 nuclear weapons 1639
navigational support 1618 nuclear yield 906
navigation and bombing system,

composite 731 -0-
navigation, astro-inertial system of 96
navigation, astronomical 98 objective, follo.iup 469
navigation, long-range 478 oGbjective, initiaW 158
navigation, space 777 observation 965
navigation system, autornAtic 38 observation plan 1398
navigation system, long-range radio- observation point 907

technical !286 observation, visual 268
navigation system, radio 1271 observation zone 612, 1162
navigation system, short-sange radio- obstades, anti-Assault 1219

technical 1'85 obstacles, anti-landing 660
navy, branches of 1355 obstacles, antipersonnel 1225
nerve gas 1503 obstacles, antitank 1233
nerve rAses, neu-oparalytic 1044 obstacles, complex 1558
netlater 561 obstacles, composite mine 724
net, two-station 1273 otstac,.s, degree of readiness 1456
neutrality 935 obstacle density 11 i Ineutralization of the enemy 1115 obstacles detachment, mobile 1122

neutron 936 obstacles engineer 658
nuclear air burst 347 obstacles, mine-and-explosive 874
nuclear burst, coordinates of ground obstacles, natural 554

zero 755 obstacles, negotiating water 1198
nuclear burst, high-altitude 388 obstacle plan 1397
nuclear burst, injurious -ffects of 1174 obstacle, water 276
nuclear burst parameters, automatic de- obstacle zone 610

termination of 46 occupation 992
nuclear burst, radius of the casualty occupation troops 991

zone 1292 offensive 332
nuclear charge 1643 offensive operation 927
nuclear explosion 1642 offensive operation, depth of 440
nuclear explosion, altitude o! 390 offens've operation in a naval sector 930
nuclear explosion, high altitude 392 offensive operation of a group of armies
nuclear explosion, low altitude 946 928
nuclear explosion, safe high altitude 141 offensive operation of a group of fronts
nuclear explosion, surface 919 929
nuclcar explosion, types of 267 offensive, rate of 1527
nuclear explosion, underground 1136 offensive sea battle 931
nuclear explosion, underwater 1128 offensive zone 1163
nuclear explosion, water-surface 916 officer, aircraft-guidance and
nuclear mine 1644 target-d,.signation 1055
nuclear missile strike 1326 officer, courier 1057
nuclear missile warfare 1325 operation 1022
nuclear munitions 1641 operation, air 326
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operational activity of the navy, partisan operat-ons 1069

routine 1113 partisan warfare 1068
operational art 1007 Party committees in the Soviet Army
operational concentration of troopr and1 Navy 1072

1012 Party organizations In the armeZ forces
operational coordination 1005 1073
operational cover 1010 Party-political work 1071
operational (or battle) crisis 791 patrol duty 526
operational density 1001 patrol. march security 1185
operational deployment 1011 payload 255
operational group 996 pedagogy, military 286

operational maneuver, form of 1584 penetration, deep 445
operational movement 1015 People's Home Guard 925
operational pause 999 People's Home Guard, division of 513

operational rear 1018 personnel carrier, amphibious 1099

operational regrouping 1000 philosophy, military 291
operational Sector 1021 photography, aerial 338
operational situation 998 photography, aerial oblique 1096

operational standards 1014 photography.. aerial vertical 1106

operational time 1006 photo interpretation 503
operation, anti-amplibious 1218 phototelegraphic communications 1591

operation, charmieristics of 1601 picket line 816
operation (or battle), concept of 574 pipeline, field trunk 1150
operation, conduct of 246 pipeline, permanent 1455
operation, duration of 1209 pitching 691
operation, front offensive 1597 plane zone of impact 1109
operation, goal of 1610 planning 1204
operation, organization of 1030 plan position indicator 637
operation plan 1102 point-blank range 474
operation, preparation of 1133 POL supply 1411
operations consecutive 1179 political departments 1155
operations control center 187 political work in a combat situation
operations, delaving 1386 1154
operations, military 313 politico-military goal 308
operations of the inriial period of a war politico-moral fighting qualities 1152

1019 port 1175
operations plan 1352 position 1144
operations report 100- potential, military 319
operation, stage of 1634 potential, military-economic 312
operation. strategic !469 potential, morale and political 896

opmelion, strategic defensive 1467 preparation fire 976
opezation, transfer of effort in 1089 probability of a bombing approach 247
order 1033 probability of a hit 248
order of battle, operational 1009 programming, linear 814
ordnance 91 propaganda, military 287
outpost 585 protection, collective means of 714
overhaul, intermediate 1435 protection, individual means of 635
overpressure in the shock wave 628 psychology, military 288

pursuit 1200

parachute assault force 1065
partisan 1070 quantum-mechanical generator 705

partisan division 514 quartermaster service 666
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radioactive contamination 1249
radioactive contamination, degree of

radar 1267 1457
radar beacon 634 radioactive containatinon monitoring
radar complex 1266 746
radar contras! 1256 radicactive contamination, negofieting
radar contrast of the terrain, map of zones of 1429

701 radioactive contamination, zone of 620
radar, detection and guiuance 1446 vadioactive decontamination 485
radar detection line 1363 radioactive decontamination agents ,AM
radar detection range 475 radioactive deco-tamination.
radar discrimination 1316 partial 1612
radar facilities, zone of suppression 6!6 radioactive substances 1251
radar field 1263 radioactivity indicator 638
radar, fire control 1447 radioactivity, induced 910
radar-guidance zone 621 radio beacon 1269
radar identification 1262 radio beacon landi.ig group 1177

radar ingruments and systems, doppler radio camouflage 1268
530 radio communications 1280

radar lrmdmark 1264 radio comm:n-ications, meteoric 862
radar observation 1260 radio deception 1255
radar, passive 1074 radio elecronic equipment 222
radar post 1265 radio electronics 1290
radar post, inactive 571 iadio frequencies, maneuver with 836
radar reconnais•ance 1257 radio-geodesic tie-in 1254
radar, roving 782 radio intercept 1275
radar station 1259 radio interference 1277
radar support 1261 radio interference suppression factor
radar system 1258 787
radar system, unified 547 radio jamming, active 60
radar target, dummy 822 radio jamming characteristics 1602

radar target-indication 622 radio -rnming, combined 726
radar zone, frontier 1202 radio jamming group 463
radiation conditions 1247 radio jamming. indigr dual means 636
radiation conditions, map of 70D radio jamming, local 860
radiation dose 522, 523 radio jamming protection 592
radiation dose, safe 142 radio jair 'ing station, automatic 42
radiation dose, tolerable 531 radio jmwing zone 618
radiat!on dose. total 1492 radiological situation assessment 1062
radiation, hazard attenuation factor 786 radio navigation 1272

raraatio naevely 12562
radiation level ?5n8 radio navigational system 1271
radiation levels, drop in 1423 radio net 1281
radiation, penetrating 1211 radio prcpagation, direct 924
radiation. pu1~e 633
radiation reconnaissance t248. 1441 radio reconnaissance 1278

tadiation reconnaissance, aerial 327 radio relay communications 1279

radiation, residual 745 radio remote control 1283
radiation screening, personnel 1040 radio sr irch 1276

radiation sicknes 826 radic. silence 1270

radioactive cloud 1250 radio system, automated 37

radioactive cloud contamination 581 radio-technical lacilities 1288

radiractive cloud, final pattern of 1494 radio-technical fkcilities.

radioactive cloud, pattern of 1405 standby reserve of 447

radioactive cloud, unformed pattern of radio-tecl. 2ical navigation

943 systc-n, long-range 1286
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radio-technical navigation teconnaismsnce -,arty 1348

system, short-range 1285 reconnaissance patrol 1308

radio-technical support 1289 reconnaissance patrol, combat 1298

rzdio-technicai system, base of 126 reconnaissance, photographic 1,90

radio-technical troops 1287 reconnaissance plza 1104

radio waves 1253 reconnaissance. icar area 1548

radius of action, tactical 1513 reconnaissance, route 12Q9

raid 1145 reconnais•ance, shipboard 760

raider 1346 reconnaissance, supplementary 532

railroads, rate of restoration 1528 reconnaissance, tactical 1512

railroad troops 556 remnnaissanre, television 1302

range 1151 reconnaissance, terrain 1300

range finding W.,tem 471 reconnaissance, topographil. 1536

rm= of fire 476 recownnai=snce zone 1169
-. ge of. fire, mayimm e~ffective 492 redeployment f aviation 1077

ra of fire, efective 171 redeployment of naval forces 1091

rate of march, 842 redeployment of naval formations 1078
ration, daily 1493 regrituping of forces 1062

readiness for sea, operational 455 regulating station 1333

oear f' rd 9- reinforcfmeres 1443

rear, organization of 1032 relief of troops 1413

rear protection, defense, and garding repair, (f.,tory) capital 696

590 repair facility, mobile vehicle 1120

rear services, army 80 report 528

ear servie control point 1550 report, combat 180

rear services of the Lrmed forcs 1545 reports, schedule of periodic 1498

rear area situation !546 rquirement2 3f the armed forces,

,rear seuvices spport 1549 materiel 856

rear scrvices suppoit plan 1105 rescue and emergency service 2

rear services units 1551 research, operational 675

rear-ar zone of a front 1547 ,eserve, -.ntitank 1235
rear to is36- reserve concentrai•nti 3

rear units, authodrzed table of 734 reserve, engi.eriag 662

reconnaissance, L:erial photo 123 reserves 1345

reconnaissance, aerie; adio and radar reserves, army 78

328 reserves, fr,)nt 1600

reconnaissance, air 330 reserves, material 451

reconnaissance, artillery 1295 ,eserves, operational 1016

reconnaissance, artillery istru,nent 88 reserves, unit 348

reconnaissance, aviation 1303 reserve troops 1344

reconnaissance by officers 1056 resources, loca: 861

reconnaissance, chemical 1603 river-cro-Aing graph 459
reconnaissance, commander's ground road, frontal 1594

1347 road, front (army) motor 47
reconnaissance detachment 1309 road, lateral 1357
reconnaissance group 1304 road network 533
reconnaissance in force 1296 rocket projectiles, guided 1567

reconnaissance, infrared 1301 rocket shell, unguided 945

reconnaissance, magnetometric 828 roentgen 1349

ieconnaissance, medic.l 1375 roentgen equivalhnt man (renr.) 155

reconnaissance, minesweeping 1307 route map 844

reconnaissance, naval 302 roving guns (or batteries)

reconnaissance, operational 360, 1003 and tanks 783

reconnaissance, operational air 995 runway 259
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smoke-making substances 546
smoke screen 544

sabotage 505 soman 606
sarin 583 sonar 424
satellite, navgat'onal 914 sortie 186, 385
satellite, reconnaissanc i43i sortie, divisional 509
scarp 1632 sortie rate 810
science, military 235 sound masking 596
science, military methodology sound ranging (echo ranging) 595

of Soviet 867 Soviet Navy 305
screening 559 spacecraft 779
screening of ships l11•6 space (aerospace) doctrine 776
.,creening zone 1168 spaceport 780
screen, smoke 544 space systems, military 778
sea area, defense of 224, 1059 snecial forces 1425

sea, closed region of 572 squadron 1631
seaplane base 417 squadron, aviation 20
search 1145 staff 1615
search, zone of free 623 staff field service 1148
sea routes, obstruction of 564 staging area 615
seakeeping ability 898 State Defense Cormittee 454
second echelon 376 station, off-loading 382
second front 375 station, tow-.d hydioacoustic 235
security 1060 stations (on a warship) 176
security at the hilt or in bivouac 1461 strait entrance 1197
security, combat 183 strait zone 1210
security, march 1186 strategic a.r army 1463
security zknoe 1164 strategic air sector 337
semi-automation and mechanizztion strategic battle area 1108

831 strategic concentration, depth of 441
services, correlation of 1417 strategic concentration of
services of the armed forces 265 armed forces 1483
shell, over-caliber 918 stratcgic countermaneuver 1476
"shield and sword" strategy 1490 strategic defense 1466
"-1%ip and vestel, auxiliary 371 strategic echeloninent 1485
ship, "class" of 707 strategic efforts, concentration of 1421
ship, communications 769 st-ategic facilities 1442
ship, dtegaussing 1313 strategic formation 1008
ship, missile 768 strategic front 1479
ship of the line 815 strategic goal 1472
ship, piloting behind sweeps 1207 strategic grouping 1464
ship, radar picket 767 strategic maneuver 1477
ship support 1049 strategic maneuver, operational 1013
shock wave 1554 Strategic Missile Forces 1327
short exercise 811 strategic mission A465
siege, state of 1037 strategic movements 1473
signaling methods 1392 strategic objective 1478
signl%, schedule of coordination 1502 strategic offensive 1481
simplex operation 1394 strategic pause 1470
simulation 630 strategic raw material 1484
situation 966 strategic regroupings 1474
skerry region 1621 strategic reserves 1475
smoke bomb 521 S,.'ategic Rocket Forces 1327
smoke bomb, aerial 543 strategic sector 1480
smoke concealment 545 strategic situation 1468
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strategy, military 1486 supreme high command 253
strategy of annihilation 1489 Supreme High Command General
strategy, peripheral 1488 Headquarters 1444
strategy, "shield and sword" 1490 surface strike group 761
strikes along convergnt axes 1556 surprise 269
strikes by aircraft, simultaneous 988 surrender 697
strikes, single aircraft 986 surveillance, acoustical 416
strikes, successive 1180 surveillance, coastal 148
strong point 1027 survey site 1201
submarine 1124 switch position 1052
submarine, atomic Z125 system, interception and aiming 1448
submarine, combating the enemy's 221
submarine (surface ship),

endurance of SO
submarine, fleet 1127 table-of-all,.wance items 1499
submarine formation 466 tables of information and
submarine group, tactical 1509 tables tion 669
submarine, "maneuver method characteristics 669

tabu:s 1503
of utilizing 840 tadcal air command 1516

.submarine, methods of using 868 tactical aiation 1595
submarine, missile 1126

submarine, positional method 1143 tactical density 1510
submarine, screening force of 560 tactical depth of a defense 1508submarine submersion depth 442 tactical flight ttaining 809tactical formation 1187
superiority in forces 1191
supremacy, air and spas 451 tactical formation, higher 393

supremacy, seatactical problem 244

supplies 857 tactical succtns 1515

supplies, emergency reserve 940 tactical training exercise 1517

supplies, stockpiles of 579 tactics, general 968

supply and accounting unit 1337 tactics, military 1504
supply and evacuation routes 1245 tactics, navil 899

supply, combat material 184 tactics, service 1505
supply, minimum level of 941taicusdbanrm10supply movements 1416 tank, amphibious 1098
supply movefntr s 1416 tank approach, probable avenue of 1520
supply of troop~s 1415 tn ry11

supply service, clothing and tank army 1518

equipment 1407 tank corps 1519

supply service, food 1409 tank, flamethrower 985

supply service, fuel 1411 tank, incendiary 566
supply service, missile and artillery target, approach to 397

1410 target, coordinatcs of 754

support capabilities of a sector 550 target designation 1609

support capability of a tarret distribution 1608

theater of operations 551 target distribution station 1452

support, materiel 855 tear gases 798
support, materiel, levels of 949 telegraph communication, automatic
support, materiel, motor vehicle military 43

and tractor 54 telegraph communication, high-
suppor., missile 1324 speed 237
support, navigational and telegraphic apparatus, ,.udio-frequency

hydrographic 912 70
support of an operation 952 telegraphic communication 1525
support, strategic 1482 telegraphy, multichanncl 883
support, technical 1532 telephone communication 1526
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telephony carrier 389 training exercise, military 1573
telephony, selective 1387 training, flight 807
television comununication 1524 training (exercis.e), group 467

tender 1100 training methodology, combat 864
terrain, means of improving the training methodology, operations 865

pas-ubility 1438 training, officer 716
terrain model 829 training, operational 1002
terrain, protective features 593 training, political 1153
territorial waters 1529 training, staff 1616
theater of military operations, training, tactical flight 809

intercontinental 859 training, tactical troop 1511
theater of military operat;k.zs, main 435 training, troop engineer 641
theater of naval opetatitins 902 training, weapons 976
theater of naval operations, trans:-r area 1081

enclosed 570 transportation, disruption of 926
theater of naval operations, organiza- tiansportation routes, obstruction of

tion of 913 563
theater of naval opmrttions, fitting-out transportation service, military 1408

of 1132 transportation, troop 1089
theater of operations 1521 Transport Aviation, Military 310
"theater of war 1522 transport, combined use of all types 732
theater, secondary 377 transport network, miiltary 314

thrrat situation 1553 transport, organic 364
Tr,.f equivalent of nuclear munitions tribunal, military 321

1544 troop command and control 1563
tonnage, register 1339 troop command and control system,
topogeodesic preparation 1535 automated 39
Topographic Service, Military 30' troop command and control system,

topographic support of troops 1537 complex automated 730
topography, military 290 troop coordination 258
topedo 1538 troop movement, combined 723
torpedo, aerial 19 troops, motorized 905
torpedo bombing 1540 troops, motor transport 48
torpedo bombing, low level 947 troops, radio-technical 1287
torpedo, homing 1371 troops, railroad 556
total war 1541 truce negotiator 1066
toxic agents 1043 turret, armored 228
toxic agents, choking gases 1046
toxic agents, combat training 1572 -U--
toxic agent concentration 753
toxic agents, de!rcction and ultimatum 1561

identification 639 umpire, troop 363

toxic agents, nerve and paralysant 1045 unified order 1034
toxic agents, nonpersistent 942 unit of fire 188

toxic agents, psychogenic 1237 unity of command 548
toxic agents, stagnation of 586 utilization coefficient of a motor vehicle

toxicity 1534 pool 784
toxic smoke wave 1645
toxins 1533
track transfer zone 1167
traffic control service, area vaccination 241

road 536 vehicle, armored 231
traffic control zone, area road 535 vehicle, combat 168

training exercise, conramand-and-staff velocity, muzzle 933
720 vesicants 713
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viscous aent 400 warships, brigade of seagoing (river)
225

W warship classification 709
warship, combat information center of

waiting area 613 187
war 351 warship, &fense of a formation 959
warfare, antisubmarine 221 warship, defensive features of 167
warfare, electronic 1252 warship, division of 50a
warfare, maneuver 838 warship, maximum range speed of 178
warfare, naval 352 warship, offshore replenishment of 153
warfure, nuclear 1637 wars, history ol 677
warfare, nuclear missile 1325 war, ways of unleashing 1430
warfare, partisan 1068 water area 57
warfare, positional . .41 water barriers, forcing 1585
warfare, psychological 1238 water supply point 1239
warfare, unconventional 1426 waterways, inland 272
war finan-ir.g 1577 waterways, obstruction of 564
war game 281 waveband 504

, missi 177 weapons, aviation 29war, initial period, of 934 weapons, chemical 1606

war, local 81W weapons, conventional 973
warnin& decentralized 502 we"pons, intercontinentdl 858
warnin net 1282 weapons of mass destruction 1036
warning order 1194 weapons of mass destruction, protec-
warning service, aircraft 353 tion of troops from 589
warning signals 1390 weapons training 976
warning, troop 1024 weapons, unmanned air-attack 151warning zone 1166 wharf (port) off-loading 381
war, objective laws of 974 wind, mean 1434
war, period of 1095 wind, surface 256
war, Preventive 1189 withdrawal 1053
war production 296 wreck 3
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